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Abstract

While this dissertation responds to and builds upon various iterations of *why cosmopolitanism?*, I also articulate the meaning of a cosmopolitan education in ways that are different from previous arguments and descriptions: as actually existing global phenomena and as an ethical response to such phenomena. Drawing upon Ulrich Beck’s writings on world risk theory and cosmopolitan realism, I discuss the Fukushima nuclear disaster as a case of actually existing cosmopolitanism, or world risk turned catastrophe. At once a local and global environmental disaster that has consequences for a “non-excludable plurality,” the irresponsibility that contributed to and continues to be at play regarding fallout from Fukushima summons a transnational, planetary ethic of responsibility.

Whereas nuclear meltdowns and warfare, pandemics, and global financial crises are world risks turned catastrophes whose consequences can be validated empirically, I also consider world risks that are intangible, impossible to ascertain with evidence-based research. By way of the faculty of the imagination, I draw a link between Chernobyl heart deform and United States “school deform”; I also read Dostoevsky’s *Crime and Punishment*, specifically Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague as an allegory for the breakdown of the faculty of judgment across time and place.

What might an ethic of responsibility in response to world risks look like? Drawing upon theoretical writings on cosmopolitanism and empirical realities that solicit responsible actions, I contend that acting with the faculty of judgment and a compassionate heart are vital to re/creating the world. In writing upon judgment, I turn to Hannah Arendt whose *style* of writing about totalitarianism and its antithesis, freedom, is just as important for understanding what it means to judge and to act responsibly as is the *content* of what she writes. I question if judgment is the only faculty needed to live an ethical life, to act ethically toward others in an increasingly interconnected, codependent world. While Arendt is critical, even dismissive of the role that compassion has played in politics, I contend that a both/and rather than either/or ethic which includes judgment and compassion ought to work together to re/fashion a world habitable for all.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Why Cosmopolitanism?

Why cosmopolitanism? is a question that has gained momentum since the 1990s and responses to it range from critiquing it as a philosophy of empire coming in the guise of global capitalism and the “technologization of human beings” (Cheah, 2006, p. 4) to a sensibility that emphasizes human interest in and responsibility to others around the world (Appiah, 2006). In the discipline of education, the technologization claim is taken up as a form of governmentality via school reforms which aim to civilize uncivil subjects (Popkewitz, 2008), to teach students about human rights and global justice instrumentally (Todd, 2009). In educational cosmopolitanism’s worldly or embodied manifestation, it is enunciated as a disposition that cultivates desire to learn about the old and the new, the close and the distant, the particular and the universal (Hansen, 2008; 2011), as ontological “worldliness” (Pinar, 2009, p. iv) or a subjective sense of “being-in-the-world” that makes narration of selfhood challenging (p. 3). While this dissertation responds to and builds upon such wide ranging iterations of why cosmopolitanism?, I also articulate the meaning of a cosmopolitan education in ways that are different from previous arguments and descriptions: as actually existing global phenomena and as an ethical response to such phenomena, both of which are introduced below.

1.2 The Primacy of the Ethical in a Cosmopolitan Education

By placing the ethical at the heart of a cosmopolitan education, I am not exactly or strictly advancing the work of “moral cosmopolitanism” as it is currently articulated (see Hansen, 2008; 2010; 2011). Key thinkers working in moral cosmopolitanism – e.g., Nussbaum (1996; 1997); Appiah (2006; 2007) – advocate “dispositions such as open-mindedness and impartiality that all persons…can come to take on” (Hansen, 2010, p. 154). Some scholars more than others also argue for a universal moral point of view regarding what our duties are to humanity and the planet while likewise recognizing that there are challenges involved with negotiating cosmopolitan responsibilities to the local and global. Skeptics of cosmopolitanism see its “double demand” as a contradiction that cannot withstand scrutiny (Todd, 2009, p. 139). While
moral cosmopolitanism postures not only tolerance to but interest in the lives of others in ever-increasingly less distant corners of the world and which can be cultivated through education, the moral strand does not capture all of what this dissertation aims to address in placing the ethical as the central concern of a cosmopolitan education.

Indeed, a note of caution is in order regarding conflating morality with ethics. While these terms are not separate from each other and are often thought of in the same way by philosophers, Hansen (2011) draws a distinction between the two: ethics deals with questions of the self: “How shall I live my life?” (p.33); morality deals with questions toward others: “How shall I regard and treat other people?”¹ This is not to say that placing the ethical at the center of a cosmopolitan education excludes elements of moral philosophy; nor does the term “ethical” as construed here signify working strictly within the domain of ethics. As a curriculum theorist who has also been a student and teacher of English literature and English education in various contexts, in this dissertation I draw from multiple disciplines and sources in articulating and practicing a cosmopolitan education. And pointing out the perceived similarities and differences between ethics and morality is important for my work here for several reasons. Firstly, the word ethical is in the title of my dissertation and, as such, attention should be given to this word if only because of its nebulous nature. Secondly and as noted in the preceding paragraph, there is a strand of cosmopolitanism called moral cosmopolitanism which Hansen (2008) characterizes differently from other strands that currently include: political, economic, cultural, and most recently educational, the latter coined by Hansen himself. As far as I have read in the literature, a strand called ethical cosmopolitanism does not exist. Lastly, I am not advancing an ethical strand so much as underscoring what it means to live ethically – which does not preclude moral considerations – in an increasingly interconnected world.²

What does it mean to live ethically in an interconnected, codependent world? As will be previewed in the introduction and elaborated upon in the chapters of this dissertation, living ethically summons judgment and compassion for one’s own life and the lives of not-so-distant others. As such, chapter 3 is an exploration of the faculty of judgment. Rather than a philosophical analysis via Kant’s Critique of Judgement, I interpret and follow Arendt’s narrative style to performing judgment, which she calls “storytelling,” for its emphasis on and interpretations of particular events. Arendt draws extensively from Kant in thinking about and
performing judgments, as I will, too. Judgment, moreover, fosters an “ethical orientation” (Curtis, 1999, p. 123). Chapter 4 argues for a both/and rather than either/or cosmopolitan ethic that summons both judgment and compassion in working toward a peaceful, sustainable world. For Ulrich Beck (2009), the beginning of the 21st century is characterized by “becoming members of a ‘global community of threats’” (p. 8) or world risks (turned catastrophe) which he names “enforced cosmopolitanism” (p. 55) or “the cosmopolitanization of reality” (Beck, 2004, p. 204). What such enforcement means will likewise be addressed in chapter 4, where I interpret the Fukushima nuclear disaster as a cosmopolitan catastrophe by drawing upon and writing from within the ethical that is the faculty of judgment and the heart’s compassion. These preliminary words on the primacy of the ethical in a cosmopolitan education set up my research questions.

1.3 Research Questions

In this dissertation, I broadly engage with the following questions, responding to them in each chapter, respectively:

What is a cosmopolitan education?

In what ways does Hannah Arendt draw upon Kant’s writings on judgment and sensus communis in forming her narrative “storytelling” style of political theorizing? How might this style or interpretive method be a cosmopolitan enterprise?

Why might the cultivation of the faculty of judgment and a compassionate heart be vital to working toward a transnational, planetary ethic of responsibility?

In what ways does reading literature from a plurality of perspectives and with situated impartiality cultivate cosmopolitanism?

These questions serve the purpose of speaking to and performing a cosmopolitan education. The chapters of this dissertation seek to make meaning of a cosmopolitan education in both particular and general ways. In the particular, I analyze texts written upon cosmopolitanism, writings which
help me to elucidate the meaning of a cosmopolitan education. I also interpret current, historical, and imagined events which inform actually existing cosmopolitanism. It is through interpreting various particulars that I arrive at a general though not necessarily universal understanding of a cosmopolitan education.

1.4 Literature and Mass Media

While the majority of thinkers that I engage in conversation write from within various scholarly traditions – e.g., political theory, philosophy, curriculum and pedagogy, philosophy of education, social theory – also important to forming the ideas in this dissertation are texts written outside the domain of academic scholarship. I read canonical literature and various mass media sources in speaking upon fictional and factual world risks (turned catastrophe). The study of literature serves several functions here. Interweaving and interpreting dystopian fictions which act as warning signs for a future yet to come, confronting “hypothetical catastrophic futures” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 113) act to plunge the depths of particular present, real-world global concerns. Novels such as Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, and Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 provide creative avenues for discussing world risks such as environmental (e.g., nuclear) disasters, a utilitarian totalitarian “World State” (Huxley, 1932) characterized by perfunctory conspicuous consumption, and annihilation of the past, of the ability to remember that which is not present, thereby eroding the faculty of imagining which is needed to form judgments about the world. The “objective” of dystopias, Kurasawa (2007) contends, is to “comba[t] presentist myopias” (p. 113). For Pinar (2012), “presentism” replaces “moral improvement and social democracy” with “technological development” (p. 225); presentism is not just found in many dystopian fictions but also in the very reality of our current time (p. xvii). Whether or not the “objectives” of dystopias do what they are meant to do, I include them to highlight how present reality can be found in fiction written in the past and set in the future. Studying literature of the past (looking backward) as much as if not more than using the scientific method (projecting forward) helps humanity to navigate, though not control, what is or might come. I also contend, following Pinar (2012), that without the past there is no present, a dangerous notion indeed if we are to remember what has become the most important words tied to the Holocaust: Never forget.
While the aim of dystopian fictions is to provoke discussion on present and future world dangers, “jolt[ing] citizens out of their complacency” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 113), other literature I include and interpret in this dissertation, specifically the “romantic realism” (Fanger, 1998) of Dostoevsky’s *Crime and Punishment* in chapter 5, plays a different role. One cannot say that Dostoevsky’s ideological convictions promulgated in his fiction are similar to the concerns raised in the dystopias mentioned above.\(^3\) So, why write about *Crime and Punishment* in a dissertation about cosmopolitanism? Firstly, by performing Arendt’s (1978: 2) style of interpretation which is done through “thinking with the enlarged mentality” (p. 257), or engaging a “plurality of perspectives” (Disch, 1993, p. 666), helps one to “adopt the position of Kant’s world citizen” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257). In this way, I practice a cosmopolitan education. Secondly, it can be said that Dostoevsky was not only anti-Western but also anti-cosmopolitan. As such, analyzing this story for its content likewise broadens one’s horizon on the meaning(s) of anti/cosmopolitanism. Lastly, I read protagonist Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague as an allegory for a “world at risk” (Beck, 2009) and a glance toward the meaning of compulsory cosmopolitanism.

In thinking and writing upon the ongoing, newsworthy Fukushima nuclear disaster – a particular catastrophe of universal concern – I draw rather extensively from mass media sources. This case provides an opening into reflecting upon global ethical responsibility (via judgment and compassion). While there are certain limitations that mass media offers to the work of scholarly writing, these sources – ranging in “legitimacy” from *The New York Times* to Japanese blogs which transcribe and translate news and updates devoted to the subject of Fukushima – have nevertheless been important in gathering information and presenting it in a way that is recognizable to an academic audience.\(^4\) I also draw from a range of scholarly sources which help in theorizing this planetary catastrophe. One of the problems we face with radioactive fallout from Fukushima is the lack of information coming from “experts.” Indeed, there has been a global media blackout (Reporters without Borders, 2013), a “deadly silence on Fukushima” (Norris, 2011). In other words, not knowing the extent of the problem combined with the suppression of information about the problem makes for difficult research. That said, in collecting and assembling small pieces of information on Fukushima – or what Arendt (1968) refers to as “thought fragments,” fragments of history that are “subject to the ruin of time” (p.
e.g., governmental reports, documentaries, online news articles, blog posts, fiction, poetry, and scholarly sources, I have worked to create a cohesive narrative on why Fukushima happened and the ways that the world has responded to this global disaster – and one which encourages a greater sense of ethical responsibility to humanity and the planet.

1.5 Overview of the Chapters

Chapter 1: Introduction presents an argument for “why cosmopolitanism” and why now. Additionally, it provides a rationale for the primacy of the ethical in a cosmopolitan education. As this dissertation is a theoretical inquiry which focuses upon historic, current, and imagined events that provoke contemplation on ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion in an increasingly interconnected world, I draw from a variety of texts in and beyond traditional scholarship, such as canonical literature and mass media.

Chapter 2: What is a Cosmopolitan Education? analyzes recent scholarship on cosmopolitanism in and outside the discipline of education. Interpretations and articulations of cosmopolitanism and education are diverse: condemning cosmopolitanism as an Enlightenment (school) plan that aims to humanize the inhuman child, including some while excluding others in its meticulous designs (Popkewitz, 2008), critiquing cosmopolitanism as a top-down project for human rights education that hinders rather than helps students form judgments about the world (Todd, 2009), and commending cosmopolitanism as a worldly way of being in the world that is cultivated through self-knowledge and the study of alterity (Pinar, 2009). In setting the stage for my own enunciation of a cosmopolitan education, I also turn to two texts outside of education. In contrast to Todd’s (2009) critique of cosmopolitanism as coming from above, Kurasawa (2007) has created a practice of global justice from below, which he calls critical cosmopolitanism. Writing about actually existing cosmopolitanism or “empirical cosmopolitanization,” Beck (2009) examines world risks which summons a post-national ethics of responsibility. In different ways, each of these texts helps give shape to the meaning of a cosmopolitan education. Such an education, I argue, is cultivated through exercising ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion in an increasingly interconnected world.
Chapter 3: On Storytelling: An Activity of Ethical Judgment, firstly, explains the difference between thinking, which is done in solitude, and common sense reasoning via Kant’s writings on sensus communis, which occurs through conversation with others. Common sense, what Saint Thomas Aquinas (as cited in Arendt, 1978: 1) refers to as the “mysterious ‘sixth sense’” (p. 50) forms a bridge between me and you. Common (or community) sense is also needed to help one arrive at judgments about the world. Making judgments are always done in particular instances which help one arrive at general standpoints. Secondly, while scholarship has shown the influence that Walter Benjamin has had on Arendt’s narrative or “storytelling” style of political theorizing, there has been less attention paid to the ways that Kant’s Critique of Judgement has guided the way that Arendt goes about her work, a form of intersubjective inquiry that reveals her interest in disinterest, her “situated impartiality” (Disch, 1993). It is through this style of interpreting the world that Arendt searches for and aims to arrive at truthfulness. Truth, moreover, is different than rhetoric or ideology, which can defeat truth and freedom when in a clash with power. Thirdly, through the process of examining multiple perspectives on Arendt’s style, I aim to not only practice Arendt’s narrative style that I contend is a cosmopolitan enterprise – given its emphasis on intersubjectivity, a style which enlarges the mind thereby leading to worldliness – but judge her writings, particularly those on totalitarianism and Adolph Eichmann as these are subjects that must be thought about as an activity of ethical judgment. Lastly, I question if judgment is the only faculty needed to live an ethical life, to act ethically toward others and the world. While Arendt is critical, even dismissive of the role that compassion has played in politics, I contend that a both/and rather than either/or ethic which includes exercising judgment and compassion ought to work together to re/create a world habitable for all.

Chapter 4: An Ethic of Compassion, Or What is a Human Being? opens with a discussion on the nebulous subject of love. I examine the ways that love has been taken up in educational cosmopolitanism – e.g., not included (Popkewitz, 2008), rebuffed as being a feel-good sentiment that pretends away rather than confronts cultural differences and a shared world of human plurality (Todd, 2009), celebrated in its passionate, material manifestations (Pinar, 2009) – and political cosmopolitanism. In the political strand, the subject of love is significantly absent.
While political cosmopolitanism is built largely upon Arendtian thought, it draws from Arendt’s overtly political writings on the End of the Rights of Man and on the Eichmann trial where Arendt expresses the need for an international tribunal for crimes against humanity. I contend that cosmopolitanism in its political manifestation would be strengthened with attention paid to Arendt’s writings on love as located in the bookends of her life’s career. For Arendt, on one hand, love is an antipolitical force; on the other hand, political phenomena arise out of the mysterious space that is the human heart (Vollrath, 1977). While Arendt was wary of love, she exhibited *amor mundi*, or love for the world, in everything she ever wrote. That said, Arendt was a fierce critic of the role that compassion has played and ought not to play in the public realm. Drawing upon theoretical writings and empirical realities that solicit an ethic of compassion, I contend that showing compassion is just as important to creating a livable, sustainable world as is exercising judgment. As a case in point, I turn to the current, ongoing cosmopolitan catastrophe that is the Fukushima nuclear disaster which summons both ethical judgment and an ethic compassion for a “non-excludable plurality” (Beck, 2009) effected by the catastrophe, including our home, planet Earth. Looking back in time, I also consider the ways in which the Holocaust and Fukushima provoke conversation on forgiveness (as a form of compassion) and punishment, and on crime and criminals. While the Nazis tried to conceal and even pawn off their crimes on their victims, they are still rightfully deemed the criminals of the Holocaust. It becomes much more difficult to understand criminality when it comes to Fukushima. I ask: What happens if a crime has no perceived actor(s) attached to it? Can it be called a crime? I contend that Fukushima teaches us not only much about Foucault’s “fable” of the “ultimate crime” as its offenses fly under the radar of our (common) senses but also about the problem of responsibility in the atomic age, an age that will never end. I conclude by drawing a connection between the loneliness and isolation human beings experienced under Nazi totalitarianism and the loneliness and isolation people from Fukushima are currently experiencing. It is only through acting with Arendtian “inter-est” – which lies with the power of the mind – and showing compassion – which derives from the mysterious workings of the heart – that a common world can be re/built.

Chapter 5: Practicing a Cosmopolitan Education: The Case of Crime and Punishment considers and performs cosmopolitanism in stylistic terms, interprets Dostoevsky’s novel for its anti-
cosmopolitan content, and underscores its allegorical meaning for a “world at risk” (Beck, 2009). How can a style of interpreting literature be cosmopolitan? In chapter 3, I argue that not only the content of Arendt’s writings are of ethical importance but the style of writing she performs to discuss that content is an ethic in and of itself. What makes her style ethical is that it aims to be fair-minded and does so by moving between – and locating herself from within – a “plurality of perspectives.” This movement “trains your imagination to go visiting” different peoples and places thereby “adopt[ing] the position of Kant’s world citizen” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257). This moving-between-and-among, which I call practicing a cosmopolitan education, not only helps one to develop the capacity to form ethical judgments but also nurtures interest in disinterest, interest in truthfulness. *Crime and Punishment* is a provocative case to interpret for several reasons. Dostoevsky’s patriotic, Slavophil sentiments, his xenophobia directed most pronouncedly at the Jewish people, opens up a space for conversation on historical understandings of anti/cosmopolitanism. It was Stalin and Hitler who carried out anti-cosmopolitan campaigns, ridding their respective worlds of “rootless cosmopolitans,” code language for the Jewish people. I contend that the villain in *Crime and Punishment*, Peter Petrovich Luzhin, is a stereotype of a proto-cosmopolitan and, consequently, must be deported from the life of the story. Such an interpretation has not been considered as far as I have read in the literature. Quite to the contrary, interpretations of Luzhin and as noted in this chapter seem to all but support Dostoevsky’s own sentiments toward his villain’s vile actions without regard for what horrors lurk beneath the horrible Luzhin himself. To this end, while Dostoevsky preached an ethic of compassion as illustrated in the sub/plots of his stories, an ethic that many literary scholars have emphasized in positive terms, I question how compassionate his ethic is and how ethical his compassion is. In the final section of the chapter, I read Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague as an allegory for a world at risk. Throughout the whole of this chapter, I move between criticizing and commending Dostoevsky’s writings, his morally problematic “genius” as located in one of the masterpieces of world literature. In this way, I aim to be fair-minded, to show “situated impartiality,” toward his literature. Drawing upon Pinar’s (2012) writings on allegory, I also contend that this 19th century novel can teach us a great deal about our present moment and future probabilities and in ways that go beyond Dostoevsky’s
ideological intentions. Following Pinar, contemplating the past – in this case a past imagined in fiction – helps us to “find the future” (p. 49).

Chapter 6: Conclusion returns to the research questions and offers suggestions for future research. Here, I respond in more succinct and reflective ways on how the research has helped me to answer the questions I put forth. In this final chapter, I also speak to the ways in which Arendt’s “performative pedagogy” (Schutz, 2001) is just as significant to understanding who her writings “encourage us to be” (p. 127) as is the content or curriculum of what she writes. A cosmopolitan intellectual and self-fashioned writer in conversation with others, Arendt has influenced my own style of writing, a style which aims to perform the primacy of the ethical in a cosmopolitan education.
Chapter 2: What is a Cosmopolitan Education?

2.1 Introduction

In “Curriculum and the Idea of a Cosmopolitan Inheritance,” David Hansen (2008) provides an overview of the various strands of cosmopolitan scholarship – political, moral, cultural, and economic – as a prelude to his enunciation of “educational cosmopolitanism” (p. 293). What distinguishes educational cosmopolitanism from the other seemingly distinct strands, he says, is that this developing field of thought draws upon any number of ideas and concerns found within political, moral, cultural, economic, and I would also add environmental cosmopolitan contexts. In this way, educational cosmopolitanism is at once a generative and heterogeneous field of scholarship and one which is “difficult to define,” (p. 2), a phrase Todd (2009) herself uses in describing cosmopolitanism writ large. The difficulty in defining the educational strand might have to do with the vastness of educational scholarship which speaks from within and draws upon a variety of epistemological traditions.

That said, the work currently underway in cosmopolitanism and education is largely within the theoretical domains of curriculum studies and philosophy of education. Indeed, the three key texts to be discussed in this chapter, coming from noted scholars in these respective educational subfields – Popkewitz (2008), Pinar (2009), and Todd (2009) – offer quite different perspectives on how cosmopolitanism operates, what cosmopolitanism is, or whose subjectivities might be deemed cosmopolitan, respectively. While these thinkers might be in disagreement about the meaning of cosmopolitanism, as will be noted in the following section, they are in agreement about and critical of the persistent and pervasive role that social engineering and other kinds of instrumentalism have played in the project that is education. And their respective positions on cosmopolitanism are motivated, however implicitly or explicitly, by concerns over the means-end mentality, a mentality that Hannah Arendt (1998) describes perhaps most notably in the 20th century as antithetical to what makes us human. The question: “What is a human being?” (Kant, 2006, p. xii) is an “educational question” (Biesta, 2006, p. 2) and one that will be threaded throughout this dissertation. For Arendt, what makes us human is our ability to act with spontaneity. Acting spontaneously, however, can only occur under conditions of freedom. In this
way, we can say that social engineering as a kind of instrumentalism which aims to control human outcomes denies the very source of our humanity. “Cosmopolitanism,” on the other hand, “springs from and grows in the affairs of everyday life rather than awaiting a top-down policy,” says Hansen (2010, p. 160). His is a view that I appreciate and one, as we will see momentarily, that Popkewitz (2008) and Todd (2009) do not subscribe to.

With these thoughts in mind, the purpose of this chapter is, firstly, to extend the work begun by Hansen (2008) who, in articulating the idea of “curriculum as cosmopolitan inheritance” (p. 294), maintains that writing a “full-blown analysis of educational cosmopolitanism” (p. 293) in a single article cannot do justice to the richness of the field. As such, section 2.2 of this chapter engages in a review of the scholarship in cosmopolitanism and education. In reviewing this field of thought, I also situate my own articulation of a cosmopolitan education. Such an education foregrounds a both/and ethic of responsibility premised on judgment and compassion. To elucidate this ethic, I will secondly draw upon the work of thinkers outside the domain of education – Kurasawa (2007) and Beck (2009) – who help give shape to my own thinking on the subject. A cosmopolitan education is also concerned with studying phenomena of global dimension or what Beck (2004) terms “the cosmopolitanization of reality” (p. 132). In studying such phenomena truthfully rather than rhetorically, it is incumbent upon scholars to write from a place of “situated impartiality” which comes about by seeing and appreciating the world from a “plurality of perspectives,” to invoke Disch’s (1993, p. 666) interpretation of Arendt’s own style of political theorizing. I advance this mode of interpretation as part of the work of a cosmopolitan education. As such, writing about such dissonant perspectives on the meaning of cosmopolitanism and/in/of education serves a dual purpose.

While poststructural-minded Thomas Popkewitz (2008) argues that cosmopolitanism is a system of governmentality that tames agency, Pinar (2009), quite to the contrary, underscores cosmopolitanism as a subjective experience and turns to “three passionate lives in public service as testimonies to cosmopolitan individuals” (p. viii). Neither condemning cosmopolitanism nor celebrating it, Todd (2009) treats it to as a top-down project in human rights education that hinders rather than helps students make the kind of judgments necessary for thoughtful – not Eichmann-like thoughtless – living. In certain respects, my dissertation begins where Hansen’s
2.2 The Eclecticism of Educational Cosmopolitanism

2.2.1 Popkewitz and Civilizing the Uncivil

Popkewitz’s (2008) study on the relationship between cosmopolitanism and education focuses upon school reform. He argues that cosmopolitanism is inextricably linked to the role that the Enlightenment has played in the civilizing project of mass schooling. Though Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant and his key text on cosmopolitanism, *Perpetual Peace*, receives scarce direct attention in his study (see p. 14), it is evident that Popkewitz’s reading of cosmopolitanism is critical of this text, inspired by subsequent interpretations of it. Popkewitz argues that “the cosmopolitanism of Kant…was an elite project of government…guided by cosmopolitan reason and rationality (science)” (p. 14). This argument sets up his overall analysis that through the cultural thesis of cosmopolitanism, “society could be perfected by education” and be “directed toward the common good” (p. 15). An “exemplar” of the cosmopolitan cultural thesis, he says, is the fictitious notion of “adolescence” (p. 19), a time in human life when cosmopolitanism works to manufacture “productive and self-responsible” members of society.

Influenced by Foucault, Popkewitz frames cosmopolitanism as a normative project in education which aims to tame the untamable, civilize the uncivil while simultaneously instilling society with the belief that we are, in fact, our own agents. Human agency, however, is nothing more than an “invention” (p. 16) promulgated, so it seems, by Kant’s “An Answer to the Question: What Is Enlightenment?” which deceives people into thinking that they can “think for themselves” (p. 14) through the use of reason and scientific methods of observation. By following the methods of rational knowledge, “infinite progress” (p. 15), productivity, and virtue will one day be achieved. Popkewitz adds that the “cultural thesis of cosmopolitanism” (p. 55) operates insidiously, excluding barbaric others from its “domestic science movements” (p. 55) that began with and continues to be at work in the American Enlightenment which has informed school pedagogy since the early 19th century (see p. 57) and which has come to a head in modern school reforms like NCLB (see p. 166-168). Yet, the Enlightenment’s cosmopolitanism, Popkewitz adds, is nothing other than a form of “blackmail” (p. 183). Indeed, how does one
“criticize the Enlightenment and then try to escape from its principles of rationality,” asks Foucault (1984, p. 43)? For Popkewitz (2008), this catch-22 characterizes “the problem of cosmopolitanism” (p. xv), which simultaneously includes “reasonable persons” (p. xiii) in “the politics of schooling” (p. xv) and its un/spoken rules while excluding those individuals deemed irrational or unreasonable.

Like Foucault whose scholarship often made surprising, counter-intuitive connections across time and space, Popkewitz draws a link between the “philosopher’s stone” – a key symbol in the wizardry of alchemy – and “social engineering…through replication” (p. 154) of cosmopolitan citizens who are forever in the making. He names these individuals “the unfinished cosmopolitan” and turns to public education to explore how this engineering operates. The school and those whose task it is to plan the school aim to “replicat[e]” academic rigor through particular models and methods that are deemed to work; the “enlightened teacher” (p. 155), who is herself meticulously designed, also manages instructional plans that are “formulated through standards” that have been proven to be useful techniques for controlling variables. This form of control “provide[s] stable, harmonious systems of practice…for the purpose of engineering” (p. 162); the child becomes the perfect/ed vehicle to realize cosmopolitan engineering. In short, cosmopolitanism, not unlike panopticism, is a disciplinary technology at once fascinating and frightening. Foucault (1995), too, tells us that “the swarming of the disciplinary mechanisms” (p. 211) that are panopticism can be found quite readily in “the school.” One might also recall that the Panopticon was designed by an Enlightenment-utilitarian philosopher, Jeremy Bentham. While Popkewitz does not mention panopticism in his study of cosmopolitanism, one surmises that these “isms” are similar if not conflated, invisible instruments of (self-)control which maximize human utility, efficiency, and docility aided by the marvels of science.

While it is hardly new knowledge that the project of education has been greatly influenced by scientism – beginning with Franklin Bobbitt’s efficiency-minded curriculum, reinforced by Tyler’s Rationale, and fortified with back to basics education reforms – I question what these programs and pedagogies have to do with cosmopolitanism given the cursory critique Popkewitz provides of cosmopolitanism in and of itself. Rather, the word cosmopolitan is often used to describe other subjects, obscuring its meaning: “cosmopolitan notions of empowerment,” (p. 3), “cosmopolitan values,” “cosmopolitan reason and rationality” (p. 17), “cosmopolitan
agency” (p. 18), “the cosmopolitan child” (p. 33), and “cosmopolitan urbaneness” (p. 167). Additionally, while Popkewitz argues that Kant’s Enlightenment cosmopolitanism is linked to science, Kant’s seminal essay “What Is Enlightenment” is infinitely more about moral responsibility to others than scientific rationality as the translator of Kant’s essay, Ted Humphrey (as cited in Kant, 1983), states in explicit terms. Kant’s enlightenment “as derives from mere scientifically applicable knowledge is subordinate to enlightenment of a moral nature” (p. 2). To reinforce this point, Humphrey adds that enlightenment for Kant is firstly about “overthrowing the intellectual bondage inherent in rationalism and empiricism”; secondly, progress comes about through “moral growth.”

Popkewitz does not draw a connection between Kant’s (1983) statement in the opening of “What Is Enlightenment”: “without guidance from another…’Have courage to use your own understanding!’ – that is the motto of enlightenment” (p. 33) and Kant’s Critique of Judgement which is concerned with making judgments in the particular, on a case by case basis; and judgments do “not tell you how to act” (Arendt, 1978: 2, p. 258); making judgments, however, do allow one to arrive at a general though not necessarily universal standpoint. In short, enlightenment – at least for Kant – is not technical, means-end knowledge. Moreover, on the subject of a cosmopolitan State, “Kant is hesitant to advocate bringing such an overarching coercive power into existence” (Humphrey as cited in Kant, 1983, p. 14) because of the potential for creating a monolithic despotism. Popkewitz, on the other hand, interprets cosmopolitanism as being a coercive force in much the same way that Foucault sees power coercing everyone and everything to do its bidding. Foucault asks: What is an Author? I ask Foucault and Popkewitz: Who is Power? (A question not to be confused with: Whose Power?) If there is no who, or if agency is an “invention” as Popkewitz (2008, p. 16-17) with the help of Foucault claims, then it follows that no one can be held responsible for anything anyone does because no one is free to act on his/her own. The relationship between “who” and responsibility will be discussed in more depth in the following chapters. To put it another way, the danger of believing that agency is an invention can be seen in the Nuremburg defense, which says: I was just following orders.

Interpreting cosmopolitanism through the eyes of Foucault rather than thinking about cosmopolitanism for himself and/or in conversation with contemporary or historical others who have thought carefully on its subject does not make for particularly sound scholarship. Indeed,
renowned contemporary cosmopolitan philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah makes one brief appearance in Popkewitz’s study. Popkewitz asserts that Appiah presents “an analytical set of norms” and universals about the notion of belonging (p. 12). It is unfortunate that he does not provide an explanation of what those norms might be. Liberal humanist Martha Nussbaum is integrated a bit more into his critique, concluding that Nussbaum argues for “[c]ivic education...where there is a consensus of shared universal values of reason” (p. 11). Strangely, there is no mention of outspoken critic of cosmopolitanism Karl Marx. But perhaps turning to a structuralist economist like Marx in a poststructuralist study would be ideologically problematic. This is the problem with ideological thinking; rather than aiming to understand the world from a plurality of perspectives, it prefers friendship (with Foucault) over truth. To disregard the role that economic thinking and capitalism have played in American school reforms, as Popkewitz does, is highly problematic. Not exactly a Marxist himself, Pinar (2012) gives credit where credit is due: “school[s] are linked to the economy and structured by ‘business thinking’” (p. 37). Yet, the significant role that thinking “economistically” (Judt as cited in Pinar, 2012, p. xi) has played in school reforms is excluded in Popkewitz’s study. For Popkewitz (2008), “[c]osmopolitanism is a difficult history to ‘tell’.” From within the framework he is working, it is nearly impossible. Popkewitz’s history which is written through a “spiral argument rather than through deductive logic” (p. 20), simply put, spirals out of control. Sometimes a bit of logic and a bit of control are needed. This is not to say that cosmopolitanism and school reform cannot be spoken about together. Inspired by yet working against Popkewitz’s study, I will draw a connection between “world risk society” (Beck, 2009) and school reforms in chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation.

2.2.2 Pinar and the Primacy of the Particular

In stark contrast to Popkewitz’s (2008) cosmopolitanism as a Foucauldian system of governmentality and social engineering stands Pinar’s (2009) study which narrates the lived experience of cosmopolitanism through “the lives of three passionate public individuals” (p. x) whom he describes as having worldly sensibilities, each of whom become curricula for cosmopolitanism. For Pinar, “[a]s rich and varied as the scholarly literature on cosmopolitanism is…what it lacks is attention to subjectivity and its cultivation through education” (p. x). What Pinar’s study of cosmopolitanism does so markedly different than Popkewitz’s is that it
artistically actualizes what Hansen (2008) sees as the “trajectory” of “educational cosmopolitanism” but one year later; an area of scholarship which “is not reducible to or merely parasitic upon a particular political, moral, cultural, or economic outlook” (p. 293). Pinar’s curriculum can be understood as a “cosmopolitan inheritance” (p. 294), which “regards life experience as universally educational” (p. 289). Such an inheritance negotiates and celebrates the old and the new, that which is “preserved” and that which is “refashioned.”

Pinar (2009) has written a book that reads like a collage – particularly if we are to understand this art form as a kind of juxtaposition – and devotes over half of this collage to the worldly lives of public philosopher Jane Addams whose concept of “education was experience” (p. 71), museum educator Laura Bragg “and her remarkable Boxes” (p. 97), and artist Pier Paulo Pasolini whose life was characterized by “the cosmopolitan curriculum Pasolini taught” (p. 104) as concrete illustrations of a cosmopolitan education which “invites an ongoing self-reflection associated with solitude while engaged with others” (p. ix). In narrating those lives that have lived public service, Pinar implicitly calls on his readers to engage in service, too, and in ways that speak to one’s own distinct sense of being in the world. Pinar sees cosmopolitanism as an invitation to individual “political action” (p. 5) by writing about those who act, and not only for the human world. Is not such a provocation – actualized in the lives of the written about and the lives who read about the written – the “cosmopolitan inheritance” that Hansen believes curriculum can be? And does not such an invitation necessitate agency in its act of hospitality?

One of the key ideas in Pinar’s study is “worldliness,” and he describes at length and in conversation with others what worldliness means. For Arendt (as cited in Pinar, 2009), worldliness is “care for the world” (p. 28) or amor mundi, as opposed to faithful devotion to the afterlife, which is not to say worldliness rejects love of that which is sacred or renounces spirituality not tied to a deity (p. 5). Indeed, experience, which is education, has been “stripped of it sacred meaning…reduced to a means to an end” (p. ix). Of the three books written on cosmopolitanism and education discussed in this chapter, it is Pinar who embraces the subject of passion, as a particular incarnation of love, in its neighborly and visceral expressions. “Worldliness,” adds Pinar, “is a subjective supplement to cosmopolitanism” (p. 4). Interpreting Appiah quite differently than Popkewitz does, Appiah, says Pinar, “emphasiz[es] the primacy of the particular” while “acknowledg[ing] ‘obligations’ owed to others” (p. 27), the notion of
“conversation” with “people from other places” (Appiah as cited in Pinar, 2009, p. 27) does not necessarily lead to consensus; however, it can assist with people becoming accustomed to one another. Such a cosmopolitan education is, nevertheless, at odds with the state of public education because of governmental “insistence on linking instruction to test scores” (Pinar, 2009, p. xi). It seems, then, that public schooling and cosmopolitan worldliness are functioning at cross purposes, a position which runs counter to Popkewitz’s assertion which links the two together. The former is highly institutionalized and instrumentalized – e.g., standard based reforms such as “examination driven curricula demote teachers from scholars and intellectuals to technicians in service to the state” (Pinar, 2004, p. 2) – the latter “is a retrospective judgment” (Pinar, 2009, p. 7).

No doubt, judgment is needed in educational decision-making – a key idea to be elaborated upon in my discussion of Todd’s (2009) text which focuses precisely on this point – yet teachers are denied the right to make judgments in a system that reduces them to “technicians, ‘managing’ student productivity” (Pinar, 2004, p. 27); a system driven by standards-based outcomes. In contrast to standards formulated for universal application, judgments done in the particular always looks backward “on a life already lived” (Pinar, 2009, p. 63), on an action already made, on an event already witnessed, and do so in order to cultivate ethical foresight, a point to be addressed when I take up the work of Kurasawa (2007) and Beck (2009) in section 2.3. What Pinar’s (2009) readers note in learning about the lives of Addams and Pasolini is that they made their own judgments on and in the world. Addams judged “her own college training” which was a “self-contained cognitive affair” that disavowed her “from engagement with the world” (p. 71). Pasolini judged “bourgeois smugness” (p. 130) in his poetry. And in narrating the lives of these cosmopolitan individuals, Pinar – thinking for himself and in complicated conversation with others who have written extensively on these historic, public figures – forms judgments on those persons deemed significant to the study of cosmopolitanism as a subjective experience.

In this way, Pinar interprets the world in much the same way Hannah Arendt (as cited in Disch, 1993) suggests judgments are formed: through narrative or “storytelling” which is done “without banisters” (p. 669), without “applying categories and formulas which are deeply ingrained in our mind” (Arendt, 2003, p. 37). As will be argued in the following chapter,
Arendt’s interpretive style is, like Pinar’s, a cosmopolitan enterprise. Judgment, it should also be noted, is different than thinking; the latter is a solitary act that might (not) propel action while judgments, in the Arendtian sense “embrace or reject specific features of a shared world” (Thiele, 2005, p. 710). We can say, then, that the faculty of judgment is of particular importance for cultivating cosmopolitan worldliness as it is done “by putting ourselves in the place of any other man” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257) not literally but by way of the imagination. This kind of mind-work done “with the enlarged mentality,” helps one to “adopt the position of Kant’s world citizen” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257).

Both Arendt and Pinar are maverick minds who have never adhered to a school of thought, yet they have learned from and converse with the schools which and individuals who make up a history of great thinking. Arendt has been called “too cosmopolitan” (Marcus, 2001, p. 95) for her seeming refusal to identify with any one particular (Jewish) group even though such accusations of cosmopolitanism came about, ironically, after writing her most Jewish work: Eichmann in Jerusalem; if she is a cosmopolitan intellectual, which I believe she is as this dissertation will indicate, the belief that cosmopolitanism is about “the taming of human agency” (Popkewitz, 2008, p. 27) seems doubtful, indeed. (And Pasolini’s films and life were anything but tame.) One might also say that Pinar (2009) is a world citizen himself, for in writing about three individuals in public service – and in internationalizing curriculum studies which goes beyond the scope of my work here – he perceives other perspectives in much the same way Arendt (1978: 2) via Kant describes “training your imagination to go visiting” (p. 257). As cases in point, both thinkers – Arendt and Pinar – developed original styles to study the contents of their scholarly fields; Arendt’s “storytelling” for political theorizing, to be discussed in chapter 3, and Pinar’s “currere” and most recently “allegory” for curriculum theorizing, the latter to be discussed and performed in chapter 5. If cosmopolitanism is about cultivating “self-knowledge that enables understanding of others” as Pinar (2009, p. vii) holds, then cosmopolitanism is also a subject in which Pinar (2012) performs currere, a “strategy for students of curriculum to study the relations between academic knowledge and life history in the interests of self-understanding and social reconstruction” (p. 44) and allegory, which centralizes “understanding self and society through study” (p. 52).
“The key curricular question,” Pinar (2009) contends – i.e., “What knowledge is of most worth? – is a worldly question” (p. vii). This question, moreover, is “animated by ethics, history, and politics. As such, it is an ongoing question” that cannot be instrumentalized (Pinar, 2012, p. xv). It requires thinking about and making judgments upon what the curriculum is at any place or moment in time. While it is evident that Popkewitz and Pinar are in agreement on the current state of public education’s crippling effects upon the human spirit, I do not equate this grim reality with cosmopolitanism as a form of governmentality to make the spontaneous human subject docile. That said, I do appreciate Popkewitz’s critique of the role that the scientific method and social engineering has played in trying to control if not annihilate human variables. For in eradicating such variables which are the reality of human plurality, we destroy not only freedom but, in its most extreme instance, life itself as was the case under totalitarianism (see Arendt, 1973). Cosmopolitanism and totalitarianism are not one in the same thing; they do not act on the individual in the same way. As a fully realized system of government (Nazi Germany and Stalin’s Soviet Union), totalitarianism denies one the ability to act. And if cosmopolitanism is a subjective experience or sensibility, as Pinar (2009) and Hansen (2008) hold, respectively, then action in its cosmopolitan sense – and “action” for Arendt occurs through “Being” (Aristotle as cited in Arendt, 1998, p. 199), through “deed and word” (Arendt, 1998, p. 199) – is interpretable in physical not metaphysical terms. Moreover, while Arendt devotes almost 500 pages to articulating the meaning of totalitarianism for its own sake, Popkewitz (2008) has written a book about school reform which he says is linked to cosmopolitanism which is linked to science and also “linked to the problem of the social administration of the child” (p. xiv). His is a difficult argument to follow particularly in juxtaposition to Pinar’s biographical writings.

2.2.3 Todd and Thinking Cosmopolitan

A lucid study of cosmopolitanism and education, Sharon Todd (2009) draws largely upon Arendt’s writings on plurality, thinking, and judging to help frame her critique. For Todd, cosmopolitanism operates instrumentally as illustrated in internationally recognized educational documents and policies on human rights and global justice; documents which aim to transmit to students how to act as good global citizens. Yet, “[f]reedom, justice, and responsibility cannot be dictated at them, but are tough decisions that must be made in everyday living” (p. 67), or in the
particular instance as no instance is ever quite the same. While there has been a plethora of scholarship written on education’s instrumental qualities, it is not made clear who other than Todd perceives human rights education in this way. Though Todd says that “[c]osmopolitanism is difficult to define” (p. 2), it nonetheless appears to operate in a means-end way, aiming to perfect human imperfection, which began in the Judeo-Christian “garden” (p. 1) and has since then travelled into the modern world as illustrated in the violence that plagues humanity on individual and socio-political levels, the nation-state being a key paradigm for the latter.

In order to “tak[e] cosmopolitanism seriously” (p. 140), Todd adds, it needs to be reframed toward the particular which she says it doesn’t do via Arendt’s work on thinking and judging – for students who “learn about rights…are rarely engaged in the very dilemmas of judgment as an everyday exercise in negotiation” (p. 155) – and Chantal Mouffe’s “radical democratic challenge” (p. 102) in which dissent and “conflict…assume a place in any conception of democracy” (p. 103). As Todd is invested in the particular, her work would be strengthened by paying attention to the particulars of those educational documents, policies, and classroom events that she claims act instrumentally, perhaps through her own document analysis rather than citing other theorists like Luce Irigaray who has critiqued the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. For example, when stating that she “delved into reams of educational materials” on the subject of human rights which showed “the uncomplicated manner in which rights themselves were treated” (p. 51), Todd does not discuss the particulars of those materials. This is both ironic and argumentatively insufficient. Moreover, for a thinker concerned with particulars and wary of universals, Todd’s study of cosmopolitanism would be further invigorated by judging how these texts actually get played out in the lived (particular) experience of education. I recognize that philosophers (of education) do not typically work in the particular but rather with metaphysical ideas. Nevertheless, I am inclined to say to Todd: show, don’t tell.

That said, Todd’s book can be read as a primer for educators interested in understanding cosmopolitanism from a philosophical perspective in both its “classic” and “new” forms (p. 25) – classic as understood according to its “appeals to universal humanity, rights, and/or world citizenship” and the “new,” which “emerged in the 1990s” as a “direct response to the mounting pluralism in societies around the globe” (p. 25) and the importance that postcolonialism and poststructuralism now play in scholarship across the disciplines. While there have been books
recently published outside the field of education on what Todd refers to as “the second strand” of cosmopolitan thought – texts I mention in this chapter’s introduction such as Kurasawa’s (2007) political perspective on what he calls “critical cosmopolitanism” (p. 194) exercised through “public discourse and action” as an “exercise in world-making” (p. 88) and Beck’s (2009) “cosmopolitan moment” which is characterized by global, “existential threat[s]” (p. 48) – Todd’s (2009) overall thesis rests on the argument that “most educational initiatives…reflect more clearly the classical strand of cosmopolitan thought” (p. 29) which seeks to indoctrinate youth “for global awareness and…a ‘shared humanity’ as a condition of world citizenship” (p. 7).

While it is not made clear how Todd defines educational initiatives, we can say rather definitively that Popkewitz’s study is a criticism of the “classical strand” while Pinar’s is a performance of “new cosmopolitanism” (p. 25) with the attention it places on “subjectivity” (p. 26). Moreover, while Todd claims that cosmopolitanism ought to be but is not “connected to the concrete situations in which we find ourselves” (p. 19) – situations in which she says ever so universally that “teachers frequently perform their professional role, like a character in an old, familiar play” (p. 141) and “[g]iven the kind of work teacher do, there is often not a lot of time for thinking” (p. 150)! – Pinar (2009) engages the concrete situations in the “lived-historical problem of ‘my life and flesh’” (p. 8) – a problem which is wide open for interpretation and curriculum-making. In short, Pinar is doing what Todd contends is not being done.

While Todd’s text focuses upon education and, as such, is part of the eclectic work of educational cosmopolitanism, it does, at the same time, seem to fall somewhat categorically into the political strand of cosmopolitan thinking. “Political cosmopolitanism,” says Hansen, (2010, p. 153) focuses on issues concerning human rights, global justice, and the building of informal and “formalized methods of hospitality” to those in need, such as immigrants, refugees, and displaced persons. Methods might include “trans-national institution building” as a form of “humane responsiveness to political conflict” and which might extend to “respectful agreements to reduce environmental degradation” (Hansen, 2008, p. 292). While Hansen (2008; 2010) provides an overview of the various cosmopolitan strands of thought, I do not see Popkewitz or Pinar’s studies as attendant to any one of these areas as Hansen describes them. This is not to say that either of these thinkers disregards issues of political, moral, or cultural significance; rather, Todd’s is easier to categorize within one of these delineations – i.e., the political – and it is
political cosmopolitanism that will be highlighted in the following chapter given the central role that political theorist Hannah Arendt plays in contributing to my articulation of a cosmopolitan education.

In brief, political cosmopolitanism is built largely upon Kant’s *Perpetual Peace* and aspects of Arendt’s *The Origins of Totalitarianism* and *Eichmann in Jerusalem*. As such, there are multiple reasons why Todd’s study acts as a bridge to my own thinking on cosmopolitanism and its significance for education given my own inclinations toward Arendt’s work, albeit areas of her oeuvre that have not been taken up by Todd or other educational scholars writing about cosmopolitanism. Though Todd draws from certain areas of Arendtian thought in critiquing cosmopolitanism, one gets the sense after reading Pinar’s study that he lives (at least in his writings) as Arendt lived her own cosmopolitan life: not only as a critic or judge of the world, but as a lover of it, too. As a case in point, Pinar (2009) states he was so taken by the life of Pasolini that he feared the man would take over his entire book (p. 13). And the book’s dedication, in which his mother takes center stage, is nothing if not heartfelt for the cerebral work he undertakes, inspired by the memory of her life. We can say with Yi-Fu Taun (1996) that when cosmopolitanism is viewed in positive terms, it exudes loveliness for those things which life brings us, such as “splendor and plentitude” (p. 182). When it is perceived in negative terms, Taun adds, it connotes fickleness, “no deep knowledge or commitment” to anything, what Russian poet and novelist Boris Pasternak condemned as a “flea market.” While this negative view might remind us of Hitler and Stalin’s anti-cosmopolitanism – and Dostoevsky’s, too, as will be discussed in depth in chapter 5 – we can also draw a less obvious connection to the way Todd (2009) criticizes cosmopolitanism as a principle. In following “a seemingly benevolent script such as cosmopolitanism” (p. 142), she says, we engage not in deep knowledge or thinking but in Eichmann-like thoughtlessness.

Todd appropriates Arendt for her own ends, and ends which do not do justice to understanding Arendt as the complex and sometimes contradictory thinker she was known to be. Quoting Arendt, Todd argues, “[p]articular questions must receive particular answers…there are no general standards to determine our judgments unfailingly” (p. 138). Yet, she does not take Arendt’s appropriation of the Kantian relationship between “enlarged thought” and “cosmopolitan existence” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 259) into consideration when
critiquing what she sees as cosmopolitanism’s “paradoxical double commitment” (Todd, 2009, p. 5), its “contradictory logic” (p. 139) to the universal and plural, to solidarity and alterity, and despite the fact that Arendt never articulated cosmopolitanism as an irreconcilable problem. It should also be pointed out that there are few places in Arendt’s oeuvre that speak upon the subject of cosmopolitanism directly if only because this subject has gained scholarly momentum due to atrocities around the world such as genocide subsequent to her death. As Primo Levi (1989) understands, “a genealogy of today’s violence…branches out precisely from the violence that was dominate in Hitler’s Germany” (p. 200). It was the very moral collapse of her native country of Germany that served as the point of reference for almost everything that Arendt wrote. For Levi, any type of violence, even “preventable violence,” begets more violence. Is Levi thus not arguing for perpetual peace?

It is interesting that both Popkewitz and Todd build their studies against classic cosmopolitanism and by way of “cogent apologist for cosmopolitanism, Martha Nussbaum” (Todd, 2009, p. 8) who, it is indicated, argues for “a mode of living that distances [the child] from everyday activities through abstract and universal categories that define the just and good as the citizen” (Popkewitz, 2008, p. 11), who “appeals to a sense of shared humanity…that invokes universality of reason and moral capacity” (Todd, 2009, p. 29) when there has been a wealth of works written about cosmopolitanism in the twelve years leading up to their respective publications. Todd supports and extends Papastephanou’s position that the belief in such a shared human existence is “naïve” and “idealistic at best” (p. 30). The contention that a shared human existence is naïve or idealistic brings me two different understandings of cosmopolitanism which break open the confines that constitute Todd’s thesis, which is premised on the position that cosmopolitanism (in education) is a technical, means-ends driven project. These understandings come from Kurasawa’s (2007) cosmopolitanism as a practice from below for global justice and Beck’s (2009) cosmopolitanism as a phenomenological reality that becomes manifest through “unintended side effects [sic] catastrophes (e.g. climate change)” (p. 41) that characterize a world at risk.

Todd, we are reminded, claims that cosmopolitanism ought to be reframed to include more attention to thinking, judging, and plurality. Alluding to Adolph Eichmann at the end of her study, Todd (2009) asks: “how much thoughtlessness can we tolerate” (p. 149)? While Todd
appears rather intolerant toward cosmopolitanism as it purportedly stands – as a “comforting philosophy…couched in some nice language of ‘care,’ ‘love,’ or ‘empathy’” (p. 20) – we ought not so easily dismiss the power that the heart plays in human affairs, either. It was Arendt (1994) herself, recalling King Solomon, who said “that only an ‘understanding heart,’ and not mere reflection or mere feeling, makes it bearable for us to live with other people, strangers forever, in the same world, and makes it possible for them to bear with us” (p. 322). In other words, an understanding heart draws from the resources of the mind (“reflection” and the rational) and the heart (“feelings” and the irrational) in building a shared world that is habitable not only for human beings.

2.3 Cosmopolitanism: Practice and Reality

2.3.1 Kurasawa and Cosmopolitanism as a Practice from Below

In Todd’s (2009) chapter “Promoting a Just Education: Dilemmas of Rights, Freedom, and Justice,” she argues that the work of human rights education “must be made in everyday living,” adding that understanding and working through ethical issues in the particular constitutes “the project of facing humanity itself” (p. 67). Todd introduces the work of Lyotard who asks modernity to carefully reflect upon “the universality of principles, like freedom and justice, which frequently have [sic] been used as a means of oppression” (p. 69-70). For Lyotard, justice takes place on a “case-by-case” basis and “without definitive criteria” (p. 70). Also drawing from Arendt, Todd adds that “judgment occurs in action” (p. 71), reiterating this point in the last chapter of her book: ethical questions must be “adjudicate[d] in concrete circumstances” (p. 139). Nevertheless, her argument about how cosmopolitanism usually functions seems to change at different places in her study. In these last pages, Todd says: “it seems to me that privileging rights on principle denies the very cornerstone of human plurality upon which cosmopolitanism is usually grounded” (p. 139). If cosmopolitanism is usually grounded in the plural, in difference, how does it also “often” “support consensus” (p. 6) rather than radical democratic “cross-cultural conflict” (p. 105)? How is it that “the cosmopolitan dream of empathy and reciprocity across cultures” which does not “provide us with an adequate model” (p. 103) for democracy can also mean the following?:

25
My suggestion here is instead to make the difficulties of judgment itself a central part of any cosmopolitan outlook acknowledging that it is precisely the difficulties to be countenanced in adjudicating between rights and particular contexts where the heart of cosmopolitan thought truly can be found. (p. 139)

Either Todd has changed her mind about what cosmopolitanism boils down to or she is trying to have it both ways.

Perhaps Kurasawa’s (2007) discussion of a critical cosmopolitan practice from below rather than a top-down model in which “cultural difference and distributive justice, produc[e] a vision of all of humankind’s incorporation into a pluralist yet just world order” (p. 160) is what Todd is advocating. While Kurasawa’s (2007) focus on “solidaristic ties without bounds” (p. 161) is somewhat different from Todd’s predilection for alterity, he sees cosmopolitan solidarity as a “transnational mode of practice whereby actors construct bonds of mutual commitment and reciprocity across borders through public discourse and socio-political struggle” (p. 160). This mode of “ethico-political labour” (p. 194) does not sound all that different from what Todd terms “thinking cosmopolitan.” It seems that putting an “ism” on the end of “cosmopolitan” poses a problem for Todd, as if the “ism” turns it into a thoughtless project. As Freeden (2003) points out, “not every ‘ism’ is an ideology…and not every ideology is dropped from a great height on an unwilling society” (p. 1). Nevertheless, both scholars, Todd and Kurasawa, are reluctant to consider top-down and bottom-up, “linear” and “non-linear” (Beck, 2009, p. 122), “official” and “unofficial” (Benhabib, 2006, p. 163) public actions which together can benefit the work of human rights and global justice. A cosmopolitan education summons a both/and rather than either/or ethic of responsibility.

Todd draws from Arendt’s political theory to support a vision of alterity while Kurasawa calls upon Arendt’s words of solidarity. “For solidarity,” says Arendt (as cited in Kurasawa, 2007, p. 157), “because it partakes of reason, and hence of generality, is able to comprehend a multitude conceptually.” And Kurasawa’s discussion on human rights does go in a different Arendtian direction from that of Todd’s; he deepens and extends one of Arendt’s key, albeit brief, concepts essential to the work of global justice: that of “the faculty of forgiving” (Arendt, 1998, p. 237), a faculty which is tied to an ethic of compassion as much if not more than it is to
ethical judgment-making. For Arendt, the “expected and even calculated” (p. 241) response to a transgression is revenge. Revenge functions as a way to assert one’s sovereignty. Forgiveness, on the other hand and in the true sense of the word, is spontaneous-irrational. It “can never be predicted; it is the only reaction that acts in an unexpected way” (p. 241). Forgiveness is thus a form of natality because it acts anew. The beauty and grace of forgiveness is that it releases us “from the consequences of what we have done” (p. 237) thereby allowing us to recover from that “single deed” which otherwise we would be confined to forever, unable to act in the presence of others which is the world. For Kurasawa (2007), forgiveness “amounts to no more and no less than an ‘ethical gamble’ (Morin 2000: 25)” (p. 93). As such, it functions in non-calculative, anti-instrumental ways. It becomes an instance of what is meant by freedom. “If men wish to be free,” says Arendt (2006a, p. 162), “it is precisely sovereignty they must renounce.” In other words, forgiveness provides an escape from the postmodern trap which says with Todd (2009) that freedom is a “fiction” (p. 75) and that “agency” is an “invention” (Popkewitz, 2008, p. 16, 39).

Kurasawa (2007) has written a careful, judicious study on the subject of human rights and global justice, including a chapter on forgiveness in which he discusses truth and reconciliation commissions in multiple instances (p. 56-93). And this practice of cosmopolitanism from below works in altogether different ways than “best practices” which come from above. It is at once cruel and absurd to suggest that there is or ought to be a best practice or code for acts of forgiveness. As Young-Bruehl (2006) puts it, “making promises and forgiveness” (p. 95) are “the two forms of action that most deeply address the uncertainty and risk of action in general—and that are the strongest counters to the repressive Hobbesian Leviathan” (p. 95-96). While forgiveness has the potential to free the perpetrator so that the perpetrator might perpetrate again, this is part of the ethical gamble that freedom entails. Forgiveness also acts as a beacon of hope, like natality itself and is “eminently worthwhile to take if global justice is to survive” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 93).

While forgiveness is done by looking back on a past transgression, a “worksite of forgiveness” (p. 58) such as the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission has also helped to pave the way for other similar commissions, which together aim to help prevent further atrocities from happening. I recognize that there are those who see such work as naïve,
containing underlying notions about progress, and while the future cannot in any certainty be
known – indeed, for the postmodern it is totally opaque and indeterminate (see p. 105) – this
does not mean we should be apathetic to or dismissive of possible atrocities that could happen in
the future. Kurasawa speaks briefly upon the notion of global injustice’s “early warning” (p. 106)
signs that can be detected albeit never fully predicted with the help of “both analytic contingency
and ethical responsibility.” Beck (2009) extends Kurasawa’s work on foresight when speaking
upon the in/ability to predict the un/predictable, a refreshingly complicated thesis to be addressed
shortly.

The chief political theorist of the 20th century to write upon the subject of ethical
foresight, if indirectly, was Hannah Arendt. Indeed, Origins is just as much a “field manual”
(Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 35) to help humanity detect new versions of totalitarianism even in their
infancy, to be attuned to totalitarian elements operating even in the most seemingly stable
democracies such as the United States (see Pinar, 2012), as it is a narrative theorizing how
totalitarianism came to power. This is one of the many reasons “why Arendt matters” (Young-
Bruehl, 2006) today and to the contemporary theorists that I draw from in this dissertation. It
should be pointed out that those cosmopolitan-minded thinkers who appeal to Arendt and that I
pay respect to in this chapter – Kurasawa, Todd, and Beck – do so for their own particular
reasons that do not touch upon the anticipation aspect of her work. In other words, attention to
foresight – not so-called cosmopolitan “alchemy” (Popkewitz, 2008, p. 103) or crystal ball
“prophecy” (p. 156) – in Arendtian thinking has yet to be attended to in scholarship on
cosmopolitanism. The following chapters will address this omission. Origins, however, is not a
book about forgiveness; it is an interpretive study that, if anything, implies condemnation though
not revenge. What Origins and truth and reconciliation commissions have in common is that
their subjects are past atrocities whose respective aims are to help make the future a safe place.
In this way, we can say that judgment and forgiveness – a both/and rather than either/or ethic –
play a necessary role in shaping a world habitable for not only humankind. Is this not noble
reason enough to think, to judge, to forgive?

Both Todd (2009) and Beck (2009) address the subject of global ethical responsibility
albeit in different ways and which help activate my articulation of a cosmopolitan education. In
speaking toward the subject of responsibility, Todd (2009) turns to Lyotard who, like Arendt,
argues that both “justice and responsibility are based neither on criteria nor content” (p. 69) even though human rights education is erroneously taught through “principles” rather than through “communicative practice.” Teaching and learning in top-down, instrumental ways do not allow students to practice making judgments that “occur in action” (p. 71). Because judgment is performed on a “case-by-case” basis and “without definitive criteria” (p. 70), students have less of any opportunity to learn to act responsibly in situations that require responsible action. In other words, there exists a sharp divide between classroom learning and the cultivation of individual and collective responsibility in and for the world beyond classroom expectations – expectations which are not driven by concerns of worldly significance but by the demands of “examination-driven curricula” (Pinar, 2012, p. 2) that are “severed from situations” (p. 53) that give one’s life meaning. Being a responsible student-citizen means passing the test – not exactly what Arendt, Todd, Pinar, Kurasawa, or Beck means by acting responsibly.

Turning to Levinas, Todd (2009) adds that “responsibility [is] at the heart of human rights”; responsibility is an “ethical project, not a project of rationality” (p. 74). When it comes to speaking upon notions of responsibility, this is where Todd’s appropriation of Levinas ends. Much of Levinas’ life work, however, inverts philosophy, i.e., the love of wisdom, to the wisdom of love, which is ethics. Speaking about the “approach of the face” (Levinas as cited in Cohen, 1986, p. 23) that is the Other, Levinas contends that this “proximity” (p. 11) is “the most basic mode of responsibility” (p. 23) and is one which I see resonating with cosmopolitan “obligations to strangers” (Appiah, 2006, p. 165). What Levinas teaches and which Todd does not directly address is that moral obligations derive from the heart as much as they do from the mind. And we must keep in mind that Todd’s (2009) criticism of cosmopolitanism is that it needs a stronger commitment to thinking and judging which fall under the mind’s (rational) work more so than the irrationality of the heart’s compassion. It is my position that we ought to consider how an ethic of compassion and ethical judgment are central to the work of a cosmopolitan education. The following chapters aim to address this both/and ethic.

2.3.2 Beck and the Cosmopolitanization of Reality

Theorizing world risk society, Beck (2009) speaks upon notions of ethical responsibility in a more expansive way than Todd or Kurasawa by considering (manmade) phenomena that
unintentionally put humanity and the planet in jeopardy. Such phenomena account for “the actual cosmopolitanization of reality” (Beck, 2004, p. 132). What does “cosmopolitan realism” (Beck, 2009, p. 209) mean and how is Beck’s articulation of cosmopolitanism similar to or different from the other enunciations we have looked at thus far? Cosmopolitanism “cannot become a reality deductively by applying philosophical principles” (p. 61); rather, it comes at us unexpectedly and im/possibly through events that constitute a world at risk, through “climate change, terrorism, nuclear energy, nuclear weapons” (p. 12), through the “symbolic code of 9/11…of the 2004 tsunami, of Hurricane Katrina, of avian flu” (p. 69). And since the publication of Beck’s 2009 book, I add the cosmopolitan catastrophe of the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami and Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant meltdown to the growing list.

The role of global, social media in enabling and representing such events is also noteworthy. Indeed, what was once a distant Other has become the “immediated neighbors of all others” whether or not anyone likes it or wants it (p. 56). This is what Beck means when he says that cosmopolitanism is “compulsory” (p. 188); it also has an enlightening function in that global media provides the socially vulnerable – as in the case of Hurricane Katrina (p. 57) – an otherwise non-existent voice, after-the-fact. In the case of natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina, the disenfranchised are more vulnerable as they do not have access to the same information or methods to prepare for or escape from looming catastrophes. Interpreting cosmopolitanism in this way repositions it from being a metaphysical idea judged by philosophers (of education) to be silly or serious. To put it in phenomenological terms, when at least 45 tons of highly radioactive water has leaked from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant which may have seeped to the Pacific Ocean (Tabuchi and Fackler, 2011), 40 gallons that we know of has spread to the open ocean (AFP, 2011), and radiation has been detected nearly 400 miles away from the Japanese coast “with water showing readings of up to 1,000 times more than prior levels” (Skoloff and Ritter, 2012), this is a serious and ongoing concern of global environmental, health-hazard proportion that affects all of us regardless of cultural, social, sexual, political identifications. It is something that cannot be escaped no matter if you are dis/advantaged or under/privileged. This is what Beck (2009) means by “compulsory cosmopolitanism” (p. 188). “What concerns everyone,” moreover, “can only be resolved by everyone,” contends dramatist Friedrich Durrenmatt (as cited in Beck, 2009, p. 131) in the
appendix to his play about scientific ethics and intellectual responsibility, *The Physicists*. Indeed, a catastrophe of Fukushima’s magnitude begs us to take seriously the ways in which a “planetary ethics of responsibility” (see Beck, 2009, p. 15) can, in fact, be realized and one which I will return to in the conclusion of this dissertation.

The critical question at stake is how we will confront global risks such as nuclear power plant disasters: through modern forms of “denial,” through postmodern “apathy,” or through cosmopolitan “transformation,” (Beck, 2009, p. 48)? The information made public concerning the fallout from Fukushima, for example, paints a rather hopeful (modern) picture. Even though areas of the Pacific Ocean waters have high levels of radioactive contamination, it is not harmful claims oceanographic expert Bueseller (as cited in Skoloff and Ritter, 2012). Rest assured, says professor of molecular medicine and radiation research Dr. Shunichi Yamashita (as cited in Greene 2012) who also heads the official study of the radioactive impact on the Fukushima population: “The effects of radiation do not come to people that are happy and laughing. They come to people that are weak-spirited, that brood and fret” (p. 3). This distorted logic is even less logical than a *reductio ad Hitlerum*; perhaps it is what remains of the samurai spirit. In a lecture given in Fukushima City soon after the nuclear meltdown, Yamashita (as cited in EX-SKF.blogspot.ca, 2011) had these uplifting (modernist) words to say to the public:

> The name “Fukushima” will be widely known throughout the world. Fukushima, Fukushima, Fukushima, everything is Fukushima. This is great! Fukushima has beaten Hiroshima and Nagasaki. From now on, Fukushima will become the world number 1 name [when it comes to radiation/nuclear incident]. A crisis is an opportunity. This is the biggest opportunity. Hey, Fukushima, you've become famous without any efforts! [a chuckle from the audience] Why not take advantage of this opportunity? For what? Recovery.

Whether resilient or in denial after the nuclear explosions, the people living in Japan continued busily working and walking their young children to school soon after the accident. Those who were hesitant to do so were considered “overreact[ive]” and “silly” (EX-SKF.blogspot.ca, 2011).
In the face of cataclysmic events, denial and apathy are prevailing reactions. Arendt and Beck, however, see a way out of unhelpful modern and postmodern responses. Arendt (1973) wrote *Origins* “against a background of both reckless optimism and reckless despair” (p. vii). In the 21st century, world-shattering events like Fukushima, like the threat of global financial markets collapsing, like the immanent plague avian influenza and possible other empirically verifiable and unmeasurable metaphysical plagues as will be discussed in chapter 5, “set free a cosmopolitan moment” (Beck, 2009, p. 48) that are in an Arendtian sense, natal. It is Arendt who Beck appeals to at this “cosmopolitan moment.” “Freedom” he says with Arendt, “means strangers acting in concert. Freedom is founded on this ability to make new beginnings” (p. 49), and out of the ashes. In her closing remarks to *Origins*, Arendt states: “every end in history necessarily contains a new beginning…Beginning, before it becomes a historical event, is the supreme capacity of man” (p. 478-479). While Arendt and Beck can mistakenly be read as cynical, even apocalyptic writers given the terrors and anticipation of terror in their respective subject matters, they do not end their studies on notes of doom or denial but on natality and calls to action. Beck (2009) calls for a solidaristic global ethics of responsibility. No doubt such a call is imperative, especially in the face of widespread denial-optimism that is used as a coping mechanism to survive momentarily but a mechanism that is not sufficient for humanity and the planet as we know it to survive in the long term. As Beck (206) says in other places, we are now “compelled to build bridges in order to survive” (p. 67). One might argue that the cosmopolitan “transformation” (Beck, 2009, p. 48) response to world risk society is just as naïve (hopeful) as modern responses given the ways in which Japanese leaders like Shunichi (2011) and the Kan administration downplayed Fukushima Daiichi’s risks to the public (see Fackler, 2012). Yet, we would be senseless to assume that anything other than cosmopolitan transformation can provide a way for the world to carry on into the future. Nevertheless, can transformation occur if those who hold great amounts of power deny the risks of world risk society? If we did not have scholars like Beck – and anti-nuclear activists like Helen Caldicott, whose work will be addressed in chapter 4 – who confront head-on the world’s most risky manmade risks, what or better yet *who* (given that responsibility is attached to a *who* not a *what*) would we have?

I do not disagree with the imperatives that we “need to take pluralism seriously” (Todd, 2009, p. 4) or that “judgment demands thinking beyond the standard scripts” (p. 142); nor do I
quarrel with the critique that “the phenomena of schooling” has included some while excluded others from its project (Popkewitz, 2008, p. xv). Given just how sweeping-universal such statements are, judgments on them – which are particular affairs – is impossible. I question, however, if it is helpful let alone just to scapegoat cosmopolitanism – the “rule or principle” (Todd, 2009, p. 141), the “idea” (Popkewitz, 2008, p. xiv) – as a cautionary tale about what it means to be thoughtless or incriminate it as a “cultural space…with great wealth,” “sophistication,” and urbanity that looks down upon, literally, from “high-rise apartments and brownstones of American cities” (p. 167) those living in urban poverty. With that in mind, it is our duty not only as educators but as individuals who share a planet with a “non-excludable plurality” (Beck, 2009, p. 57) to return to the question that Pinar (2009; 2012) continually turns curriculum theorists back to: “what knowledge is of most worth?” when thinking about and teaching toward each and every pressing issue of our time, and issues that cannot be understood without studying the particularities of our distant and not-so-distant past that has led us to this “hyper-modern” – not “post-modern” (Beck, 2009, p. 55) – moment in time. One of the great characteristics of hypermodernity is its skill at severing itself from the poor, pathetic past, which is a weight that must be shed to launch ourselves into the fantastic future. It can be said that hypermodernity and the current culture of “presentism” (see Pinar, 2012, p. 58), a culture which also lacks historical consciousness, are soul(less) mates.

As will be discussed in chapter 4, Fukushima is an exemplar hypermodern case to study – not from a hypermodern perspective but for a cosmopolitan education – as it provokes us to think about this un/anticipated catastrophe from an ethical and cultural perspective given the fact that the nuclear reactors were clearly not built to safely withstand an earthquake and tsunami of Tohoko’s magnitude. This is but one instance of “organized irresponsibility” (Beck, 2009, p. 27-29) which had the intention of creating risk gains which have turned into risk losses of unimaginable proportion and duration. Yet, it is the ethical dimension of world risk society that goes largely unstudied. Instead, under school reforms – which I argue are also global risks – such as Race to the Top, extra points and funding are given to schools that prioritize STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math). We might call this another case of “organized irresponsibility” to be studied as part of a cosmopolitan education given that STEM (see Report to the President, 2012) and the Race to the Top Executive Summary (2009) as a whole are not
concerned with questions of ethics whatsoever. In the mid-20th century, Arendt asked us “to think what we are doing.” While there are many avenues one can go down in addressing such a simply written yet profoundly complex statement, I see her words as an invitation to address the ethical dimension in what we are doing. I will take up this address with attention to how rationalistic traditions and aesthetic (literary) traditions, how ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion are central modes of being and acting that form part of a cosmopolitan education.

2.4 Indifference and Ethical Responsibility

Cosmopolitanism and education mean different things to different thinkers. This is no surprise given the reality that each and every one of us is writing from within our own experiences, beliefs, and interests. That said, it still feels rather remarkable just how very different these differences are. It is not my project, however, to create harmony where there is cacophony. It is my duty, however, to study the writings that have been written on its subject, each of which informs and helps give shape to my own contribution to this area of scholarship. In the case of Fukushima, an ongoing event of actually existing cosmopolitanism, one might question if those in power are “thinking cosmopolitan” (Todd, 2009) at all. Is thinking cosmopolitan, however, the only thing that is needed in practicing a cosmopolitan education? It is my position that the cultivation of ethical responsibility which derives from and is cultivated in the mind and the heart is needed to sustain a world habitable not only for humankind. Such is the work of chapter 3 and 4, respectively. Beck (2009) speaks of an antiquated methodological nationalism in an era that beckons methodological cosmopolitanism. As a sociologist interested in new methods for social science research in and for “world risk society” (p. 47), his concern has to do largely with empirical-analytical cosmopolitanism. My research is well within the realm of conceptual analysis, which is not to say that boundary-transgressing phenomena do not inform the meaning of a cosmopolitan education. Indeed, I will re/turn to risky phenomena at different points in this study that take place within national boundaries yet have immanent global, “boundaryless” (Beck, 2006a) ramifications, including creating a society of individuals educated under federally funded school reforms such as STEM education which disregards (global) ethical concerns in the curriculum. For example, is STEM education as it currently stands a sustainable education for a world at risk? Additionally, and with the help of Arendt (2003), an “intersubjective or
representational” (p. 141) style, what might also be termed “cosmopolitan hermeneutics” (see Beck, 2009, p. 189), to study literature of the past that informs the present and future will be analyzed and performed in chapters 3 and 5, respectively.

While I take cosmopolitanism seriously, as a subject that requires urgent attention, it cannot be denied that there exists rampant indifference to the fate of others and the not-so-distant fate of the planet. Pinar (2012) speaks of a culture of presentism in which the desire for immediate gratification “blurs the boundaries not only between past and future but between self and other.” The question: “what knowledge is of most worth” has been transmogrified into “what’s in it for me” (p. 225), or “what’s your test score” (p. 53)? No doubt, the culture of presentism and escapism – in which handheld gadgets are a potent symbol – cultivates complacency and offers an easy retreat from ontology to fantasy. One might recall Montag’s wife, Mildred, in Ray Bradbury’s (1953) science fiction novel Fahrenheit 451 – an allusion to the temperature at which books burn – plugged-in to her “Seashells stuffed in her ears” (p. 46) with little care for the world in which she lives. Why should she care? It is a world in which nothing is said and at a very loud decimal. While novels like Fahrenheit 451 and other dystopian novels such as Brave New World (Huxley, 1932) and The Handmaid’s Tale (Atwood, 1998) are meant to provoke “public debate and a spur to action, inviting citizens to engage in the labour of preventive foresight,” says Kurasawa (2007, p. 103), reading these books today, we see just how very close we are to their respective fictitious realities. Prophetic, yes, preventative, I’m not so sure. This is not to say that literature and other art forms which might or might not be designated “aesthetic cosmopolitanism” (see p. 187-190) do not have the capacity to move people’s hearts and minds to meaningful action. Certainly aesthetic appreciation can and does connect people at distant corners of the world who would not be connected otherwise; converting this connection to political commitment is the bigger challenge of the work of global justice. While Kurasawa contends that dystopian fiction “nurture[s] [ethical] foresight” (p. 102), I suggest that it teaches us how the future can be found in the past, which is where much of my own work is located. It is Joyce Carol Oats (1994) who said in the title of her modern classic short story: “Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?” A title that modernizes the biblical passage from the Book of Judges: “Whither goest thou? and whence comest thou?” But it is only through studying the story in full, from beginning to end, that we arrive at the title’s allegorical meaning.
Collective indifference to the fate of others and the fate of the planet is one of many challenges the labor of global justice faces. Kurasawa (2007) speaks of a modern world in which “numerous mechanisms of psychological, emotional, and social distancing…immunize or shield most persons from the suffering of others” (p. 40). It is not a far leap from feeling indifferent to acting passively as a bystander, especially when responsibility can be displaced onto others working in the name of principles, institutions, governments. As Arendt famously stated, “where everyone is guilty, no one is.” One concern which propels Kurasawa’s work on critical cosmopolitanism as a practice from below has to do with formulating ways in which individuals can be held responsible for past wrongs and take responsibly in the present. Individual responsibility, however, is different than moral individualism. Societies that value “excessive forms of moral individualism” (p. 41), a kind of neo-liberalist mentality, also build gated communities, a simultaneously real and representative gesture that works at counter-purposes with that of opening up conversation which might or might not lead to solidarity. This is the same mentality that believes if I vote for my favorite contestant on “reality” television, I am participating in civic engagement. These gates and television programs are metaphorically similar to the gibberish talking “walls” that speak to Mildred in Fahrenheit 451, atomizing her from her husband and her friends who also hear the talking walls but don’t listen to the “walls” hidden curriculum that make up Bradbury’s hypermodern – given that the burning of books erases the past – world. Indeed, a narrative imagination like that of Bradbury’s has the ability to make reality that much more real, and the past and future that much more present.

Counter to Kurasawa’s contention that modern mechanisms act to distance people from each other, Beck (2009) points out how they can bring people together as was the case with the 2004 Asian tsunami in which amateur filmmakers brought images of death and destruction into our living rooms, images which “forbid apathy” (p. 69). This event provoked an “unprecedented willingness to donate to the relief efforts” (p. 58). The same can be said for the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami in which humanitarian efforts came from over 100 countries, dozens of NGOs, and corporate and private donations. Shunichi (2011) is right: Fukushima has become world famous! Beck (2009) speaks of a “planetary sense of pain” (p. 69) in which “the face of tragedy could have been our own…” The old-fashioned word ‘collective fate’ has acquired a new aftertaste of reality, as a cosmopolitan, traumatic experience that shocks and unites the hyper-
individualized world risk society” (p. 70). Social media provides a platform to otherwise undisclosed realities which give “rise to cross-border compassion” (p. 59) as also illustrated in the case of a young man who received a machete to his face by a group of attacking thieves while defending a Kenyan orphanage. The story and image of a freshly stitched and swollen face went viral and subsequently the orphanage was able to upgrade its defenses with donations provided by people from 46 countries within a matter of days (Straziuso, 2012). The “globalization of compassion” (Beck, 2009, p. 58) might also be called the beauty and spontaneity of the human heart. As Derrida (1994) knows and Dostoevsky (1989) aestheticizes, the real gift does not think about giving before it gives. Can spontaneous gift-giving to (distant) others – or an ethic of compassion – be cultivated? I contemplate this question in chapter 4. It would be naïve to suggest that giving on a nation-state level, particularly by those who yield power, is free of attachments.

What role does ethical judgment play in practicing a cosmopolitan education? While we can speak and write about judgment as a form of action in the abstract, it only “becomes manifest in the guise of an example” (Arendt, 2006a, p. 243). With that in mind, I conclude this chapter by turning to a recent case in the news which provokes contemplation on notions of ir/responsibility, judgment, and imagination. The news story “In Cheating Cases, Teachers Who Took Risks or Flouted Rules” (Otterman, 2011) concerns the issue of “test tampering or grade changing” in multiple schools throughout New York City. The article reads like a long list publicizing names of teachers and administrators, who were reprimanded, resigned, retired, or were fired over various cases of “cheating scandals.” Motivations for these “cheating schemes” are both brazen and banal, including “inflating the statistics used to evaluate a school and helping a favorite student become eligible to graduate.” Names of the investigators are withheld but their work at exposing these offenses is showcased. One school apparently “participated in a ‘herculean and dishonest’ effort” at giving students answers to a state Regents exam ahead of time. Investigators wrote that “students were not merely permitted but were openly encouraged to cheat.” The article ends with a quote from the Council of Supervisors and Administrators announcing that the city is dealing with the test tampering issue, “and we are probably better at it than anywhere in the country.”
This story is a curious case to consider in relation to the faculty of judgment as the various strata of (school) society involved – students, teachers, administrators, the federal government who funds public education and school reforms in which standardized tests are currently the key ingredient, and the writer of the news story itself – are in in one way or another acting irresponsibly, failing to use good judgment, yet it is teachers who are being criminalized most pronouncedly. I am not suggesting that the administrators or teachers involved in cheating operations were acting in the name of Thoreauvian civil disobedience. That said, in a culture where a school’s most important responsibility is to have students pass a standardized test, democratic education has become a thing of the past. Moreover, the cheating scandal story functions as an example of the breakdown of the faculty of judgment across a spectrum of society. As will be discussed in chapter 5, when the faculty of judgment erodes in individuals across society, an un/predictable global catastrophe of apocalyptic proportion is underway. While this news story does not appear to be explicitly relevant to the subject of cosmopolitanism, when understood as a world risk like many other world risks Beck (2009) speaks of, it takes on cosmopolitan significance.

The problem with collective test tampering – which is different than a collective of bystanders who are more or less obedient supporters of a regime – is not simply a problem with those who tinker with the test but those who create the conditions in which a test defines the life and death of a school, and with it, people’s livelihoods. If a system is morally bankrupt and authoritative, what is the right thing to do? When should a rule be “flouted”? Someone must have known that the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors were not built to code, but either did not care about speaking up (indifference), felt pressure not to (irresponsibility), and/or did not expect the unexpected (no imagination). And we know how the rest of that un/predictable story has played out, though it will never be over. “If you start out with a story,” says playwright Friedrich Durrenmatt (as cited in Beck, 2009, p. 129), “you must think it through to its conclusion.” And when it has been thought through to the end, “it has taken the worst possible turn,” a turn that “is not foreseeable,” that “occurs by accident.” It is not an accident that Beck (2009) draws a thematic connection between the “architecture” (p. 129) of drama and that of world risk society. Indeed, Durrenmatt teaches us how the sciences need the humanities and how the humanities need the sciences so that they have something to write about, paint, and perform.
But will the scientists care to read what the ‘non-expert’ dares to write; the Sophoclean worst case scenario?

Theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate in physics, Steven Weinberg (1994) contends that the physicist “should not expect [philosophy] to provide today’s scientists with any useful guidance about how to go about their work or about what they are likely to find…it is just that a knowledge of philosophy does not seem to be of use to physicists” (p. 167-168). Of course philosophy is not useful in the utilitarian sense of the term because philosophy’s questions deal with issues of meaning and science’s deal with questions that seek to be answered with irrefutable facts. One wonders what Weinberg and other physicists might make of the usefulness in reading, of all things, a play. It was German philosopher and dramatist Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (as cited in Arendt, 1998) who asked: “and what is the use of use” (p. 154)? What a useless question!

Regarding the school cheating scandals cited here, what might we learn about the educators who flouted the rules of the standardized tests? No doubt, there is more to the story than the information provided in Otterman’s (2011) news article which criminalizes them and no one else. Does Popkewitz (2008) provide ways for us think about this case?: Enlightenment cosmopolitanism made me do it! Writing for one of the more distinguished newspapers in the world and not for the editorial section, do journalists like Otterman have a responsibility to think more deeply, broadly, imaginatively – with “situated impartiality” (Disch, 1993, p. 666) – when writing on the growing phenomenon of standardized test tampering? We know that Arendt was criminalized by society at large for her own journalistic writings on the Eichmann trial, which judged virtually everyone involved in the trial, from Eichmann, to those who testified against Eichmann, to the Judenrat “collaborators” who, of course, were not even at the trial, to the Israeli court proceedings themself. As Arendt (2003) put it, “the discussion of the right or the ability to judge touches on the most important moral issue” (p. 18). “There exists in our society a widespread fear of judging” (p. 19) because very few are willing to take responsibility for what they have done or not done when something needed to be done. We can say that Otterman (2011) has made her judgment by the simple fact of listing the names of those who have participated in one way or another with the “cheating scandal.” At the same time, because there is no editorializing, does this mean that the article is free from bias? We are reminded that Todd
(2009) believes: “given the kind of work teachers do, there is often not a lot for time for thinking” (p. 150). Does this mean that educators or students can claim that they don’t have time to think about their actions, especially when it comes to thinking during the short, stressful span of a timed test? How much thinking is put into multiple choice test design for that matter? What knowledge do the tests deem is of most worth? While these questions are not necessarily cosmopolitan ones from a philosophical perspective, the actions of individuals and collectives as recounted in the Otterman (2011) article act as a kind of warning sign for the breakdown of the faculty of judgment which is a global risk. As Beck (2009) makes clear, it is the “organized irresponsibility” (p. 27-29), acting without good judgment on a grand scale and with global ramifications, that characterize im/probable catastrophes at the beginning of the 21st century.

Pinar (2012) describes the current state of public education as authoritarian: “Converting public schools into cram schools institutionalizes just such authoritarianism; in doing so, school reform threatens social democracy in America” (p. 3) and freedom itself. While the authoritarian culture of test-driven public education which has created conditions for collective test tampering “engulf[ing] school districts” up and down the east coast of the United States (see Otterman, 2011) does not have the same immediacy as other global risks such as avian flu or radioactive contamination of the atmosphere, we have an obligation to think the rather large story of “school deform” out to its conclusion, too. So far, school deform – which has plagued the United States since the ironically titled A Nation at Risk was published – has not caused teachers and students to wear medical masks on their faces during school hours for fear of catching the flu. Nor has it provoked school officials to use Geiger counters to check for radionuclide levels on playground equipment and school food, at least on this side of the Pacific Ocean. On the other hand, school closures bear an uncanny resemblance to the town of Namie, Fukushima, which is no longer in existence. Evacuated due to “alarming radiation levels” (Okazaki, 2011), traces of what once were there still remain.

Environmental health hazards also act as a backdrop setting in Atwood’s (1998) novel The Handmaid’s Tale: “Chemicals, rays, radiation, the water swarmed with toxic molecules” (p. 112). It is a world in which conception is nearly impossible and those few who can conceive might give birth to “unbabies,” those physically deformed newborns who are sent straight to the “shredders.” In the opening scene of the novel, a group of women are being ‘educated’ for their
new roles as handmaids in a large, open room that was once a high school basketball stadium. The “hoops for the basketball nets were still in place, though the nets were gone…a palimpsest of unheard sound” (p. 3) fills the narrator, Offred’s, imagination in a place where talking is now forbidden. The only freedom Offred has exists inside her mind and heart, an inward, dark freedom that has nothing to do with “[f]reedom as a demonstrable fact” which can be seen in the light of day that we call politics (Arendt, 2006a, p. 147). This private, heartfelt freedom begins to fade as time slips by. Nearing the end of her story, Offred is “beyond caring” (Atwood, 1998, p. 270), having become both “reckless” (p. 268) and “faithless” (p. 269) in ways not so different from the indifferent, reckless abandon, the “anything goes but boredom” (Botwinick, 2004, p. 53), atmosphere that characterized 1930s Weimar Germany. It should be noted that an anything goes attitude which implies doing whatever one wants is different than freedom as the latter needs a “common public space” to act in “the company of other men” (Arendt, 2006a, p. 147) and is done in some kind of organized fashion. It is in such cases as Offred’s – under antipolitical totalitarianism, under “an ‘authoritarian’ pedagogy” (Pinar, 2012, p. 3) – that inner freedom potentially leading to outer freedom can be cultivated if individuals are able “to have an image in my mind of something that is not present” (Arendt, 2003, p. 139). The mental ability to imagine something different allows one to step away from, to place distance between oneself and another which is precisely what totalitarianism aims to destroy: “the space between” (Arendt, 1973, p. 466) that allows plurality, freedom, and politics to exist. Political action can only happen under conditions of freedom, and freedom is founded on “the human condition of plurality” (Arendt, 1998, p. 7). What is so frightening about Atwood’s story is just how quickly the handmaids adopt the position and rules of the authoritarian mindset. This is how totalitarianism works: it presses people together so tightly that subjectivities “disappear into One Man of gigantic dimensions” (Arendt, 1973, p. 466). The handmaids do not judge their life circumstances which have been forced upon them because they have lost the tools to imagine something different. Judgment, Arendt (1978: 2) via Kant reminds, is cultivated by “training your imagination to go visiting” (p. 257). The more one’s imagination visits other times and places different from one’s own, the closer one comes to “adopt[ing] the position of Kant’s world citizen.”

“Linked abilities” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 166), the faculty of imagination and the faculty of judgment work between the particular and the general, the subject of the next chapter.
If I want to paint a pretty flower, I imagine flowers I have seen but I also imagine the most beautiful flower that has never been seen or painted. If I need to make a judgment, I do not passively accept the thoughts or rules of another, yet I take into consideration the “standpoint” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 258) of others in forming the particular judgments that I make which, when done over a period of time, sometimes a lifetime, help me arrive at my own “general, though perhaps not universal [standpoint]” (Arendt, 2003, p. 140). It is the latter, in particular, which contains a “positive ethical motif” (Gadamer, 2004, p. 19) as it allows one to distinguish what ought (not) to be done. In speaking upon Arendt’s lectures on Kant, Curtis (1999) hones in on the ethical quality to making judgments:

To take responsibility as citizens for the world and the public well-being, we must visit our world in the tension-filled, dual mode of community member and solitary being. The communicative involvements of each open us out upon different “worlds” that must be mediated within each judging person for judgment to foster the ethical orientation for which Arendt’s ontological concerns call. (p. 123)

The intersubjective movement between the particular and the general, between the self and other is also referred to as sensus communis, or common sense (see Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 258-272). It is in cultivating one’s imagination and exercising one’s judgment that we are able to make sense of our lives and the world.

In his appeal to the Roman concept of sensus communis, Vico maintains that the faculty of imagination is particularly important for educating youth who have yet to “tread the path of critical research. Youth demands images for its imagination and for forming its memory” (Gadamer, 2004, p. 19). How can these faculties be trained? In listening to storytelling or narratives we use our imaginations; in thinking critically about and discussing with others the meanings of the stories, we practice using our judgment. These exercises, says Arendt drawing from Kant, allow one to visit different places, to become “well-traveled; not isolated but connected; not provincial but cosmopolitan” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 166). As part of the both/and ethic of a cosmopolitan education, in chapter 3, I will turn my thoughts to sensus
communis with particular attention placed on Arendt’s performance of judgment through her style of political theorizing that she calls storytelling.

In this chapter, I have provided a critical review of several key texts written in the newly forming field of cosmopolitanism and education. I do not subscribe to a Foucauldian reading of cosmopolitanism like that purported by Popkewitz (2008) for the primary reason that (ethical) responsibility cannot be exercised if agency is a myth. It is a postmodern myth to say that human beings have no agency – even if the agency one has is limited based on life circumstances. It is human beings who have modernized and hypermodernized the world in which we live. In chapter 4, however, I will draw a connection, like Popkewitz does, between school reform and cosmopolitanism, albeit imagined in a different way. In short, school reform or the more accurately termed “school deform” (Pinar, 2009, p. 151) could result in empirical cosmopolitan catastrophes. While I appreciate Todd’s (2009) concern that education ought to pay heed to Arendtian style thinking and judging, I do not think that cosmopolitanism stifles thinking and judging and it certainly does not in its subjective manifestations (see Pinar, 2009). While these three key texts on cosmopolitanism and education provide a wealth of ideas, concerns, and problems to consider in helping me to articulate my understanding of a cosmopolitan education, it is Kurasawa’s (2007) bottom-up practice of critical cosmopolitanism and Beck’s (2009) “cosmopolitan moment” of world risk society (p. 15) which help give shape to the ethical dimensions of a cosmopolitan education that most pronouncedly inform my work in the following chapters.
Chapter 3: On Storytelling: An Activity of Ethical Judgment

3.1 Introduction: Thinking and Common Sense Reasoning

The aim of totalitarian education has never been to instill convictions but to destroy the capacity to form any.

Hannah Arendt (1973, p. 468)

In his philosophical study *Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers*, Kwame Anthony Appiah (2006) refers to the role that narrative imagination has played in human affairs throughout history. He speaks in both general terms about the narrative imagination—e.g., “[w]e wouldn’t recognize a community as human if it had no stories, if its people had no narrative imagination” (p. 29)—and in particular terms—e.g., “the Ananse stories I grew up with in Asante, weren’t just read or recited: they were discussed, evaluated, referred to in everyday life.” Reflecting upon human affairs in this way, i.e., moving between issues of general significance and those of particular interest, Appiah performs intersubjectivity, a moving between different perspectives that resonates with the philosophical notion of *sensus communis*, or common sense, which is practiced by traveling to other places with the faculty of imagination. In the *Critique of Judgement*, Kant (as cited in Arendt, 1978) calls this movement “enlargement of the mind” (p. 257). Indeed, “positivism”—which interprets the world from a hypothetical Archimedean vantage point—“gets in the way of the cosmopolitan project,” says Appiah (2006, p. 18), due to its insistence on seeing and subsequently understanding the world in terms of facts rather than or along with making sense of the world by way of recognizable human values. Though Appiah does not directly discuss the “how” (method or pedagogy) of his “what” (content or curriculum), this chapter asks if there is or are cosmopolitan styles that might or might not coincide with writing upon content that is of consequence to a cosmopolitan consciousness, such as narrative imagination. I will also consider why such a style may be valuable for inquiring into today’s “new questions” and “unprecedented circumstances” that Hannah Arendt helps us to think so much about (Derrida, 2001, p. 7).

In the last few years, scholars of literature have published critical analyses of fictional narratives they call *Cosmopolitan Style* (Walkowitz, 2006) and *The Cosmopolitan Novel* (Schoene, 2011). Yet, there has been little “meta” attention paid to the ways in which scholars
who study the empirical, phenomenological world and whose concerns might be deemed cosmopolitan are seen to perform a cosmopolitan narrative style to communicate the content of their ideas. One of a few who ventures in this “meta” direction is Farah Godrej (2009). Interested in the ways non-Western texts have been studied by political theorists, Godrej aims is to provide “an account of a methodological self-conscious approach to comparative political theory” as a way to open the doors for a “genuine…cosmopolitan political theory” (p. 135). Such a cosmopolitan political theory, says Godrej, is rooted in a hermeneutic gesture of “self-understanding in relation to the text” (p. 148), a move that bears similarity to the “method of currere” (Pinar, 2004, p. 35) and allegory (Pinar, 2012) in curriculum studies which both seek to understand the relationship between “self and society through study” (p. 52). Differently, Ulrich Beck (2009) discusses the meaning of “methodological cosmopolitanism” for sociological research as a way “to interpret boundary-transcending anticipations” (p. 177). In this way, Beck’s proposed cosmopolitan methodology is focused more upon knowledge acquisition than it is on making meaning of phenomena that have already occurred. With Godrej and Beck, we see that there is interest in thinking about cosmopolitanism in methodological terms and for their respective disciplines. Somewhat differently, my intent is to study methods or styles already performed – specifically that of Arendt’s – to arrive at new understandings of the old, which help us to make sense of the cosmopolitan present and to guide thinking and judging of issues of ethical importance – e.g., rights, responsibility, justice – that effect our present and future. With these thoughts in mind, the aim of this chapter is to interpret Arendt’s narrative style for its own sake and, in the following chapter, for the sake of other reasons, namely in order to understand our cosmopolitical present. In chapter 5, I will draw from and perform Arendt’s way of thinking and judging by way of interpreting a piece of world literature from the 19th century – Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment – which helps us think about our past, present, and un/predictable future circumstances. If one might be able to fashion a style to inquiry deemed cosmopolitan, a style that should also not to be conflated or confused with a Cosmopolitan Style found in fiction writing (see Walkowitz, 2007), it would behoove us to attend to ways in which such a style has come about, which means first tracing how past scholarship has influenced a “cosmopolitan sensibility” (Hansen, 2008, p. 289). For in studying the past, which includes studying artistic artifacts of the past, Pinar (2012) explains, “we find the future” (p. 49). Finding
the future, however, does not mean utilizing scientific techniques which aim to control future outcomes as some have claimed is cosmopolitanism’s intent (Popkewitz, 2008).

As mentioned, there are few places in Arendt’s writings that discuss cosmopolitan existence or citizenship directly. For one reason, cosmopolitanism as an area of study has gained traction subsequent to her death and due to technological innovations which have made the world much smaller, though doubtfully happier or wiser. That said, those scholars who have helped form the field of political cosmopolitanism, such as Derrida (2001), Benhabib (2006), and Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006) draw extensively and rather exclusively from Arendt’s more visibly political work on “the right to have rights” as located in Origins and the need for an international criminal tribunal as described in Eichmann. These two texts are also the primary ones I look to in this chapter if for different reasons. It is in one of her most philosophical and least worldly studies, The Life of the Mind (the other being her dissertation, Love and Saint Augustine), however, where Arendt shows her cosmopolitan colors quite distinctly though it is also where her style is more theoretical than it is narrative. I contend that it is in her least political texts where Arendt (1978) traces the roots of “new cosmopolitanism” (see Todd, 2009, p. 25-27), with the emphasis she places on Kantian (as cited in Arendt, 1978) “reflective judgment” and issues of moral imperative which ascend “from the particular to the universal” (1: p.69). It is also here and in her Lectures on Kant’s Political Philosophy (1982) where Arendt (1978: 1) discusses sensus communis, a kind of thinking and perceiving done in the world of appearances – and not in solipsistic Cartesian cogito ergo sum solitude – as it “includes others who perceive like I do” (p. 50).

Saint Thomas Aquinas was the first to refer to common sense as a “mysterious ‘sixth sense’,” for it cannot, like the other senses, be traced back to one specific bodily organ yet it only comes about with the five senses working together. In this way, the sixth sense forms a bridge between me and you. Arendt draws a distinction between Aquinasian common sense reasoning and Cartesian thinking. The former is rooted in the body; the latter derives from and stays within the mind and the mind alone. As a theorist of the phenomenological world who is writing about the life of the mind, Descartes’ “error,” says Arendt, was that he hoped “he could overcome his doubt by insisting on withdrawing from the world altogether, eliminating every worldly reality from his thoughts” (p. 52). In short, Cartesian doubt values “self-sufficiency” and a kind of “self-
inspection” that is unworldly (p. 48) and un-communal. As The Life of the Mind can be read as a response and resistance to the frightening phenomenon of totalitarianism, it becomes that much clearer why Arendt is concerned with the survival of common sense reasoning. Moreover, nothing about totalitarianism is sensible and everything that totalitarian leaders say cleverly follows the logic of a geometric proof. Logicality, especially when hammered into people’s heads over a period of time, becomes so overwhelming, as Stalin (as cited in Arendt, 1973) well knew, “you must either surrender or make up your mind to utter defeat” (p. 472).

It can likewise be surmised that one of the reasons why Arendt did not think of herself as a philosopher is because the philosopher’s life stays almost exclusively within the thinking mind; it is a place that can be both “unreliable and treacherous” (Arendt, 1973, p. 476) as it lacks tangibility, “realness,” and the plurality needed for common sense reasoning. Without common sense, sensus communis, it is impossible to survive, and Arendt is concerned with survival. Storytelling provided Arendt with an alternative and middle-way between the two extremes of common sense reasoning (or scientific method) and philosophical thought (or Platonic idealism). But more than just a middle-ground, stories break the unbearable silence and otherwise indescribable isolation that would be human existence without them. As curriculum theorist Susan Edgerton (1996) states, “stories are survival material” (p. 75).10 For the aim of the “devastating sand storm” (Arendt, 1973, p. 478) that is totalitarian domination is not just to destroy the ability to survive, but to destroy the very source of life itself, otherwise known as natality.

Beck (2009) appeals to Arendt in “the ‘cosmopolitan moment’ of world risk society” (p. 48), a place of “(mis)fortune” that opens up possible new beginnings, or natality. Arendt and Beck’s written words have more immediacy to them when contextualized in the recently spoken words of a seven year old girl, Mutsumi, evacuated from the Fukushima prefecture. In the documentary film Children of the Tsunami (BBC, 2012), Mutsumi wears a dosimeter on her person that monitors radiation levels. Like the other children from Fukushima, she is required to wear the instrument, called by the children their “glass badge,” as part of a long-term scientific experiment of which the children have unwittingly become. Mutsumi says to us who view her story: “So that we can carry on living into the future, we’re going to have babies, and make more people, so we have to be careful [emphasis added].” Though her words are wise and sensible, we
cannot say that her wisdom and sensibility are common to all. Without understanding the cosmopolitan moment in this way, a moment that requires careful consideration and thoughtful action from everyone but especially from the so-called experts, we revert back to either acting with modern optimism-denial or respond to the illusion of infinite progress with postmodern nihilism- apathy, both of which have the very real potential to lead humanity as we know it into total oblivion.

In contrast to the philosophers who thinks for thinking’s sake and need no method for their work, stands the scientists who thinks for the sake of other reasons, namely to come up with “better, more promising approaches, called methods” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 54) in the search for new kinds of knowledge. The problem with modern science is that the scientific hunger for knowing more is never satiated because there is always something more to know. As a case in point, the mayor of Date City in the Fukushima prefecture, Shoji Nishida (2012), has encouraged farmers to grow rice in areas where levels of radioactive contamination exceed national safety levels. The explanation provided for growing it is “to identify the reasons for cesium detection in rice, and to study the effect of decontamination.” Here, we see an illustration of the ways in which there is always something more that the scientist can discover, can test, and can improve through trial and error. In this sense, scientific processes are the “most refined mode of common sense reasoning” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 57).

Even if the materials that a scientist works with are invisible to the naked eye, such as atoms, what they study is not invisible in the same way as that of the philosopher’s materials, which are thoughts. While one cannot see Descartes’ proof that God exists or that “there are no dangerous thoughts; thinking itself is dangerous” (Arendt, 2003, p. 177), scientific work with atoms becomes tangible to the naked eye through the innovation of, say, nuclear power. And in a world that values tangibility and tangibility that can do something material-practical such as generate energy, there is little room or value for uncommon philosophizing, as this latter kind of work, of which ethics is a branch, contains no perceptible product. In other words, ethics is useless. We are reminded that schools which prioritize “a rigorous course of study” in STEM and in cooperation with “industry experts, museums, universities, research centers, and other STEM-capable community partners” (R2T, 2009, p. 4) are given extra points, “15 points, all or nothing,” which materialize into funding in the Race to the Top (R2T) educational reform
program. In other words, STEM education is very useful. Part of a cosmopolitan education, which values the cultivation of the faculty of imagination, asks the question: how might educational reforms like NCLB and R2T present themselves to the world over time? When students educated under these reforms currently, for example, work in STEM-type professions in the future, professions which involve taking actions that affect humanity and the planet, what will our future look like? How would the imagined future – a future we are reminded is envisioned in dystopian fictions – be different if the mission of STEM and other educational initiatives of its ilk included a “precautionary principle” (Ewald as cited in Beck, 2009) of Cartesian doubt, much like that articulated by the little girl Mutsumi of Fukushima who said, “we have to be careful”? According to Ewald:

> Before any action, I must not only ask myself what I need to know and what I need to master, but also what I do not know, what I dread or suspect. I must, out of precaution, imagine the worst possible, the consequence that an infinitely deceptive, malicious daemon could have slipped into an apparently innocent enterprise. (p. 53)

While writers like Todd (2009) have formulated their critique of cosmopolitanism as a principle which cultivates thoughtlessness, the Cartesian principle as paraphrased here requires that the imagined STEM student now turned physicist or engineer imagine the worst possible turn, a turn that those involved with the building of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant either chose not to or did not know how to imagine. Why didn’t they? One explanation might be that their job is to examine evidence, not imagine different possibilities of which there is no evidence to support those possibilities. The issue at stake, however, is that there are no “guarantees that the new [scientific] evidence will prove to be more reliable than the discarded evidence” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 54). For example, what we know today about how genetically engineered foods effect human health will be different from what we will know tomorrow. Here, we see how a scientist’s expertise at common sense reasoning could use some help from the philosopher’s thinking for thought’s and judgment’s sake.

> It is the “very great thinker” Kant (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 65), who in the *Critique of Judgement*, describes the differences between *sensus communis*, or community sense, and private
sensations such as how a meal tastes, how a bed feels, how a home smells, how a person looks, or how a language sounds. The difference between the two is that the latter is “merely passive, we react, we are not spontaneous, as we are when we imagine something at will or reflect on it” (Arendt, 1982, p. 70). As Arendt points out, at the “opposite pole” of private sensations “we find moral judgments.” When people reflect on and communicate with others about their personal tastes and pleasures, collective or community agreements can be formed. When we judge, says Kant, we judge as “a member of a community” (p. 72). What is important to note in the faculty of judgment, however, is that it begins in the particular, with an individual response and ascends to general agreement “the less idiosyncratic one’s taste is, the better it can be communicated” (p. 73). While I do not need others to agree or disagree with me that this apple tastes good, I do need the presence of others when making judgments and even if those judgments are not strictly moral. As a former high school English teacher, I often had my students bring in drafts of their essays to share with other students in the class. The class would critique each other’s writing with a sense of “impartiality” or what Kant calls “disinterestedness” as to how well their peers articulated ideas, insights, and arguments about a piece of literature. Their critiques were impartial in the sense that they had nothing quantifiable to gain from the process. Given that students asked for regular opportunities to do this kind of work, we might say they had “an ‘interest’ in disinterestedness” (p. 73).

Practicing this form of judgment-making together as a class and over a school year had the un/intentional, spontaneous effect of helping students learn to judge their own individual writing; they imagined not only the places that they travelled via the literature they studied but also imagined themselves “at the standpoint of others” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1982, p. 71) that were their classmates’ perspectives as they wrote and rewrote their essays in solitude. This kind of work in which we “compare our judgments with the possible rather than the actual judgments of others” (Kant, 1914, p. 170) is what Kant means by acting as a member of a community. In her lectures on Kant’s *Critique of Judgement* and *sensus communis* more specifically, Arendt (1982) adds:

> But in the last analysis, one is a member of a world community by the sheer fact of being human; this is one’s “cosmopolitan existence.” When one judges and when one acts in
political matters, one is supposed to take one’s bearing from the idea, not the actuality, of being a world citizen and, therefore…a world spectator. (p. 75-76)

It is at this point where Kant’s *Critique of Judgement* begins to join up with his major Enlightenment concern for “inalienable human rights” (p. 75) as articulated in *Perpetual Peace*. Such rights can only come about when we understand that all humankind has “common possession of the earth” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1982, p. 75); from a new cosmopolitan vantage point which is less inclined to anthropocentrism, I would revise Kant’s statement to say that what we have in common is that we are hosts and guests not possessors of the earth. Where democracy is an anthropocentric system, “cosmocracy,” says Skolimoski (2003) is democracy “extended to all beings” (p. 154). Being a host and a guest means honoring rather than conquering the place we call home. This commonality brings us back to the reasons why Kant and Arendt believe that judgments are made when one is a member of a more or less free community. Arendt revisits Kant’s notions of human rights throughout nearly everything she wrote but most meticulously and extensively in *Origins*. Here, she traces the disintegration of inalienable human right as illustrated at the end of the First World War which ushered in a series of civil wars and the subsequent displacement of peoples. Using literary tropes of epistrophe and anaphora, Arendt (1973) describes the precarious situation in Europe at the time. The civil wars:

> were followed by migrations of groups who, unlike their happier predecessors, in the religious wars, were welcomed nowhere and could be assimilated nowhere. Once they had left their homeland they remained homeless, once they had left their state they became stateless; once they had been deprived of their human right they were rightless, the scum of the earth. (p. 267)¹²

> While there has been valuable scholarship written on the role that Walter Benjamin has played in helping Arendt shape her narrative style (e.g., Benhabib, 1990; Herzog, 2000), if we are to understand her style in cosmopolitan terms, which this chapter aims to put forth, it is equally important to consider how thinking and common sense reasoning have helped Arendt device a style for writing about a form of government, totalitarianism, that no one at the time had
seen or experienced before. Because totalitarianism was unprecedented in terms of its ability to
destroy the capacity to think under its “irresistible force of logic” (Stalin as cited in Arendt,
1973, p. 472), the “officially recognized or officially controversial instruments” (Arendt, 1953, p.
77) of the social sciences could not assist Arendt in her work as they were devised to make sense
out of phenomena humanity had already experienced and understood. Nor would thinking as the
philosopher thinks be an effective approach to writing about her anti/political subject matter. In
this way, we see a methodological problem in writing about what Arendt calls “Ideology and
Terror: A Novel Form of Government.” And though “Arendt almost never discussed
methodological problems, [h]er writings contain only scattered remarks on this topic” (Vollrath,
1977, p. 161), in studying the style of her work – what Vollrath calls her “method” – which can
be seen most readily in Origins,13 we learn not only why she has often been misunderstood but
also come to understand that her style of theorizing subjects of an ethical import was an ethic in
and of itself.

Storytelling provided Arendt with a flexible structure to make judgments upon the moral
and epistemological crisis that was totalitarianism. As Disch (1993) explains, “[u]nderstanding
Arendt’s storytelling is critical to making sense of her appropriation of Kant’s Third Critique”
(p. 668), the Critique of Judgement. And making moral judgments and acting responsibly is a
subject of increasing concern in this cosmopolitan moment which is fraught with unethical
actions on a global scale and of global significance.14 Arendt’s (1953) “rather unusual approach”
(p. 77) to political theorizing has been discussed in positive terms by multiple scholars already; it
has also been “attacked by social scientists” (Disch, 1993, p. 668) for not engaging in sounder
forms of empirical research. It is the former critiques of Arendt’s work and Arendt’s work itself
that help shape my own, which is inspired by the ideas of “storytelling as critical thinking” and
moral perception via Kant’s Critique of Judgement. What does storytelling have to do with the
current cosmopolitan moment? For Beck (2009), world risk society must be understood through
storytelling, too. “Indeed, the ‘stories’ of world risk society must be thought through to their
conclusion…[and] with the attempt to anticipate the worst possible turn” (p. 129). These turns,
says Beck, inspired by Arendt and Durrenmatt are unforeseeable, unimaginable, and
unpredictable, and their accidental actualizations bind humanity together in compulsory and
unlikely ways. It is not that Earth is being attacked by aliens; rather we are attacking our own planet. The paradox of cosmopolitanism asks: how do we save ourselves from ourselves?

For its skeptics, cosmopolitanism’s “contradictory logic” of having responsibilities to the local and global, to the particular and universal dooms it to failure (see Todd, 2009, p. 139); for others, cosmopolitanism is a space of challenges though not solutions for living together in a common world that is “not founded on a common past” (Beck, 2009, p. 12) and which is threatened by the incalculability of incalculable risks. As Beck explains, we live in a world where it is becoming increasingly difficult to make distinctions between perceived threats, which create deliberate and unwarranted hysteria, and actual threats, which warrant some form of action. For example, we do not know for sure what the terrorists are up to – when they will strike, if they will strike, or how they will strike. This lack of certainty can and has created a culture of fear and paranoia which results in “a seemingly rational ‘totalitarianism of defence against threats’” (p. 9). Such examples put world risk society in an awkward situation. Another problem we face is that “risk research” (p. 11) uses scientific methods to identify that which is unidentifiable and unpredictable. Does this then mean we should drop the scientific method and use what Beck refers to as “attitude research,” a kind of subjective research that is “viewed and analysed…as an individual reaction and response to ‘objective’ risks as measured by various ‘heuristics’ of individual judgement and understanding” (p. 11)? No doubt, it is the latter where “prejudices and mistakes are assumed to lie,” Beck adds. Moreover, how is it possible to respond to the scientific victories turned crises that modern man has created without science’s help? Herein lays one of the stymieing ironies and double-binds of our time.

As Beck appreciates in his own appeal to her work, Arendt is the theorist who gave new meaning to the words “unpredictable,” “unprecedented,” and “incomprehensible” sixty years ago in her “field manual” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 60) for the unprecedented that is Origins, words which takes on yet again new and important meaning in the 21st century of which has experienced such unprecedented and unimaginable manufactured catastrophes as 9/11 and the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster to name but the bookends of a frightening ten year period, the former of which Young-Bruehl (2006) called to our attention in Why Arendt Matters. As will be discussed in the next chapter, Arendt is also the theorist par excellence of situated paradoxes whose unparalleled perceptions of invisible phenomena can be of help, says Beck (2009), in this
“cosmopolitan moment” which calls for “transformation” (p. 48) and “a call for new beginnings” (p. 49), echoing Arendt (1998) on natality as “the miracle that saves the world” (p. 247). The world could use some saving. In their ability to “illuminate the earth…stories can save the world” (Herzog, 2000, p. 17), too. “The ‘exemplary validity’ of stories links people together, creates communication, hence opposes the destruction of the public world, which Arendt calls darkness.” Might storytelling, in its Arendtian sense, be a cosmopolitan enterprise? If it is, it is in our interest to reflect upon Arendt’s storytelling, an innovative “method of political thinking” (Vollrath, 1977, p. 160) that confronted an incomprehensible past of which helps us navigate though not control “an ocean of uncertainty” (Arendt, 1998, p. 244) that is the future.

3.2 On Storytelling

Conceptually, we may call truth what we cannot change; metaphorically, it is the ground on which we stand and the sky that stretches above us.

Hannah Arendt (2006a, p. 259)

One of the few places Arendt discusses methodological issues is in a response to a book review on Origins written by Eric Voegelin, a review which will be directly addressed in the next section of this chapter. Here, Arendt (1953) describes “the problem of method” as a “problem of ‘style’” (p. 78), which is “bound up with the problem of understanding” (p. 79) the unprecedented event of totalitarianism. Describing the unprecedented by adhering to “officially recognized” (p. 77) methods within the political and historical sciences was not an option for Arendt because these instruments which relied on Archimedean thinking did not draw the kind of distinctions, clarifications, or judgments that make up her work. Because totalitarianism and the senselessness of its actors’ actions can never be fully understood as they fall outside the utilitarian nature of the majority of action, “organized research” on the camps – the true “central institution of totalitarian organizational power” (Arendt, 1973, p. 438) – such as “questionnaires, interviews, statistics, or the scientific evaluation of these data” is as “wrong as it sounds plausible” (Arendt, 1994, p. 323). Thinking and writing about totalitarianism from within the tradition of philosophy, on the other hand, also proved problematic for Arendt because of philosophy’s Platonic reliance on abstract thinking, on principles and “‘pre-articulated’ rules”
(Nussbaum as cited in Disch, 1993, p. 670) which function as “banisters” (Arendt as cited in Disch, 1993, p. 669) to help one navigate the un navigable, i.e., totalitarianism, a novel form of government. As Disch (1993) points out, since Plato turned his back on politics after Socrates’ execution, philosophy no longer had the “ethical resources to understand totalitarianism and resist it” (p. 669). Because its nature is to describe particular events, storytelling provided Arendt with a style to write about and to make judgments upon a subject that demanded an ethical response. Hence, Arendt’s later re/turn to Aristotle’s *Nicomachean Ethics* and Kant’s *Third Critique* which take up the subject of practical judgments. For Aristotle (2002), “practical judgment is concerned with action, so that it needs to have both universals and particulars, or more so the latter” (p. 109).

Arendt’s (1953) style is not historiography either, which “is necessarily salvation and frequently justification” for the events being described; rather, it is an “analysis” of the “elements which crystallized into totalitarianism” (p. 78), elements not *origins* as the monograph mistakenly suggests. For example, stating that the majority of prisoners in the camps were nothing other than “ghastly marionettes…which all behave like the dog in Pavlov’s experiments” (p. 455) and who go “like dummies to their death,” or that the camps were “hell on earth” (Arendt, 1953, p. 79) was more truthful, more “objective,” than statements about the camps “of a purely sociological or psychological nature” (p. 79). In other words, the only way to write truthfully about the camps was to do so by making judgments upon them. Arendt (as cited in Disch, 1993) was acutely aware that telling the facts of the death camps without narrating its truths only succeeded “in making a true story sound unconvincing” (Arendt, 1946, p. 671) as in the case, she says, of *The Black Book: The Nazi Crime Against the Jewish People*. Like Virginia Woolf’s writing, Arendt’s contains “more truth than fact” (Disch, 1993, p. 688). To add to the difficulty of writing about that which defies explanation, Arendt (1953) adds that using the “image of hell” (p. 79) was not meant to be taken “allegorically but literally.”

One can more fully appreciate the distinction she makes here when she describes the act of thinking “whose language is entirely metaphorical and whose conceptual framework depends entirely on the gift of metaphor” as the “instrument enabling us to know and deal with the world” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 123). And dealing with the world for Arendt was always an ethical undertaking, yet one which must avoid “moralizing” or “sentimentali[zing]” (Arendt, 1953, p.
its subject in order to maintain its power of integrity. Arendt is not as interested in defining the phenomenon of totalitarianism “so much as answer[ing] its ethical and epistemological challenge” (Disch, 1993, p. 689). As a cosmopolitan education encourages the cultivation of ethical responsibility in a world that is already alarmingly cosmopolitan – e.g., the Fukushima nuclear disaster has health and ecological ramifications of global proportion and seismic duration – and considers other world risks such as a public education system in which examination-driven curriculum has nothing to do with teaching practical judgment or cultivating caring world citizens, the particular outcomes of which are risky to say the least, we ought to consider the ways in which Arendt’s concerns surrounding the ethical implications of totalitarianism can help us think about what we are doing in and for the world today. This world includes that of public education. As risk society theorist Anthony Giddens (1999) knows, “the idea of risk and responsibility are in fact closely linked” (p. 1).

In 1960, Arendt delivered a paper in which she described her style of political theorizing as “my old-fashioned story-telling” (p. 11), a “representational narrative” (Benhabib, 1990, p. 183) form of writing that cannot be pigeonholed into a particular school of thought. In Arendt’s (1953) own words: “My first problem was how to write historically about something – totalitarianism – which I did not want to conserve but on the contrary felt compelled to destroy” (p. 77). Arendt’s earlier writings do “appear more dogmatic than innovative” (Disch, 1993, p. 675) without understanding the relationship between style, perspective, and content. Nonetheless, her ability to tell the story of totalitarianism is from my perspective unsurpassed in any of the other stories she has told because of the difficulties she faced in describing the indescribable. Indeed, humanity is better equipped to understand the musselman, for example, through metaphors and paradoxes – e.g. a marionette; a living corpse – than with “factual” terminology – e.g., someone 6 feet tall weighing 75 pounds, with shaved head, dysentery, scabies, and/or typhus.

Yet what makes Arendt’s style of theorizing unique is not simply her use of literary conventions in writing about subjects of a philosophical, anti/political, and historical nature whose truths are more often than not “beyond words” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 117). Her storytelling also aims to be fair-minded by locating itself from within a “plurality of perspectives” (Disch, 1993, p. 666). This is how it gets its bearings, not through triangulation – a method in the social
sciences that Pinar (2012) calls candidly: “ugly jargon” (p. 48) – but rather through “situated impartiality” (Disch, 1993, p. 666). Such situatedness does not speak from a place of neutrality nor single-mindedness. It does, however, present a space in which “judgments can be formed” (Arendt as cited in Disch, 1993, p. 672). Arendt’s style of theorizing is not as interested in telling the facts of a particular event or prescribing to a set of principles but, rather, aims to “tell provocative stories that invite contestation from rival perspectives” (p. 667). Indeed, such invitations were accepted by others who felt unnerved that Arendt appeared more at home when writing from the perspective of an anti-Semite than from a Jew’s (see Benhabib, 1990, p. 184).

One might say that Arendt (1998) theorized her own style of theorizing when describing the discovery of the Archimedean point in the world of the natural sciences, noting that the laws of nature were subsequently applied to the human world via the social sciences (p. 323). The good news is that we have thinkers such as Arendt who clarify that human activities do not follow the same rules as the rise and fall of the ocean tides. Moreover:

[T]he action of the scientists, since it acts into nature from the standpoint of the universe and not into the web of human relationships, lacks the revelatory character of action as well as the ability to produce stories and become historical, which together form the very source from which meaningfulness springs into and illuminates human existence. (p. 324)

The unintended consequence of the truly remarkable story of modern science is that, generally speaking, humankind participates in the world as if we were not participants at all. It is as if we have accepted the false-truth that we are atoms, behaving however we want to in a world where “everything is permitted” (Arendt, 1973, p. 440), and the fallouts of these ‘everythings’ such as those from Fukushima Daiichi are still being denied even when we do not know exactly what they are. They can’t be good. As Arendt clarifies, the world in which everything is permitted is tied to self-interested “utilitarian motives” that are, for example, evident in the lives of such notorious amoral careerist-opportunists as Adolf Eichmann (see Arendt, 2006b) and disbarred medical researcher Andrew Wakefield and other researchers of his ilk (see Naik, 2011). This is not to say that Eichmann had the IQ of Wakefield or that Wakefield is a Nazi. Both men, nevertheless, failed to use their individual human judgment when calculating how to advance
their own careers in which other human lives were seen as superfluous to their own ends. In this regard, their respective actions were still useful in the strict sense of the term and however perverse that might sound.

As Arendt (1973) explains, it is only within the world of anti-utilitarian totalitarian domination where “everything is possible [italics added]” (p. 440). As a case in point, the Nazi war machine was seriously handicapped by the “enormous, costly extermination factories” and transportation machinery that shipped “millions of people back and forth,” giving the “whole enterprise an air of mad unreality” (p. 445). Levi (1989) provides further explanation on what makes totalitarianism anti-utilitarian when describing how concentration camp prisoners, before being sent to their deaths, not only suffered “gratuitous cruelty” (p. 107) but also underwent “senseless and scientifically useless tortures” (p. 123) – well, just because. This, of course, is what makes the Holocaust so unbelievable – it falls outside the realm of common sense reasoning and logic.15 Ironically, because Nazi crimes were beyond the pale of human imagination, it made it that much easier to commit them. As Holocaust survivor David Rousset (as cited in Arendt, 1950/1994) once said: “Normal men don’t know that everything is possible” (p. 241). They do know, however, that everything is permitted.

Dostoevsky’s (1989) central question in Crime and Punishment: “is there or is there not such a thing as crime?” (p. 216) helps to tease out the distinctions between the all is permitted and all is possible universe. Raskolnikov concocts an “extraordinary man” theory in which a select few extraordinary, Napoléon-like people can transgress laws in ways that ordinary people cannot. In theory, if Raskolnikov can come up with a utilitarian principle in which committing a crime (murder) is justified and carry out that crime without consequence, then what he has done is not criminal because it was for the sake of a so-called greater good. In this way, Raskolnikov is still working within a framework where “everything is permitted.” The extraordinary man theory can also be found operating in the non-fiction world. In 1903, the Japanese educator Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (2002) said: “this is a time when a man who steals from an individual will be arrested and punished as a thief, but a man who robs people of their state and their culture is hailed a hero” (p. 14).

The use of waterboarding or water torture by the United States military in the 21st century, however, begins to blur the lines between the realm in which everything is permitted
and everything is possible. The question: Is waterboarding useful? as a technique to illicit information implies that it might (not) serve utilitarian ends; if it does not, and it is still used, then it becomes an end in itself – torture for the sake of torture – in much the same way as those crimes done by the Nazis. Levi (1989) describes the concentration camp, or the “everything is possible” universe as one in which “the transformation from human being into animals was well on its way….an inhuman regime spreads and extends its inhumanity in all directions, also and especially downward” (p. 112) even if such inhumanity is not part of a conscious top-down plan. In the case of the crimes committed at Abu Ghraib, moreover, it has only been the “ordinary” soldiers – those soldiers at the bottom of the chain of command – that have been punished. Those at the top, the “extraordinary people,” remain above the law. Rather than bringing to justice those at the top of the chain of command who engaged in torture and warrantless wiretapping under the Bush administration, the Obama administration has criminalized former United States National Security Agent turned wiretapping whistleblower and truth teller Thomas Drake via the Espionage Act. “This has become the specter of a truly Orwellian world where whistleblowing has become espionage” (Drake as cited in Goodman, 2011). Here we see how the imagined dystopian future a la 1984 written about in the past has become present reality. Arendt (1973) describes the “everything is possible” universe in the following way:

“What meaning has the concept of murder when we are confronted with the mass production of corpses” (p. 441)? For Arendt, the musselman acts as the central image in a world where all is possible. Those “inanimate men, i.e., men who can no longer be psychologically understood” and whose conditioned reflexes defy human understanding. Yet the question: How is it possible that millions of people could walk like sheep to their own deaths? is one that remains at the mind’s limit. When explaining their experiences in concentration camps, survivors, too, cannot believe what actually occurred. We can say that in this kind of universe, experience does not necessarily help one arrive at understanding.

Is a world grossly contaminated by human manufactured radiation one in which everything is permitted or everything is possible? In the case of Chernobyl, the consequences of radiation exposure – which have been more damaging than those of the Hiroshima “atomic plague” (Burchett as cited in Greene, 2012) – have created unique and unprecedented genetic mutations and cardiac conditions in children of Belarus and Ukraine (see DeLeo, 2003). The
images of these Atwoodian (1998) “unbabies,” like the images of the musselman, brings us to Kant’s (2006) anthropological question: “what is a human being”? (p. xii) – a key “educational question” (Biesta, 2006) to be explored in the following chapter. While we do not know for certain what exactly the consequences of Fukushima Daiichi will be on the human mind, body, and soul – a disaster that has been described as worse than Chernobyl and 72,000 times more devastating than Hiroshima (see McNeill, 2011) – we do know that this event and immanent other events of global proportion such as climate change bring upon us the principle in which anything is possible. We are reminded that the Nazis not only destroyed life, but they also tried to destroy evidence of their crimes in the hopes that no traces of lives once lived would remain. Strangely, in the year 2012, the burning of radioactive debris back up into the atmosphere as a way to make disappear the reminders of it have gone largely unnoticed, at least outside of Japan. Such are examples of Orwellian “memory holes,” which aim to alter or destroy inconvenient truths. The way Orwell (1983) describes memory holes is worth noting:

When one knew that any document was due for destruction, or even when one saw a scrap of waste paper lying about, it was an automatic action to lift the flap of the nearest memory hole and drop it in, whereupon it would be whirled away on a current of warm air to the enormous furnaces which were hidden somewhere in the recesses of the building. (p. 33)

It appears that human beings are less concerned with the ongoing burning of radioactive waste in Japan – whose lethal fumes can cause cancers and death across uncountable regions of the world indiscriminately – than we have been with the burning of Nazi death camp corpses. Yet the dual creations of these Orwellian “memory holes” attest to a world in which anything is possible; a world which Raskolnikov – as we will see in chapter 5 – describes as having “no real barriers” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 23).

Can a relationship be drawn between storytelling and a world in which all is possible? In contrast to memory holes, stories, such as testimonials, remind us of what was, of what happened, of what it means to have survived and to be here now to tell the world. Storytelling connects us to the past in ways that the refined process of common sense reasoning that is the
scientific method does not. Without stories of those who have survived the im/possible, it is as if the im/possible never happened. In the academic world, nevertheless, storytelling as a mode of scholarship does not hold the same cachet as that of quantitative analysis, at least in the United States where federal funding is most often provided for large scale, number-crunching research. And with educational reforms which provide extra funding for schools that have STEM programs rather than or along with programs that cultivate artistic and ethical learning, what could be more dangerous for the future of our world?

“Under certain conditions” says Disch (1993), “a story can be a more powerful critical force than a theoretical analysis” (p. 665). As a theorist herself, Disch’s rather restrained statement about the capacity of storytelling can be more fully appreciated in the words of novelist Tim O’Brien (1998) who in the midst of telling a series of fictional war stories in his short story “How to Tell a True War Story” goes meta on the art and ethics of telling war stories:

A true war story is never moral. It does not instruct, nor encourage virtue, nor suggest models of proper human behavior, nor restrain men from doing the things men have always done. If a story seems moral, do not believe it. If at the end of a war story you feel uplifted, or if you feel that some small bit of rectitude has been salvaged from the large waste, then you have been made the victim of a very old and terrible lie. There is no rectitude whatsoever. There is no virtue. As a first rule of thumb, therefore, you can tell a true war story by its absolute and uncompromising allegiance to obscenity and evil. (p. 76)

Like O’Brien, Arendt recognizes the dangers in moralizing and/or sentimentalizing in telling a story that contains little if any virtues. A rather well known story of creating “cheap sentimentality at the expense of great catastrophe” (Arendt as cited in Graver, 1997, p. 130) is the heart-warming theatrical award winning and money-making version of Anne Frank’s diary, a book frequently found in the curriculum, and most often remembered and understood by its readers for one line – “I still believe that people are really good at heart” – clinging to that line as if for dear life.
We should also note an important difference between the fiction writing of O’Brien and non-fiction writing of Arendt whose aims together are to speak the truth which is different than speaking facts, which is not to say that either thinker thought we should give up on facts in speaking the truth. That said, when it came to trying to make sense out of the facts of what the Third Reich did and the lies that they concocted, *The Black Book* did not succeed at its task because the authors were “submerged in a chaos of details…unable to understand or make clear the nature of the facts confronting them” (Arendt, 1946, p. 291). In this way, and perhaps this way only, O’Brien’s fiction about war is more truthful than any war facts standing on their own. And his fiction writing might be a more truthful way of teaching about war than the way it is currently taught in many history classrooms. It is the factual truths of war, nonetheless – when it started, who started it, when it ended, which countries were involved, how many people died, who won, and so on – that are, generally speaking, taught and tested in schools. As Arendt (2006a) knows a “factual statement—Germany invaded Belgium in August 1914—acquires political implications only be being put in an interpretive context” (p. 245). When such factual truths are not interpreted, in no way can they lead to action but rather only toward passive “acceptance of things as they are” (p. 246).

In the case of standardized exams which often use multiple choice questions to test student learning, machines can do the grading, of course, without thinking about a student’s answer. These facts, however, are as meaningless as that of the scientist’s whose work is not about telling stories which are those things that do provide the “revelatory character” Arendt speaks of in *The Human Condition* and “Truth and Politics.” This begs the question: If facts that one learns in school lack meaning, then what is the meaning behind learning all those facts? One can surmise that learning facts for fact’s sake could serve the interests of the nation or more recently, learning for the global “knowledge economy…[which] does not include critical literacy skills” (Spring, 2009, p. 44) or learning to interpret the facts laid out before one. Indeed, being literate for the knowledge economy “is purely instrumental for completing work related to tasks” (p. 45). Among other things, what is missing in the national standardized test-taking and knowledge economy models of education is emphasis on ethics. In contrast to learning for the interests of the nation-state, Roth (2007b) introduces “cosmopolitan learning” (p. 10-29), which cultivates the ability for teachers and students to scrutinize “how far their will-power and
judgement are developing, i.e. how far their ability to understand, use argument and show
respect, tolerance and solidarity is developing” (p. 26) without seeking to adapt, assimilate, or
initiate “publically reproduced knowledge” (p. 27). Cosmopolitan learning, Roth adds, is neither
“instrumental” nor “strategic” (p. 20). I would add that a cosmopolitan education also places
value on the cultivation of the imagination as described in Kant’s Critique of Judgement.
Although using one’s imagination is a solitary affair, the imagination allows one to travel
metaphorically to other places and perspectives, thereby adopting “the position of Kant’s world
citizen” (Arendt, 1982, p. 43).

Different from O’Brien, Arendt’s (1973) storytelling in Origins seeks to expose and
understand the “gigantic lies and monstrous falsehoods” (p. 333) concocted by totalitarian
leaders and believed by virtually all walks of life within totalitarianism’s grasp. Lies, such as The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, were eventually “established as unquestioned fact” under the
Nazis and taught in Nazified schools despite the fact that Protocols had been exposed as a
“literary forgery” (Graves, 1921) aimed to promote anti-semitism before the Nazis even came to
power. Using Nazi logic, one can assume that even if Graves’s (1921) discovery of the truth
behind the lie that is Protocols had surfaced in a classroom or elsewhere at this time, it would be
treated as further evidence that not only were the Jews planning to take over the world, but
because their plan had been leaked to the Gentile world, the Jews (in the form of Graves who
must be a Jew and The Times which no doubt is owned and operated by Jews) were trying to
cover up their plan via journalistic lies in order to secure global domination in open secret.
Additionally, because Arendt was Jewish, her study of totalitarianism cannot be trusted; in fact,
there is no such thing as totalitarianism. This latter point is proved by the very fact that it took
her 500 pages to unsuccessfully define it, and those pages are filled with contradictory
contradictions. Finally, it is in our best interest to help destroy cosmopolitanism before it
destroys us. And cosmopolitans are signifiers for the “eternal mushroom of humanity” (Hitler,
1992, p. 113) that can be found everywhere exploiting everyone, and if you are found to be a
cosmopolitan or have cosmopolitan connections, you and your family will be treated as enemies
of the State.

One has to be deaf, dumb, and blind to not see similar patterns surfacing in the post 9/11
supranational political climate, except the enemy has changed (and can change again). And if
you have any doubts, lone, home grown Norwegian terrorist Anders Behring Breivik learned his murderous tactics from Muslim extremists which just goes to show that all terrorists are Muslims (and all Muslims are terrorists) even if they are not. Simply put, both facts and fiction do what you want them to do in a world that lives and dies by the principle that “everything is possible.” This is what Arendt (1973) means when she says that under totalitarian power an “insane consistency rules the world” (p. 392); a consistency, Stalin well knew, that is so powerful one must either capitulate or accept total defeat.

### 3.3 A Plurality of Perspectives

In her essay “Truth and Politics,” Arendt (2006a) describes the political role of a “storyteller – historian or novelist – [which] is to teach acceptance of things as they are” (p. 258) or in other words to act as a truthteller. Truthtelling is not rhetoric which “can destroy truth” (p. 255) and has destroyed it when in a clash with power. As Arendt explains, the pursuit of truth is a “disinterested” (p. 258) enterprise. She traces this pursuit to Homer who with “equal eye” praised the glory of “friend and foe” regardless of winners and losers, adding that “Homeric impartiality” gave birth to “the first teller of factual truth”: Herodotus. And without Herodotus’s “so-called objectivity…no science would ever have come into being.” While Arendt differentiates between telling the truth and making an argument, it seems clear that the quest for truth weighs heavier for her than engaging in “argumentative speech,” particularly if we see argument or rhetoric existing somewhere on a continuum between truth and propaganda.

But then again, Arendt (2006c) is a theorist of the public realm where action takes place through “the drawn out wearisome processes of persuasion, negotiation, and compromise” (p. 77). These actions take place between people with similar interests in much the same way Kant describes sensus communis. These processes can only occur under conditions of freedom, and the subject of and aspiration for freedom rests at the heart of Arendt’s life work. For Arendt, freedom occurs not by being left alone to live out one’s life in a gated community or remote cabin in the mountains of Montana – though isolation in certain circumstances and for stints at a time can be productive as in the case of poesis – but arises in “the company of other men” who need a “common public space to meet” (Arendt, 2006a, p. 147) where words are heard, deeds are
seen, and events are discussed (p. 153). As Arendt explains, “to be human and to be free are one and the same” (p. 166).

This sameness returns us to the question which rests at the heart of Kant’s philosophy “not in its transcendental sense” (Louden as cited in Kant, 2006, p. xiii) but “in its cosmopolitan sense of the word[:]…What is a human being” (Kant, 2006, p. xi-xii)? It is certainly not the *musselman* who is nothing but “a bundle of reliable reactions” (Arendt, 1994, p. 240), an entity of “conditioned reflexes…without the slightest trace of spontaneity” (Arendt, 1973, p. 457), imagination, or curiosity. In fact, the *musselman* epitomizes the transmogrification of freedom itself: totalitarian rule at its finest. Under totalitarian power, the capacity to communicate intersubjectively is annihilated, no doubt, because the goal of the camps – the true center of totalitarian rule – is to first destroy the inmate’s mind, body, and soul before being completely obliterated into non/human ashes. The ability to think intersubjectively – which is neither so-called objectivity nor anything goes subjectivity – and which is not present in the *musselman’s* mentality, provides occasions to make judgments that are “only possible through imagination” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 167). One’s imagination is cultivated through listening to stories or narrative. In speaking upon “Benjamin’s influence on Arendt’s political storytelling,” Herzog (2000, p. 1) holds that these respective thinkers held the “conviction that stories had the capacity to save the world.” If this is the case, it would behoove us to reflect on several stories whose subject is communication.

On Primo Levi’s (1996) first day in Auschwitz – in which he learns as a matter of course that “no one here speaks willingly” (p. 29) – he recalls how he was “driven by thirst” and reaches his hand out the window from inside the prison barrack, breaking off an icicle. A guard “brutally snatches it away from me. ‘Warum?’ I asked him in my poor German. ‘*Heir ist kein warum*’ (there is no why here) he replied, pushing me inside with a shove.” Levi soon realizes that in order to survive, it is better not to try to understand why anything because there is no understanding in this non-world, “because now it is all over and we feel outside this world and the only thing is to obey” (p. 23). Despite the camp truth that “if we speak, they will not listen to us, and if they listen, they will not understand” (p. 27), the human desire to make oneself understood is painfully illustrated in the story of a three year old boy of Auschwitz, named
Hurbinek by the remaining Ka-Be (i.e., infirmary) camp-survivors who stayed on after the evacuation. Hurbinek:

could not speak…but his eyes, lost in his triangular and wasted face, flashed terribly alive, full of demand, assertion, of the will to break loose, to shatter the tomb of his dumbness. The speech he lacked, which no one had bothered to teach him, the need of speech charged his stare with explosive urgency: it was a stare both savage and human.

(Levi, 1987, p. 11)

One Hungarian teenage boy took a fatherly liking to Hurbinek, “the little sphinx… immune to the distressing power he emanated.” He brought Hurbinek any scraps of sustenance he could find in the camp rubble and cared for him with loving hands and spoke slowly to him in Hungarian. One night, Hurbinek said a word, a word though that no one in all the different languages could understand. “Hurbinek continued in his stubborn experiments for as long as he lived. In the following days everybody listened to him in silence, anxious to understand…but Hurbinek’s word remained secret…nothing remains of him: he bears witness through these words of mine” (p. 12).

While poignant – Hurbinek and the teenage boy who cared for him live on in our imaginations – and world-shattering – nothing remains of Hurbinek who was never able to speak his thoughts and feelings about a world that he and no one else could ever understand even if he had the language to do so – this story is not sentimental. Through Levi, Hurbinek’s life-story is transformed into “the experience of those who are listening to his tale” (Benjamin, 2007, p. 87). For Arendt (1978: 1), words in and of themselves are neither true nor false, thus “implicit in the urge to speak is the quest for meaning, not necessarily the quest for truth” (p. 99). Levi (1987) also teaches us that the desire to speak is synonymous with the desire for meaning, the desire to make sense of the world. Hurbinek cannot make sense of the world even if it were a world that made sense because his young imagination never had the chance to be cultivated. He “had never seen a tree” (p. 12), says Levi, and no one had the will-power to describe a tree to him. How then is it possible to imagine something that has never been present? And Levi’s question “Warum?,” when the icicle is taken away from him, is answered with violence; it is a question not so
different than the one a child – who lives in relative freedom – asks a parent or teacher and is confronted with the reply: *Because I said so*.

With Levi’s storytelling in mind, we can say with Arendt (2006c) that while the Nazis *tried* to create fully realized Orwellian “holes of oblivion” (p. 232) in which the plan was not only to first burn books and then destroy human life but to leave no trace that human life ever existed, their plan failed. And one of the ways it failed is through the regime’s inability to extinguish the resilience of the human spirit and its need to communicate and tell stories even when one didn’t have the language to do so. We know something about the particular boy who was Hurbinek, and while Hurbinek’s story is unique, we can imagine, however generally, other children at this time and in this place who met the same fate. While it is difficult to recognize Auschwitz as a community of people – a “*sensus communis*” in the way Kant (as cited in Arendt, 1978: 2) describes “the idea of a sense *common to all*, i.e. of a faculty of judgment” (p. 268) – Auschwitz’s unrecognizability becomes somewhat recognizable to those who listen to its stories and with the help of storytellers like Levi and others who bear witness to crimes that would otherwise go untold. This is not to say that all people who bear witness have “the gift…to find the language of the true storyteller” (Benhabib, 1990, p. 186). Storytelling is a craft that turns non-tangible thoughts into “thought things” (Arendt, 1998, p. 169) which, like other forms of reification, build works that stand the test of time, the greatest of which are civilizations. Like poetry which is meant to be spoken aloud, the “memorability” of the story will “determine its durability, that is, its chance to be permanently fixed in the recollection of humanity” (p. 170). In other words, stories connect our present selves with the past, and Arendt was particularly concerned with how to tell a story.

Indeed, one of the critiques that Arendt (2006b) launched toward the handling of Adolph Eichmann’s trial was regarding the stories that witnesses told while on the witness stand, many of whom were not “survivors” but held “some prominence” in the eyes of the prosecution because they had “published books about their experiences, and who now told what they had previously written, or what they had told and retold many times” (p. 224). It was descriptions of this tenor that were interpreted by critics in Arendt’s disfavor. Indeed, one might get the impression that if Arendt had heard each witness’s story only once, she had heard them one too many times. Her deeper point, however, had to do with the inability of most witnesses to “tell a
story” (p. 224) in the way she thought a story should be told. But this point was lost on a large segment of her readership that could not get past her tone, which, as I see it, is neither wrong nor surprising on their part. Arendt’s method is not exactly an open book, but her tone in *Eichmann in Jerusalem* is. Though she does come off as cold, haughty, and flippant in places, this aspect of her writing has not always been separated from her keen and sober observations of the “show trial” (p. xx) proceedings themselves, the judges “seated at the top of the raised platform, facing the audience as from the stage in a play” (p. 6). The trial, no doubt, got on Arendt’s nerves.

This is not to make apologies for Arendt’s journalistic writing. *Eichmann* is not her magnum opus, and the narrative style she used in *Origins* whose aim was to “tell a story of an event or situation from a plurality of perspectives” (Disch, 1993, p. 666) was not fully realized when reporting on the events of a trial that she sat and observed and judged. We can say with some confidence that not everyone who read *Eichmann* felt their perspectives were considered. Moreover, while Arendt’s “portrait of Eichmann” has been called “a masterpiece” (Lowell as cited in Ezra, 2007, p. 150), I am hesitant to use such a word when judging *Eichmann* in full for reasons that Arendt herself might be impatient toward: *Eichmann* elicited and can still elicit an unintended visceral response in her readers which, as I see it, has to do with her own visceral response to the trial. What complicates matters more is that her commentary is articulated in a kind of language that seems both objectively detached and subjectively irritated rather than intersubjectively invested; she reproaches the court for not asking the thoughtless, banal, cliché-spewing Eichmann the right questions (see p. 34), she suggests that the prosecution asked witnesses “cruel and silly questions” (p. 12) about why they didn’t fight against the Nazis harder when they clearly could have, she accuses the *Judenrat* (Jewish Council), who could be found “[w]herever Jews lived,” of having “cooperated in one way or another, for one reason or another, with the Nazis” (p. 125) in such a way that led to countless more deaths than would have been the case hadn’t they – this was “[t]he whole truth” about “the total number of victims,” she says, and she chastises all of Israel for not having “even bothered to discuss” (p. 270) Jaspers’ proposal to try Eichmann in an international court, a proposal discussed during a radio interview before the trial began and subsequently published in a now defunct German scholarly journal for socio-political thought, *Der Monat.*
At times, *Eichmann* reads like a narrative report on the stupid, the stupider, and the stupidest. Arendt, however, plays the role of sagacious spectator in a monologue concerning the morons of the world. This could get on any reader’s nerves for these reasons alone. And those of us who appreciate, believe in, and learn from Arendt’s critique of the standard “objective” methods employed in social science research, might be caught off guard with her switch to a quasi-omniscient perspective which seems to function rather ineffectively to mask “the existential closeness of the subject matter” (Benhabib, 2001, p. 66) she clearly must have felt. Indeed, her switch to grand arbiter creates a rather disturbing effect. When we speak of Arendt’s “*amor mundi*, a love of the world” that she “struggled to hold” (Young-Bruehl, 2004, p. xvii) onto but “had come to understand as one that unites self and others” (p. 327), we should also say that Arendt’s love of the world is a tough love. It is a kind of love far different than love articulated as mercy, compassion, and forgiveness and often aligned with the teaching of Jesus of Nazareth.

One of the unforeseen dangers that Arendt was up against in writing *Eichmann* versus that of *Origins*, *The Human Condition*, or *The Life of the Mind* was that she presented her honest opinion not simply on a trial but on living, breathing human beings, many of whom were victims of the Nazi regime. This is different than writing about the rather abstract “peculiar onion-like structure of the [totalitarian] movement” (Arendt, 1973, p. 413), a world as far removed in time as the ancient Greek *polis*, or Saint Augustine and the not exactly well known theologian-philosopher Duns Scotus. If to be human means to be free, then it also means to speak one’s mind, and a lot of minds were speaking when it came to *Eichmann*. And if Arendt’s aim is to “tell provocative stories that invite contestation from rival perspectives” (Disch, 1993, p. 667), then contestation she received. In the intellectual world alone, the controversy surrounding *Eichmann* became “the most bitter public dispute among intellectuals and scholars concerning the Holocaust that has ever taken place” (Rabinbach, 2004, p. 97). This story ought not to be forgotten when talking about Hannah Arendt and the art and ethic of storytelling.

For Arendt, telling the story of totalitarianism which also included Eichmann’s trial was an act of journalistic writing but also one of historical judgment-making. And Arendt drew a sharp distinction between making judgments and showing empathy. Writing from a place of empathy, on one end, or from a position of objectivity on the other was an act of Sartrean bad
faith that “served to disguise the standpoint of the narrator or the historian” (Benhabib, 1990, p. 182). If Arendt’s critics wanted her to show more love to the Jewish people, they were in effect asking her to falsify how she interpreted facts on the ground. Arendt was a dispassionate truthteller and she arrived at truths by practicing Kant’s sensus communis, or taking the standpoint of others, which did not mean “empathizing or even sympathizing with the others, but rather the ability to recreate the world as it appeared through the eyes of others” (p. 183).

If storytelling invites rival perspectives, then it would be irresponsible to not consider Benjamin’s (2007) perspective on the subject of storytelling itself, given his influence over Arendt’s style, too. Storytelling is older than and different from novel writing as the former “comes from the oral tradition” (p. 87) and involves “a man listening to a story…in the company of the storyteller” which is different from “the reader of the novel” who is completely absorbed in its suspense, “isolated more so than any other reader” (p. 100); as it were, poetry is meant to be uttered aloud “for the benefit of the listener.” One of the reasons for the demise of artful storytelling and listening, says Benjamin, has to do with the devaluing of experience itself not only in “the external world but of the moral world as well” (p. 84). Such devaluing became ever more noticeable with the traumas of First World War. Benjamin asks:

Was it not noticeable at the end of the war that men returned from the battlefield grown silent—not richer, but poorer in communicable experience? What ten years later was poured out in the flood of war books was anything but experience that goes from mouth to mouth…a generation that had gone to school on a horse-drawn streetcar now stood under the open sky in a countryside in which nothing remained unchanged but the clouds, and beneath these clouds, in a field of force of destructive torrents and explosions, was the tiny, fragile human body. (p. 84)

Benjamin’s insights into the shocking silence and silence as a consequence of shock at what human beings had done and were capable of doing to themselves in the first decades of the 20th century creates a particularly forlorn picture knowing that he died (committing suicide while attempting to flee the Nazis) two years before the first Nazi death camps were even built. It is fairly common knowledge that for some years after the Second World War no one wanted to
listen to the stories of Holocaust survivors, and those were the few survivors who wanted to share their stories with the world; the vast majority, however, just desired to move on – to new lands, to new lives, and even to new religions in some instances. How strange it must have been to find out that your grandparent, who you’ve known (but somehow never really known) all your life and assumed was born and raised Catholic like yourself, (was?) (is?) actually Jewish and a camp survivor. Stories like this are not fictitious and even if they were, they would teach us truths regarding what must have been the crushing solitude, indescribable isolation, one experiences under totalitarianism. And if Benjamin is right in the above passage, experience itself is destroyed.

Benjamin (2007) describes the demise of communication in a secular world which has “quite gradually removed narrative from the realm of living speech” (p. 87); Arendt (1973) supports this view not only in her study of totalitarianism which transforms isolation into feelings of loneliness and superfluousness, but also in The Human Condition where she describes the “mass phenomena of loneliness” (Arendt, 1998, p. 59) as indicative of living in a modern laboring society which creates conditions of sameness not togetherness nor solidarity under “the somatic experience of labouring together” (p. 214). Had he lived, might Benjamin have been strangely encouraged by the contentious communication that Eichmann has inspired? We might say that Eichmann is a masterpiece of storytelling in the Benjaminian sense as it prompts communication on a subject that was initially not as widely communicated if for different reasons and which is wildly different than the fatigue that some people experience today when confronted yet again with this subject; a fatigue that has not tired The New Yorker, which was the original publisher of Arendt’s Eichmann report and which continues to intermittently publish articles related to it (e.g., Kirsch, 2009). A half century later, the story lives on. In writing Eichmann, Lowell (as cited in Ezra, 2007) believes that Arendt was motivated by a “heroic desire for truth” (p. 150). If this is the case, which I believe it is, it is as if Arendt took up Benjamin’s (2007) challenge when he said “the art of storytelling is reaching its end because the epic side of truth, wisdom, is dying out” (p. 87). With Eichmann in mind and the “reawakened interest in [Arendt’s] work” (Elon as cited in Arendt, 2006b, p. xxii) broadly speaking, we can say that the desire for truth is not dead altogether.
It should be pointed out that Arendt’s style has been criticized by a number of political theorists invested in studying totalitarianism and fascism, such as Eric Voegelin and A. James Gregor, respectively, for not adhering to the proper and popular scientific instruments of her day. In his review of *Origins*, Voegelin (1953) argues that the book is marked by methodological problems. The first of which he addresses is that the “emotionally determined method” (p. 70) prohibits it from taking full advantage of “the theoretical instruments which the present state of science puts at her disposition” (p. 72). While the book contains “certain theoretical defects” thereby contributing to its lack of cohesion, he says, its strength, nevertheless, is an emotional charge that is “untainted by partisanship” and almost entirely free of “ideological nonsense” (p. 71). In addition to his methodological critique, Arendt’s book is philosophically problematic. Totalitarianism – which Voegelin calls a “liberal” (p. 75) phenomenon! – came about because God is dead. For Voegelin, the “spiritual disease of agnosticism is the peculiar problem of the modern masses” (p. 73). In other words, there is indeed a source, one source, for how and why totalitarianism came to power. It should be noted that Voegelin’s conservatism has been coopted by the right-wing in the United States for a different agenda. Germino (1964) argues, however, that “Voegelin is neither left-wing nor right-wing because he is neither a publicist nor an ideologist” (p. 392). The same, of course, can be said of Arendt. Similarities and differences withstanding, Arendt (1953) does not see an original origin for totalitarianism other than the fact that people in the modern world are no longer bound to any kind of “common interests” (p. 81) at all which are needed to bind individuals together and separate them, a loss of the space “between” Arendt (1998) describes as “the rise of the social” (p. 38-49), or modern world alienation that is allegorized so well in Bradbury’s *Fahrenheit 451*. If people do not have common interests then it follows that a community sense, or *sensus communis*, cannot be formed or maintained; these interests can be material or immaterial. I include Voegelin’s explanation for what he sees as the source of totalitarianism as it catechizes the ideas that will be taken up in chapter 5 of this dissertation which center on the writings of Fyodor Dostoevsky, who has a similar outlook on the problem of modernity. The difference between a thinker like Dostoevsky and that of Arendt is that the former is clearly working within an ideological framework; Arendt’s vantage point always begins with the facts of a phenomenon. She says as much: *Origins*
“proceeds from facts and events instead of intellectual affinities and influences” (Arendt, 1953, p. 80).

In terms of other methodological or stylistic critiques of Arendt’s work, Gregor (as cited in Luban, 1984) argues that “Arendt has proceeded ‘without empirical research of any sort’” but rather uses “a great deal of literary and speculative fill” (p. 247). “Metaphor,” Gregor adds, “generally conceal gaps in argument or the absence of supporting evidence.” In other words, Arendt’s work is fluff. She has not used precise, scientific methods but rather has engaged in what Beck (2009) reminds us is a kind of “attitude research” (p. 11) which is still looked down upon by the scholarly world writ large. Never mind that all words function as metaphors to express human thought. Indeed, in the field of curriculum theory, Herbert Kliebard (1982) also challenges the assumption that metaphors are but “ornament[s] to speech and writing” (p. 13). Similar to Arendt, Kliebard describes how “metaphor represents a fundamental vehicle of human thought,” particularly those thoughts that lie “beyond immediate perception.” In this way, metaphors provide a medium to perceive that which was previously unperceivable, to know that which was previously unknowable. Story, which often includes using metaphors, nevertheless, does not hold the same academic “status of authority” (Edgerton, 1996, p. 75) as other more “legitimat[e]” methods despite the fact that it is the thing which allows us to “create and recreate our lives.” The “logicality of ideological thinking” (Arendt, 1973, p. 474), on the flip side, has also “proved” that Origins cannot be trusted. Logicality adds: How deceptive is it that Arendt, who we have already verified is part of the Jewish conspiracy to take over the world, actually suggests that it was the so-called totalitarian regimes which planned and succeeded for a time period in taking control. It is she, not Hitler or Stalin, who has turned reality on its head! I am not suggesting that Origins or any of Arendt’s works are above criticism. As Disch (1993) notes, storytelling invites contestation.

Yet, we must be careful. This problem of not recognizing irony when one hears it is a problem that crosses disciplines. After reading many scathing reviews of Eichmann, Arendt (as cited in Ezra, 2007) said that she was “delighted” (p. 160) with literature scholar Ronald Berman’s (as cited in Ezra, 2007) review in which he actually suggested that “Eichmann…rather liked Jews” (p. 160). Ezra clarifies: “Arendt said no such thing.” It seems that Berman must have misinterpreted Arendt’s tone when speaking on Eichmann’s only concern which was climbing up
through the ranks of the Nazi elite. If helping or harming anyone could be useful to his career, then why not? Nonetheless, Arendt states that Berman’s review was “the most perceptive and…most intelligent one that appeared” (p. 160). The flip side to the issue of not hearing irony when a text smacks of it is that a reader hears and only hears irony at the expense of not carefully listening to other aspects of his tale, which in the case of Eichmann, contains sincere and astute perceptions about the accused, the court proceedings, and the dilemma of responding to what has become one of the most pressing issues of our day: global justice. All the initial back and forth between Arendt and her critics and between Arendt’s supporters and her critics which came in book reviews and replies to book reviews and more book reviews on books that were written in response to Eichmann and replies to those book reviews from Arendt herself, looking back now, might seem a bit much; but it is this back and forth that creates, when examined together as we are doing here, a kind of plurality of perspectives that Arendt expressed in writing Origins and that helps one to arrive at judgments, generally speaking.

In order to understand Arendt’s intersubjective style, it is not enough to simply describe it; we must also perform it, for all understanding involves interpretation, and all interpretation includes application. Arendt (2006a) said as much: if we want to talk about courage, we turn to an example of courage such as Achilles; if we want to think about goodness, we look to Jesus of Nazareth; if we want to learn about filial duty, we read King Lear (see p. 243). Narratives provide a way to understand and make sense of the world. Philosopher of education and former student of Hannah Arendt, Maxine Greene (1995) describes the value of narrative in much the same way. “[W]hen we understand our lives we do so in narrative form…our stories while different are nonetheless connected by the same need to make sense, to make meaning, to find direction” (p. 165). It is thinking about story – and in much the same way Appiah (2006) describes how he did with his family in Ghana – that we are able to imagine courage, goodness, duty, and risk. In thinking upon these images in particular instances, we are able to practice making judgments upon them thereby adopting “the position of Kant’s world citizen” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257). The world citizen “think[s] with the enlarged mentality” and does so by using her travelling imagination. My aim is to also go visiting and to think critically upon the standpoints that I visit. I deliberately choose standpoints to visit that are similar and different in
perspectives and orientations. In this way, I aim to centralize the ethical in a cosmopolitan education.

Returning to the subject of irony, the greatest irony (and greatest strength) regarding *Eichmann* is not verbal but situational. And situations, events, can best be understood with the perspective that time provides. The situation we speak of here pertains to the book’s epilogue which was rarely part of the polemics; it is in this section of the text where Arendt speaks of “crimes against humanity [italics added]” (p. 273) and the very real possibility of genocide becoming a way to rid the world of superfluous peoples, all of which make *Eichmann* particularly relevant today (not that the question of the Jews isn’t). And these crimes have only proliferated throughout the world since Arendt wrote the report. It is the work of political cosmopolitanism, the strand of cosmopolitan thought to be taken up in more detail in the following chapter – and particularly that of Benhabib’s (2006) whose interest in situating the “right of hospitality…at the boundaries of the polity” (p. 22) – which draws from and builds upon Arendt’s own reflections on the trial and what she sees as the need for a “permanent international criminal court” (Arendt, 2006b, p. 270) to be created “if genocide is an actual possibility of the future” (p. 273). Globalization, Young-Bruehl argues, can have “beneficial features” such as connecting people and improving education “including education in political processes” (p. 76), but it also “implicates the entire world in a mentality that – with an Eichmann-like indifference to life and death – identifies people as superfluous” (p. 76) in its “imperialist techniques” that can and do have devastating consequences of which “we are only beginning to understand” (p. 75). And the Arendtian notion of “superfluous people” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 74-76) is of pressing concern today as reflected in mass amounts of poverty, starvation, and homelessness. In this sense, I would argue that Young-Bruehl’s latter concern speaks from within the context of what Beck (2009) calls postmodern “apathy” (p. 48) or reckless abandon as a reaction to world risk society; another reaction, which Beck calls the “cosmopolitan moment” is “transformation.” Global threats such as climate change “opens up the (mis)fortune of a possible new beginning (which is no excuse for false sentimentality)” (p. 49). It was Arendt, says Beck, that “anticipate[d] the irony of risk.” I would add in more specific terms that her study of action anticipated the irony that is the cosmopolitan moment.
What provides humanity with hope is the Arendtian and Bradburian birth of the new that is the faculty of action. Different from the mythical phoenix bird which is reborn out of the ashes not to remember its past, says Bradbury (1953), humanity has a duty to remember the old so as not to forget whence we came:

We know the damn silly thing we just did. We know all the damn silly things we’ve done for a thousand years and as long as we know that and always have it around where we can see it, someday we’ll stop making the goddamn funeral pyres and jumping in the middle of them. (p. 163)

This is Bradbury’s hope, no less. Pinar (2012) calls for much the same in his critique of “presentism” (p. 58) that defines the current state of education. Drawing from “Walter Benjamin’s interest in allegory,” Pinar recognizes that “[w]ithout the past, there is no present” (p. 59). We can say that the new looks to the old for guidance in the present but is not immobilized by the past, either. In the words of the young child Mutsumi of Fukushima (BBC, 2012), our mistakes teach us “to be careful” in order to “carry on living into the future.”

This section of the chapter opened with a discussion of what Arendt means by freedom – which, for her, is synonymous with being human – and its inversion, total domination. In doing so, we looked at several stories, perspectives on storytelling that deal with the subject of communication, and the power that tone can play in communicating stories of historical and political significance. If the present can be understood by studying the (totalitarian) past, if the past “spill[s] into our experience of the present” (Pinar, 2012, p. 54), then we might pause to consider at this moment in time and in our own particular and general – though not necessarily universal – contexts, where on the continuum between total freedom and total domination do we see ourselves standing? And how does the ground that you stand on feel under your feet?

### 3.4 Between Mercy and Justice

Is there or is there not such a thing as crime?

Fyodor Dostoevsky (1989, p. 216)
In an opinion-editorial news article, David Brooks (2011) looks at the “limits of empathy” in an era which has become increasingly attuned to the perceived promises that “sympathetic care” can provide for past wrongs and present circumstances. Brooks references community organizations, religious groups, peace activists, and schools which aim to cultivate such empathy. While Brooks does not fully clarify why the “empathy craze” (Pinker as cited in Brooks, 2011) has become what it is today, one might speculate that the desire to foster in ourselves a sense of compassion and care for others is tied to two rather new and interrelated phenomena that, when instrumentalized, are in danger of imposing an idea of reconciliation that is artificial, subsequently undermining the very idea of the transformation intended. One of those phenomenon has to do with the subject of forgiveness in an age of gross global injustices such as slavery, “internment of so-called ‘enemy-aliens’,” and genocide (see Kurasawa, 2007, p. 57-58). A second phenomenon has to do with the desire to delicately negotiate a spectrum of differences that we are confronted by in our daily lived experiences such as immigration as a ramification of globalization and the subsequent new diversities found in school classrooms.

Regarding the latter, “teaching empathy,” says Brooks (2011), “is a safe way for schools and other institutions to seem virtuous without risking controversy or hurting anybody’s feelings.” Todd (2009) attributes the top-down “global harmony and peace” (p. 2) project in education, of which Brooks’ speaks, to cosmopolitanism – a thesis that I consider to be a kind of selective-reduction to a rich and fertile field of scholarship that is rooted in the particular as can be seen in such works by Kurasawa (2007), Beck (2009), and Pinar (2009). The crux of Brooks’ editorial is that cultivating empathy has never proved to motivate people to act morally when called to moral action. Brooks (2011) concludes by suggesting that moral action is connected to “a sense of duty” that comes about by structuring our lives around “sacred codes” that compel us to act. “The code” is “a source of identity” whereas empathy is little more than a “sideshow.” Based on the code, it seems for Brooks that doing not being and acting without thinking or judging are the way to live one’s life and the way life has, for the most part, been lived. Brooks says these codes are “pursued with joy.” Citing research on the relationship between feeling empathy and ethical action, Brooks says that the former is “easily crushed by self-concern.” Empathic feelings, he adds, can actually hinder justice and the “nasty work of making moral judgments.” It is not made clear whether these judgments come about by adhering
to a set of standards or are deliberated upon case by case. Nevertheless, Brooks provides a rather
generic example of a jury who feels sympathetic toward the apologetic defendant who is
subsequently given a lighter sentence.

In the spirit of the particularities of cosmopolitanism, let us invert this generalization and
contextualize it by taking a brief look at a rather well known trial in literary history as part of our
move to an ethic of compassion in chapter 4. The clever, stingy, cold-hearted villain Shylock in
Shakespeare’s *The Merchant of Venice* is asked by the defense to show mercy toward the naïve,
financially generous, and beloved merchant of the play, Antonio, who is in breach of his loan-
contract with the usurer Shylock. An observant Jew who is quick with his tongue, having no less
than memorized his code, the Torah, the best that his interlocutor, Antonio, can say in response
to Shylock’s verbal panache is: “The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose” (I, iii). Listening to
Antonio spar with Shylock is like watching a tennis match between a likeable, mild-mannered,
yet rather pathetic journeyman player and temperamental if not obnoxious Grand Slam tennis
ace, John McEnroe. The court-play is lopsided, ridiculous, and strangely entertaining.

When an altogether shrewder Portia, disguised in her judge costume, shows up at
Shakespeare’s court, Shylock exclaims hastily: “A Daniel come to judgment! yea, a Daniel!/ O,
wise young judge, how I do honour thee!” Unbeknownst to Shylock, Portia comes with a
premeditated plan to ask Shylock to show mercy: “…Therefore, Jew,/ Though justice be thy
plea, consider this,/That, in the course of justice, none of us/Should see salvation…” (IV, i). The
Jew Shylock is unmoved by thoughts of Christian mercy or salvation. He craves justice,
judgment, and the bond which calls for a pound of flesh to be cut out closest to Antonio’s heart.
We can say that though Shylock and the court are speaking the same language, it is not the same
language they speak. Ironically, when the tables quickly turn on Shylock, the court gives him a
lethal dose of his own venom. Whether Shylock “gets as much as he deserves” (II, ix) – the
silver casket, metaphorically speaking – will be debated for as long as Shakespeare is relevant.
We can say, however, that attitudes toward Shylock have shifted dramatically depending on time
and place. The Third Reich loved to show *Merchant* in its theatres. The post-Holocaust Laurence
Olivier production makes Shylock look like he’s being sent to the gas chamber. A 21st century
Scottish production of the play sparked outrage among Jews who saw the flyer advertising it. It
is a rather funny image: The character playing Shylock is dressed in Hassidic clothing bejewelled
with platinum gold side-locks. The quote “If you wrong us shall we not revenge” written in “bold letters” (Cornwell, 2006). The chutzpah! And the Jews were just getting over Mel Gibson’s film Passion of the Christ, no less.\(^{18}\)

In contrast to Pinker (2007) who believes that “we have been getting kinder and gentler” (p. 18) through the wonders and feats of evolutionary progress, we can also trace the socio-educational “empathy craze” Brooks speaks of to religious origins just as much as it might or might not have genetic ones. As such, we are faced with another irony concerning Eichmann. Many Jews lambasted Arendt for not showing enough compassion for the Jewish people; Harap (1964) cites survivors who have “condemned her unfeeling, cold-blooded insensitivity” (p. 224) toward how Jews behaved when confronted by the daily reality of too many horrors to list or imagine. Her friend and fellow scholar Gershom Scholem (as cited in Ezra, 2007) accused Arendt of not showing “Ahabath Israel: ‘Love of the Jewish people’” (p. 147). If Scholem were to scratch the surface, he would find that Eichmann is Arendt’s most Jewish work. If the ironies could get anymore perverse, in her lifetime Arendt found herself in a parallel universe to that of Shylock who, in his own trial, is forced to convert to Christianity, a religion in which showing mercy, compassion, and unconditional love are some of its most sacred tenets. But death becomes her. As Kirsch (2009) notes: “It is hard to name another thinker of the twentieth century more sought after as a guide to the dilemmas of the twenty-first” (p. 62) than that of Hannah Arendt. Elon (as cited in Arendt, 2006b) once recalled Arendt saying “that the saddest form of fame was posthumous fame” (p. xxii). Some ironies really do hurt.

If empathy undermines justice as Brooks suggests, it also would seem that justice undermines empathy. Brooks contends that “nobody is against empathy. Nonetheless, it’s insufficient.” What might happen when we turn his statement around and ask: no one is against justice, but is it sufficient? When asked, “[s]hould we serve justice or truth?”, Susan Sontag (as cited in Hansen, 2011, p. 13) replied to the surprise of her audience: “It has to be truth, in order to serve a justice which is not yet.” In other words, “the passion for truth,” says Hansen (2011, p. 13), “is poignantly disinterested,” whereas the passion for justice “can produce unjust methods” as illustrated in the problem of Shylock and in the trial of Eichmann. In the next chapter, I will consider the “passion of compassion” (Arendt, 2006c, p. 78), work which will delve into the role that love via Saint Augustine and Duns Scotus play in the writings of Arendt’s political
theorizing. It was Saint Augustine in *City of God* – a canonical text often considered the most cosmopolitan book of the Middle Ages (Edward, 2001) – who called mercy: ever ancient, ever new. Moreover, Arendt “found her central metaphor of ‘natality’” (as cited in Arendt, Scott, and Stark, 1996, p. 181) in Saint Augustine’s writing on love in its *caritas*, neighborly sense.

In this chapter, I have examined why Hannah Arendt used a narrative style of theorizing the unprecedented. On one hand, the standard methods of social science research did not prove effective means to understand totalitarianism for largely two reasons: these methods were developed in order to navigate theprecedented-navigable and to achieve the so-called “greatness” of *sine ira et studio* (Arendt, 1953, p. 78), or objectivity. Writing about totalitarianism “objectively,” i.e., as a scientist, was, for Arendt, immoral in its amorality. On the other hand, writing from within the tradition of Platonic-influenced philosophy also proved problematic as this tradition had abandoned politics after Socrates death, leaving it without the ethical tools to make sense of and resist totalitarianism (Disch, 1993, p. 669). Influenced by Immanuel Kant’s theory of *sensus communis* and literary critic Walter Benjamin, Arendt resurrected an “old-fashioned” method that allowed her to make judgments where judgments needed to be made. As a bridge to Arendt’s writings on and performance of judgment-making, I next turn to the subject of love found in and outside of Arendt’s own writings and as related to cosmopolitanism. A cosmopolitan education is built not only upon the capacity to show interest in the world and to make judgments upon it but also to have compassion for others and to forgive where forgiveness sets free not only the transgressor of the offense but the transgressed, liberating both parties from the past – not to forget the past like the phoenix bird but like its “first cousin…Man” who has the capacity to remember (Bradbury, 1953, p. 163) – in order to begin the world anew.
Chapter 4: An Ethic of Compassion, or What is a Human Being?

Imagine the open admission of love to be something highly prized in the academy as a key ingredient in leading new work or a necessity in nonfiction writing that is canonized from now on.

Virginia R. Domínguez (2000, p. 389)

4.1 The Touchy Territory of Love

Love is an infinitely nebulous wonder. Its nebulousness makes it difficult to give scholarly words to without having a love-thing – such as a Shakespearean sonnet – to act as a sounding board. It is also an unconventional if not problematic topic for research in education and other social sciences where knowledge acquisition – e.g., developing means-end research questions, collecting data, interpreting findings, drawing conclusions, developing new questions based on those conclusions, ad infinitum – is standard operating procedure. How does one collect data and draw conclusions on love? Moreover, if Jack were to spend his entire life reading and writing books about love in its cupiditas (intimate) and/or caritas (platonic) formations, the latter recently articulated as hospitality in its political cosmopolitan incarnation, this does not mean that he is any more knowledgeable about what it means to show love or be hospitable than does Joe, who has never read a book on this subject in his life yet has been called by his friends and family a person who acts with warmth, care, and open-heartedness to neighbors and strangers alike. While my research is oriented toward meaning-making more so than it is knowledge acquisition, love is nonetheless a touchy subject matter – indeed, “a sticky wicket in educational circles” (Huebner as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008, p. 363) – for either kind of work due to its sacred, private connotations. The idea being, if love is brought out into the public for consumption or interpretation it will lose its magical qualities. Similarly, Arendt (1998) said: “Because of its inherent worldlessness, love can only become false and perverted when it is used for political purposes” (p. 52), an argument I shall return to near the end of this chapter.

In his 1963 study of man’s relationship to man, curriculum theorist Dwayne Huebner (as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008) noted that love is “infrequently…discussed in the psychological and educational literature” (p. 77). “Somehow it feels more tough-minded to study discord. The scientist fears that if he looks at affiliated sentiments he may seem sentimental” (Allport as cited in Huebner as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008, p.78). Moreover, “the notion of love in human
relations carries with it almost a mystical, esoteric sense, an idea of softness and romance or a feeling for the young or weak” (Huebner as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008, p. 77). If love is equated with weakness, it thus comes as little surprise that it has been spurned in the realm of scholarly discourses which value strength, power, and agility of the mind.

Have attitudes toward love in educational scholarship changed since Huebner’s time? In the realm of cosmopolitanism and education, love articulated as worldly passion and a “subjective sense of the sacred” is embraced in the writings of Pinar (2009, p. 5). In his own “reverence for life,” Pinar writes about those cosmopolitan lives that inspire such reverence. While Pinar might write as an intellectual about another intellectual-artist, Pasolini, with a sense of passion about his life and at considerable length, it is doubtful that Pasolini’s scandalous life or scandalous films will be studied in many educational settings anytime soon, not despite being “a most ‘excellent pedagogist’” (p. 99) but because of his excellent anti-establishment pedagogy.

Todd (2009) also writes about the subject of love as an ethic in her book on cosmopolitanism and education. It seems that she is more at ease when writing about and advocating discord and conflict as democratic practice than in exploring the possibilities that love can play in shaping the world. Not that love is necessarily about consensus, but there is a clear preference in Todd’s work for fight or agonism – popular not only in the argumentative culture of the academy (see Tannen, 2000) but in television culture as illustrated in such spectacle-shows as Jerry Springer where guests of different orientations and identities fight verbally and sometimes physically – “whereby enemies can become legitimate adversaries within the field of human plurality” (Todd, 2009, p. 105). In order to take cosmopolitanism “seriously” (p. 3), Todd says, it must attend to the “violence and antagonism which plague our lives,” something that it apparently does not do in its current “comforting” (p. 20) formation. Todd sees the act or practice of loving at odds with what it means to take responsibility for understanding the “concrete situations” (p. 19) that is our humanity and for working toward global justice. To put it another way, facing humanity is an ugly business that cosmopolitanism – which Hansen (2011) maintains “begins in open-hearted responsiveness” to the world (p. 37) – seeks to circumvent by expunging the human stain from the human. Promoting feelings of “empathy and sensitivity” (Todd, 2009, p. 30) toward others is an ingenuous, romantic way of pretending to “fac[e] cultural differences” and a shared world of human plurality. For pluralism
to have “real political meaning” (p. 103), Todd adds, “conflict must assume a place.” Todd casts the workings of the heart as woefully ineffective in confronting humanity in all of its pockmarked imperfections. Philosopher of education Klas Roth (2007a) puts plainly the problem of postmodern ethics like that backed by Todd: “Advocates of postmodern ethics also argue that, were we to act upon our knowledge or understanding of the other as Other, we would inevitably act violently and not responsibly” (p. 114). In other word, there is a slippery slope between providing a public-forum for enemies to “become legitimate adversaries” (Todd, 2009, p. 105) and acting violently rather than responsibly toward those same enemies.

It is interesting that Todd frames much of her own criticisms of cosmopolitanism by way of Arendtian political theory when much of political cosmopolitanism is built in constructive terms upon Arendtian thought. Perhaps her narrowly conceived understanding of Arendt rests on the fact that Arendt’s own intellectual trajectory is riddled not only with numerous paradoxes as have been noted by many Arendtian scholars already, but also because “a thinker such as Hannah Arendt invites many readings and interpretations” permitting “the identification of different strands of argumentation” (Benhabib, 2006, p. 165), which have, today, come to construct the beginning of a political cosmopolitan tradition indebted to Arendt herself. This tradition, however, draws rather extensively from Arendt’s overtly political writings, specifically *The Origins of Totalitarianism* and *Eichmann in Jerusalem*. Yet, it is in the bookends of her life’s career – *Love and Saint Augustine* and *The Life of the Mind* – where Arendt describes the importance that love plays in shaping the world. To call Arendt a scholar of love, however, is something of an overstatement. As Young-Bruehl (2006) notes, an “anthology on love collected from the works of philosophers around the world probably would not include anything by Hannah Arendt” (p. 204). In writing this statement, however, Young-Bruehl draws attention to Arendt’s writings on love as located in *The Human Condition*, which are but a few paragraphs in which she is not exactly at her most effervescent on the subject. In this particular reference to Arendt’s thoughts on love in its *cupiditas* manifestation, Young-Bruehl does not mention that her former teacher did write her dissertation on various manifestations of love in the writings of Saint Augustine, a dissertation originally written in 1929 which she began revising in the 1960s. In other words, *Love and Saint Augustine* was not something she left behind – literally or psychically – after fleeing the Nazis, a move which propelled her politicization which has come
to define her work as scholars have come to see it. Moreover, the territory of love is returned to rather extensively in her last book when discussing the ways in which the will can be transformed into love. As Scott (2002) notes, it was not only the subject of natality which Arendt appropriated from Saint Augustine’s “beginnings” but also that of love as cupiditas and caritas; the latter “preserves both plurality and community” (p. 29). We can say with some confidence that natality, plurality, and community (or belonging) rest at the center of Arendt’s life work, and these three interconnected subjects likewise hold great value in scholarship on cosmopolitanism.19

Has the subject of love fared any better in other works written in the political strand of cosmopolitanism? From what I have seen, it appears to be largely absent. Doing a simple search for the word love in a number of key texts in this area of scholarship reveals the following: In Patrick Hayden’s (2005) Cosmopolitan Global Politics and Seyla Benhabib’s (2006) Another Cosmopolitanism, love comes up as a reference to Martha Nussbaum’s book For Love of Country. In effect, it doesn’t really come up at all. In an article by James Brassett and Dan Bulley (2007) entitled “Ethics in World Politics: Cosmopolitanism and Beyond?”, we find the word love once, in the acknowledgment section where the authors “give special thanks to our wives for their constant love and support throughout (and sometimes despite) this project” (p. 17). While the latter reference could use some feminist unpacking, I am not suggesting that because the word love itself is largely vacant in these texts that love broadly conceived is completely absent from them either. As Huebner (as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008) points out, “conversation, however, seems to be a form of love in action” as it “demands an ‘openness to the world’, a relative freedom to face the events and people of the world” (p. 78).

Huebner’s point resonates with Appiah’s (2006) as discussed at some length already in the previous chapter. For Appiah, conversation rests at the heart of the cosmopolitan enterprise; these “conversations across boundaries” (p. xxi) are unavoidable given the reality of global transactions that constitute world communication today; these conversations are not only literal but metaphorical given the importance that story and the traveling imagination play in cosmopolitan thought. Echoing Appiah, Hansen (2011) maintains that a “cosmopolitan-minded education does entail traveling, but with an accent not on physical movement per se but on intellectual, ethical, and aesthetic journeying” (p. 2). In other words, loving the world is inferred
but not stated outright in these aforementioned texts. Appiah is likewise wont to point out that conversation does not necessarily lead to consensus. In this way, love does not exclude agonism from its practice; however, it does not privilege agonism over other ways of engaging difference, either. Arendt’s *amor mundi* is a tough love that is expressed differently than articulations of love as a practice and as a form of compassion. Interesting, in *Of Hospitality*, Derrida (2000) does bring up the question if “hospitality should be linked to love” (p. 27) but fails to elaborate on this “enigma.” It is precisely this enigma which I aim to explore in this chapter, and I will do so by considering the ways in which political cosmopolitan thinkers – whose work centers largely around hospitality – exclude particular aspects of Arendt’s writings, namely those areas focused on love. As Scott (1988) points out, the problem with “the extraordinary density and obscurity of both Augustine’s and Arendt’s systems of thought” (p. 401) have often resulted in Arendtian scholars and scholars who cite Arendt for their own ends constructing “a particular explanatory model who insist on throwing out a number of key pieces to the puzzle which do not fit their own view of Hannah Arendt’s agenda” (p. 405). In fact, the major players in a cosmopolitanism concerned with the subject of human rights and global justice and to be addressed here – Derrida (2001), Benhabib (2006), Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006), Kurasawa (2007) and Todd (2009) – have each in their own way selected, as if following suit, the most concrete and obvious areas of Arendt’s writings in forming, responding to, and questioning theories and practices of hospitality.

More specifically, my interest lies in the areas of Arendt’s oeuvre that have not been included in forming this area of scholarship; areas which, I suggest, offer new, productive possibilities for a body of study which has not attended to the ways that medieval philosopher Saint Augustine – whose “concept of love would facilitate the ‘founding’ of new public realms” (Scott, 1988, p. 404) – has influenced Arendt’s work. Arendt’s (1978: 2) writings on “the primacy of the will” (p. 125), which is able to be “transformed into love” (p. 143) have been sorely overlooked in forming the burgeoning landscape of political cosmopolitanism. In this chapter, I will also turn to the boundary transcending event of Fukushima Daiichi as my central example in exploring what it means to show love toward the lives of others. Fukushima and other un/predictable “cosmopolitan event[s]” (Beck, 2009, p. 67-71) as related to notions of hospitality and compassion will act as illustrations to the many ways that love provides the
figurative sustenance for the world to carry on into the future. This is not to say that literal nourishment is unimportant to notions of hospitality. As Virginia Woolf (1989) once remarked:

> The human frame being what it is, heart, body and brain all mixed together, and not contained in separate compartments as they will be no doubt in another million years, a good dinner is of great importance to good talk. One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well. (p. 18)

I quote Woolf here not only to indirectly point out how an event like the Fukushima nuclear disaster causes damage to the ecosystem and subsequently the food we eat but also to pay heed to the ways in which the different compartments (the heart and the mind), and the different academic disciplines, when working together, helps us to examine issues from a plurality of perspectives in the hopes of arriving at some general understanding. I will conclude by considering the relationship between loving and belonging, inspired by thinkers in and outside the field of cosmopolitanism. These thinkers include socio-political scholar Fuyuki Kurasawa (2007) whose cosmopolitanism includes “simultaneous appeals to the hearts and minds of others” by “draw[ing] upon expressivist and rationalist traditions of thought” (p. 44), social psychologist Erich Fromm (2006) who contends that loving is an art or practice, and theologico-philosophical humanitarian Jean Vanier (1998) who describes the process of becoming human as a journey from inner loneliness – and loneliness as Arendt (1973) knows “has become an everyday experience of the evergrowing masses of our century” (p. 478) – to mutual belonging which “is the to-and-fro movement of love” (Vanier, 1998, p. 28). The purpose in turning to these latter thinkers is to draw attention to the powerful role that love can play, but has not as of yet, in re/forming political cosmopolitanism and the ways in which neighborly love has been largely though not completely lost in the hypermodern world of which Fukushima Daiichi is a potent illustration.
4.2 Political Cosmopolitanism and Hannah Arendt: An In/direct Address to Love for the World?

This section of the chapter will provide an overview of the ways in which cosmopolitanism has been taken up thus far in its political manifestation. The purpose in providing such an overview is two-fold: to understand political cosmopolitanism for its own sake; to consider in the following sections how the work done and not yet done in this area help us to think through one of the more pressing issues of our time: the Fukushima nuclear risk turned unpredictable catastrophe and other global risks which will, in only a matter of time, become unpredictable disasters, too. It is thinkers like Hannah Arendt and Ulrich Beck who write about the past and historical present in such a way as to be mindful of future totalitarianisms and world risks, respectively.

As a distinct area of study within cosmopolitanism, political cosmopolitanism is particularly indebted to Kant’s (1983) Third Article for Perpetual Peace and Arendt’s (1973) formulation of “the right to have rights” as articulated in Origins and in her report on the Eichmann trial in which she expresses, sometimes ambivalently, the need for an international tribunal in cases of crimes against humanity; a crime that Arendt (2006b) equates exclusively with genocide (p. 269). Scholars of political cosmopolitanism – not necessarily synonymous with the more broadly conceived area of cosmopolitics (see Cheah and Robbins, 1998; Latour, 2004; Cheah, 2006; Stengers, 2010; Stengers, 2011) – focus upon ways to develop informal transnational practices of hospitality and global justice in response to human rights violations and “environmental degradation” (Hansen, 2010, p. 153). Several thinkers in this area of scholarship advocate juridical institution-building (e.g. Benhabib, 2006) while others hope to cultivate bottom-up practices of “ethico-political labour” (e.g. Kurasawa, 2007, p. 194); Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006) calls for non-linear forms of Arendtian-style “world-building” (p. 117) in which she takes her cues from poststructural-minded thinkers such as Derrida (2000; 2001), who advocates cities of refuge as a duty and right to un/conditional hospitality, and Foucault, whose work often critiques governmentality (see Benhabib, 2006, p. 162). The thread that links these thinker’s works together is the ways each draws upon the writings of Arendt in forming their particular arguments concerning (human) rights and global justice. Those threads,
however, do not include the areas of Arendt’s writings that deal specifically with the ways that love as a practice resonates with showing hospitality to others.

In his essay *On Cosmopolitanism*, Derrida (2001) takes up the subject of the cosmopolitan right to asylum for refugees in need of sanctuary and the “political difficulty” (Critchley and Kearney as cited in Derrida, 2001, p. x) that such a project entails. Derrida likewise pays homage to Arendt, “closely scrutinis[ing]” (p. 6) her writings on “The Decline of the Nation-State and the End of the Rights of Man” by describing the need for cities of refuge for the “stateless,” “homeless,” “deported,” and “displaced persons” (p. 6) as the nation-state has clearly failed in this capacity and despite the fact that Arendt herself “does not speak of the city” (p. 7) as an alternative mode of protection for those with such a need. Nonetheless, Arendt’s (1973) explanation for the “disintegration of political life” that was the nation-state and which between the wars was pervaded by a “hatred of everyone and everything” (p. 268) acts as a springboard for today’s unprecedented circumstances concerning human rights violations (Derrida, 2001), such as those in Japan after and in (lack of) response to Fukushima (Human Rights Watch, 2012).

As Derrida (2001) recognizes, Arendt herself was wary of establishing a world government which might not be “capable of sorting things out” (p. 8). For Arendt (1998) political life or action which dissolves under totalitarianism “corresponds to the human condition of plurality” (p. 7). Derrida does not mince words when it comes to the role that Arendt’s (1973) writings on “the problem of the stateless people” (p. 276) plays regarding today’s problems of statelessness and homelessness. “Arendt was writing of something the veracity of which still holds today” (Derrida, 2001, p. 8); he also recognizes that “we are still a long way from the idea of cosmopolitanism as defined in Kant’s famous text” (p. 11), *Perpetual Peace*. In his concluding remarks, Derrida asks his interlocutors to carefully consider “two other paradigms” (p. 21) in thinking toward cities of refuge: the conditional and unconditional right to hospitality as described by Kant, who is the second thinker after Arendt that Derrida generously draws from in “dig[ging] out the logical structure behind the image of cosmopolitanism and question[ing] it” (Critchley and Kearney as cited in Derrida, 2001, p. x). It is as if Derrida sets the stage for the ways in which political cosmopolitan writers after him define its structure or terrain. Indeed, the notion of a “logical structure” in the sense used by Critchley and Kearney, I would argue, is
inseparable from Kant’s categorical imperative. While there is “extensive debate” on Kant’s Universal Law formulation regarding “what our duties are” (Taylor, 2003, p. 601), in the realm of political cosmopolitanism, this debate has not extended to how these duties are conceived – by way of moral imperatives which are built upon rational thought and deliberation and/or moral obligations which derive from the heart.

The clash between modernist-inclined Benhabib and postmodernist agonist Honig – two political theorists whom, in speaking on the subject of cosmopolitanism, “invok[e] Hannah Arendt, the democratic theorist to whom she and I are both, in different ways, very much indebted” (Honig as cited in Benhabib, 2006, p. 102) – is a case in point. In describing “the rise of an international human rights regime,” (p. 27), Benhabib (2006) draws from Kant’s cosmopolitan inheritance in which “the Eichmann trial and the Arendt-Jaspers exchange surrounding it…stand at the beginning of the evolution of cosmopolitan norms” (p. 20) which are still unfolding today. Like Derrida, Benhabib is interested in constructing a set of ethics that are not rooted within the context of the nation-state; on the other hand, she contends that Arendt’s “anxiety” surrounding the establishment of an international tribunal “must be faced by any serious deliberative democrat” (p. 18). In other words, she does not shy away from a Universalist moral standpoint even though Arendt (1998) believed that action, which is political life, “can function only under the condition of plurality” (p. 238). Arendt, however, was a multidimensional thinker who did not think in terms of modernism or postmodernism per say, nor was she an “antimodernist,” “political philosopher of nostalgia” as Benhabib (1996, p. x) rightfully points out (see Kateb, 1984). Rather, the foundation of her theorizing is rooted in particular events. From actually existing phenomena, she formed judgments that could be seen in premodern, modern, or postmodern lights. One thing that Voegelin (1953) got right about Arendt is that her writings are “remarkably free of ideological nonsense” (p. 71). This lack of nonsense, as he put it, helps me to think about global catastrophic events in this historic moment – like Fukushima – for the events themselves rather than from an ideological vantage point.

With predetermined perspectives in mind – perspectives that are value-laden rather than free of value, a freedom that Arendt aimed for in her theorizing – Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006) appears to be just as concerned with critiquing Benhabib for her apparent failure to understand “Arendt’s analysis of the Eichmann trial” (p. 103) as she is with advocating an
Arendtian-Derridian “agonistic cosmopolitics” en lieu of Benhabib’s “subsumptive normative cosmopolitanism” (p. 117). The enactment of agonistic cosmopolitics might include, says Honig, “underground railroads” and “cities of refuge” (p. 118), which act to “inaugurat[e] all sorts of extrastatist relief, aid, trade, and learning between us” (p. 119). The problem, however, is that Honig’s “hostility toward institutions,” which characterizes her postmodern influenced agonistic cosmopolitics, excludes the productive possibilities that the juridical can play in transforming the public domain. In other words, her Foucauldian suspicion of the State – that the State is and always will be “agencies of repression” (Benhabib, 2006, p. 163) – undermines action that only states, institutions, and laws could sanction and protect.

Benhabib recognizes this as much in her own critique of Honig who dismisses the productive “interplay between the official… and the unofficial public sphere” (p. 163) of human rights work. To my point, neither thinker considers what I suggest is the productive interaction of moral obligations that derive from rational discourse and an ethical consciousness which speaks from the heart. The reasons that the workings of the heart might be disregarded in political cosmopolitan theorizing might well have to do with the intellectually rigorous style of scholarship that characterizes this field of thought. In his own discussion on love as the “most highly valued form of human interaction,” Huebner (as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008) points out that many educational scholars avoid writing about sentiments so as to avoid appearing sentimental (p. 77). To Huebner’s point, Todd (2009) sees cosmopolitanism as a “comforting philosophy…couched in some nice language of ‘care,’ ‘love,’ or ‘empathy’” (p. 20). It appears that Todd understands love to be a useless, trivial sentiment when it comes to the gritty work needed for building a just world. Rather, radical democratic practices that rely upon dissent and conflict play a more productive role in the work of human rights and global justice. Following in the footsteps Ranciere, she adds, “democracy is that volatile instant which allows the entry of equality into the social order as conflict” (p. 107). Yet, it is the heart – the strongest muscle in the human body – where love emanates from and that opens up a space for spontaneous, hospitable action toward others. While Arendt (2006c) was suspicious of sentiments having a place in the political realm – e.g., her critique of the French Revolution in which Robespierre capitalized on pity for the poor is perhaps the most potent example of her suspicion-aversion (see p. 79) – she is also highly attuned to the vital role that spontaneity plays in exercising one’s
freedom which is synonymous with being human. “Spontaneity as such, with its incalculability, is the greatest of all obstacles to total domination over man” (Arendt, 1973, p. 456).

While not a political theorist, Mica Nava’s (2007) psychoanalytic interpretation of cosmopolitanism also speaks to “spontaneous” (p. 63), “non-rational,” (p. 64) and “frequently unconscious” (p. 63) acts of goodness directed toward strangers that relate to the workings of the heart more so than the mind. Spontaneity, moreover, is antithetical to “self-evident logicality” (Arendt, 1973, p. 472); a logicality such as “two and two equals four” which is the only thing that holds meaning for human beings trapped within the false and “coercive force of logicality” and causality that is totalitarianism, yet whose truth is so meaningless it is “no truth at all” (p. 477). Spontaneity of the human heart, moreover, can act with “‘instinctive extensivity’ which is, in effect, a disposition toward inclusivity, a spontaneous ‘sense of self as part of a common humanity…rather than tied to specific interests of family, community, or country’” (Cohen as cited in Nava, 2007, p. 63). Looked at in this way, spontaneity reveals different kinds of truths than that of logical reasoning.

Focusing her work upon norms and deliberation more so than spontaneous acts of good will, Benhabib (2006) constructs much of her argument surrounding rights and freedom by way of established international juridical documents such as The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, The Geneva Convention of 1951, and the United Nations High Commissioner of Refugees. Different than Honig or Todd, Benhabib draws from the lineage of Critical Theory via Habermas’s non-coercive consensus building which is more closely linked to Kant’s writings on sensus communis, or “enlargement of the mind” than Marx’s on social class and class structure. This is not to say that either Honig or Todd indicate that the meaning of hospitality falls outside the domain of minding, or thinking about, ways to be hospitable. Indeed, the subtitle of Todd’s (2009) book Facing Humanity, Rethinking Cosmopolitanism suggests that cosmopolitanism is in danger of being a “thoughtless” (p. 139) enterprise. An enterprise which is so heartfelt “couched in some nice language of ‘care,’ ‘love,’ or empathy” (p. 20), it – cosmopolitanism – is intellectually intolerable. And Thinking, volume 1 of Arendt’s The Life of the Mind, is particularly indebted to Kant, whereas volume 2, Willing, which forms a bridge to loving, is the other mental activity that “clashes” with thinking – indeed, the two “seem unable to coexist” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 35) – owes much to Saint Augustine and Duns Scotus. Never mind that
pages earlier Todd (2009) commends a passage from Arendt’s essay “The Crisis in Education” which draws a link between love, sensus communis, and responsibility, and is worth citing in full:

Education is the point at which we decide whether we love the world enough to assume responsibility for it and by the same token save it from that ruin which, except for renewal, except for the coming of the new and young, would be inevitable. And education, too, is where we decide whether we love our children enough not to expel them from our world and leave them to their own devices, nor to strike from their hand their chance of undertaking something new, something unforeseen by us, but to prepare them in advance for the task of renewing a common world. (Arendt as cited in Todd, 2009, p. 16)

Todd (2009) makes no mention of the importance that love plays in the above passage; rather, it is used as fuel for her overall critique that “a harmonious image” such as cosmopolitanism is about “idealized conceptions of intrinsic goodness or even the universality of humanity” (p. 16), a notion which is antithetical, she argues, to an Arendtian “common world…where pluralism is prized above all else” (p. 16). It is hardly new knowledge that Arendt values plurality; it is not clear, however, what the above passage has to do with human uniqueness any more than it has to do with totalitarianism. It does seem to be focused upon love, particularly loving our children enough to educate them for the world. Nonetheless, it is important to understand what Arendt means by love – “a complicated and even ‘swampy’” (Chiba, 1995, p. 505) concept and a “notoriously difficult, even dangerous” (p. 505) one in talking about politics as it is more often than not considered a theological and ethical rather than political virtue as Shin Chiba points out. That said, Chiba also notes that Arendt has “shown a sustained interest in the relationship between love and the political” (p. 505). Arendt does, nevertheless, differentiate between love and the heart; the latter, she contends, is “altogether questionable” (Arendt as cited in Chiba, 1995, p. 517) in the realm of political affairs, yet she fails to elaborate on this distinction. Perhaps Arendt is more at home in speaking to the role that love plays in education. For Arendt, school-based education acts as an in-between space, between the private and the public realms.
In the public realm of political cosmopolitanism there is little to no mention of the subject of love despite the fact that this realm of discourse in/directly addresses the indifference, at best, and hatred, at worst, toward “alteritas,” which, “in medieval philosophy, [is] one of the four basic, universal characteristics of Being” (Arendt, 1998, p. 176). According to Roth (2007a), postmodern ethics, not unlike that articulated by Todd or Honig, has a difficult time “articulat[ing] the difference between thinking and being responsible” (p. 117). If this is the case, Roth adds, “then we can question the relevancy and radicalism of postmodern ethics and its meaningfulness for ethical and moral problems” we are faced with at the onset of the 21st century which Beck (2009) speaks to so urgently in a World at Risk. As Arendt (1978: 2) reminds “thinking and willing are antagonists” (p. 35) in that the former deals with the present or past whereas the latter stretches “out into the future” in order to take action. Arendt is clear that action and speech reveal human plurality. Given that much of Todd’s argument rests on the assumption that cosmopolitanism lacks thoughtfulness and privileges the universal over the plural, her argument would be greatly strengthened not only by turning to the subject of thinking, which does nothing, but also by taking up willing and loving as articulated in Arendt’s writings. Indeed, willing and loving have more to do with action and with being responsible than thinking in and of itself ever could.

Of all the political cosmopolitan thinkers addressed here, it is Kurasawa (2007) who does not bifurcate ethical judgment from an ethic of compassion; rather, he sees global justice as a labor which can extend to the labor of classroom education. For Kurasawa, global justice is practiced in a number of ways which do not discount “transnational empathy” (p. 43) or “simultaneous appeals to the hearts and the minds of others” (p. 44) despite the fact that the two have often been regarded as incommensurable forces working within the human spirit. “A nascent cosmopolitan moral imagination” (p. 44) is cultivated through the interplay between “expressivist and rational traditions of thought.” As mentioned previously, a culture of presentism (Pinar, 2012) and materialism cultivates indifference toward the suffering of others, particularly those across the globe; at the same time, the Western world also experiences “compassion fatigue” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 42), particularly in classrooms and other venues that reiterate the horrors of the Holocaust. This fatigue cripples our abilities to feel others’ suffering and vanquishes our humanity. We are reminded that “philosophy in the cosmopolitan sense of
the word” asks: “What is a human being” (Kant, 2006, p. xi-xii)? What makes us human is not only our ability to judge rightly as spectators which is done by cultivating ethical judgment but also to connect with others when they are put into vulnerable, frightening, exploitive positions. Cultivating an ethic of compassion provides a space to develop such a connection with others. The following section aims to address the ways in which this both/and ethic may or may not be at work in response to Fukushima, a recent and ongoing catastrophic event of local and global proportion.

4.3 Fukushima Daiichi: A Never-Ending Story of Pain or Outrage?

There’s been a quantum leap technologically in our age, but unless there’s another quantum leap in human relations, unless we learn to live in a new way towards one another, there will be a catastrophe.

Albert Einstein

There have been reports that since the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant meltdown began, many Japanese citizens no longer trust what the government says or does because of the way it and TEPCO have responded to the nuclear disaster (see Dusenberre, 2011; Varma, 2012); i.e., with little empathy, displacement of responsibility,25 and denial toward the dangers of the ongoing radiation emissions, even burning radioactive debris back up into the atmosphere (Mochizuki, 2011) as if it were nothing other than firewood; in effect, “recreating Fukushima all over again” (Gundersen, 2011b). Here is the logic: make the rubble – estimated at 22.53 million tons (Varma, 2012) – disappear into thin air even if it (re)contaminates areas such as schools that were either safe to begin with or were previously decontaminated. Get it out of sight so we do not have to think about it. This is a dangerous case of “presentism” (see Pinar, 2012): thinking short term because thinking long term does not compute economically, politically, or psychically. One might surmise that such presentism is tied not only to the government’s denial toward the present Fukushima radiation emissions but also to a previous version of denial, and one which ignored warning signs that a nuclear meltdown at Fukushima could, in fact, happen. Indeed, an independent investigating commission has declared Fukushima “a profoundly man-made disaster – that could and should have been foreseen and prevented” (Kurokawa as cited in Tabuchi, 2012a). It has been reported, moreover, that even after the reactor explosions, the people of
Namie, Fukushima, have not been “forgotten” by the government as many have claimed, but have, in fact, been “ignored” (Craft, 2011). To be ignored or neglected as in the case of villagers from Namie, is the antithesis of being loved.

Pretending away the ongoing existence of Fukushima, however, not only prolongs it but re/distributes it as in the case involving the United States government not so “secretly” continuing to buy food from Japan without properly testing it for radioactive materials (Dupre, 2011a). Given that Japan has one of the world’s largest fishing fleets, accounting for 15% of the global catch (Central Intelligence Agency, 2012) and that 60%-80% of Japanese fish catches since Fukushima Daiichi fallout began have consistently been contaminated with radioactive cesium (Roslin, 2012a) – some of which has been exported to Canada (Roslin, 2012b) – it might not be a good idea to eat fish if you do not know for certain where it was caught. But then again, *place* as a static, bounded concept does not make much difference given the fact that migrating Bluefin tuna caught off the coast of San Diego have shown elevated amounts of cesium, a radioactive isotope directly linked to the Fukushima meltdown, raising concerns for human health (Sankin, 2013). In effect, citizens of Japan, the United States, and perhaps other countries could be buying cancer or other unknown illnesses at grocery line checkout counters. One suspects that it is a lack of concern for the health of a nation’s citizens and a great deal of concern for a nation’s economy which contributes to selling possibly radioactive contaminated food. (It goes without saying that such an ill-conceived economic plan lacks economic foresight.)

When Nina Abbott, a farmer out of Newfoundland and Labrador, requested that her land be tested to ensure she is selling safe products, neither private companies, the government, nor universities were interested “getting involved” (Stein, 2011). Indeed, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (as cited in Roslin, 2012a) says “the amounts of cesium detected are small” despite the fact that Health Canada has recorded radioactive iodine levels 300 times higher in a suburb of Victoria and 1,000 times higher in areas of Nunavut (Roslin, 2011) due to Fukushima. No doubt, there is a conflict of interest at work given that Canada is the largest producer of uranium in the world (Natural Resources Canada, 2009) and that Canadian uranium mining company’s such as Cameco (2012) are spreading their wings, recently acquiring Yeelirrie, “one of Australia’s largest undeveloped uranium deposits.”
What is novel about these crimes against humanity is that if/when life threatening illnesses in the form of cancers and genetic mutations in a humanity yet to be born begin manifesting at greater rates in areas affected by Fukushima – with hot particles found in places as far away as Seattle (Gundersen, 2011a), St. Louis (Dupre, 2011b), and Boston (Gundersen, 2012c) – who or what is to blame? In cases such as these, notions of responsibility begin to lose their meaning. In response to the controversy surrounding Eichmann, Arendt (2003) wrote that society has a “fear of passing judgment, of naming names, of fixing blame—especially, alas, upon people in power and high position” (p. 21). Even if society did not have this fear, in the case of fallout from Fukushima, who is to judge, name, blame? Beck (2009) contends that when it comes to the “cosmopolitan moment of the ecological crisis…allocating responsibility – causality and blame – [is] breaking down” (p. 91). Because of this breakdown, “dangers grow as a result of being made anonymous.” At the one year anniversary of 3/11, Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda (as cited in Griffith, 2012) announced: “Rather than blaming any individual person I believe everyone has to share the pain of responsibility and learn this lesson.” The problem with this belief, as Arendt (2003) succinctly put it, “where all are guilty, no one is” (p. 21).

Since Noda’s announcement, however, steps toward allocating responsibility are being taken as in the case of a Japanese parliamentary report concluding that the government in collusion with industry attempted “to avoid responsibility by putting all the blame on the unexpected (the tsunami)” (Tabuchi, 2012a). Yet, the aim of the parliamentary report was to tell factual truths (in the face of great lies) about why Fukushima happened. As Arendt (2006a) clarifies, however, “the mere telling of facts, leads to no action whatsoever” (p. 246), which is not to say telling the truth should be forsaken. “Organized lying” (p. 246), Arendt continues, and “the liar is free to fashion his ‘facts’ to fit the profit and pleasure…of his audience.” In this way, it is the teller of falsehoods more so than the teller of truths who acts upon the world. Telling the truth does not actively change the world; in fact, more often than not it simply “offends profit and pleasure” (p. 247) as in the case of exposing ugly truths about pretty countries.

Ignoring, hiding, and falsifying the warning signs of a self-generated, imminent nuclear disaster led to the Fukushima catastrophe happening. This is not to say that Fukushima can be explained away through simple cause-effect accusations either. As Beck (2009) makes clear,
when it comes to the “organized irresponsibility” (p. 27-29) of global risks, an “extensive labyrinth” (p. 193) of responsibility exists thereby making Noda’s statement of non-responsibility and victimization palatable to a world audience. While a thinker like Arendt devoted her life’s work to writing about detecting warning signs for the unprecedented – indeed, Young-Bruehl (2006) has called The Origins of Totalitarianism, The Human Condition, and The Life of the Mind books that teach us to “judge future totalitarianisms” (p. 35), to be mindful toward “the danger of conformism and its threat to freedom” (Arendt, 1994, p. 425), and to identify “a particular kind of lying and lack of judgment” which “Eichmann’s thoughtlessness had raised for her” (Young-Bruehl, 2006, p. 161), respectively – we are still a long way off from paying the kind of heedful attention to warning signs in the way Arendt believes is vital to sustain the future of humankind and the planet.

The novelty of Fukushima is worth noting. A new and improved version of the original atomic plague is spreading across the planet through earth, air, fire, and water – yet it cannot be seen, heard, tasted, smelled, or touched. It has become part of the atmosphere. As Japanese educator Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (2002) noted over one hundred years ago, because of its “gaseous substance…most people are oblivious to the atmosphere and the important role it plays in our lives” (p. 139). An environmental phenomenon that “[w]e usually are not aware” (p. 148), Makiguchi also describes the importance that wind plays in sustaining human life. “Wind not only moderates heat and cold, but also cleanses the air and makes it suitable for humans to breathe.” We can forgive Makigushi for not knowing in advance how the wind could one day do the very opposite of its intent; the wind that begins off the coast of Japan, no less, typically travels eastward across the Pacific Ocean making its way to the west coast of North America as happened immediately after the Fukushima Daiichi reactor explosions. When those radioactive dust clouds turn into rain, the radionuclides become absorbed in the soil and, subsequently, the food chain. In Writing for an Endangered World, Lawrence Buell (2001) argues that “there never was an is without a where” (p. 55) when discussing environmental toxification. Buell contends that “what gives definition, force, persuasion, embodiment to toxic concern are events happening at specific times in specific locations to specific beings.” In the case of Fukushima, however, such specificity or particularity begins to lose its force of persuasion given the way that the fallout functions, drifting with the wind, migrating by way of fish. This is not to say that the
people outside of the Fukushima prefecture or Japan have experienced fallout with the same visceral immediacy as those hit hardest by the facticity of the event; that said, Fukushima is not only a local phenomenon. While writers like Appiah (2006), Pinar (2009), and Hansen (2011) have argued for the importance of rootedness, subjectivity, and home, respectively, when speaking upon cosmopolitanism, following Ulrich Beck, we might also consider the ways in which cosmopolitan catastrophes like Fukushima recall the unlikely specter of rootless cosmopolitans. When understood as “the actual cosmopolitanization of reality” (Beck, 2004, p. 132), cosmopolitanism seems more rootless than it does rooted. What can be learned from studying the free floating phenomena of Fukushima – literally free floating given the massive pile of flotsam buoying eastward across the Pacific Ocean – as pedagogy?

As discussed previously, literature of the past teaches us a great deal about our present circumstances. Indeed, T. S. Eliot’s (2002) prophesy in The Waste Land: “Fear death by water” takes on phenomenological immediacy in the case of Fukushima. 59 years after the first nuclear test was detonated in the desert landscape of Nevada, Elizabeth Ellsworth and Jamie Kruse (2010) went on an educational tour of the Nevada Test Site, a place of “sensational public pedagogy” (p. 268). They worry about the wind and dust: “Indications of the smallest of breezes trigger tinges of nausea” (p. 277). In the same section of The Waste Land where Eliot (2002) speaks of fearing death by water, he also says: “I will show you fear in a handful of dust” (p. 39). It is not only dystopian fictions which teach us that the present world can be found in studying the past. While there are many ways to interpret a poem of The Waste Land’s magnitude and which go well beyond the scope of my work here, it might be said that the great poem points to a particular and universal, a local and global future reality that is our present circumstance. In this way, I reinforce my earlier argument inspired by Virginia Woolf that humanity needs to take seriously the ways in which all the disciplines, from poetry and performance to science and sociology, help humanity “anticipate the worst possible turn” which “is not foreseeable” (Beck, 2009, p. 129).

“Of all things of thought,” says Arendt (1998, p. 170), “poetry is closest to thought, and a poem is less a thing than any other work of art.” Ironically, scientists and utilitarian philosophers “have never tired of pointing out how entirely ‘useless’ thought is” because thought thinks for its own sake rather than for producing verifiable results through tests and more tests. Indeed, the
obsession with testing – a global risk in itself which will be thought through in this chapter – that currently characterizes public education and school reforms have been around for quite some time. At the Nevada Test Site, whose name was rechristened in 2010 to the Nevada National Security Site for what are no doubt political and semantic reasons – and a name I choose not to use here for ethical and memorial reasons – 1,021 nuclear tests were carried out between 1951 and 1992. These tests were detonated “in the name of safety and progress” (Ellsworth and Kruse, 2011, p. 276). Are lands where these tests were set off and the atmosphere that is shared with other lands safer now than before 1951? How has humankind progressed since Operation Ranger, the first of the 45 atomic test series?

What does a radioactive atmosphere mean for sensus communis, which is the “one faculty [that] extends to all objects of the five senses” (Aquinas as cited in Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 50)? Common sense allows us to break free from subjectivism. As such, common sense provides human beings with a sense of “worldly reality” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 52) in ways that using one or two senses or the Cartesian cogito ergo sum do not. What would the world be like if using our senses no longer helped us make sense of the world? Fukushima requires that we ask this question. The ongoing global nuclear fallout is a paradigmatic case of the “cosmopolitanization of reality” (Beck, 2004, p. 131); yet is cosmopolitan “transformation” (Beck, 2009, p. 48) which opens up the possibility for new beginnings occurring in the ways Beck thinks it might? As Tabuchi (2012a) notes, the very fact that there was an independent commission examining what went wrong at Fukushima attests to “break[ing] with precedent in Japan.” Yet, while Germany plans to fully shut down their nuclear plants by 2022 (Baetz, 2011), the United Kingdom has tried to downplay Fukushima so that their plans to build nuclear power plants will not be derailed (Edwards, 2011). The United States government, moreover, has not done testing for hazardous radionuclides that have contaminated its soil since the Fukushima disaster began (Kaltofen, 2011). On the contrary, the White House has significantly raised permissible levels of radiation in the soil and drinking water subsequent to recent “radiological incidents” (Stade, 2013). Here is the paradox: As a cosmopolitan catastrophe, Fukushima Daiichi is simultaneously enforced and denied. It is enforced in that we cannot run away from radiation contamination which has already crossed over the entire northern hemisphere. What about the Japanese people whose homeland is a series of islands? Our world, for that matter, is an island. Where to run? Where to hide? What
to do? At the same time, official reports have denied the extent of this boundary-transgressing catastrophe in both overt and covert ways. One year after Fukushima began, National Public Radio reported that “trauma, not radiation is [the] key concern in Japan” (Harris, 2012). Trauma is obviously a serious issue, and one that is not being addressed sufficiently based on the few news articles being reported on this subject. In this way, an ethic of compassion is absent. At the same time, focusing upon trauma as being more worrisome than possible effects of radiation contamination deflects from the crime that created the trauma to begin with, a crime that will last days, decades, and millennia into the future depending on what type of radionuclide we are talking about. This paradox – of Fukushima being at once enforced and denied – sets humanity on a course of global destruction, begging us to remember the key theme in Hannah Arendt’s (1998) book *The Human Condition*: “think what we are doing” (p. 5).

In light of the way that the Japanese government has been dealing with the nuclear crisis, some citizens have taken their health into their own hands by buying Geiger counters to measure radiation levels. Rather than empathizing with concerned citizens about their anxieties, the Japanese government has responded by calling for a stop to citizens taking radiation measurements because the instruments, they say, might not show accurate readings (Mochizuki, 2011). It has also been reported that the Japanese government blocked 25,000 Geiger counters from coming into the country (Noland, 2011). In another instance, the government has attempted to quell the fears of citizens living in Minamisoma, Fukushima, by trimming two inches of topsoil off an elementary school baseball field. The school principal promises that the field will see sports action in April 2012 (MacLeod, 2012); yet citizens are not convinced that trimming topsoil will solve the problem of radiation contamination. Another elementary school in Ishinomaki, Japan, lost 74 children and 10 teachers to the tsunami; a disaster that could have been prevented if the teachers would have taken the children up onto a nearby hill. Kazutaka Sato, a father of one of the children who died when the tsunami hit the school, is still waiting for a “heartfelt apology” from school officials (MacLeod, 2012). If the heart cannot heal, how can it move on? In yet another instance, at the Japanese Upper House Budget Committee meeting (2011), female politician Akira Matsu tells the story of several Fukushima school children, who had already tested positive for cesium, being “treated like traitors during the war” for not drinking what might have been cesium contaminated school milk. In other words, patriotism for
a child from Fukushima means that s/he must be ready and willing to die for its prefecture before disgracing it. As Matsu tells this story, she says to Chief Cabinet Secretary, Osamu Fujimura, “Chief Cabinet Secretary, listen to me without laughing! Please listen to me carefully, this is very important. Please do not laugh at me, this is no laughing matter.”

Beck (2009) speaks of “the planetary sense of pain” (p. 69) the world felt after the 2004 Asian tsunami. The images pouring out into people’s living rooms across the world – of people drowning, of homes being wiped away, of corpses and coffins – “breaks the world’s collective heart.” Watching a massive wave wipe out entire towns and villages does shock and sadden the human heart, but the heart can heal when those same towns and villages are rebuilt and people have the freedom to return to where they and their ancestors have spent their lives. 3/11, which is an earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disaster wrapped up in one, is a different story. Unlike the experience of watching the wave, humanity sees explosions all the time. Just turn on the television. Just go to the movies. Just play a video game. The world has become immune to seeing explosions. Herein lays the irony. The people from Fukushima will not be rebuilding their homes after their explosion. They cannot start over or hit the replay button. Rather, they are forced to live in other regions, some still clinging to the belief that they will be able to one day go home. In a perverse twist of circumstances, it might be safer for former Fukushima residents to return to the 20 kilometer no-go zone than live out their lives in a ‘safer’ zone because these people are being victimized and criminalized by others in their new prefectures. There are reports of school children from Fukushima who have since relocated to other schools being bullied by other students for being “contaminated” (Jacobs, 2011; Hartmann, 2011). Cars with Fukushima license plates are being vandalized (Jacobs, 2012a) and have been denied gas station service in other prefectures (Jacobs, 2011). Having personally attended The Fukushima Nuclear Disaster – One Year Later conference at Simon Fraser University, I witnessed Aya Marumori, the Executive Director of Health at the Japanese non-profit group called CRMS, stand at the front of the conference auditorium, only to begin her story with an apology for what Fukushima has done to the world. “I have known the danger of nuclear power plants, but I have not acted enough to stop it. I like to apologize that this has happened, and radiation has been defusing to the world” (see Radio Ecoshock, 2012). Her opening words broke the collective heart of everyone in that room. Refugees flee places in order to seek refuge. We are reminded that
Derrida (2001) and Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006) speak upon the creation of “cities of refuge,” or safe havens, for the stateless or displaced person. What happens when fleeing danger turns into more danger, but of a totally different, un/anticipated kind? Where to go? What to do? How to feel safe? Not only have tens of thousands of people lost their belongings, their right to belong has been left in/definitely in abeyance.

The stories of the triple disaster ought to “break the world’s collective heart” (Beck, 2009, p. 69) like the 2004 Asian tsunami did, but Fukushima’s “symbolic code” (p. 67-71) makes people mad more than it does sad. When Helen Caldicott (1994) wrote her book Nuclear Madness, she was referring to the insanity of building and using nuclear power. The book’s title takes on new meaning in the case of Fukushima where the threat of radiation contamination is making everyday people turn on each other senselessly. This anger is being directed at the people of Fukushima who are being scapegoated for criminal acts of which they are the victims. We have seen this happen before not only in fact but in fiction. In the patriarchal, environmentally hazardous world of Margaret Atwood’s (1998) novel The Handmaid’s Tale, women turn on women rather than on those who oppress them. After the “exploding atomic power plants, along the San Andreas fault, nobody’s fault, during the earthquakes, and the mutant strain of syphilis no mold could touch. Some [women]…had themselves tied shut” (p. 112) because they were afraid of giving birth to “unbabies” (p. 113). These women are referred to by other women as “Jezebels” for taking possession of their own bodies, “scorning God’s gifts!” (p. 112).

When Atwood’s book was published in 1985, it was read as fiction. When we read it today, alongside what we know about Chernobyl’s radiation effects on human health (see Busby and Yablokov, 2006) and the scientifically confirmed cases of “serious mutation-related health effects in Fallujah” (Busby, Hamden, and Ariabi, 2010) after the second Persian Gulf War where novel chemical weapons were used by the United States military, perhaps containing depleted uranium (DU), fiction has become fact, and the imagined future written about in the past has become the present in hypermodern, not hyperreal, real time. The soaring rate of birth defects in children of Fallujah (Fisk, 2012a, 2012b), particular those of the heart are similar to those novel defects found in children from Belarus and Ukraine as recounted in the noted documentary film, Chernobyl Heart (DeLeo, 2003). The decision to use chemical weapons and to cut safety corners when using nuclear power for energy purposes is both thoughtless in the Arendtian sense, and
heartless, in the sense that spent nuclear fuel – fuel that is no longer useful for energy purposes but is highly useful when making chemical weapons – is literally giving birth to deformed hearts. “The miracle that saves the world,” says Arendt (1998, p. 247) is natality, “love’s own product.” Yet when love becomes contaminated in the form of chromosomal abnormalities by way of human manufactured radiation (Briffa, 1996), lovers can quite literally give birth to unspeakable kinds of child deform.

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to draw an empirical link between genetic deformities via radiation contamination and “school deform” (Pinar, 2012, p. 37) via back to basics policies and procedures which centers education on rote learning and memorization of information. That said, Maxine Greene (1995) reminds us of the importance that using one’s imagination plays in ethical considerations. Former student of Arendt whose analysis of the faculty of the imagination is well noted (see Arendt, 1978), Greene (1995) suggests that “the recovery of imagination lessens the social paralysis we see around us and restores the sense that something can be done in the name of what is decent and humane” (p. 35). In this way, imagination acts as a metaphoric bridge between heart deform and school deform. Pinar (2012) speaks of school deform as those American educational reforms that have been in action since the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957, prompting the United States to turn public education into “an instrument of military and industrial recruitment” (Lasch as cited in Pinar, 2012, p. 103-104), a political agenda which is “anti-intellectual and undemocratic” (p. 103). We have more news on the front of federal school reforms in a letter sent to President Obama by The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (2012), of which I cite the opening paragraph:

Dear Mr. President,

We are pleased to present you with this report, Engage to Excel: Producing One Million Additional College Graduates with Degrees in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, prepared for you by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST). This report provides a strategy for improving STEM education during the first two years of college that we believe is responsive to both the challenges and the opportunities that this crucial stage in the STEM education pathway presents.
Dramatist Friedrich Durrenmatt (as cited in Beck, 2009) states that “[i]f you start out with a story you must think it through to its conclusion” (p. 129). Following Durrenmatt, the story I propose to tell is that school deform can lead to other kinds of deform as gruesome as those found in the children of Chernobyl and Fallujah. The worst case scenario or “worst possible turn [that] is not foreseeable” of producing one million new college graduates educated under STEM, which begins well before college, is to produce scientists whose main mission is not so different than Mary Shelley’s Victor Frankenstein or Alfred Lord Tennyson’s Ulysses who ends his dramatic monologue with those impressive words: “to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.” Shelley understood all too well what is at stake in not yielding to the acquisition of new knowledge at any cost. Working inside the most radioactive areas of Chernobyl’s sarcophagus, nuclear physicist Konstantin Chercherov (as cited in Briffa, 1996) explains the feeling he experienced when he and his team of scientists had finally discovered where the nuclear fuel (corium) was radiating from and what it looked like:

Maybe it is bad of me, but I must admit as a researcher, I was filled with joy – when I realized exactly what I found, it was sheer delight. It’s comparable to the excitement of a scientist studying volcanic lava. It’s incredibly interesting. Inspirational.

We do know one thing for certain: Chercherov knows how to feel. How his heart has been formed over the course of his life’s education, nonetheless, remains uncertain. What fills the scientist’s heart with joy – the discovery of new information – can be said to stand at odds with the heart of the poet – whose joys are found in making meaningful, aesthetic objects with words. Arendt (1998) notes, a poem’s “memorability’ will inevitably determine its durability, that is, its chance to be permanently fixed in the recollection of humanity” (p. 170). Written near the end of the 8th century B.C., Homer’s epic poetry has lasted a long time. So have the Egyptian pyramids, built approximately 2,600 B.C. While we have yet to see images of what Fukushima Daiichi’s ruins and relics look like on the inside, Chernobyl’s can be seen in the many photographs taken by nuclear physicists of the stalactite and stalagnite lava formations of corium, a material that is created from the most serious level of nuclear accidents. These highly radioactive art works, such as the prized “Elephant’s foot,” nicknamed by scientists for its shape, will radiate into the future.
for 100,000 years. Indeed, the scientist’s work has a good chance of outlasting that of even the greatest of poems, the greatest of sculptures. It is only the scientist, however, who cares to wander through the chambers of Chernobyl’s sarcophagus as if it were that of King Tut’s.

The country of Finland has come up with a novel way of dealing with their radioactive waste from the Onkalo Nuclear Power Plant. They are burying it in Russian-doll like canisters 1,000 feet below the earth’s surface. Because the material emits deadly levels of radiation for 100,000 years, the scientists involved with working on the deep geological repository are in disagreement over the ways to let future generations know to stay away from this underground site, referred to as “the chamber you must always remember to forget” (Lense-Møller, 2010) in the documentary film on its subject, Into Eternity. Some want to cover up their tracks completely as if no repository exists, hoping that it will never be discovered by future generations; others want to create an ornate system of complex warning signs at the mouth of the repository and down into the different tunnels. Studies show, however, that a skull and crossbones, for example, means different things to different people. And the universal symbol for radiation has also been interpreted as that of an angel, an image that exists in many world religions. Moreover, human curiosity, at least since the 16th century when archeological digging began, wants to know what secrets lay below the earth’s surface. Perhaps because of human curiosity, proposals have been made “to establish a nuclear priesthood, which would hand down the sacred knowledge from generation to generation” (Solnit as cited in Ellsworth and Kruse, 2010, p. 277). The point being, there is no consensus on what to do with a manmade problem beyond the human capacity to know what to do with it.

Despite the silence on Fukushima, stories of its survivors and the crimes surrounding the nuclear disaster are being leaked, mostly in the form of indymedia (Dupre, 2011, Aug. 21) such as blogs which transcribe and translate reports from Japanese into English (e.g., EX-SKF: Covering Fukushima I [Daiichi] Nuclear Accident since March 11, 2011). These blogs call out to the world: Please read me, think about me, feel me, listen to me. This is happening to you, too. In her book If you Love this Planet: A Plan to Save the Earth, Caldicott (2009) states that “the only cure” to healing the planet “is love” (p. 235). At the same time, Caldicott is a long time anti-nuclear activist who calls on governments for legislation reforms. In this way, she enacts a both/and ethic of responsibility – i.e., thoughtfulness and heartfelt-ness – too. Yet, the lies and
complicity between the nuclear industry, Japanese government, and researchers from universities – which is referred to in Japan as the “nuclear power village” to connote “the nontransparent, collusive interests” (Onishi and Belson, 2011) of those in power whose “philosophy is economy comes first” (Naka as cited in Hano, 2012) – are not interested in curing the world through love or legislation. In other words, loving the planet and loving profit appear to be working at counter purposes.

I appreciate Beck’s (2009) point that “allocating responsibility – causality and blame” (p. 91) for ecological crises is difficult. At the same time, building nuclear power plants on top of or near fault lines is an outrage to common sense, an outrage that the ancient Greek tragedians warned humanity against in their critiques of hubris. More outrageous is that TEPCO has forged documents, falsified data, and faked repairs on its nuclear plants for decades (Spiegel, 2011; Suguako as cited in Hano, 2012). As Reed (1996) notes, Japan has a “serious corruption problem” at the highest levels (p. 398) and a long history of corruption broadly speaking dating back to the Heian period (Pascha, 1999, p. 6). Apart from the problem of national corruption, it was the United States that brought nuclear energy to Japan, first by bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki under President Truman and then as Eisenhowerian “atoms for peace” in the form of electricity. Such “peaceful” uses of atomic power, however, “were pursued within a violent reality—that of a nation capable of bombing its own land and people in the name of safety and progress” (Ellsworth and Kruse, 2010, p. 276), the Nevada Test Site being the most potent of places. American corporation General Electric (GE), no less, built the faultily designed “Mark I” reactor in Fukushima Daiichi which has likely contributed to the ongoing catastrophe (Zeller, 2011). The same defective Mark I design, by the way, has 23 sister reactors scattered throughout the United States (Dedman, 2011). GE’s longtime trademark slogan, “we bring good things to life,” and its recent rebranding to “imagination at work” are mottos as ironic as any words ever spoken by King Oedipus. Indeed, assigning causality and blame for ecological risks turned crises is complicated. Yet, of all nations, it is Australia who has acknowledged “special responsibility” for the Fukushima disaster. On the one year anniversary, Senator Ludlam (2012) of Western Australia spoke these words to the public:
Where did the iodine come from? We know where it came from: uranium from Kakadu and Central South Australia, shipped under humid Darwin skies, refined and loaded into Japanese nuclear reactors; uranium broken in fission reactors into isotopes previously unknown on the planet—cesium 137, iodine 131, strontium 90 and plutonium 29…The Australian government took seven months to disclose that Australian uranium was in each of the reactors at Fukushima—Australian fission products poisoning the ocean, the food chain and the gene pool of Japan's Pacific coast. That is the worst nightmare of all for the Aboriginal elders and campaigners and their supporters, who have dedicated their lives to preventing precisely this kind of horror.

In juxtaposition to Senator Ludlam’s speech, Prime Minister Noda (as cited in Garnaut, 2012) had these words to say at the 2012 nuclear security summit. Japan was “lulled into a ‘myth of safety’,” adding, a “man-caused act of sabotage will test our imaginations far more than any natural disaster.” Certainly Tohoko was a natural disaster, but let us not be lulled into believing that Tohoko and Fukushima are one in the same thing even though Noda and the Japanese government have packaged it as such. In the words of former Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan (as cited in Hano, 2012), the Fukushima nuclear disaster “is a mistake of those responsible. They simply did not do what was required. The cause of the catastrophe was not the earthquake and tsunami.” While Kan recognizes that mistakes were made (as the political expression goes), his words do not make clear who is responsible. Since Kan spoke these words, an independent investigating committee has placed collective blame on industry-government in its report. Still, no individuals have been held accountable; and one year after the disaster, TEPCO said it is more invested than ever in nuclear power because it does not have the financial resources to switch to alternative energy forms (Yamaguchi, 2012).

It seems rather unlikely that politicians or scientists will form book clubs to read and contemplate together how drama or other genres of literature could, along with legislation and scientific thinking, help save us and our planet from ourselves. Broadly speaking, scientists are trained to think literally, to use the scientific method to study and experiment upon the physical world, and to continually refine these practices. Moreover, the more orthodox social scientists, like James Gregor (as cited in Luban, 1984), contend that using metaphors in one’s work is akin
to second-rate research. Using narrative inquiry in political science, Gregor says, cannot “predict events” (p. 247) but only helps us to understand past events. While narrative thinking certainly does allow for reflection on the past, narrative has also helped humanity to foresee things to come whether in the form of political theorizing, dystopian fictions, Greek tragedy, modern poetry, or Russian realism as will be taken up in the writing of Dostoevsky in the next chapter. What can be said about such narratives is that the writers behind them – e.g., Arendt, Beck, Atwood, Sophocles, Eliot, and Dostoevsky, to name but a few of the great writers I cite in my work – each use their minds (through the process of thinking) and hearts (through the less process-oriented experience of feeling) in writing works designed to provoke their readers to act thoughtfully and lovingly upon the world – not to master it or ourselves. The various narratives that might be called “field manuals” – to recall Young-Bruehl’s (2006) description of Origins – nevertheless, do not predict the future in the same ways that science attempts to control it.

Reading such field manuals carefully requires not only studying the language of the texts closely but imagining the ways in which the stories recounted resonate with the concerns that sociological risk theory raises. Risk theory, we are reminded, aims to predict the unpredictable.

In the language of risk theory, a correlation exists between the “worst conceivable accident” and “organized irresponsibility” (Beck, 2009, p. 28). Under the “three pillars of the risk calculus” (p. 28): 1. “irreparable global harms…cannot be limited”; 2. “precautionary aftercare…is impossible” because outcomes cannot be gauged in advance; 3. it is “an event with a beginning but no end.” In the same way that lying leads to more lies to cover up the initial lie in ways that cannot be predicted, organized irresponsibility becomes a trap in which more organized irresponsibility ensues. In the *Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals*, Kant (2002) contends that lying and telling the truth is under no condition a matter of taste or preference. In the case of the nuclear syndrome which is but a series of cover-ups and lies, the categorical imperative holds universal appeal.

Though stories about Fukushima are being leaked, many are being muzzled not only by the central government who has abandoned the villagers of Namie (T., 2012) but by non-Fukushima Japanese citizens who see the people of Fukushima as the culprits. What happens when the stories of Fukushima are not told because no one is interested in listening to them? How can the world start anew? Arendt contends that beginning the world anew occurs through...
acts of “friendship, forgiveness, and social bonding,” otherwise known as “neighborly love” or caritas (see Arendt, Scott, and Stark, 1996, p. 181). Sayomi (as cited in BBC, 2012), a mother of one of the children who died in the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami, tells us who listen to her story: “For people in authority as long as it’s not their own child who’s dead, as long as they are not the ones living in radioactive areas, they don’t care.” There are tragic events which have brought the world together as in the case of the 2004 tsunami. Moreover, stories, which are shared with people in a community, are crucial for the survival of that community. As Appiah (2006) reminds, “we wouldn’t recognize a community as human if it had no stories” (p. 29).

Concerned that the young people of Ukraine are forgetting about the story of Chernobyl due to daily life demands, historian Natalja Baranowskaja (as cited in de Halleux, 2011) states, “a man lives and remains a man as long as he remembers.” That said, in the distant future, there will be an earth-shattering story that must not be remembered; it is told to us today in the refrain found in the documentary film on Finland’s nuclear waste repository: The chamber you must always remember to forget (Lense-Møller, 2010). If this story is not forgotten, if it gets out and is shared with all of humanity, it will be the last story humankind is to tell. In this way, what it means to be a human being will be, if it is not already, totally and forever transformed.  

4.4 Storytelling, Revisited

The release of atom power has changed everything except our way of thinking...the solution to this problem lies in the heart of mankind.

Albert Einstein

In her analysis of storytelling in the writings of Benjamin and Arendt, Herzog (2000) contends that “stories have the capacity to save the world” (p. 1); this capacity, however, can only be realized, when we “make honest attempts to listen deeply to others’ stories” (O’Connell, 2009, p. 115). Arendt calls this taking interest in others; O’Connell (2009) calls this having compassion for others. While Arendt (2006c) makes compelling arguments that showing interest rather than feeling compassion for others is needed in political life, her arguments are based on the particular unfolding of the French Revolution. Robespierre used compassion and pity for the poor as a “mere pretext for lust for power” (p. 79). O’Connell (2009) writes about the importance of
“compassion: loving our neighbor in an age of globalization” as the book’s title of her work indicates. She also seeks to explore the notion of “political compassion” in the case of Hurricane Katrina. Emotional responses to the suffering of others can “harness creative energy…in order to inspire innovative responses to the social disaster” (p. 168) of Katrina. The point, however, is not to have artistic expressions usurp the vital role that public dialogue and debate plays in issues of global justice. As Kurasawa’s (2007) both/and ethic maintains, rationalism – which comes by way of Kantian “enlarged mentality,” Gadamerian “fusion of horizons,” or Habermasian “discourse-ethical reciprocity” (p. 45) – also provides a necessary reparative to social injustices.

While there were events to commemorate the one-year anniversary of Fukushima in the form of film viewings, conferences, anti-nuclear protests, and vigils, it might still be too soon to tell if a both/and ethic will seriously address what went wrong at Fukushima. Beck (2009) calls the “cosmopolitan moment” one of transformation. I would add that such transformation is unlikely to occur without acting with ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion. This is not to claim that a synergy between judgment and compassion will solve humanity’s self-inflicted problems, but they should not be given up on, either. Imagine a novel kind of global truth and reconciliation commission where all world players speak the truth, ask for forgiveness, make promises, and start anew. Would such a commission preclude the possibility of a world government (though certainly not the kind of “World State” imagined by Huxley)? At the very least, a nuclear safety commission which is not tied to the nuclear industry in Japan (see Hayashi, 2011) and other places must be created. But then again, nuclear safety itself is an oxymoron.

In his chapter “A Message in a Bottle: On Bearing Witness,” Kurasawa (2007) emphasizes the power of story, particularly dystopianism, to trigger “cosmopolitan farsightedness” (p. 112) which calls “upon audiences’ moral imagination so as to plunge them into their descendants’ lifeworlds” (p. 113). The northwestern North American coastline is currently receiving bottled messages in the form of flotsam arriving to its shores from the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami. The arriving (industrial) debris – a motorcycle reclaimed by its owner (CBC News, 2012), Japanese drinking bottles, toothbrushes, furniture, a child’s sock, appliances, a 66-foot, 175 ton dock (Barnard, 2012), a soccer ball (Mullen, 2012) – is at once an immanent ecological disaster and a story waiting to be told. In oceanographer Curtis Ebbesmeyer’s (as cited in Hopper, 2011) words: “When people find something on the beach,
they are literally putting their hands on something that a family wants to know about.” I am in agreement with Kurasawa that it takes more to cultivate cosmopolitan solidarity than constructing the types of in/formal structures political cosmopolitan thinkers have suggested thus far, such as cities of refuge (Derrida, 2001), laws (Benhabib, 2006), and underground railroads (Honig as cited in Benhabib, 2006).

The worst case scenario of nuclear devastation means that there is no escape; we are all in this together irrespective of race, religion, class, or gender. For example, a city of refuge holds little meaning since Fukushima has begun (yet has no end) in which it is only a matter of time for more nuclear accidents and/or acts of sabotage to occur. Moreover, an underground railroad only makes sense if we literally stay underground, and what sense is that? The most cutting edge forms of nuclear waste management also bury the waste underground. In other words, underground railroads have already been built and the treasures hidden inside them are lethal. As radiation travels through the wind and comes down by way of rain, should those people who live in rain-heavy areas move to the desert? Some might say that underneath this question lies hysteria, yet others have already moved away. We are seeing a spectrum of different reactions to Fukushima from experts and laypeople alike. Some people are anxious, some believe there is nothing to fear, some show utter indifference while others are oblivious. What would Kant say about the breakdown of common sensibility that Fukushima evokes? (How) would his work on sensus communis be revised in light of how the world has changed since the splitting of the atom?

4.5 Forgiving the Unforgiveable, or the Right to Punish?

An effective awareness of the probability of total perdition is the only way by which the presently probable might become finally improbable, if not impossible.

Karl Jaspers (1961, p. 3)

In this section, I will consider the ways in which the Nazi death camps and the Fukushima nuclear disaster provoke conversation on forgiveness as described in cosmopolitan incarnations and what might be seen as its antithesis, punishment. Why examine these two events from different time periods and places together? For “learned” cosmopolitan thinker Karl Jaspers
(Young-Bruehl, n.d.), the problem of atomic warfare “is equaled by only one other problem: the threat of totalitarian rule…By one, we lose life; by the other, a life that is worth living” (Jaspers, 1961, p. 4). Chernobyl and Fukushima teach us that so-called peaceful uses of atomic energy can likewise result in a loss of life more in/discreetly than dropping a bomb. On the one hand, nuclear accidents do not target a population for extermination like a bomb does, thereby contributing to discreet losses of life. On the other hand, the way contamination from nuclear accidents works on living subjects is much more discreet than the way a bomb works. For example, one year after the Fukushima disaster began the Nakoso beach at Fukushima reopened to the public. Children can be seen splashing in the summertime ocean waters (see McCurry, 2012). The local authorities claim that “the concentration of radioactivity in the water is negligible” (McCurry, 2012). Juxtapose this report with one which says that fish being caught off the coast of Japan one year after the accident have just as much cesium contamination as fish caught when Fukushima first happened. What this implies is that “cesium is still being released into the food chain” (Buesseler as cited in Tabuchi, 2012b). No wonder why many (but clearly not all) Japanese citizens now find it difficult to trust their government (see Dusenberre, 2011).

The purpose in looking at scholarship on the Holocaust and Fukushima together, moreover, is to underscore the inherent problems of forgiveness and punishment when examined from within particular cases which are linked through the notion of crime and criminals. If a political ethic that precludes lying and that includes loving can be realized, then it would seem necessary to examine real events that reverberate on a global scale to help humanity articulate such an ethic. Expanding upon the work of Arendt and Jankelevitch, Kurasawa (2007) speaks about the necessary step of forgiveness in order for global justice to be realized. Yet forgiveness is always a risky business because of its potential for political calculation or juridical prescription; subsequently, the act of instrumentalized forgiveness is nothing but a cruel joke. Forgiveness, in its true Derridian gift-giving sense, is “a sudden, dramatic and unpredictable occurrence” (p. 63), a “theologico-philosophical” rather than “juridico-political” “infinite gesture” (p. 62) which allows for the “conversion of foes to friends, or the befriending and love of former enemies” (p. 90). When Prime Minister Noda said to the world that everyone is responsible for Fukushima and must learn from the disaster, it seemed that he, as the voice of Japan, was asking for forgiveness from citizens of Japan and citizens of the world. Can Kazutaka
Sato, the father of one of the 74 children from the elementary school in Ishinomaki who perished in the Tohoko tsunami, who has not received a personal apology from school officials, forgive those same school officials or that tragic mistakes were made but have still not been acknowledged? Waxing philosophically, Derrida (2001) contends that true forgiveness forgives the unforgivable and forgives when forgiveness has not even been requested. Critiquing Jankelevitch’s refusal to forgive the Nazis for their crimes as they never showed remorse for them, Derrida is “tempted to contest” (p. 34) the exchange-value, conditional quality that forgiveness traditionally holds. As he sees it, if an act is forgivable, it does not require expiation. Forgiving the unforgivable certainly presses the limits of common sense reasoning. If we were to imagine adhering to a commandment: *thou shalt forgive the unforgiveable*, this requires that we also imagine what that unforgiveable act could be, which Derrida’s writings do not do.

Derrida’s compatriot and contemporary, Michel Foucault (1995) discusses the most unforgiveable act, an act so egregious that no punishment could ever fit the crime. In tracing French penal reforms, Foucault observes that by the 18th century, public displays of torture-execution “became intolerable” (p. 73) to humankind’s newfound Enlightenment “sensibility” (p. 91). This new strategy of penalty, articulated as a “discourse of the heart,” designs punishments to match the crime in such a way that the crime-punishment correlation is useful or economic in the social body’s eye. In order to understand how this “penal arithmetic” (p. 91) functions, Foucault turns to what he calls the “ultimate crime” (p. 92). While this crime remains a “fable” in Foucault’s mind’s eye and, therefore, cannot contain an example, it is my position that using examples to illustrate and/or challenge ideas is a necessary component for engaging in the work of a cosmopolitan education. A cosmopolitan education, like Arendt’s storytelling, works between the general and particular, the metaphysical and the physical, the metaphorical and the literal. Without a particular event to turn to, the philosopher, or “professional thinker” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 53), is forever trapped in the unworldliness of his own mind. And if cosmopolitanism is about worldliness as Pinar (2009) contends in the title of his book on the subject, its antithesis, totalitarianism, destroys worldliness, creating a world of automatic, unspontaneous monads in its quest for absolute domination. Arendt (2006a) knows that “teaching by example is, indeed, the only form of ‘persuasion’ that philosophical truth is capable of without perversion or distortion” (p. 243). Moreover, it is through examples that “an ethical
The principle” can be verified and validated. And ethical responsibility rests at the metaphoric heart of my work. For Foucault (1995) the “extreme case” in the “techno-politics of punishment” is:

the ultimate crime: a deed of such enormity that it violates all the most respected laws. It is produced in circumstances so extraordinary, in such profound secrecy, with such lack of restraint, as if at the very limit of possibility, that it could not be other than unique, in any case the last of its kind: no one could ever imitate it; no one could take it as an example, or even feel scandalized that it should have been committed. It is doomed to disappear without a trace. This fable of the ‘ultimate crime’ is, to the new penalty, what original sin was to the old: the pure form in which the reason for punishment appears. (p. 92)

We know that the death camps were the greatest crime-secrets of the Nazi regime, uncovered by the Allied forces. General Eisenhower told all civilian media and military camera crew units to document everything about the camps in film, photos, and stories as the horrors which literally lay down before them were beyond anyone’s wildest imagination and could undoubtedly be denied in the not too distant future. Indeed, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (2005) calls the Holocaust a “myth.” Holocaust survivor and concentration camp writer Jean Amery (1980) describes Nazi crimes as being At the Mind’s Limits: Contemplations by a Survivor on Auschwitz and its Realities in his collection of essays on the subject. In other words, there exists a correlation between Foucault’s ultimate crime “fable” which he describes as being at “the very limit of possibility” and which subsequently “does not call for a punishment” because it is without a legacy and the realities of the Holocaust, where the crimes that were committed were so horrific that people at the time they were occurring “would simply not be ready to believe it” (Nazi Conspiracy as cited in Arendt, 1973, p. 437) even if stories were to somehow get out. Rousset (as cited in Arendt 1973, p. 433) reminds that the “normal,” outside world is simply unprepared to believe the im/possible.

Unlike Foucault’s (1995) crime-fable theory that has no dynasty, Auschwitz has spawned a rather long legacy. As Arendt (2006b) knows, “once a specific crime has appeared for the first time, its reappearance is more likely than its initial emergence could ever have been” (p. 273).
Though each genocide is unique unto itself, what one notices, nonetheless, is that persecutors and victims, oppressors and oppressed can be delineated in the traditional genocide paradigm despite the fact that some systems aim to create a “gray zone” (Levi, 1989, p. 36) of criminality. Moreover, the weapons used by genocidal regimes have been on the whole rather primitive, from tree trunks in the case of the Khmer Rouge to machetes in Rwanda. Even with the Nazis who were able to remove themselves from the physicality of their crimes via the gas chamber, the world can still say that it was the Nazis who did the inconceivable even if they had help from the Axis alliance and so-called neutral countries. In other words, because people, individuals or collectives, are attached to crimes, human beings still have some sense and sensibility of how the world works even if that world is totally insane.33

What happens if a crime has no perceived actor(s) attached to it? Can it be called a crime? Pushing the “fable” of Foucault’s ultimate crime further, could this crime, in fact, be happening right now by way of the fresh air we breathe, the crystal clear water we drink, the fine food we eat?34 The ultimate crime which Foucault says “is doomed to disappear without a trace” has already been forgotten when it has but only just begun and has no an end. And this criminal “regime” will last longer than the twelve year Reich – a Reich which, ironically, was “especially fond of reckoning in terms of millennia” (Arendt, 1973, p. 411). How is such a crime possible? Who could imagine a culprit to be so clever? A number of factors might contribute to the ways in which it is forgotten as soon as it begins. For one, a culture of presentism (Pinar, 2012) cultivates thinking of oneself and one’s immediate concerns without being particularly conscious of the present world. Yet, “[w]ithout the past, there is no present” (p. 59). Nonetheless, it would be absurd to judge the idea of presentism for the failings of human beings in the same way as it is in assigning blame to the idea of cosmopolitanism for including some children and excluding others from schooling’s civilizing project (see Popkewitz, 2008). As Arendt (2003) teaches, “behind the unwillingness to judge [particular human beings] lurks the suspicion that no one is a free agent, and hence the doubt that anyone is responsible or could be expected to answer for what he has done” (p. 19). Moreover, the cancer that I or my child might get in three, ten, or eighteen years cannot be credited to the irradiated fish we ate at dinner on a particular night that I cannot even remember. Secondly, the ultimate crime flies under the radar of our senses as it occurs literally right under our noses. At the time of their occurrence, the secret crimes of the
Nazis could be seen, heard, smelled, and felt by millions of people; since then, the fact of these crimes have been recorded for subsequent generations to see and to never forget. Those people, however, who speak up against something that is (not) occurring and of which (no) one is responsible, are deemed insensible, hysterical, out of their minds.

In his Holocaust narrative-testimony Night, Elie Wiesel (1982) recalls a woman he knew from his village by the name of Madame Schachter who on the train ride with him to Auschwitz “had gone out of her mind,” crying out on the third night in the wagon: “Fire! I can see a fire! I can see a fire!” (p. 22). Her screaming continued on and off even though there was no fire in sight. Her ten year old son tried to calm her nerves telling her, “It’s all right, Mummy! There’s nothing there.” But she continued, “Jews, listen to me! I can see a fire! There are huge flames! It is a furnace!” (p. 23). Everyone in the wagon was getting irritated with her, so irritated that some beat her into silence while others encouraged the beating. After everyone in the wagon had forgotten about Madame Schachter who sat in the corner of the wagon “dumb, indifferent, absent” (p. 25), Elie and the others suddenly saw flames through the midnight darkness and smelled an “abominable odor floating in the air.” And then, at the willkommen or hospitality center, the doors opened and the shouting and striking began.

Still, the human spirit is resilient in the face of mass horror-crime. Villagers of Namie and Okuma from the Fukushima prefecture are becoming “uncharacteristic[ally,]…shockingly outspoken” (T., 2012) against the Japanese government, demanding more clarity on the reality of radiation contamination. In a culture where “individual virtue springs from conformity to the social mainstream and obedience to one’s higher authorities” (Jex, 2005, p. 2), Japanese women are leading anti-nuclear protests, demanding that children be protected, and that the government shut down nuclear power in Japan. Kojima (1977) notes that there has been a “transformation in Japanese consciousness” (p. 216) in postwar Japan, which has begun to emphasize “personal rather than public affairs” (p. 215) and an “orientation toward the nuclear family” (p. 216). Might this newfound familism over nationalism contribute to the “uncharacteristic” civilian outspokenness since Fukushima began? Might these acts of protest, of civil disobedience – which demand that the government take responsibility for its crimes and show justice to its people – also be examples of the “cosmopolitan moment of world risk society” (Beck, 2009, p. 48) that “unintentionally…opens up the (mis)fortune of a possible new beginning” (p. 49)? In
her book *To You from Fukushima*, Ruito Muto (as cited in DiaNuke.org, 2012) recounts that after her speech at the Goodbye Nukes Rally:

many people told me that my speech had made them cry. It made me think that we are all living each day bottling up our emotions and making sure our tears don’t escape. I think it’s been like this ever since 3.11. The dishonesty of this government, the dangerous convenience which makes a victim of somebody else, human beings that are totally out of touch with nature…As living beings, we are all deeply hurt, we feel guilty and we want to go back to somewhere that we can call home. Maybe this nuclear disaster is a chance for humankind to return to Earth and create a new world.

But this new world cannot be created if political actors do not have the will to make such changes, a point to be developed the next section of this chapter. On the subject of human rights and global justice, Benhabib (2006) argues for the need to create “cosmopolitan norms of justice” (p. 17). She asks, “[h]ow can legal norms and standards, which originate outside the will of the democratic legislatures, become binding on them” (p. 17)? Honig (as cited in Benhabib, 2006), we are reminded, is critical of normative cosmopolitanism, calling instead for “agonistic cosmopolitics” (p. 117) which she believes will initiate all kinds of good things such as “relief,” “trade,” and “learning” (p. 119). In the face of nuclear risks, crises, and potential global devastation, I question if informal modes of hospitality to refugees is enough. In the face of a radioactive poisoned atmosphere, can norms be legitimately side-stepped? While ideologically frightening for all postmodernists and pluralists alike who, like Arendt, understand that what makes us human is our individual distinctness, the rather rebuffed cosmopolitan conversation about moving toward a world government or “cosmocracy” (Skolimowksi, 2003) – for fears that such a government could lead to the kind of “totalitarianism” (see Hansen, 2008, p. 292) illustrated in Huxley’s World State – needs to be taken seriously given the factual truth of world devastating ecological degradation, Fukushima playing but one recent, noteworthy example. As Beck (2009) understands, “[t]he reality of a non-excludable plurality…is driving the dynamic of world risk society, regardless of whether this reality is ignored and demonized or embraced and transformed into active global policy” (p. 57). To summon Sylvia Plath (1998), for us fragile
human beings to be “deaf” (p. 6) and “blind to the carrion army” (p. 5) awaiting us, to be blissfully and/or ignorantly unaware of “the death’s head” (p. 6) marching toward us while “fingering a leaflet of music” is the greatest danger facing humankind. “For blind activity,” Jaspers (1961) writes, “wrapped in purposes and immensely intensified, leads nowhere” (p. viii).

The alternative to focusing our efforts upon new technological innovations to fix the previous innovations that have gone wrong again and again or to do nothing but criticize such so-called advancements by way of postmodern theorizing is teaching and acting toward cosmopolitan “transformation,” says Beck (2009, p. 48). Making his own appeal to Arendt, Beck contends that such transformation requires a new kind of willing and acting in which “strangers ac[t] in concert” (p. 49).

Arendt (1978: 2) describes the relationship between willing and acting in her final work, The Life of the Mind. If the role of the philosopher is to interpret the world and the role of the scientist is to know the world, then the role of “men of action” (p. 198) is to change the world. As such, political actors “ought to be committed to freedom because of the very nature of their activity.” Action, moreover, begins something new. The theme of natality which is threaded throughout Arendt’s life’s work takes its inspiration from Saint Augustine’s emphasis on beginnings, e.g., “that a beginning be made man was created (Augustine as cited in Arendt, 1973, p. 479) which inspires “faith in and hope for the world” (Arendt, 1998, p. 247). The significant role that Augustine has played in Arendt’s work, however, has not been addressed in the political strand of cosmopolitanism in the same ways that Kant’s influence on Arendt has, an interesting omission given the fact that Augustine’s political work “City of God gives the most influential formulation of what it means to be a citizen of the world in late antiquity and the Middle Ages” (Edwards, 2002, p. 35) and is often considered the cosmopolitan text of its time (Trepanier and Habib, 2011). According to Arendt (1978: 2), City of God also “takes up the question of the ‘purpose of the Will’ as the ‘purpose of Man’” (p. 87). In the following section, I will consider the ways in which Arendt has appropriated Augustine and Duns Scotus’ writing on willing and loving into her own political theorizing. The point in doing so is to pay heed not only to an area of Arendt’s work which has not been brought to attention in political cosmopolitan conversations but also to highlight the ways in which willing and loving are tied to transformation, or new beginnings.
4.6 Willing into Loving

I want to know what I should like to live for and to work for; I want to know what is, so as to do what I can – but also so as to be ready for what may come.

Karl Jaspers (1961, p. ix)

In The Reluctant Modernism of Hannah Arendt, Benhabib (2003) argues that Arendt via Arendtian scholar Dana Villa is “placed more firmly in the company of Nietzsche and Heidegger than [that] of Aristotle and Kant” (p. xvii). In making this point, Benhabib aims to centralize the writings of Kant in Arendt’s own thinking. While Kant is no doubt important to Arendt’s writing, particularly when looked at from a cosmopolitan point of view, the influence of medieval thought on Arendt’s work has not received the same amount of scholarly attention as that of the ancients or the moderns have writ large. On that note, Arendt’s dissertation has, for the most part, received only “cursory remarks” despite the fact that “[r]eferences to Saint Augustine are not infrequent” (Boyle, 1987, p. 81) in much of her oeuvre. In addition, because those references are not pronounced in the texts most often cited in scholarship on cosmopolitanism, it is little wonder that there has not been any serious attention given to the faculty of the will – even though “the will is a fact of modern life and cannot be ignored” (Martel, 2008, p. 287) – in the modern-postmodern debates within the political strand of cosmopolitanism. Basing her reading of the will – “the nexus of human agency” (p. 289) – primarily on Augustine and Duns Scotus, the will is transformed into the “everlasting movement” of “love’s abiding power” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 145).

How is the will transformed into love? Augustine gives us no satisfactory “account of this strange equation” (p. 96). What Augustine does explain is that the will, like love, is a unifying force, binding together the Intellect and Memory; it thus acts as the mysterious source of action, of “spontaneously beginning a successive series of things or states” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 6) – and which, paradoxically, can only happen under the conditions of freedom. “The Will tells the memory what to retain and what to forget; it tells the intellect what to choose for its understanding” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 99). Love, according to Augustine (as cited in Arendt, 1978), “is obviously the most successful coupling agent,” binding together “him that loves and
that which is loved” (p. 102). For Augustine, love is an infinite gesture-gift in that it is never-ending – and we are not speaking of eros, which, because of its perishability, does end and is a kind of love capitalized on in modern, consumer capitalist society, though not the only kind.

In The Art of Loving, Erich Fromm (2006) focuses on the disintegration of love in the contemporary Western world that is structured upon the principle of capitalism. This principle, he argues, is “incompatible with the principle of love” (p. 121). Nonetheless, we are still capable of love under the present-day social system however minimal this phenomenon might be. Like Duns Scotus, Fromm understands love as an activity. For Fromm, loving is a “practice” and is a “capacity we can develop in ourselves” which thus provides us with a “space in which to act” (Kramer as cited in Fromm, 2006, p. xiv). And this art form, says Arendt (1978: 2) is not “poieses, the productive arts” but rather is a “performing art, where the end lies in the activity itself” (p. 123). For Aristotle, praxis is synonymous with the “performing arts and cannot be understood in terms of the means-end category” (p. 123-4). Where both willing and loving are activities, when transformed into love, the will’s “restlessness is stilled but not extinguished” (p. 145). Loving, on the other hand, is a “self-fulfilling, everlasting movement.” Loving is a paradoxical activity in that its activity finds peace and serenity in its movement, an original argument in Western philosophy and one that Arendt believes leads to the “conditions for a philosophy of freedom” (p. 146) – even though Kant, who was committed to freedom as illustrated in his moral philosophy (see Allison, 1990) and in the cosmopolitan right to universal hospitality, had “no knowledge of [Duns Scotus]” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 146) whatsoever.

What political cosmopolitan thinkers indebted to Arendt fail to take into consideration in speaking to this new tradition is that Arendt’s political theory is inextricably linked to those “supposedly antipolitical forces” which form “the basis for politics itself” (Martel, 2008, p. 287): willing and loving. In speaking upon Arendt’s style of political thinking, Vollrath (1977) maintains that politics arises out of the nebulous, dark space of “the human heart” (p. 166). Ironically, cosmopolitanism has been criticized as a loving, heartfelt philosophy by using Arendt to help frame such an argument (as in Todd, 2009) and without clarifying the differences between different types of love. While love is a sentiment, does this mean it is sentimental? Furthermore, since “individuality manifests itself in the Will” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 109) – for the act of willing presents itself in the world of particular appearances unlike thought which exists in
the mind and aims at “what is eternal and universal” (Jacobitti, 1988, p. 54) – those political cosmopolitan thinkers who are drawn to Arendt’s “peculiar pleasure of particularity” (Kohn as cited in Kohn and Young-Bruehl, 2001, p. 232) might consider placing emphasis on the will in their work.

How is the subject of political will relevant to my work on the cosmopolitan catastrophe of Fukushima? Returning to the words of longtime anti-nuclear activist Ruito Muto (as cited in DiaNuke.org, 2012): “Maybe this nuclear disaster is a chance for humankind to return to Earth and create a new world.” A new world, however, cannot be fashioned if there is no political will to do so, a point that Juri Urbarski (as cited in de Halleux, 2011) from the National Ecological Center of Ukraine points out when speaking on Ukraine’s interest in building more nuclear plants – as if Chernobyl wasn’t enough – in order to sell electricity to western Europe who wants to shut their plants down. “There needs to be a political will, a desire on the part of leaders to resolve difficult problems. This political will must not play to the gallery, but must resolve concrete, complex, hard, everyday problems” (Baranowskaja as cited in de Halleux, 2011). But because leaders come and go, Baranowskaja adds, there is no stable structure and no will or desire to make such changes. How then can cosmopolitan “transformation” (see Beck, 2009, p. 48) occur?

In Japan, moreover, there have been five different prime ministers in the last six years, which is not to say that political leaders should be in power without limits. Yet how does political will become manifest in a country with such frequent changes in leadership? This is, in part, a case of understanding the difference between individual will and political will. While the former form of willing demonstrates one’s freedom to act or not to act, the latter when done in a democracy, requires a collective effort (no easy feat) aimed toward a common cause “to initiate change in the world” (Jacobitti, 1988, p. 56). Ironically, the changes in Japanese political leadership have created a climate in which political will to make responsible change is that much more problematic. This is, no doubt, partly due to the fact that political memory of what was is not known experientially because there are new individuals playing the same leading political roles for brief stints of time. Presentism dissolves one’s “historical sensibility” (Pinar, 2012, p. 58). Recalling Pasolini’s (as cited in Pinar, 2012) words, Pinar knows that “the values which formed us” in the past “are capable of putting the present into crisis” (p. 226). It is fair to say that
Japan is currently experiencing such a cataclysmic past-present-future crisis. If Chernobyl brought down the Soviet Union (Gorbachev, 2006), one wonders, moreover, if Japan even has a future.

Academically speaking, the discipline concerned with memory, with remembering past events, is history. Arendt (1978: 1) traces the concept of history to Herodotus’s *historen*, which means “to inquire in order to tell how it was” (p. 216) – work which Arendt (2006a) calls in other places “the teller of factual truth” or the “storyteller” (p. 257) – and Homer’s *histor* whose historian plays the role of “judge” (Arendt, 1978: 1, p. 216). “If judgment is our faculty for dealing with the past, the historian is the inquiring man who by relating it sits in judgment over it” (p. 216). To restate the thesis of my dissertation, a cosmopolitan education couples ethical judgment with an ethic of compassion. One can also say that the heart, where compassion is found, even more so than the historian, who might get one’s facts wrong, never lies. It might be said that a both/and rather than either/or political ethic aims to preclude lying and include the “most powerful of antipolitical forces”: the “world-creating faculty of love” (Arendt, 1998, p. 242) in its expression.

It is the hope that such new ways of thinking about a cosmopolitan political ethic will not only contribute to further exercises in cosmopolitan contemplation but will also undergird modes of action as each and every political cosmopolitan writer addressed here hopes for, too. Whether through juridical means or informal world-building tactics, these scholars are motivated by “a common cause”: to help “generate new sites of action in concert on behalf of worlds not yet built” (Honig as cited in Benhabib, 2006, p. 120). And if such action has already arrived, it is “perhaps not yet recognised” (Derrida, 2001, p. 23). Yet, I feel the need to add, this common cause is unlikely to be acted upon if there aren’t people – who are the human beings that through mutual, neighborly love “found society anew” (Augustine as cited in Arendt, Scott, and Stark, 1996, p. 153) – willing to do so. We can write about a “‘pack’ of hospitality” (Derrida, 2000, p. 25) as conditional or unconditional, as universal or particular – as I find myself doing here – but hospitality is more likely to actually occur if people learn to show compassion for *and* take interest in each other, both of which require the freedom in which to act.

If Fukushima teaches us about an absence of and need for judgment and compassion, do other sites exist in which in/formal acts of judgment or compassion are manifest in the world?
The link between hospitality, compassion, and love is illustrated in the news story of “hundreds upon hundreds” (Sayare, 2011) of Tunisians showing caritas to Libyans fleeing Qaddafi during the Libyan Uprising. Residents of Tunisia were asked about their sense of “compassion,” “good cheer,” and “willingness to provide shelter to strangers” – and particularly after just having had their own revolution and with little food to spare. One man, Abdallah Awaye, and his family opened their house to a fleeing family of eleven. Awaye said: “If there is something to eat, we will eat it together. If there is nothing to eat, we will have nothing together.” The mayor of Tataouine, Tunisia, offered the following explanation: “We’ve taken the thing as a human obligation, a religious obligation, an obligation of fraternity.” One resident cite[d] an apt local proverb: ‘Travelers cry upon arriving in this desolate place, but leave with tears in their eyes.’” It is the unpremeditated, spontaneous acts of hospitality that bring tears of joy to the eyes of it receivers. While such acts of welcome are indeed rare, indeed they can be atypical even from persons within the same homeland as Jacobs (2011; 2012a) recounts in stories of Fukushima residents fleeing radiation danger being met with other human forms of danger in different prefectures, the people of Tataouine set an example for the world on what it means to show neighborly love to those who cross into different lands.

While there have been multiple works written within the last quarter century which look at the role of love in Arendt’s writings – e.g., Boyle, 1987; Scott, 1988; Chiba, 1995; Beiner, 1996; Martel, 2008 – these works are more concerned with illuminating aspects of Arendt that haven’t been illuminated thus far. My point here is less focused on Arendt for the sake of Arendt but for the sake of other reasons – not exactly an Arendtian move. Indeed, a 22 year old Arendt (1996) opens her dissertation with the following words: “Augustine writes that ‘to love is indeed nothing else than to crave something for its own sake’” (p. 9). Her interest in and aversion to instrumentality – specifically in respect to the “Augustianian distinction of uti and frui, using something for the sake of something else and enjoying it for its own sake” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 144) and the “Kantian formula that no man must ever become a means to an end, that every human being is an end in himself” (Arendt, 1998, p. 155) – becomes even more meaningful in a post-Holocaust, radioactive contaminated world and to a thinker who, in Origins, tried to make sense out of the senselessness that was Nazi Germany. That said, “Arendt began her academic career” with the intent to “study theology” (Scott, 1988, p. 396). As mentioned previously,
Augustine crops up repeatedly in her later works but does make two brief, albeit memorable appearances in the 2nd edition of Origins (1973) if only because of the latter’s location as the closing remarks to a dense politico-philosophical analysis of modern anti-Semitism, imperialism, and totalitarianism:

But there remains also the truth that every end in history necessarily contains a new beginning; this beginning is the promise, the only “message” which the end can ever produce. Beginning, before it becomes a historical event, is the supreme capacity of man; politically, it is identical with man’s freedom. *Initium ut esset homo creates est*—“that a beginning be made man was created” said Augustine. This beginning is guaranteed by each new birth; it is indeed every man. (p. 479)

With these words, Arendt (1998) begins a new chapter in her life’s work, and one that stayed with her until the very end, on Augustine’s philosophy of natality which comes in different forms, such as “the child, love’s own product” (p. 242) and in the “faculty of spontaneous[s] beginning[s]” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 110) via Kant. Natality is “the miracle that saves the world [in] the realm of human affairs” (Arendt, 1998, p. 247) as it, specifically the child, provides hope for renewing the common world. One might add that natality, it can be argued, is a response to the emphasis that Heidegger places on mortality as the thing that helps us understand what it means to be human (see Critchley, 2009). What is a human being? For Arendt (1998), natality rather than mortality comes closer to understanding the meaning of human life as it is in natality where the “faculty of action is ontologically rooted” (p. 247). Under antipolitical totalitarianism, action is impossible. And in the concentration camp, the true center of totalitarian power, human beings are turned into “ghastly marionettes with human faces…and which do nothing but react” (Arendt, 1973, p. 455). The understatement of the 20th century, *reaction*, as Arendt describes it here, is not action. One must have freedom to act – and “if you act…it can never be without willing” (Augustine as cited in Arendt, 1978: 2, p. 88) – and action can only take place under the condition of freedom. In her speech upon winning the Lessing Prize of the Free City of Hamburg, Arendt (1968) maintains that “we learn to be human” by speaking together about the common world. In this way, “[w]e humanize what is going on in the world” (p. 25) which would
otherwise remain an inhuman affair. In this speech, Arendt turns to the example of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s *Nathan the Wise*, a play about friendship and the need for communication, thereby drawing a link between storytelling and what it means to be human. Her speech also reinforces how vital it is for victims of crimes which have been manufactured as accidents to have a space for their stories to be heard. Indeed, telling one’s story and having an audience to deeply listen and respond to that story helps form a bridge between loneliness and belonging, the subject of the last section in this chapter.

The title of Primo Levi’s (1996) Holocaust testimony-narrative: *Se questo è un uomo* – *If this is a Man* and the epigraph-poem to this narrative resonates not only with Arendt’s point that the spoken word (or written word which is read and talked about, I would add) helps build a common world, but it also speaks to Kant’s anthropological question “what is a human being?” in ways that theorizing doesn’t quite capture:

…Consider if this is a man / Who works in the mud / Who does not know peace / Who fights for a scrap of bread / Who dies because of a yes or a no. / Consider if this is a woman, / Without hair and without name / With no more strength to remember, / Her eyes empty and her womb cold / Like a frog in winter…

Nonetheless, in * Origins* and perhaps because of her own appreciation and use of metaphors and what I would call situated paradoxes when one didn’t even know a paradox existed, Arendt comes penetratingly close.36

It is fair to argue that * Origins* – and directly to the political cosmopolitan point here, “The Decline of the Nation-State and the End of the Rights of Man” in * Origins* – is also about love, or the lack thereof, as it examines the “pervasive hatred of everybody and everything” (Arendt, 1973, p. 268) in Europe in the years leading up to the Second World War. In the “deceptively quiet” years of the 1920s, “[h]atred, certainly not lacking in the pre-war period, began to play a central role in public affairs everywhere” (p. 268). People turned on their “closest neighbors” and at the heart of this hatred stood the Jews, who without nationality or homeland, forced to beg and steal were treated as “the scum of the earth” (p. 269). Here, a thematic link can be drawn between the ways in which totalitarianism, which “seizes” control, and Fukushima, which cannot
be controlled, have similar effects upon the human psyche: lost in their own frenzy of fearing racial contamination in one instance and, in the other, radiation contamination, people have been known to turn on each other, senselessly.

Chiba (1995) holds that “some would argue that the theme of love is alien to such an epic political theorist of agonism as Hannah Arendt” (p. 508). “Though the theme of ‘love’…and that of ‘fight’…appear at odds with each other at first glance, they nonetheless may be considered compatible and even complementary.” As mentioned previously, in Japan, the sentiment that appears most pronounced since Fukushima began has not been hate or love, but indifference to the fate of Fukushima refugees. In a book devoted to examining hatred, Arendt brings up the subject of love in her first of two references to Augustine. Synonymous with the life and labor of animal laborans (see Arendt, 1998) – the “mere existence” (Arendt, 1973, p. 301) of a person “who has lost his place in a community,” someone who has been forced to surrender (or never had) one’s political status:

...can be dealt with only by the unpredictable hazards of friendship and sympathy, or by the great and incalculable grace of love, which says with Augustine, ‘Volo ut sis (I want you to be),’ without being able to give any particular reason for such supreme and unsurpassable affirmation. (p. 301)

Somewhat opaque in this Rights of Man context, the meaning of Volo ut sis – a ‘useless’ gift in the exchange-value sense – becomes clearer by looking to its different incarnations found in Love and Saint Augustine – “For you love in him not what he is, but what you wish that he may be” (Augustine as cited in Arendt, 1996, p. 95) and in Willing – “The willing ego, when it says in its highest manifestation, ‘Amo: Volo ut sis,’ ‘I love you, I want you to be’—and not ‘I want to have you’ or ‘I want to rule you’” (p. 136). The type of love Arendt refers to here is caritas which “get[s] us outside the self-referential trap of our own will” (p. 297) or amor sui, love of self, which says: “I have become a question to myself” (Augustine as cited in Arendt, 1996, p. 37). Different from cupiditas, whose object is “perishable,” the object of caritas is “eternity” (Arendt, 1996, p. 18). For a thinker who is drawn to theorizing the public over the private realm and rather than the spiritual domain, it is not surprising that Arendt “attempt[s] to secularize
caritas via the notion of respect which she tells us is also a kind of love” (Martel, 2008, p. 298). Where respect, for Arendt, is worldly, and caritas is other-worldly, it cannot be ignored that the great political theorist of paradox draws from the antipolitical in forming her life’s public realm work. In this way, the interplay between political will and antipolitical love – which together and separately start something new or natal – are necessary for cosmopolitan transformation.

In speaking upon such transformation, Beck (2009) calls for a “new, future-oriented planetary ethics of responsibility” in the face of global risks that “tear down national barriers and mix natives with foreigners” (p. 15). It might still be too soon to tell how the human heart will respond to new and improved global risks and start anew. One way to imagine what the future might look like is to look backward and to reflect upon the human experience of loneliness and belonging under extreme circumstances.

4.7 Loneliness and Belonging

In her concluding remarks to Origins, Arendt (1973) expands upon Augustine’s words on natality: “every end in history necessarily contains a new beginning” (p. 478). This beginning, a kind of miracle-promise, inspires “faith in and hope for the world” (Arendt, 1998, p. 247). Having led us through one of the darkest times in human history, Arendt, the great cynic, concludes “Ideology and Terror” on a note of optimism. But before ending on this note, Arendt (1978: 2) speaks without speaking, writes without writing on a subject she takes up explicitly in Love and Saint Augustine and The Life of the Mind, namely, the will, which we are reminded is “the spring of action” (p. 6). Because the will and its ability to be transformed into love are not addressed in Origins, how is it possible to make such a leap in thought? More importantly, why make this leap at all? I will respond to this question in the closing remarks to this chapter.

Also near the end of Origins, Arendt (1973) turns from discussing ideology and terror as an antipolitical concept to the human experience of being seized by total terror. As Arendt puts it, terror, “the essence of totalitarian domination” (p. 464), not only eliminates the freedom to act “but the very source of freedom” (p. 466) itself, which is the fact of natality. In short, terror destroys life and does so right “on the spot.” In now speaking to being under terror and the “ice-cold reasoning” (p. 478) of ideological thinking, Arendt draws a distinction between those who are in isolation or solitude and the “lonely man (eremos)” (p. 476). There are times in which
isolation can prove to be productive and in which isolation has little if anything to do with loneliness, such as working in the productive arts (poiesis) which generally requires “a certain isolation from common concerns” (p. 475) or in the act of contemplation which is done alone in “a dialogue between me and myself” (p. 476). Solitude, however, turns into loneliness when one “can no longer find the redeeming grace of companionship” that is needed to make the solitary “two-in-one” thinker “‘whole’ again.”

Different than tyranny which destroys the public realm but leaves the private domain intact, “the iron band of total terror, which destroys the plurality of men” (p. 466), our human distinctness, does so by obliterating both the public and private domains, pressing “masses of isolated men together” (p. 473) and setting them in “terror-ruled,” perpetual motion (p. 474). This continuous movement disallows one the ability to think, to will, or to act. One is reminded of the prisoners in the concentration camp who, perversely like their German military counterparts, were required to march to and from work “in military step, in close order, to the sound of a band” (Levi, 1989, p. 116). With the music playing “continuously and monotonously” (Levi, 1996, p. 50), the prisoners march “like automatons; their souls are dead and the music drives them…There is no longer any will…they do not think and they do not desire, they walk” (p. 51). This is what we might call: Triumph of the Unwill. As Levi (1987) knows firsthand, one entered the camp “hoping at least for the solidarity of one’s companions in misfortune, but the hoped for allies, except in special cases, were not there; there were instead a thousand sealed off monads, and between them a desperate covert and continuous struggle” (p. 38). This struggle which is done pressed up against other prisoners – in the cattle car, in the barracks, and finally in the gas chambers – is also done in complete and utter loneliness. There is no redeeming grace of companionship in the totalitarian universe.

The jury is still out on how human connectedness will play out in a radioactive contaminated universe. What we do know is that the land masses surrounding Chernobyl and Fukushima are dead zones where no human life remains though “a palimpsest of unheard sound,” to invoke Atwood (1998, p. 3) again, remains as illustrated in news footage and many documentaries of these no man’s lands. While there are diverse histories of the meaning of the term “no man’s land,” it is widely understood as a desert space associated with fear and uncertainty. In his letters upon the tear and mustard gaseous battlefields of World War I, British
poet Wilfred Owen (2009) wrote: “It is pock-marked like a body of foulest disease and its odour is the breath of cancer…No man’s land under snow is like the face of the moon chaotic, crater-ridden, uninhabitable, awful, the abode of madness” (p. 57-58). It seems rather certain that no man’s lands contain no redeeming grace of companionship, either. While there are literally few human beings living in the abandoned towns of Fukushima prefecture, many people’s lives remain there on a psychic level.

As mentioned, isolation is different than loneliness; where the former concerns life in the public realm, the latter “concerns human life as a whole” (Arendt, 1973, p. 475). In the non-totalitarian contemporary (Western) world, it is not uncommon for individuals to experience loneliness “most sharply in the company of others” (p. 476) such as in crowded cities or refugee camps. The modern phenomenon of “the unnatural conformism of mass society” (Arendt, 1998, p. 58) – of what Arendt also refers to as the social realm – has destroyed both the public and the private domain, and subsequently, says Arendt, “the mass phenomenon of loneliness…has assumed its most extreme and most antihuman form” (p. 59). As a cinematic case in point, the naïve, yet goodhearted character Joe Buck in John Schlesinger’s Midnight Cowboy epitomizes the lonely man in the mass, albeit free, lonely crowd. It is only when he flees the maddening Manhattan masses of his own freedom-volition while caring for his dying and sole/soul friend, Enrico “Ratso” Rizzo that the pervasive feeling of aloneness transforms into “a mutually predicated relationship” known as “friendship” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 98). Following Augustine, Arendt explains that a “pair of friends forms a unity, a One, insofar and as long as they are friends.” With the camera panning between spectators gawking at Enrico and others self-absorbed in less than meaningful activities, this two-in-one bond is magnified when Enrico dies, Joe’s arms tenderly wrapped around him as the scene slowly fades to black.

Fromm (2006) also speaks to the human experience of separation and unity; “the frightening experience of aloneness” (p. 12) reveals itself most clearly in the “union of herd conformity” (p. 13), which is nothing but a pseudo-union, a pseudo-belonging. The deeper concern over human sameness or mass conformism – which is different than the cosmopolitan notion of having “shared horizons of meaning” (Appiah, 2006, p. 81) that inevitably involve debates over “the same values” – has to do with sameness’s incompatibility with the practice of loving. Totalitarianism, a system of hate, destroys human plurality by “pressing men against each
Juxtaposed with Arendt’s (1998) belief that “love, by reason of its passion, destroys the in-between which relates us to and separates us from others” (p. 242), stands philosopher Michel Serres’ position which says that love is the space between. Love is “defined as an intermediary…neither a god nor a mortal, neither rich nor poor” (Serres as cited in Edgerton, 1996, p. 62-63). Unlike Arendt, I am hesitant to say that love destroys anything, especially freedom.

*The Handmaid’s Tale* and *Brave New World* act as novel cases to examine the relationship between love and freedom. Forced to have sex with her Commander (read: command-her), Fred, for the purposes of procreation, Offred (read: property-of-Fred) tells her readers: “nobody dies from lack of sex. It’s lack of love we die from. There’s nobody here I can love” (Atwood, 1998, p. 103). What “he wants is intimacy, but I can’t give him that” (p. 211). Intimacy, or *cupiditas*, can only arise in a space of freedom, a space to breathe which Offred’s world does not have. Similarly, the Alphas, Betas, Deltas, and other carbon copy caste characters in Huxley’s novel illustrate the ways in which “automatons cannot love” (Fromm, 2006, p. 81).

Guest of the inhospitable World State, John the Savage desperately seeks love from Alpha female Lenina, who has no understanding of what love is or why one would want it. As there is no freedom in the World State, it is impossible for love to blossom. In an act of defiance against the heartlessness of civilization, John the Savage throws handfuls of the popular drug *soma*—“poison to the soul as well as the body” (Huxley, 1932, p. 211) – out a hospital room window, shouting out to all and none: “But do you like being slaves” (p. 212)? “Free, free…You’re free” (p. 213)! As the Savage throws the many “pill boxes of *soma* tablets” away, his would-be friend, Bernard Marx whispers to Helmholtz Watson, “he’s mad” (p. 213), no doubt in much the same way Madame Schachter in *Night* and Nietzsche’s madman were mad. “I have come too early,” says Nietzsche’s madman. “My time has not come yet. This tremendous event is still on its way, still wandering – it has not yet reached the ears of man” (Nietzsche and Kaufmann, 1977, p. 96). In the throwing and fighting frenzy, “in ran the police…goggle-eyed and swine-snouted in their gas-masks…Three men with spraying machines…pumped thick clouds of *soma* vapour into the air” (Huxley, 1932, p. 214) until everyone was sedated and oh-so-happy. In their *soma* vapor stupor, a pre-recorded anti-riot speech rolls, straight “from the depths of a non-existent heart” (p. 215). In their last moment in time together, the Savage, Bernard, and Helmholtz remain silent and...
sad. “[F]or in their sadness was the symptom of their love for one another—three young men were happy” (p. 242) in, or because of, their great despair. Desiring to leave the World State, Bernard and Helmholtz ask the Savage in unison where he will go: “Anywhere, I don’t care. So long as I can be alone” (p. 243). It was Roman statesman Cato (as cited in Arendt 1973) who first described the difference between loneliness and solitude in his famous paradox: “never was he less lonely than when he was in solitude” (p. 476). It is in the solitude and freedom of a room of one’s own that one can learn to love oneself— which is different than Arendt’s critique of self-involved *amor sui* or narcissism— and then be able to share that love with others.

True acts of love, moreover, are done “voluntary[ily]” (Fromm, 2006, p. 26) – i.e., willingly – just as true acts of hospitality are done “graciously” (Derrida, 2000, p. 83) as in the case of the Tunisian families opening their doors to Libyan neighbors seeking refuge from the Qaddafi regime. Though we have a duty to care for the heart, says Dostoevsky (see Cherkasova, 2008), we cannot enforce the heart to care or teach it strategies to show empathy toward others. The heart does not strategize, yet the heart’s abilities to do good deeds, like that of the mind’s abilities, can be cultivated. Nevertheless, the verbiage frequently used in the political strand of cosmopolitanism is one of moral obligations to others as grounded in imperatives which derive from “*justify[ing] my action with reasons*” (Benhabib, 2006, p. 18) and in “the unconditional right to have rights” (Honig as cited in Benhabib, 2006, p. 117; Derrida 2001). The latter implies a form of “world-building that is not incompatible with the project of constructing juridical institutions and safeguards” but which is, nonetheless, skeptical of Foucauldian “sedimentations of power” (Honig as cited in Benhabib, 2006, p. 117) that are often found in such safeguards. The notion of a duty to love others and a (juridical) right to receive love is oxymoronic, yet it is love – which comes in the form of the child, friendship, storytelling, listening, forgiving, and making promises – that saves the world. While political theory works largely within the domain of justice, law, liberty, and rights, we are reminded that one of the greatest political thinkers of the 20th century has based much of her life’s work on that which has typically not received much attention in political theorizing writ large: willing and loving. Political cosmopolitanism is no different in this respect.

If philosophy “in its cosmopolitan sense” asks “what is a human being?” (Kant, 2006), then Jean Vanier (1998) offers us insight into this question. One becomes human by liberating
“the human heart from the tentacles of chaos and loneliness, and from those fears that provoke us to exclude and reject others” (p. 5). Vanier’s insights reverberate with the heartlessness that has become manifest in Japan where “uncontaminated” people fear being radioactively contaminated by others. This fear has provoked acts of hostility rather than hospitality to victims of the nuclear disaster. Not so different from Arendt (1998, see p. 236-243), Derrida (2001, see p. 27-38), or Kurasawa (2007, see p. 56-93), Vanier (1998) believes that we become truly human when we forgive and learn to love our enemies – a radical act of liberation from “self-centred compulsions and inner hurts” (p. 5). For Arendt, (1996) self-centered impulses – a particular type of self-love, amor sui, which “gives rise to perplexed self-searching” (p. 37) – is, in the modern world, transformed into “innerworldly alienation” (1998, p. 251) in which an individual’s “exclusive concern [is] with the self, as distinguished from the soul” and is “the hallmark of the modern age” (p. 254).

Such soullessness can also be found in a culture of presentism where “subjectivity dissolves into a series of sensory experiences, always accented by their immediacy” (Pinar, 2012, p. 225); in such a culture, past and future, self and other, private and public blur into one big unintelligible blob that Arendt (1998) calls disdainfully “the realm of the social” (p. 41). Huxley’s (1932) “feelies” (p. 165) are a potent illustration of unworldly presentism and self-centeredness. John the Savage and Lenina go to a feely – entitled Three Weeks in a Helicopter. An All-Super-Singing, Synthetic-Talking, Coloured, Stereoscopic Feely. With Synchronized Scent-Organ Accompaniment – together, yet in total isolation. “Take hold of those metal knobs on the arms of your chair,” says Lenina to the Savage. “Otherwise you won’t get any of the feely effects” (p. 167). Absurd on one hand; totally realistic on the other. In the second decade of the 21st century, the new mantra could sound like this: Put on those 3-D glasses, otherwise you won’t get any of the 3-D effects. What does a society fixated on sensory s(t)imulation have to do with ethical responsibility? Citing scientific research on cyberculture, Pinar (2012) knows that “being glued to the screen” (p. 150) not only chips away at the ability to make judgments, but also endangers empathetic feelings, clouds the memory, and erodes the personality. Cultivating ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion is that much more urgent and that much more difficult to foster given the normalization of screen culture in places of learning such as
classrooms; places, it is the hope, which prepare the young “to assume responsibility for the world” (Arendt, 2006a, p. 187).

Being transfixed by the screen, and often with those Bradburian “seashells” stuffed in one’s ears, is but a manifestation of the superficial concern with the self, not understanding of the self that enables taking interest in or compassion for others. Kant (1983) and Appiah (2006) remind that we have obligations to those others with whom we share the planet; yet those who lack “interest in the needs of others, and respect for their dignity and integrity” are “basically unable to love” (Fromm, 2006, p. 56) or to belong to a community. Belonging, however, does not entail an allegiance to a geographic place; rather, belonging “is a school of love where we learn to open up to others and to the world around us” (Vanier, 1998, p. 41). In this way, a distinction can be drawn between belonging and conformity. The problem for John the Savage is that he longs to open up to others, to belong but not to conform, yet he is trapped in a totalitarian world order where belonging lacks meaning or consequence. In the end, the Savage retreats into himself precisely in the way Epictetus describes that of eremos, the lonely man, who “finds himself surrounded by others with whom he cannot establish contact or to whose hostility he is exposed” (Arendt, 1973, p. 476).

One might speculate that refugees from Fukushima have experienced a similar kind of retreat into the self that both Epictetus via Arendt and Christopher Lasch via Pinar describe in their works on past totalitarianisms and present authoritarianism in and outside of the sphere of education, respectively, given the factual truths of living lives that “no longer seem safe, let alone supportive or worthy of their emotional investment” (Pinar, 2012, p. 4). As Jacobs (2012b) discusses in his lecture on social mobilization in Japan after Fukushima, people have been “dislocate[ed] from traditional lands,” which has contributed to “social breakdowns” and the severing of bonds between peoples. On a similar note, Naka Shimizu, the aid to the mayor of Namie, says that “[w]e weren’t forgotten…we were ignored” (Craft, 2011). In a special report consisting of letters from students of the disaster area, the general concern these students reiterated was that they felt anxious about their future and a sense of “loneliness” in “not being able to go back home” (A Year since the Disaster: The View of Students, 2012). Such themes of loneliness and un/belonging can be seen in the political theorizing of totalitarianism, the particular catastrophe of Fukushima, and in literature which narrate these real concerns in
fictitious stories. In fact, we might say that these various disciplinary voices – theoretical and empirical, factual and fictitious – create a plurality of perspectives and subsequently a deeper understanding of the subject of loneliness and belonging in extreme situations.

In stark contrast to the experience of *eremos* – which is experienced by the masses most profoundly under totalitarian conditions – is that of *sensus communis* – which can only be experienced under conditions of freedom. Kant (as cited in Arendt, 1978) calls belonging to a community “enlargement of the mind” (p. 157); such enlargement allows for “feelings and emotions” (Kant as cited in Arendt, 1982, p. 74) to be communicated to others, and the better they are communicated, the closer we become to perpetual peace. At least, this is Kant’s hope. Living peacefully, however, does not mean “the elimination of conflict” (Arendt, 1982, p. 74). While we have hardly arrived at such a time or place, it is my position that enlargement of the mind and the heart are needed to move us toward *being* cosmopolitan in a world where actually existing cosmopolitanism is already upon us, whether we “want to recognize it, or not” (Beck, 2009, p. 56). As a case in point, it might be psychically easier though materially riskier to ignore the invisible fallout from Fukushima which has already crossed over the entire northern hemisphere (Hixson, 2012a); it is another thing to continue building nuclear power plants as if Fukushima never happened. Can ethics be nuked? In a world where everything is permitted, anything is possible.

While Beck (2009) speaks of “the globalization of compassion” in which individuals donate time and money for relief efforts to cosmopolitan catastrophes, Arendt (2006c) is suspect of the role that compassion has played in the socio-political realm. For Arendt, taking *inter-*est in others – rather than having compassion for others – is part of building a common world. *Inter-*est lies in the resources of reason, compassion in that of the heart. Despite the fact that Arendt (2006c) writes in more than one place on the redeeming power of love, she reminds us that the heart is where compassion derives from and, in the political realm, compassion has been perverted into “pity” for “*les hommes faibles*” (p. 78-79) as was the case during the French Revolution. In short, interest is safer than compassion; reason, superior to the heart. Have we not arrived at a time in which we can cultivate a cosmopolitan ethic in both the mind *and* the heart? Must reason’s reasoning – i.e., “the heart has its reasons that reason cannot understand” (Pascal
as cited Cherkasova, 2008, p. 76) – sever the head from the heart? Love – e.g., as articulated as amore mundi via Arendt and Fromm’s art of loving – binds the two together.

Speaking from a feminist perspective, Edgerton (1996) points out that since love is not deemed “rational,” it has been marginalized by much of “Western rationalist masculine discourse” (p. 65). Such marginalization happens in more places than the West. We can recall the reaction female politician Akira Matsu (Japanese Upper House Budget Committee meeting, 2011) faced in a room of male politicians when pleading her case for children of Fukushima to not be treated as traitors for refusing to drink possibly cesium contaminated milk at school. Her concerns were treated as ridiculous, irrational, unreal. While Arendt teaches us the importance of maintaining distinctions in the modern, social realm where distinctions disappear altogether, Edgerton (1996) indicates that the dualism between agapé/eros is artificial and meant to privilege the former. Agape is connected to the mind and that which is “masculine” while eros is banished to the body and that which is “feminine.” Coincidentally, it was Saint Augustine who viewed women “as virtually all body with no mind…and limited souls” (p. 65). There has been much criticism written by feminist scholars on Hannah Arendt’s disregard toward the women’s movement, and that work, while important (see Honig, 1995), goes beyond the scope of my own; nonetheless, Edgerton’s (1996) own study on “love in the margins” (p. 62-71) provokes me to consider if the distinction that Arendt makes between respect and compassion is likewise artificial. It is Arendt who well understood that “political phenomena emerge from an opaque and impenetrable darkness, which is the human heart” (Vollrath, 1977, p. 166) – a truth she cannot explain but one that “may yet be illuminated by the insight of poets.” Knowing that Arendt held deep respect for poetic insight as illustrated in both the content and literary quality of her own writing, we cannot say her work is aligned with either “masculine” or “feminine” forms of discourse. Her narrative style puts the imagination on equal footing with that of common sense reasoning. For Arendt, it is the interplay between the two that is necessary for building a human(e) world.

In his writings on loneliness and belonging, Vanier (1998) believes that we become human when we learn to show compassion for and open up our hearts to weakness – to les hommes faibles – as has been the case in his own life’s work with people with disabilities. Following Vanier, it would seem, then, that the heart has been closed when reflecting on those
recent and more distant stories concerning human rights violations enacted upon people with disabilities in Fukushima since the triple disaster (Shiraishi, 2012); under the Nazis, the disabled were the first group of people sent to their deaths. In helping the weak and vulnerable, however, we do not claim invulnerability; rather, we recognize that vulnerability “characterizes the ontological status of [being] human” (Cavarero, 2009, p. 20). Connected to the idea of showing compassion is acting humanely. The “idea of humaneness,” says Hansen (2011, p. 22) is “a mode of work” (p. 23) and can be found in a cosmopolitan lineage dating back to ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius whose sympathies were not partisan but broad in scope (p. 22). Confucius believed that humaneness, moreover, is cultivated through “formal education” (p. 23).

Nonetheless, much of western philosophy from Plato, to Descartes, and Nietzsche “has ignored ‘human vulnerability and affliction’ and ‘the connections between them and our dependence on others’” (MacIntyre as cited in Cavarero, 2009, p. 21) in its discourse. Moreover, showing compassion and developing the capacity to love others stands at odds with a society that “encourages an ethics of economy, of winning, and of power” (Vanier, 1998, p. 51-2).

Extending this line of thought, Vanier believes, as do I, that the path to freedom is not found in being “governed solely by economics” (p. 125). “Is it not possible,” he asks, “to work for love and peace” instead? Vanier is not the only thinker I draw from here that critiques the preponderant role of economics in our lives. For Derrida (2001), the problem with the “‘mean-minded’ juridical tradition [in France]” is that it is “under the control of the demographico-economic interest” (p. 11-12). Pinar recognizes that thinking “economistically” (Judt as cited in Pinar, 2012, p. xi) erodes “public purpose” and empties meaning from young people’s lives (p. xii). Public purpose ought to include sharing and caring for instead of competing with – in a social Darwinian ‘will to power’ sense – our fellow human beings. As will be taken up in the following chapter, Raskolnikov’s will to power leads him on a path to self-and-other destruction. The one political cosmopolitan thinker, i.e., Kurasawa (2007) who embraces interest and compassion, mind and heart, in working toward global justice makes a similar point regarding the dangers of thinking economistically: such institutional apathy that Western governments and transnational structures show to global injustices is inextricably related to the self-centered desire to put one’s own “geopolitical and socio-economic interests ahead” (p. 41) of the greater global good. In a world at risk, putting oneself ahead of others lacks common sense: ahead of what?
While these writers – Vanier, Hansen, Derrida, Pinar, and Kurasawa – speak from a general perspective on the incompatibility between an ethic of economy and an ethic of compassion and/or of public good, the actual unfolding of such general criticisms of the former have played out in particular, devastating fashion under Japan’s nuclear power village.

In this chapter, I have spoken to the vital role that a political ethic of compassion ought to play in living in and working toward a habitable, sustainable world. In speaking upon such an ethic, I have drawn from a spectrum of thinkers who have theorized love, care, and compassion in varying capacities, from Erich Fromm’s love as an activity rather than an ideal to strive toward, Vanier’s humanitarianism which contends that loving the weak and excluded others helps us to become human, to Kurasawa who places value upon expressionism and rationalism, the heart and the mind, in working toward global justice. In many respects, Hannah Arendt has been the key, albeit unlikely theorist to open the door to such a conversation. While her less illustrious writings on love have been attended to by Arendtian scholars for their own sake, there has been, to date, little contribution to the ways these writings might contribute to the timely scholarship on political cosmopolitanism, a line of thinking that is indebted to Arendt herself. Such scholarship has also been theoretical-general in orientation. Inspired by Arendt’s emphasis on the particular, I have looked at specific stories, both factual (e.g., the Nazi death camps and Fukushima) and fictitious (e.g., Brave New World and The Handmaid’s Tale), which provide different points of entry into and nuances upon the subjects of love, hate, loneliness, and belonging as lived under extreme circumstances. In working between generals and particulars – a movement Arendt herself performed throughout her life’s work – I call on scholars, teachers, students, activists, artists, scientists, politicians, and all cosmopolitan citizens alike to contemplate and act upon the ways in which ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion are not activities at odds with each other but productive ways of being together, in communion with the world, moving us toward a humane future without making claims to solve the future. To omit the subject of love in scholarship on political cosmopolitanism is a mistake. To belittle it is madness.

As cosmopolitanism is a paradox and the political strand itself is built on the Arendtian “right to have rights” paradox, I consider another paradox often cited by Arendt as a bridge to the next chapter. In the final pages of Origins, Arendt includes a statement by Cato on the productive capacity of being in solitude. A similar version of this same statement acts as the final words in
The Human Condition, words which also segue from her study of the vita activa to her final and unfinished work on the vita contemplativa, or The Life of the Mind. Responding directly to this paradox 20 years later, Arendt (1978: 1) holds: “What are we ‘doing’ when we do nothing but think?” (p. 8) – “doing” in this capacity launches her study of Thinking, volume I of The Life of the Mind. If “philosophy and poetry…sprang from the same source—which is thinking” as Aristotle and Heidegger hold (p. 8), then it seems valuable to visit the subject of the literate arts more closely. In the interest of working within the particular, I next turn to an author and novel to explore the subject of judgment and compassion and their implications for a cosmopolitan education. That writer would be Fyodor Dostoevsky whose story Crime and Punishment provides a curious if not counter-intuitive case to study the ways in which a piece of 19th century Russian literature resonates with our present “world at risk” (Beck, 2009) circumstances.
Chapter 5: Practicing a Cosmopolitan Education: The Case of Crime and Punishment

The cosmopolitan cause of curriculum studies calls upon us to contradict the inevitable provincialism of knowing only one’s own field.

William Pinar (2013, p. 6)

Examples are the go-cart of judgments.

Immanuel Kant (as cited in Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 272)

5.1 Crime and Punishment: An Allegory for a World at Risk?

It is not the intent of this chapter to provide an exhaustive analysis of Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment (CP). At the same time, selecting parts of the novel that might resonate with the subject and work of a cosmopolitan education can prove problematic if those parts are decontextualized from either the whole of the text via formalist readings or from the whole that, in the hermeneutic tradition, considers understanding as an intersubjective experience. When we speak of moving between objectivity and subjectivity, dialogue or conversation becomes the key feature in and for understanding oneself and a real or imagined human plurality, such as that found in CP and the scholarship surrounding this novel. As discussed in chapter 4, “making conversation” is part of the “challenge” not “solution” of the cosmopolitan enterprise (Appiah, 2006, p. xv) and curricular enterprise, particularly in a cosmopolitan sense. “Like education itself, cosmopolitanism is imperfect” (Pinar, 2011, p. 20). Conversation in its cosmopolitan connotation – i.e., conversation that expands one’s horizon thereby moving toward worldliness – opens the doors to showing interest in, acting compassionately to, and making judgments upon the world. Lecturing upon Kant’s Critique of Judgement, Arendt (1982) said: “One judges always as a member of a community, guided by one’s community sense…one is a member of a world community by the sheer fact of being human; this is one’s ‘cosmopolitan existence’” (p. 75).

When we think about cosmopolitanism in methodological terms – something that Beck (2006) has begun to do in empirical social science research which makes “investigation of border crossings and other transnational phenomena possible” (p. 1) – it would seem that in the humanities, reading, interpreting, and discussing world literature with others and in “dialogue
between me and myself” (Arendt, 1973, p. 476) could also constitute a metaphoric “border crossing” that may help enlarge the mind, thereby moving toward the kind of cosmopolitan existence Kant envisioned. Indeed, Fokemma’s (1998) “Toward a New Cosmopolitanism” is precisely about the ways in which reading fiction and poetry from other places “can transport us to that different cultural environment” (p. 15), and ones which we may initially find “alien or even hostile” (p. 9). “In a roundabout way,” Fokemma adds, “the literary-aesthetic reading of texts has the ethical effect of offering us a glance across borders that separate us from other cultures” (p. 9). For purposes of clarity, however, to “glance across borders” like Kant’s “enlargement of the mind” does not literally mean to know what someone else might be thinking or feeling. Rather, we are speaking of “train[ing] your imagination to go visiting” (Arendt, 1978, 2: p. 257). There is nothing terribly novel about the argument that reading literature broadens one’s horizon in this way. That said, in the year 1998, there was still little scholarship on how the travelling imagination might cultivate a cosmopolitan sensibility. Martha Nussbaum’s (1997) *Cultivating Humanity* would be an exception.38

While Fokemma (1998) discusses ways in which reading literature from different corners of the world helps readers “overcome cultural barriers” (p. 15) thereby moving toward cosmopolitan understanding, in the early 21st century, a cottage industry has also cropped up on what is being touted as cosmopolitan literature (e.g., Walkowitz, 2007; Agathocleous, 2010; Schoene, 2012). Indeed, a more obvious route for me to take in this chapter would be to seek out – or better yet discover – a piece of literature from within the new cosmopolitan tradition, with characters who have worldly sensibilities, settings that cross national barriers, themes that embrace Difference in varying capacities, and/or narrative styles that seems to wander like the story’s plot. Writers such as Salmon Rushdie, Kazuo Ishiguro, J.M. Coetzee, and Gertrude Stein come to mind, respectively. Certainly, Dostoevsky is not an author one thinks of as particularly cosmopolitan. It is no secret that Dostoevsky had “Slavophile sympathies” (Lavrin, 1962), a patriotic “Russian heart” (Frank, 2010, p. 243). And CP seems particularly anti-cosmopolitan with its anti-Western overtones and anti-Semitic undertones, as will be discussed in more detail to follow. CP values Eastern Orthodox Christianity over those 19th century “latest ideas” coming from the West in which, Dostoevsky (1989) infers via his story’s villain, “the sentiment of compassion is actually prohibited by science” (p. 11). While cosmopolitanism has been
associated with Enlightenment-science (Popkewitz, 2008, p. 15) and urban living (p. 167), CP endorses rustic, peasant life over the “filth and squalor and evil smells” of cities like Saint Petersburg (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 62) where it is impossible to breathe fresh air (p. 203).

The question then follows, what purpose does it serve to write about Dostoevsky and CP on a dissertation about cosmopolitanism? In this chapter, I will discuss several aspects of the novel and scholarship on the novel that extend the work I have begun in previous chapters on judgment, compassion, and world risks (turned catastrophe), three key components I tie to a cosmopolitan education. To recount, I have argued that the fusion of ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion are essential in working toward a habitable world for all. In making this argument, I have drawn upon Arendt’s intersubjective style when theorizing the public realm – also referred to as Arendt’s “situated impartiality” (Disch, 1993, p. 666) – by considering a “plurality of perspectives” concerned with human rights and global justice. With the help of Beck (2009), I have also extended conceptions of cosmopolitanism by taking up the subject of Fukushima as a never-ending story-catastrophe of planetary proportion. Fukushima teaches us about what is at stake in ignoring, hiding, and lying about the dangers and “unintended side effect” (p. 92) of one – if not the pinnacle – of modern-man’s triumphs: the splitting of the atom. With the intent to see-in-the-real what ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion might (not) look like, I have interwoven fiction, poetry, testimonial literature, news articles, and blog postings that require making judgments upon and showing compassion for a “non-excludable plurality” (Beck, 2009, p. 57). How can writing about CP help bring forth and tie together this effort?

Following his work on currere as a method to “reconceptualize curriculum from course objectives to complicated conversation,” Pinar (2012, p. 47) turns to the subject of allegory. Allegory is thematically resonant with though acts as an alternative approach to engaging in the work of “understanding self and society through study” (p. 52). Allegory refocuses education from “teaching to the test” (Nussbaum as cited in Pinar, 2012, p. 57) to questions which elicit “erudition and judgment” (Pinar, 2012, p. 57). Different from autobiography which narrates the always elusive story of “I,” allegory simultaneously “narrates a specific story” of “ethical, political, always intellectual” merit while also “hint[ing] at a more general significance” (p. 50). In this way, allegories – and working allegorically – resonate with Kant’s Critique of Judgement,
which requires the judge to make judgments upon particulars in order to arrive at general standpoints. The difference being, Kant, as a philosopher, does not deliberate upon any examples to help him arrive at general viewpoints. As a curriculum theorist who invokes the particular – as a case in point we are reminded that his study of cosmopolitanism (Pinar, 2009) is biographical, sketching the lives of three public individuals – Pinar (2012) writes about a specific, past moment in time, i.e., Weimar Germany and the lives of young people living in this time and place that hint at the “totalitarian temptation” (p. 63) of United States public education today. This temptation, Pinar adds, is not achieved “through Nazi-style burning of books but through standardized testing.” Drawing parallels between these two moments in time indeed creates a pessimistic picture of the present knowing what we know about the fate of the Weimar Republic. Though we cannot know for certain what the future will be (indeed it’s hard enough to make sense of the present), if we pay attention and respond to a spectrum of warning signs from the transparent to the opaque – and rather transparent warning signs, by the way, were not heeded at Fukushima Daiichi – that are found in the present, this can help enlighten the past, present, and future as Pinar’s (2012) book contends.

How does reading CP allegorically help inform our current “‘cosmopolitan moment’ of world society” (Beck, 2009, p. 48)? In the following sections of this chapter, I will attend to three aspects of this novel that provide new and hopefully deeper avenues into the workings of the heart and the mind, and the ways in which depictions of such workings help inform our present. First, I will discuss the protagonist Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov’s inner conflict – and raskol means “schism or split” (Gibian as cited in Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 466) – between his spontaneous sense of compassion (the heart’s mystery) and his calculating labor at reasoning (the mind’s logic). Second, I will juxtapose Raskolnikov’s crime to the “crime” of the story’s “indisputable villain” (Welch, 1976, p. 135), Peter Petrovich Luzhin. Key to this second part will be to also look at the various ways Luzhin has been interpreted by scholarship on this novel. It is my position that CP presents an occasion to think ethically – which requires contemplating a plurality of perspectives – about un/conscious attitudes toward Luzhin, who I argue is a prototype for “rootless cosmopolitans.” The term “rootless cosmopolitan,” coined by Stalin, was code language for Jewish intellectuals who did not show enough patriotism or allegiance to the Soviet fatherland. As Appiah (2006) puts it, under both Hitler and Stalin, “anti-cosmopolitanism
was often just a euphemism for anti-Semitism” (p. xvi). Last, I will interpret Raskolnikov’s
dream of a worldwide plague, keeping in mind Kant’s writings on sensus communis. Functioning
as its own symbol or allegory for Raskolnikov’s “extraordinary people” theory says scholarship
on the subject, those infected with the plague had lost their minds but believed themselves to be
wise. They “considered their judgements, their scientific deductions, or their moral convictions
and creeds…infallible” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 461), yet they “did not know how or whom to
judge and could not agree what was evil and what good.” Raskolnikov’s dream foreshadows the
ways in which humanity has and very well might respond in the future to world risks turned
immanent catastrophe, particularly those in which “radioactive poisoning of the atmosphere”
(see Jaspers, 1961, p. 1) is an in/disputable reality.

5.2 Dostoevsky on Spontaneity, Compassion, and Forgiveness

Dostoevsky’s philosophical orientation is not exactly a mystery. Indeed, CP itself is held
together by a “tight-knit ideological-thematic texture” as Dostoevsky’s chief biographer Joseph
Frank (2010, p. 483) notes in his own interpretation of the novel. At the center of this texture is
Raskolnikov, fluctuating between his spontaneous, good-natured sense of compassion for the
vulnerable and poverty-stricken and his calculating, deductive reasoning articulated in a
scholarly article he publishes called “Concerning Crime.” Forming the basis for the story’s
subject, the ideas in the article center on his “extraordinary people” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 219)
theory in which certain Napoléon-like persons can act above the law, without consequence in
“service to humanity and the common good” (p. 56) even if that common good involves
murdering others to get there. “One death, and a hundred lives in exchange—why, it’s simple
arithmetic!” (p. 56), Raskolnikov overhears others speaking on the “louse” pawnbroker, Alena
Ivanovna. Testing his theory out on Alena, Raskolnikov commits cold-blooded murder for the
so-called greater good, planning to share her riches with those who need it most; a plan of action
that all but disappears after he kills her. In a word, these two sides of his personality – the kind-
hearted, charitable Raskolnikov which will be discussed momentarily and the clinically-minded,
egoistic Raskolnikov – are personifications of Dostoevsky’s prejudice for “Christian morality of
love” (Frank, 2010, p. 508) over those Enlightenment ideas coming from the West, particularly
utilitarianism and science.
It is the former side of Raskolnikov’s character which we are presently concerned with as it points to spontaneous, hospitable, selfless actions to those in need – like those recent real-life actions by the people of Tataouine, Tunisia, toward those fleeing Qaddafi (Sayare, 2011) as described in chapter 4 – which help inform an ethic of compassion. This is not to say that such an ethic requires adhering to a religious doctrine despite the fact that it is framed as such by Dostoevsky. As secular-oriented Kurasawa (2007) reminds, “our capacity to feel compassion” to the vulnerable and those in pain touches on “our very humanity” (p. 45) while “economic truth” and “[s]cience says: love yourself first of all, for everything in the world is based on personal interest” according to Dostoevsky’s (1989, p. 126) villain, Luzhin.

Appearing incidental to the greater working of the story, Raskolnikov comes across a young girl walking on the streets of Saint Petersburg whom he soon realizes is drunk and has been taken advantage of sexually. No sooner does he notice her condition, that he sees a preening “fat dandy” (p. 40) making advances toward her. It is at this moment where Raskolnikov – the young man who just previously had been focusing his energies upon the logistics of murdering the moneylender, Alena – shows a “sincere compassion” upon his face for the defenseless girl. Turning to a police officer for help, he hands him the last of his own copecks to make sure the girl gets home safely via taxi. After leaving the scene, Raskolnikov thinks back on his spontaneity, becoming indignant for acting charitable. “Why did I take it on myself to interfere?...Have I any right to help?” (p. 43). The more he thinks upon the act, the more convinced he is that helping someone in need was a mistake, for “such and such a percentage they say, must go every year...to the devil...They have some capital words: they are so soothing and scientific. Once you’ve said ‘a percentage’ there is no need to worry any more” (p. 43). In contrast to Raskolnikov’s spontaneous acts of charity is his act of murder, done with an axe “almost mechanically” (p. 65). Juxtaposed, these two scenes highlight Raskolnikov’s psychic split which set the stage for the story’s crisis and Raskolnikov’s subsequent conversion from nihilistic isolation to Christian belonging. These scenes also paint an extreme picture where the human faculty of reason, which requires using the mind, reveals one’s inhumanity whereas spontaneous action, which is done with the heart and without thinking, reveals one’s humanity.

In a similar instance and tied deeply to the workings of the plot, Raskolnikov first encounters Semen Marmeladov in a public house. In a drunken stupor, Marmeladov tells
Raskolnikov the story of his family and daughter, Sonya, who is forced into prostitution to support the rest of her family including three younger half-siblings and her father’s drinking habits. While others in the bar laugh cynically at Marmeladov’s life story, Raskolnikov “had already made up his mind to help him” (p. 19). After assisting the stranger turned friend home, he acts with gracious spontaneity before reflecting upon his impulsivity:

As he went out, Raskolnikov, thrusting his hand into his pocket and scraping together the coppers remaining from the rouble he had changed in the tavern, managed to put them unobserved on the window-sill. Afterwards, on his way downstairs, he repented of his action and almost turned back. “What a stupid thing to do,” he thought, “since after all they have Sonya and I need it myself.” Poor Sonya! What a gold-mine they’ve managed to get hold of there!—and profit from! (p. 22)

As discussed in previous chapters, Arendt speaks in more than one place on the connection among spontaneity, freedom, and action. We might reflect on this connection in relation to the passage from CP referenced above. For Arendt (2006b), freedom is connected to the ability to act freely; that is, without “intended goal as a predictable effect on the other” (p. 150). “Action, insofar as it is free,” Arendt adds, “is neither under the guidance of the intellect nor under the dictate of the will.” Indeed, the faculty of action “interrupts the inexorable automatic course of daily life” (Arendt, 1998, p. 246); an automatic process taken to an extreme in CP as illustrated in the paradox of Raskolnikov’s plotted and mechanical murder. Like Arendt, Dostoevsky places freedom within a non-space liberated from the workings of the intellect. Different than Arendt, however, Dostoevsky sees the “mystery of freedom as revealed in Christ” (Zenkofsky as cited in Knight, 2000, p. 42). In this way, Raskolnikov’s free actions are “contingent” (Knight, 2000, p. 45) in that they are done in accordance with Christian values, such as those found in Luke 6:38 – Give, and it will be given to you – and Matthew 5:42 – Give to him that asks you, and from him that would borrow of you turn not you away – who is implicitly critical of usury, a point to be developed momentarily. In other words, Raskolnikov’s compassion, while spontaneous, is spontaneous and compassionate only to a point. Moreover, Raskolnikov’s spontaneity, ironically, is but a representation of Dostoevsky’s philosophical convictions. For example, Raskolnikov acts
spontaneously when showing irrational compassion (a Christian sentiment) for vulnerable others; he acts with rational calculation (an Enlightenment orientation) when committing the cruel act of murder. Arguably one of the great novels of world literature, Curtler (2004) contends that CP is an artistic failure because Dostoevsky’s belief system overpowers his artistic inclinations: “Dostoevsky’s mature writing was a battle between the man’s urge to make pronouncements and the poet’s need to control those urges” (p. 1). Those pronouncements get played out in Raskolnikov and the other characters in CP who reflect different aspects of the protagonist’s “inner oscillations” (Frank, 2010, p. 483).

The practice of usury, it should be noted, was prohibited by the Church as early as the 14th century. Subsequently, Jews, who were marginalized from many other professions, began to work in money-oriented occupations and became successful in this domain over the centuries. In the 19th century, this success culminated, so to speak, in the Rothschild banking family of England. Dostoevsky (2004) was knowledgeable of the Rothschilds as illustrated in his novel, The Adolescent, whose protagonist has fantasies of becoming “as rich as Rothschild” (p. 78). It is the moneylender Alena in CP, no less – “rich as a Jew” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 54) – who Raskolnikov murders in the name of a greater common good. In his confession to Sonya, however, Raskolnikov admits that he did not kill her to help humanity whatsoever; in fact, the only reason he killed her was to see if he could enact his theory that “there are no real barriers” (p. 23). Yet, the moment he killed, his life was forever destroyed as depicted in his psychological disintegration which becomes the story’s punishment as illustrated in its title: “I killed myself, not that old creature! There and then I murdered myself at one blow, for ever!” (p. 354). In making this rather unrepentant confession, the devout, self-sacrificing Sonya tells Raskolnikov that he must:

stand at the cross-roads, first bow down and kiss the earth you have desecrated, then bow to the whole world, to the four corners of the earth, and say aloud to all the world “I have done murder.” Then God will send you life again.” (p. 355)

If Raskolnikov does not atone for his crime, Sonya adds, he “will have ceased to be a human being.”
For Dostoevsky, what is a human being? To be human as articulated in this pivotal scene means to believe in and turn one’s life over to a power greater than oneself (in this case, Christ), something that modern man, whose newfound faith in science, economic theory, and, in the 20th century, existentialism – the latter presaged by Dostoevsky in *Notes from Underground* (see Kaufman, 1975) – does not do, according to the great author. Ironically, modern man has replaced God with science and economism. In giving voice to the meaning of human life, Dostoevsky creates a character in Raskolnikov who acts on “a new word” (p. 2) – i.e., “man holds the fate of the world in his two hands” (p. 1) – only to see this character crumble under the weight of this error that is the spiritual malaise infecting Europe.39 Ironically, in his attempt to overcome his “ordinary” (p. 219) humanity, Raskolnikov becomes less than ordinary, “a louse” (p. 354), in his mind’s eye. Deceived by the logic of his contorted will to power theory, Raskolnikov suffers self-induced unhappiness and loneliness as a consequence of murdering another human being. “There is no one, no one, unhappier than you” (p. 347), Sonya tells Raskolnikov as he prepares to confess his crime. After his confession, we learn “never, never before, had he felt so terribly alone” (p. 359) because he has yet to truly atone for his crime. In repenting for his sins in the story’s epilogue, Raskolnikov is “resurrect[ed] into a new life” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 463) of “infinite happiness” (p. 464) and “infinite love” that is God’s compassion and mercy. Dostoevsky knows how to move his readers. Indeed, he is “an acknowledged master of the art of tragic pathos” (Ivask, 1962, p. 154).

God’s mercy toward Raskolnikov is foreshadowed, moreover, in Marmeladov’s monologue on the Lord’s Prayer near the story’s opening: “And He shall judge all men, and forgive them, the good and the evil, the wise and the humble…then shall he summon us also: ‘Come forth,’ He will say ‘ye also, ye drunkards, ye weaklings, ye infamous, come forth!’” (p. 19). Forgiveness comes to Raskolnikov in the form of his spiritual resurrection at the story’s conclusion. Part of “the genius of Dostoevsky” (Curtler, 2004, p. 10) is found in the way the formal properties (e.g., imagery, characterization, setting) and seemingly incidental (non)scenes resonate thematically with the whole of CP. Indeed, “[n]o detail or event seems casual or irrelevant” (Frank, 2010, p. 483) in a novel of great depth and duration. That said, it is morally problematic to call Dostoevsky a genius without considering the ways that CP reflects an ideology that is morally suspect as will be examined in the next section.
While Derrida and Kurasawa write upon “transnational characteristics of forgiveness” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 65) from philosophical and political perspectives in their respective studies on cosmopolitanism – e.g., the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Derrida, 2001, p. 30; Kurasawa, 2007, p. 65) being one noteworthy example – it should be pointed out that the notion of forgiveness (and compassion) originate in the theological that is so important to Dostoevsky. Yet, Kurasawa’s “forgiveness as a practice” (p. 66) rather than top-down juridical project or religious commandment opens up a space of freedom and unpredictability that Dostoevsky’s forgiveness does not quite do given its conditional logic. Different from Dostoevsky, Derrida (2001) is interested in exploring “pure and unconditional forgiveness” (p. 45) – at least theoretically – which he links to sovereignty. With Derrida and Kurasawa’s articulations of forgiveness in mind, we can say that forgiveness in CP is not of a cosmopolitan variation.

Arendt (1998) was keenly aware of forgiveness’s origins: “The discoverer of the role of forgiveness in the realm of human affairs was Jesus of Nazareth” (p. 238). She likewise points out that forgiveness is a reaction to a previous action. As such, forgiveness can never achieve the same kind of freedom as natality, or new beginnings which is found in the literal “birth of new men” (p. 247). For Dostoevsky, figurative rebirth as narrated in the biblical story of the Raising of Lazarus plays a similar role to Arendt’s natality-freedom thesis. Kasatkina (2004), moreover, maintains that the story of Lazarus rests at the thematic center of CP: “What we have here,” she says, “is a novel about resurrection, about how resurrection takes place and the circumstances under which it is impossible. Crime and punishment constitute only an insignificant part…of the Gospel story” (p. 7). While it might be true that crime and punishment is a minor aspect to this biblical story, the theme of crime and punishment, I shall argue in the next section of this chapter, is of paramount importance to understanding the greater meaning of the novel, a meaning which has not been adequately addressed in Dostoevsky Studies.

Before turning to a discussion of the theme of crime and punishment, I would like to address one part of CP trivial to the momentum of the story’s plot but vital to its emphasis on compassion for the weak and vulnerable. As part of CP’s backstory, we learn that Raskolnikov was once on the verge of marrying the daughter of his landlady. “They say the bride…was not even pretty, in fact they say she was very plain…and very sickly…and odd…She had no dowry
either…It is difficult to form a judgment of such a case” (p. 183), says Razumikhin, Raskolnikov’s one and only friend, during a conversation with Raskolnikov’s mother, Pulkheria Alexandrovna, and sister, Avdotya (Dunya) Romanovna. What are we to make of this marriage-promise which “was only prevented from taking place by the bride’s death”? In another instance, Raskolnikov reminds his mother that he once “fell in love and wanted to get married…I don’t really know what attracted me to her; I think it may have been that she was always ill…If she had been lame as well, or hump-backed, I might very likely have loved her even more” (p. 195).

On one hand and at an earlier point in his life, Raskolnikov seemed to have nothing of the extraordinary people spirit that has come to define much of his character in the novel. According to Frank (2010), Raskolnikov’s “desire to embrace what others would find repellant…suggest[s] a desire for self-sacrifice bordering on martyrdom” (p. 497). If this is the case, then his earlier self would resonate with what it means to be human according to Jean Vanier.

As a Catholic philosopher whose values are similar to Dostoevsky’s in respect to loving the weak and vulnerable, Vanier (1998) believes that opening our hearts to weakness as opposed to valorizing strength and power allows us to reach our full human potential. When the heart is liberated from “chaos and loneliness” (p. 5) – a loneliness and “glacial sense of alienation” (Frank, 2010, p. 493) Raskolnikov knows all too well – each and every one of us may begin to discover “our common humanity” (Vanier, 1998, p. 5). Raskolnikov is released from his loneliness when he accepts Sonya’s unconditional love at the story’s close. It is here, on the banks of an expansive rural river, so different than the cramped quarters of his small flat in Saint Petersburg and the stifling city itself, that Raskolnikov finds “the solace of human companionship” (Frank, 2010, p. 493) he lacked for so long. While the values set forth by Dostoevsky and Vanier certainly originate from the teachings of Christ – e.g., *the meek: for they shall inherit the earth* – noted law professor Martha Fineman (2008) has developed a vulnerability thesis that allows us to think about being vulnerable as part of the universal human condition. As such, she places vulnerability outside and/or beyond religious doctrine. For Fineman:

Vulnerability initially should be understood as arising from our embodiment, which carries with it the ever-present possibility of harm, injury, and misfortune from mildly
adverse to catastrophically devastating events, whether accidental, intentional, or otherwise. Individuals can attempt to lessen the risk or mitigate the impact of such events, but they cannot eliminate their possibility. Understanding vulnerability begins with the realization that many such events are ultimately beyond human control. (p. 8)

Certainly, Fineman’s thesis addresses the misfortunes that natural disasters such as the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami and the Fukushima nuclear disaster have elicited so recently in our collective consciousness. Indeed, people from different times and places have experienced the wrath of (God via) the natural elements. These vulnerabilities have been captured in literature from different times and places such as in Zora Neal Hurston’s *Their Eyes were Watching God* and Chinua Achebe’s *Things Fall Apart*, two stories in which a hurricane and draught have catastrophic significance for the respective story’s characters. Moreover, with nuclear accidents and the ever-present threat of nuclear warfare, to say that everyone on earth is vulnerable is an understatement.

In CP, vulnerability is expressed in the form of poverty. As if speaking through the voice of Marmeladov, Dostoevsky (1989) proclaims: “poverty is no crime” (p. 9). It is not a far reach to assume that for Dostoevsky wealth, conversely, is criminal. Indeed, Luzhin uses his wealth to manipulate and deceive the poverty-stricken and subsequently vulnerable women in the novel, a part of the storyline to be taken up shortly. In further contemplating vulnerability in CP, skepticism beckons us to question Raskolnikov’s underlying interest in loving frail female figures like his would-be-wife and Sonya. According to Kiremidjian (1976), Raskolnikov’s “pity conceals the underlying sadistic pleasure at feeling superior to people and having power over them” (p. 410). Providing a psychoanalytic reading of Raskolnikov’s attitude toward the women in his life, Kiremidjian adds, “Raskolnikov’s preference for women diseased, weak, lacking in personal stature indicates an inability to tolerate expressive female energy.” With this reading of Raskolnikov in mind, we might begin to ascertain by way of example the ways in which compassion can be perverted into pity as discussed in the previous chapter via the writing of Arendt (2006c, p. 78). Moreover, Kiremidjian’s reading of Raskolnikov helps us to appreciate what Arendt means by “pity’s cruelty” (p. 80) within a context outside of the French Revolution (Arendt’s own example). Ironically, the philosophy (utilitarianism) that Dostoevsky is so critical
of is, like Christianity, built upon “altruistic and humanitarian [concerns], inspired by pity and compassion for human suffering (Frank, 2010, p. 484). I am in agreement with the character Razumikhin that “it is difficult to form a judgment of such a case” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 183), i.e., the case of Raskolnikov’s love for his would-be-bride, which does not mean we should give up on forming judgments. Indeed, it is the difficult cases that beckon us to do so.

In this section of the chapter, I have spoken on the relationship between spontaneity and freedom, showing compassion for vulnerable others, and theories of un/conditional forgiveness. In what ways does thinking about these subjects within the context of CP contribute to practicing a cosmopolitan education? I have called for the coupling of ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion in working toward a habitable, sustainable world. Following Arendt (2006b), the only way for an “ethical principle to be verified” (p. 243) is in contemplating examples. While Dostoevsky expresses in great depth and richness the ways in which an ethic of compassion is manifest in the world via Raskolnikov’s spontaneous-gracious actions and in the character of Sonya who is but an earthly representation of God’s compassion, this ethic is premised on adherence to Christian precepts. As such, Dostoevsky’s is an either/or ethic with little tolerance for the mind’s ability to construct an ethical principle. Indeed, when Raskolnikov puts his “detached meta-ethical speculation” (Davydov, 1982, p. 161) into action, it becomes an “immediate ethical problem.” It is little surprise, then, that the radical thinkers of Dostoevsky’s time “refused to recognize themselves in his pages” given the fact that their logic was “refashioned by his eschatological imagination and taken to their most extreme consequence” (Frank, 2010, p. 483). That said, Durrenmatt (as cited in Beck, 2009) reminds us that it is the obligation of the dramatist (or fiction writer, I would add) to conceive of “the worst possible turn” (p. 129) when writing one’s story. Raskolnikov’s extraordinary people theory is the story that Dostoevsky starts out with, and “if you start out with a story,” says Durrenmatt, “you must think it through to its conclusion,” which Dostoevsky does do by having his protagonist commit murder following utilitarian principles and then suffer the consequences. While Dostoevsky’s religious convictions allow for murderers to be forgiven, there are some crimes greater than murder and which, in the universe of CP, are unforgiveable.
5.3 Raskolnikov’s Crime and Luzhin’s “Crime”

But how could such a beautiful cause produce so hideous an effect upon you?

Voltaire (1947, p. 29)

This section of the chapter begins with a question. During Raskolnikov’s last conversation with the police examiner, Porfiry Petrovich, Porfiry tells Raskolnikov that he knows that he killed the moneylender and is waiting for him to “resolve to accept your suffering” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 389) and confess the crime. A character described as “highly cultivated” (Frank, 2010, p. 498), “a teacher of moral goodness and truth” (Pachmuss, 1980, p. 18), Porfiry proclaims in the same conversation, “[i]t’s a good thing that you only killed an old woman. If you had invented a different theory you might perhaps have done something a hundred million times as monstrous!” (p. 388). *What crime could be more monstrous than that carried out by Raskolnikov?*

He pulled the axe out, swung it up with both hands, hardly conscious of what he was doing, and almost mechanically…let the butt-end fall on her head…She cried out but very feebly, and sank in a heap to the floor, still with enough strength left to raise both hands to her head…Then he struck her again and yet again, with all his strength, always with the blunt side of the axe, and always on the crown of the head. Blood poured out as if from an overturned glass and the body toppled over on its back. (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 65-66)

Raskolnikov’s theory, which propels the murder of the “useless, vile, pernicious louse” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 351), Alena, moreover, prophesizes the rise of one of the most monstrous regimes the world has come to know: Nazi totalitarianism. Boosting upon his article to Porfiry, Raskolnikov explains that there are two groups of people in the world. The destiny of the first group is to “live in obedience and like it” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 221); the second group lives a new ethic, setting themselves above the law with the right to destroy “what exists in the name of better things” even if that means “march[ing] over corpses, or wad[ing] through blood” to get there. The first group, Raskolnikov adds, are “masters of the present” in that they are needed to literally sustain and multiply the human race – not exactly the kind of natality or “miracle that
saves the world” that Arendt (1998, p. 247) had in mind; the second group are “lords of the future…[who] move the world and guide it to its goal” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 221).

Many of the similarities between the ideas outlined in Raskolnikov’s paper “Concerning Crime” and Nazi ideology are self-evident, and the legal crimes committed by the Nazis have already been discussed in previous chapters. We know that the Nazis – who fashioned their regime after Nietzsche’s Übermensch and of which Raskolnikov has been called an Übermensch “caricature” (Davydov, 1982, p. 160) – believed themselves to be “the future rulers of the world” (Arendt, 1973, p. 415) and worked toward this ends-justifies-the-means future through a propaganda machine characterized by “monstrous lies” (p. 342), the development of a Lebensborn “fountain of life” program, a Hitler Youth, and the mass murder of millions upon millions of so-called superfluous persons carried out by extraordinary, “elite formations” (p. 372) in the name of the common good. Totalitarianism can get a lot done. Additionally, one of Hitler’s (as cited in Arendt, 1973) many maxims went, “the total state must not know any difference between law and ethics” (p. 394). Hitler’s vision to eradicate an individual’s ability to think and judge, to make distinctions, and to act with moral responsibility rather than simply follow orders and obey laws (the latter which changed as quickly as the weather), is precisely what Arendt re/acted against in her life’s work.

While Arendt was particularly concerned with the relationship between thoughtlessness and injustices as illustrated in Eichmann, Dostoevsky places justice ultimately in the hands of God: “Genuine justice or the true balance between ‘crime’ and ‘punishment’ cannot be achieved on the rational scales of civil law but only on the transcendent and irrational scales of divine grace” (Davydov, 1982, p. 165). Along with being the detective that brings Raskolnikov to physical justice, Porfiry, more importantly and to Davydov’s (1982) point, plays the role of Raskolnikov’s “spiritual deliverer” (Pachmuss, 1980, p. 18). Acting largely as the mouthpiece for Dostoevsky’s Slavophil sentiments, Porfiry also thinks quite highly of Raskolnikov despite disagreeing with some of his opinions: “I look upon you as a most honorable man, and one, indeed, with elements of greatness” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 380). Raskolnikov’s greatness is not found so much in the content of his article, says Porfiry, but in the passion of the young man’s “first literary efforts” that were, no doubt, conceived by a “feeling” man and “in…a state of ecstasy, with a lifting and thumping of the heart” (p. 381). Indeed, Raskolnikov can be a
passionate person who acts with his heart when giving to the vulnerable and poverty-stricken. How Porfiry sees that side of his personality behind his meta-ethic seems rather suspect, nevertheless. Then again, Porfiry, like any good detective, has good instincts. Indeed, Raskolnikov’s heart is liberated from the shackles of his mind while living out his prison sentence. Sitting on the banks of a remote river in Siberia, Raskolnikov miraculously transforms from a hater of humanity to one fully open to God and Sonya’s love. “[T]here glowed the dawn of a new future, a perfect resurrection into a new life. Love had raised them from the dead, and the heart of each held endless springs of life for the heart of the other” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 463).

Despite the fact that murderer Raskolnikov’s conversion has been “dismissed, with good reason, as a ‘pious lie’ on Dostoevsky’s part” (see Leatherbarrow, 1976, p. 860), Raskolnikov is no villain in the universe of CP; rather, Raskolnikov “figures directly as hero” (Welch, 1976, p. 139) in the Luzhin storyline, which centers on Luzhin’s marriage proposal to Dunya and culminates in his effort to prove Sonya a thief. We first learn of Luzhin via a letter sent to Raskolnikov from his mother, Pulkheria. Here, Pulkheria explains that Luzhin wants to “take as his wife an honest girl without a dowry” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 30) so that she will look “upon him as her benefactor.” It seems that Luzhin wants something in return, at interest, for his philanthropy. Outraged at such a proposal, Raskolnikov will do whatever it takes to not allow Dunya – or for that matter himself given “Mr. Luzhin’s generosity of spirit” (p. 36) says his mother – to “surrender her moral freedom in return for comfort.” Even if Luzhin were “nothing but one large diamond,” (p. 37) Raskolnikov adds, he will not consent to his sister becoming Luzhin’s “legal concubine” which is the same as selling her soul to the devil (p. 36). Raskolnikov’s highly attuned sense of “moral judgment” (Welch, 1976, p. 140) directed at Luzhin permits the reader to be less repulsed by Raskolnikov and fully disgusted by Luzhin.

Things only get worse for Luzhin when he enters the story in the flesh. A flat, “unusually simple” character for a Dostoevsky novel, says Welch (1976, p. 136) – particularly in contrast to the larger than life Raskolnikov – Luzhin shows up at Raskolnikov’s apartment door looking “starchy and pompous” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 121) with his “French lilac-coloured gloves” (p. 124) which were carried in his hands more as an accessory than piece of practical clothing and with hair that curled in a “German” way. As he looks around the filthy apartment and unkempt
people inside, an “expression of arrogant inquiry” (p. 121) crosses over his face. We imagine him thinking: *this can’t be where Dunya’s brother lives.* And then his stock-talking begins. Aligning his own beliefs with those of the progressive radicals of the time, Luzhin proclaims: “we have irrevocably severed ourselves from the past, and that…is an achievement, sir.” “Progress,” he adds pompously, comes about “in the name of science and economic truth” (p. 126). It is, of course, Rodion Raskolnikov who sees Luzhin for who he is, calling him a “parrot!” of the latest, fashionable ideas. And it is Rodion who likewise spoils Luzhin’s plan to gain privilege with and power over the Raskolnikov family by further destroying the already despoiled reputation of the Mary Magdalene-like Sonya. In the climactic Luzhin plotline, Raskolnikov turns the tables on the villain, exposing him, not Sonya, as the true criminal. He does so at Semen Marmeladov’s funeral in front of a large audience who – with mob mentality – begin shouting, crowding, and chanting in a cacophonous unison at Luzhin who is then deported from the story (not unlike Shylock’s banishment from *The Merchant of Venice*), never to be seen or heard of again.

Not only do the characters within the novel despise Luzhin – “[n]o one has a good word for Luzhin; no one regrets his being driven from the society of the novel” (Welch, 1976, p. 135) – but critics’ attitudes toward Luzhin mirror those found in the story: “The most unfeeling, cold-blooded and self-willed crime in the novel is not Raskolnikov’s murder of the old pawnbroker…but Luzhin’s false accusation of Sonya on the day of her father’s funeral” (Beebe, 1955, p. 154); Luzhin’s “motives for marrying Dunya are revolting,” and he is “petty, materialistic, and ambitious” (Welch, 1976, p. 135-136); the character of Luzhin is “unessential, as a mere accessory in the plotting of the intrigue” (Wasiolek as cited in Welch, 1976, p. 136) – in other words, he is superfluous; Luzhin has a “disgusting personality” (Simmons as cited in Welch, 1976, p. 136); he is “a despot-analogue of the power-cult” (Niemi as cited in Welch, 1976, p. 136); Luzhin is a certain “type,” all those “vicious people exploiting and degrading innocent people” (Jackson, 1988, p. 74), it is the “self-sacrificing people who are helpless before the evil in the world, before the Luzhins” (p. 70); Luzhin is an “unctuous” “hypocrit[e]” (Frank, 2010, p. 495) who only pretends to be concerned with other people’s welfare. While these are hardly misreadings of Luzhin’s character, they are interpretations as superficial as that of the stereotype-character Luzhin himself. Welch (1976) is right to point out that “Luzhin’s motives
can be quickly grasped” (p. 137), that “he repels easily, usefully” (p. 136); what Luzhin represents, however, is either less discernible to critics – which I find difficult to imagine – or attitudes toward the “Luzhins” of the world are un/consciously aligned with the author’s. What then, does Luzhin symbolize and why is his character of interest to the subject and title of this dissertation: the primacy of the ethical in a cosmopolitan education?

Thomas Popkewitz (2008) – whose book on cosmopolitanism and education has been discussed at some length in chapter 2 – provides a description of a so-called cosmopolitan which helps shed light on the “type” of person Dostoevsky has crafted in Luzhin. Luzhin is a caricature of a cosmopolitan as an anti-cosmopolitan sees one: an “urbane” (not “urban”), “civilized and culturally sophisticated” (p. 167) person who lives in “spaces with great wealth” alongside “spaces of poverty.” According to Popkewitz, cosmopolitans also put their “faith in science” and believe in the “redemptive themes associated with cosmopolitan images and narratives of progress, enlightenment, and inclusion” (p. 52). Because they adhere to certain “principles related to reason, agency, science” (p. 29), cosmopolitans, Popkewitz says, are not located in any “particular historical location.” They have “homeless mind[s]” (p. 29-30). Dressing like a Frenchman, looking like a German, speaking like an Englishman in his native Russian, and reading such books as “A General Deduction from the Positive Method” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 338), Luzhin seems to fit Popkewitz’s strangely serious description of a cosmopolitan all too unmistakably.

If Luzhin bares hallmarks with shape shifting, “rootless cosmopolitans,” so what? If Dostoevsky’s “alleged anti-Semitism” (Knight, 2000, p. 42) is not so alleged, so what? The question of “so what” ties into the ways that CP, a towering piece of 19th century world literature, is significant to understanding our recent past and present circumstances. With this past-present link in mind, Luzhin can also be seen to represent a Westerner in the eyes of an occidentalist (see Buruma and Margalit, 2004). An inversion of the term orientalism via Edward Said, occidentalism paints a “dehumanizing picture of the West” (p. 5) by its adversaries even if, ironically, those adversaries have come from the West as in the case of the Nazis. While occidentalism has been prominent at different times and in different places – Buruma and Margalit (2004) place occidentalism’s origins within the context of the Kyoto conference of 1942 where Japanese nationalists discussed ways to “overcome” Western influence, an influence
that has quite obviously not been overcome – occidentalism today can be seen most readily in Jihad consciousness:

Occidentalism…form[s] a chain of hostility – hostility to the City, with its image of rootless, arrogant, greedy, decadent, frivolous cosmopolitanism; to the mind of the West, manifested in science and reason; to the settled bourgeois, whose existence is the antithesis of the self-sacrificing hero; and to the infidel, who must be crushed to make way for a world of pure faith. (p. 11)

While there has been a plethora of scholarship in the humanities and social sciences devoted to studying orientalism during the last 30 years and that owes much to the work of Edward Said (1979), occidentalism has attracted far less scholarly attention during this time. Studying the writings of Dostoevsky provides a space to explore the connections between occidentalism, anti-cosmopolitanism, and anti-Semitism. The occidentalist, moreover, believes that Western-secularism-materialism is “built on Jewish financial capitalist power” (Buruma and Margalit, 2004, p. 3), a belief illustrated in Dostoevsky’s novel The Adolescent in which his protagonist, Arkady Dolgoruky, desires to become as rich as James Rothschild and, to a less discerning eye, in the character Alena in CP who looks like a Jew – e.g., is “monstrously ugly” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 55), with hair “plaited into a rat’s tail and fastened into a knot above her nape with a fragment of horn” – acts like a Jew – e.g., is as “spiteful and cranky” (p. 54) as Shylock – and works in a “Jewish” moneylending profession. This archetype is also found in the 20th century Nazi propaganda film about “world Jewry” (Unser Wille und Weg, 1940), The Eternal Jew (Hippler, 1940). The film shows images of Jews living in squalor surrounded by rats and flies while voiceover narration speaks upon the Jewish “barbarian who has insinuated himself cleverly into European society, and now exploits it parasitically” (Taylor, 1998, p. 175). Variations on such images can also be found in the Nazi tabloid newspaper, Der Stürmer. In “Legion of Shame” (Der Stürmer, 1935), a devilish-looking Jewish man holding a large moneybag while lasciviously eyeing young Aryan women is but one potent example. In the 21st century, such financial capitalist power is/was symbolized in the World Trade Center’s Twin Towers, un/predictably obliterated by al-Qaeda occidentalist terrorists.
What do such Jew-baiting stereotypes have to do with CP? While speaking to Dunya and Pulkheria in an intoxicated state, Razumikhin – whose name means “reason, good sense” (Gibian as cited in Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 466) – has these words to say about Luzhin:

But all of us saw, when he came in, that that man does not belong to our world. Not because when he came he had had his hair curled at the barber’s, not because he was in a hurry to display his intellectual powers, but because he is a spy and a profiteer, because he is quite plainly a Jew and a mountebank. (p. 172)

Surprisingly, in *Dostoevsky and the Jews*, Goldstein (1981) makes no mention of Luzhin or Alena in his discussion of CP. Rather, he focuses upon a reference made to the peculiar “presence in St. Petersburg in the 1860s of a Jewish fireman!”, aghast at the “incongruity of the situation…so incredible, so inconceivable as to be utterly absurd” (p. 53). In fact, it’s so farcical that to hone in upon this part of the text rather than the character of Luzhin is a strange oversight. Luzhin is significant far beyond being a fictional story’s villain, a “vile schemer and slanderer” (Welch, 1976, p. 139), which is the way his character has been discussed to date. To put it in succinct terms, the myth of the wandering, rootless Jew and a Jewish conspiracy to take over the world (financially) as conceived in *The Protocols of the Elders of Zion* forgery has propelled the orchestrated murder of millions of human beings. In fact, Hitler used *Protocols* as his “warrant for genocide” (Cohn, 2006).

What does *Protocols* have to do with Dostoevsky? With the opening of secret Russian archives in 1999, historian Mikhail Lepekhine has attributed the forgery to Russian journalist Matvei Golovinskii (see Hagemeister, 2008). Matvei Golovinskii’s father, Vasili Golovinskii, was close friends with Fyodor Dostoevsky (Conan, 1999) when both men were members of the Petrashevsky Circle and were subsequently exiled to Siberia for their anti-czarist political activities. Curiously, in Joseph Frank’s (2010) acclaimed biography of Dostoevsky, this unflattering connection is nowhere brought to light. Perhaps such information is superfluous to writing an intellectual biography. Still, Frank spent 30 years of his life working on this mammoth project and it is hard not to imagine this connection didn’t come to his attention. Frank also wrote the foreword to *Dostoevsky and the Jews* (Goldstein, 1981), the only significant study on
the subject of Dostoevsky’s anti-Semitism written in any language to date. In his book review of Goldstein’s “bold but crude attack” (p. 316) of Dostoevsky, Gary Morson (1983) pays considerable heed to the foreword and comes to the conclusion that despite Frank’s “admirable, honest, and deeply felt words” (p. 313) on a work that clearly “struck a nerve,” Frank’s “psychological excuse for evil is a form of understanding that is close to obfuscation, a kind of tolerance that is tantamount to intolerance…The admiring critic prevails over the judicious scholar and friendship over the truth” (p. 314).

Truth-telling and avoiding the truth as Morson describes brings me back to the writings of Hannah Arendt (2006a), specifically her essay “Truth and Politics” in which she speaks upon the difference between truth-telling and persuasion. In order to speak the truth, Arendt says, one needs to “forfeit his position” (p. 255) in the political realm and become “impartial” like the “judge,” “fact-finder,” or “witness.” While “Dostoevsky’s genius as a writer” (Frank, 2010, p. 30) has been noted in literary circles throughout the world – indeed, Joyce Carol Oates (1978) goes as far to state that “many of Dostoyevsky’s critics are simply incapable of measuring his genius” (p. 871) – such admiration ignores a noxious ideology which can be found in the pages of his masterful novels. Side-stepping this unpleasant truth is an ethical problem. By looking at the history of anti-Semitism, one can see what happens when truth is replaced with lies. For Arendt (2006a), “truth and truthfulness have always constituted the highest criteria of speech and endeavor” (p. 256). In placing the ethical at the center of a cosmopolitan education, my aim is to forefront the highest undertaking that is truth-telling. In order for the Academy to have integrity, Arendt adds, it must be separate from the realm of politics and power. Institutions of higher education and the “supposedly disinterested scholars associated with them” are meant to be “refuges of truth” in a world that can be dangerously untruthful.

With the subject of truth-telling in mind, Frank’s (2010) failure to speak upon the friendship Dostoevsky shared with Vasili Golovinskii might be seen as inconsequential except for the fact that Vasili’s son was a great admirer of Dostoevsky. According to historian Vadim Skuratovsky’s (2001) analysis of Protocols, Dostoevsky’s writing, especially “The Grand Inquisitor” – found in The Brothers Karamazov, and a novel considered one of The Great Books of the Western World – had a direct influence on Matvei’s own writings, including Protocols. I am not proposing that Dostoevsky should be erased from the list of great world writers; I am
suggesting that it is ethically irresponsible to pretend away how Dostoevsky’s writings helped fuel one of the greatest crimes in modern history. With this in mind, it would seem fruitful to reread “The Grand Inquisitor” through the lens of Protocols and see what emerges. I have done something similar with rereading the character Luzhin. Protocols, it should be pointed out, is still in circulation. Wal-Mart sold it on their online book catalogue up through 2004, and there was nothing on their website that indicated it was a forgery (Foxman, 2004). Not surprisingly, Protocols is widely distributed in the Arab-Muslim world and “sell[s] briskly in Russia, and can be bought right outside the Kremlin” (Morson, 2009, p. 13).

What does this background information on Dostoevsky have to do with scholarship that attends to the character Luzhin? Not only has it shown itself to be partial and therefore not of the “highest criteria” (Arendt, 2006a, p. 256), a darker thread runs through it which hints at something else: the truth that perceptions of crime, the crime of being, is a far greater crime than real criminal acts. As Arendt (1973) notes in her study of The End of the Rights of Man, someone who has transgressed the law is treated with more human dignity than a stateless person. The person who has no rights, who lives “under threat of deportation” (p. 286), is considered “the scum of the earth” (p. 287). Raskolnikov’s criminal offense puts him safely in the hands of lawyers, jailers, and, well, God; the same cannot be said for rogue cosmopolitans like Luzhin.

Kiremidjian (1976) tells us that “Dostoevsky once referred to all of his work as ‘the story of a crime’” (p. 404). The novel I forefront in this chapter is called Crime and Punishment; it is not called Crime and Forgiveness. At the end of the Raskolnikov plotline, he is forgiven-resurrected. At the end of the Luzhin plot, he is driven out of the story – and for good reason if we are to read CP without paying heed to it allegorically. It has not been Dostoevsky scholars but rather the “warmhearted, generous, ebullient Razumikhin” (Frank, 2010, p. 494) who clues us in to a deeper understanding of the character Luzhin: “a spy and a profiteer…a Jew and a mountebank” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 172). It does not matter that Luzhin is not really Jewish because, more to the point, he exudes cosmopolitan Jewishness. As Arendt (1973) explains, in the 19th century fin de siècle salons of Western (Enlightenment) Europe, Jewishness was judged to be a “vice” rather than a crime. In fact, Jews – like homosexuals and other deviant specimens – “were becoming increasingly popular” (p. 81) in salon society. However, the “vice” of
Jewishness cannot be escaped by converting from Judaism to Christianity. “A crime, moreover, is met with punishment; a vice can only be exterminated” (p. 87).

In this section of the chapter, I have aimed to perform the primacy of the ethical in a cosmopolitan education by reflecting upon a caricature of a cosmopolitan as an anti-cosmopolitan and/or anti-Semite might craft one. I have done this by calling attention to a dark side of Dostoevsky and Dostoevsky Studies. While thinkers such as Appiah (2007) and Hansen (2011) have centralized the importance of rootedness and home in their respective writings on cosmopolitanism, this emphasis nevertheless side-skirts the problem of “rootless cosmopolitans” and homelessness broadly conceived. To speak about rooted cosmopolitanism, it is equally important to go back in time, look history straight in the eye, and discuss the relationship between anti-Semitism and anti-/cosmopolitanism. As Azadovskii and Egorov (2002) note in their study of Soviet anti-cosmopolitanism:

Of the many crimes attributed to Jews/cosmopolitans in the Soviet press, the most malevolent were “groveling before the West,” aiding “American imperialism,” “slavish imitation of bourgeois culture,” and the catch-all misdeed of “bourgeois aestheticism.” Stalin’s policies of anti-Westernism and anti-Semitism reinforced one another and joined together in the notion of cosmopolitanism. (p. 77)

In 1949 under Stalin, Jewish intellectuals and artists came under attack for supposedly being anti-patriotic. Indeed, “[e]verything possible was done to ‘expose’ them [and] remove them” (p. 69). These policy-purges culminated several years later with Stalin’s alleged “Doctor’s Plot” (see Rapoport, 1990) which accused a group of mostly Jewish doctors in Moscow of conspiring to assassinate Soviet officials, which, after Stalin’s death, was acknowledged to be fabricated (Palomino, 2007).

One of the perverse ironies of Soviet rhetoric has to do with the ways that Dostoevsky – an Eastern Orthodox Christian who should hardly be seen in a flattering light to a Marxist – was adopted into the Soviet fold. Soviet writer Jurij Seleznev (as cited in Morson, 1983) argues that because Dostoevsky “preferred humanitarian Christian ideals to racist Jewish ones…contemporary Soviet research and policy have confirmed his assessment of the Jewish
danger” and, therefore, “should be viewed in a more favourable light” (p. 304). Morson (1983) notes that Selezniev’s truthfulness stands at odds with American critics “silence” and “brevity” on “Dostoevskij’s disgraceful views” (p. 304). While it is quite clear that Dostoevsky demonized the Jews, his novels have nevertheless outshined his “deep rooted xenophobia” (Frank, 2010, p. 745). Yet, in claiming that Dostoevsky is a xenophobe, Frank also deflects from where the great writer aimed his hostility most pronouncedly. To put a spin on Arendt’s words of wisdom: (“where all are guilty, no one is”), if Dostoevsky is guilty of disliking all foreigners, he is guilty of disliking no one in particular. As a cosmopolitan education forefronts the importance of impartiality and interpreting the world from a plurality of perspectives in its search for truth and understanding, the final section of this chapter will reflect upon the ways that CP can be helpful – rather than or alongside with being harmful – in navigating our present and future world risk circumstances.

5.4 Did Dostoevsky Know? Or a Dream both Personal and Social

Never has our future been more unpredictable.

Hannah Arendt (1973, p. vii)

Earlier in this chapter, I drew a connection between Raskolnikov’s extraordinary man theory and Nazi ideology. In his article “How did Dostoevsky know?”, Morson (1999) similarly contends that Dostoevsky is the primary thinker of the 19th century to imagine 20th century totalitarianism. Morson, however, looks to the revolutionary characters in Dostoevsky’s novel Demons who “anticipate that total rule will cost ‘a hundred million heads’” (p. 30). The leader of the revolutionary democrats also “plans to introduce an unprecedented ‘system of spying’: ‘Every member of the society spies on every other one and is obliged to inform.’” In this vision of total control – and one which calls our attention in the 21st century due to the likelihood of thousands of drones patrolling the skies of America, “raising the specter of a Big Brother” (Associated Press, 2012) – not only will individuality cease to exist, but “education will become superfluous and dangerous” (Morson, 1999, p. 31). Morson ties this latter part of Dostoevsky’s totalitarian vision to the targeting and mass murder of the educated people under the Khmer Rouge.46 In Morson’s (1999) account, Dostoevsky predicted totalitarianism because he was keenly aware of
the significance that the Russian “intelligentsia” – those who did not think or judge for themselves but who “adhered rigorously to an ideology” (p. 31) – would play in revolutionizing the fatherland. Citing a well-known proverb – “Plato is a friend, but the truth is a greater friend,” Morson concludes his article by stating that Dostoevsky was on a search for truth as illustrated in *Demons*. Whether or not Dostoevsky was interested in truthfulness is debatable given his penchant for ideological thinking, which includes crafting dangerous stereotypes like Luzhin as this chapter recounts. Nevertheless, Dostoevsky was certainly onto something. Unlike Huxley, Bradbury, Orwell, or Atwood whose dystopian novels have been discussed at different points in this dissertation, Dostoevsky’s realist writings are not set in the quasi-science fiction future. This is what makes his predictions so unpredictable.

One might say that Pinar’s (2012) thesis in *What is Curriculum Theory?* can be found in the line: “[w]e find the future not in the present, however, but in the past,” (p. 49). Pinar looks to an actual moment in time from the past as an allegory or signal to gain clarity on the “totalitarian temptation” (p. 63) of the present. I follow his lead by contending that studying literature of the past as “allegor[ies]-of-the-present” (p. 62), in this case a particular section of CP having to do with Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague, helps us to understand the present and perhaps “find the future,” too – and in ways different than the scientific method which seeks to predict and control the future. The allegorical method emphasizes historical thinking – looking backward to look forward – whereas the scientific method is inherently forward-future looking (despite the irony that the data it tests comes from the past and present). We are reminded of Luzhin’s sincere albeit ludicrous words on scientific progress: “we have irrevocably severed ourselves from the past, and that…is an achievement” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 126). Studying literature allegorically – an altogether different exercise than studying it for the interaction of its self-contained formal properties which is how literature is most often taught and tested in American secondary schools – should not be conflated with studying books written specifically as allegories, such as *Animal Farm* or *Lord of the Flies*. In other words, Orwell and Golding not Dostoevsky crafted their respective novels as metaphor-microcosms of *particular* world events.

In the previous section of this chapter, I focused upon what Dostoevsky’s intent might have been in crafting the caricature Luzhin knowing what we know about the great author’s rather explicit anti-Semitic and anti-Western sentiments. In this section, I suggest that
interpreting Raskolnikov’s dream holds significance to our present and future general “world at risk” circumstances in ways that might well go beyond any intent Dostoevsky ever had. While Dostoevsky “guessed” (Morson, 1999, p. 30) that totalitarianism was on the horizon, Raskolnikov’s “famous final dream,” says Frank (2010, p. 506), “represents nothing less than the universalization of Raskolnikov’s doctrine of the ‘extraordinary people’” (p. 507). Similarly, Girard (1974) maintains that the dream must be read “in the context of Dostoevsky’s entire work” (p. 836). As such, both scholars interpret Raskolnikov’s dream as a symbol of something inside the closed universe of CP. We might take Frank and Girard’s insights a step further and also consider the ways that the dream prefigures actual events and possible future events outside CP, specifically “world risks”(Beck, 2009) and world risks turned catastrophe such as “school deform” (Pinar, 2012, p. 16-42) and the Fukushima nuclear disaster, respectively. In order to discuss the ways that this dream can be read allegorically, I first include an excerpt of it below:

Raskolnikov was in a hospital all through the latter part of Lent and Easter...He had dreamt in his illness that the whole world was condemned to fall victim to a terrible, unknown pestilence which was moving on Europe out of the depths of Asia. All were destined to perish, except a chosen few...People who were infected immediately became like men possessed and out of their minds. But never, never, had any men thought themselves so wise and so unshakable in the truth as those who were attacked. Never had they considered their judgments, their scientific deductions, or their moral convictions and creeds more infallible. Whole communities, whole cities and nations, were infected and went mad. All were full of anxiety, and none could understand any other; each thought he was the sole repository of truth and was tormented when he looked at the others...They did not know how or whom to judge and could not agree what was evil and what good. They did not know whom to condemn or whom to acquit...they began to fight among themselves...everybody was filled with alarm...there was no agreement; the labourers forsook the land...Conflagrations were started, famine set in. All things and all men were perishing. (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 461-462)
The dream occurs during the holiday of Easter which teaches the story of Christ’s resurrection. As such, interpreting the dream as a climactic representation of “the main ideological theme of the book” (Frank, 2010, p. 507) is a safe interpretation given the significance that the Gospel story of Lazarus plays in the novel (see Kasatkina, 2004). Moreover, when Raskolnikov “had almost completely recovered” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 462) from his illness – the illness being a psychosomatic manifestation his ill-founded belief in “extraordinary people,” contend scholars on the subject – he is resurrected after spontaneously accepting Sonya’s love: “How it happened he himself did not know, but suddenly he seemed to be seized and cast at her feet…a perfect resurrection into a new life” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 463). Here, in the story’s conclusion, Dostoevsky reinforces the thematic link that I spoke upon earlier between spontaneity and love-compassion in contrast to the one he paints between logic and cruelty via the calculated murder of the moneylender.

My reasons for studying the dream, however, have to do with the ways in which it provokes contemplation on practical judgment and cosmopolitan solidarity. Practiced from below, “cosmopolitan solidarity should consist of devising ways of living together” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 158) in a world of human plurality and in such a way that “cultural alterity” does not erode. In some contrast to Kurasawa’s vision of cosmopolitan solidarity, we have Dostoevsky’s vision of the plague which works by destroying “people’s relationships with others,” to the point where “the entire society gradually collapses,” as Girard (1974, p. 835) notes in his interpretation, too.⁵⁰ Reading the effects of the plague in CP as an allegory for the breakdown of human togetherness, moreover, can be further supported by the fact that the description of it pays little attention to the grotesque physical-visual manifestations often associated with the disease. In one sense, the contagion, whose deadly “creatures were endowed with intelligence and will” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 461), functions somewhat similar to radioactive poisoning of the atmosphere, which spreads invisibly and silently with its own “intelligence and will,” causing genetic mutations and often cancer, a disease undetectable to the human eye.

I am more interested, however, in thinking about fearing or anticipating the plague as much if not more than actually catching it given the fact that Dostoevsky’s description of it is real only to the extent that the fictitious Raskolnikov dreams about it during his illness. After he awakens, moreover, the dream still plagues him: “he could not shake off for so long the
impressions of his delirious dreaming” (p. 462). Not only does the nightmare cause Raskolnikov distress, but the people in the dream are likewise “full of anxiety” (p. 461), “filled with alarm” (p. 462) given the plague’s will-power to destroy the faculty of judgment or common sense reasoning, triggering disagreements among individuals – “they did not know how or whom to judge” (p. 461) – eventually culminating in the atomization of the individual and destruction of all social bonds that give *communitas* its meaning.

Before moving on, however, to the connection I intend to draw between fearing or anticipating a worldwide plague and fearing or anticipating other world catastrophes – and “[r]isk means the anticipation of the catastrophe” (Beck, 2009, p. 9) – it should be noted that the plague functions in CP like propaganda does under the totalitarian movement:

The revolt of the masses against ‘realism,’ common sense, and all ‘the plausibilities of the world’ (Burke) was the result of their atomization, of their loss of social status along with which they lost the whole sector of communal relationships in whose framework common sense makes sense. In their situation of spiritual and social homelessness, a measured insight into the interdependence of the arbitrary and the planned, the accidental and the necessary, could no longer operate. Totalitarian propaganda can outrageously insult common sense only where common sense has lost its validity. (Arendt, 1973, p. 352)

Totalitarian propaganda acts upon the individual in much the same way as the plague does in Raskolnikov’s dream; common sense, or *sensus communis*, comes about by placing oneself in the position of another by way of the imagination. When we can see the world from another person’s vantage point, and the more vantage points we can see and learn from, the better able human beings are to make judgments upon the world and, in the labor of cosmopolitanism, “develop habits of coexistence” (Appiah, 2006, p. xix). Yet, when human beings are set in paradoxically close isolation from one another as in the case under total rule which suffocates “the space between” (p. 466) that is freedom, human beings can no longer speak with each other or take action upon the world in the way Arendt (1998) describes is vital for living and creating a habitable world: “With word and deed we insert ourselves into the human world” (p. 176). The
fundamental question of speech and action, Arendt adds, is: “Who are you?” (p. 178). A question of subjectivity, if one does not know who one is – an uncertainty or unknowing which happens to human beings under the conditions of the plague in CP and under the “vise” of totalitarian domination – action, which needs “a ‘who’ attached to it, is meaningless” (Arendt, 1998, p. 180-181). Such meaninglessness is profoundly disturbing, for example, in the case of stumbling upon hundreds of thousands of concentration camp corpses which all look the same and who were murdered by no one in particular. Long before the faceless corpses were discovered by people from the outside world, camp inmates’ *who* were already in the process of being annihilated by such symbolic acts as shaving their heads and branding their forearms with numbers, which became their new names. The impersonal nature of numbers holds unique meaningless-meaning in the Nazi death camps.

The question “Who are you?” finds its way into Raskolnikov’s dream, too. One of the effects of the plague is that people “went mad” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 461), so mad that those infected could no longer understand or trust other human beings. How can I discern who I am if I cannot discern others who are needed to give shape to my presence and particularity? Subsequently, the people in the dream began fighting, killing, and cannibalizing. This vision of the plague comes to full blown reality in the Nazi concentration camps. As Levi (1987) explains: “One entered hoping at least for the solidarity of one’s companions in misfortune, but the hoped for allies…were not there; there were instead a thousand sealed off monads, and between them a desperate covert and continuous struggle” (p. 38). Instead of companionship, *Kapo* prisoners beat other prisoners, *Sonderkommando* prisoners were forced to work the gas chambers and crematoriums, and due to forced starvation, prisoners at Bergen-Belsen cannibalized each other (*The Pittsburgh Press*, 1945). As the “plague grew and spread wider and wider” destroying “all things and all men” (Dostoevsky, 1989, p. 462), “a chosen handful of the pure…were destined to found a new race of men…but nobody had ever seen them anywhere, nobody had heard their voices or their words.” While scholarship has paid more attention to the “new race of men” being a symbolic representation of Raskolnikov’s extraordinary people, I am more interested in not knowing *who* these people are. Moreover, because the problem of *who* acts as the final words in Raskolnikov’s dream – a dream which “lingered so painfully and sadly in his memory” – his
post-dream distress might well have to do with the inability to decipher the identity of the “chosen” subjects.

How might the plague in CP also foreshadow “world risk society” (Beck, 2009)? In both cases, we have a problem of who. In the latter, the in/ability to decipher who, in the particular, is attached to world risks (turned catastrophe) – e.g., climate change, nuclear disasters, and, I also include here, school reform – is one of the key concerns facing humanity and the planet today. Moreover, “dangers grow as a result of being made anonymous” (p. 91). This problem calls for an ethics of global responsibility previously unknown. To put it another way, the anonymity of the who in world risk society is similar to that in the totalitarian world where “everything is permitted,” and, therefore, “everything is possible” (Arendt, 1973). As noted in the previous chapter, in the case of Fukushima, corners were cut and maintenance repairs were falsified in order to save TEPCO money. Because this was permitted, the im/possible has occurred. While governments in world risk society may hold industry accountable (unless, of course, they are in collusion with industry) for negligence that has led to world catastrophes, who will hold the American government responsible for such seemingly rational school reforms – reforms that Pinar (2012) suggests are totalitarian in character (p. 53) – that are really world risks?

What makes these reforms so risky?

By taking teachers’ and students’ freedom away from developing curriculum, from exercising criticality over the curriculum they are mandated to teach and learn, from discouraging teachers and students to contemplate critically and make judgments upon what knowledge is of most worth as part of their learning experience, education becomes a tool to make the new – the Arendtian natals who are the “miracle that saves the world” (Arendt, 1998, p. 247) – passive subjects rather than active agents over their lives. Not only is an education which “installs submissiveness” (Pinar, 2012, p. 65) undemocratic, it threatens the future of humankind whose next generation and generation after that will need to make decisions, exercise judgments, demonstrate ethical responsibility to humanity and the planet in ways that those in previous eras have not had to do. Is it out of the question to imagine that the plague in CP – which destroys the faculty of judgment – is, allegorically speaking, the worst case scenario of school deform?

Durrenmatt (as cited in Beck, 2009) reminds us, “if you start out with a story you must think it through to its conclusion” (p. 129). The “stories’ of world risk society,” Beck (2009)
adds, “attempt to anticipate the worst possible turn” (p. 129). As such, it is incumbent upon educators and scholars of education to think school reform through to its worst possible turn. While it would be nearly impossible to draw an evidentiary link between how one’s education contributes to other world risks and manmade catastrophes, this should not prevent educators, educational policy makers, and education administrators such as the United States Secretary of Education to, in the words of Hannah Arendt, think what we are doing. Such thinking requires facility with the faculty of the imagination; this faculty is tied to memory, to thinking about “things that are absent, that have disappeared from my senses” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 85). Without the imagination, thinking would be impossible (see Egan as cited in Pinar, 2004, p. 185). Moreover, the only way we can anticipate the future is by recalling the past: “The faculty of anticipating the future in thought derives from the faculty of remembering the past” (Arendt, 1978, 1: p. 86). If this is the case, it is incumbent upon not only scientists and politicians but everyday citizens in solidarity who have the power to alter though not control the future to become sensitive to and erudite in historical thinking, or those things which have vanished from the senses.

Why allegory? asks Pinar (2012). Allegory “reactivates the past to find the future” (p. 49). Why think about the future? If humanity cannot sustain the present, there will be no future. What does thinking about the future have to do with cosmopolitanism? “What concerns everyone” (Durrenmatt as cited in Beck, 2009, p. 131) in the present – e.g., nuclear disasters, deforestation, climate change – “can only be resolved by everyone.” When an individual attempts to solve a world problem, this attempt is “doomed to fail,” Durrenmatt adds. What does this mean for the people of Japan whose government has not only refused to acknowledge the extent of the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, but has rejected radiological cleanup help from foreign companies with expertise in this area (see Tabuchi, 2013)? Following Durrenmatt, solving the problem of Fukushima’s radioactive contamination of Japan and beyond is doomed to fail. Here, we have returned to the question set forth in the previous chapter: Ought we to take seriously the creation of a world government, or cosmocracy? As Skolimowski (2003) explains, democracy is an anthropocentric system; cosmocracy, or “universal democracy…extended to all beings” (p. 154), “pre-dates the historic political systems” (p. 142). As such, looking to historical antecedents can only help but so much in formulating a novel vision of planetary sustainability.
Skolimowski has been one of few political theorists to begin formulating a cosmocratic vision. In certain respects, my work leaves off where his begins.

In this chapter, I chose to write about a novel, *Crime and Punishment*, that provokes contemplation on cosmopolitanism from a variety of angles. Dostoevsky’s anti-cosmopolitanism, I have argued, is illustrated in his rendering of Peter Petrovich Luzhin. As far as I have read in the literature, there has been no attention paid to interpreting Luzhin from this perspective. While familiarizing myself with scholarship devoted to Dostoevsky and CP, I also noticed that much of it has been either apologetic toward the writer’s intolerance or un/consciously in agreement with it. Gary Morson’s (1983; 1999; 2009) disinterested scholarship on Dostoevsky and Arendt’s disinterested political theorizing, however, have helped me to develop my own “situated impartiality” toward Dostoevsky and CP. To recall, in chapter 3, I wrote upon the ways that intersubjective experiences cultivate cosmopolitanism. In this chapter, I aimed to engage intersubjectively with the values CP puts forth, which are at once humane and inhumane. Yes, Dostoevsky “depicts the life of ethical consciousness” (Cherkasova, 2009, p. 2) in his storytelling and, as Cherkasova also argues, “Dostoevsky locates the origin of the unconditional commitment in the depth of the human heart…not in the dispassionate counsel of reason” (p. 7). But by locating moral duty in the heart (love) over the mind (reason), his commitment has shown itself to be dangerously unreasonable and unethical. In this dissertation, I have emphasized a both/and rather than either/or ethic; we cannot do without compassion nor can we do without judgment.

If Dostoevsky is a genius as literary critics throughout the world have held, I would argue that this genius is found in those aspects of his writings that transcend his value system. While Dostoevsky seemed to know that totalitarianism was on the horizon, the implications of his description of a fantastical worldwide plague, which I have interpreted as an allegory for a world at risk, has little to do with what Dostoevsky could have known. In other words, writers of the past do not know how they might help humanity make sense of the future. On the other hand, Dostoevsky was a fierce critic of the Enlightenment and progress coming by way of scientific innovations. Those studying world risk society recognize that the risks of the hypermodern, “cosmopolitan moment” stem from modern (scientific) innovations:
the sciences, the state and the military are becoming part of the problem they are supposed to solve…It is not the crisis but the victory of modernity which is undermining the basic institutions of first modernity due to unintended and unknown side effects. (Beck, 2009, p. 55)

Maybe Dostoevsky did know. Certainly, his criticism directed toward humanity’s newfound faith in science, utilitarianism, and “economic truth” has shown itself to be warranted. Aspects of this chapter, however, go beyond inquiring into Dostoevsky’s literature as an end in itself; rather, I point to the significance of studying Dostoevsky, a man from the past, and his writings, which live on into an uncertain future. While Dostoevsky preached compassion for the weak, poverty stricken, and murderers who repent for their sins, he also wrote hatefully, crafting dangerous stereotypes about “rich Yids from all over the globe” (Dostoevsky as cited in Frank, 2010, p. 796). As disinterested critics, we can at once hold aside and keep in mind his prejudices while appreciating other aspects of his writings. For Arendt, this is what it means to love the world: neither accepting it uncritically nor rejecting it wholeheartedly. The other aspect I have focused upon here is Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague. The plague, I have argued, can be read not only as the universalization of Raskolnikov’s theory concerning extraordinary people, but also as the worst case scenario for the disintegration of the faculty of judgment in all of humanity. Risks increase in a world where individuals, who constitute a community or society, do not exercise judgment or show compassion as both require a who. Without a who, who will act responsibly toward humanity and the planet?
Chapter 6: Conclusion

6.1 Return to the Research Questions

In this dissertation, I have responded to research questions that centered on exploring the meaning of a cosmopolitan education.

What is a cosmopolitan education? involved conceptualizing a cosmopolitan education by, first, becoming familiar with texts that have been written in and outside of educational scholarship on the subject. In reviewing the literature, I have come to ascertain that there is just as much dissonance as there is assonance regarding the ways in which scholars are approaching educational cosmopolitanism and/or cosmopolitanism’s implications for education. It is a heterogeneous landscape that offers many possibilities. While I have found Popkewitz’s (2008) Foucauldian interpretation of cosmopolitanism problematic – largely due to the lack of attention paid to the ways that cosmopolitanism is understood in particular instances, whether those particularities are human subjectivities (e.g., Pinar, 2009) or empirical realities (e.g., Beck, 2009) – the attention he places on school reform provided me with an opportunity to think about cosmopolitanism differently. I do not subscribe to the argument that cosmopolitanism is a “system of reasons” (p. 4) which aims to govern the child through school reform. However, school reform is a cause for cosmopolitan concern that I address later in the dissertation when considering its worst case scenario or worst possible turn.

If a link can be drawn between cosmopolitanism and school reform, it is through imagining that such reforms can and probably will lead to disasters of global magnitude. To put it another way, it does not seem possible to prove by way of evidence-based research that business-minded school reforms such as STEM education – which has nothing to do with educating for (global) ethical responsibility – might lead to global catastrophes similar to or different from but just as devastating as Fukushima. Yet, it is highly possible that another kind of novel manmade catastrophe will happen in a system whose educational agenda is minded toward thinking “economistically” (Judt as cited in Pinar, 2012, p. xi). We ought not to forget that the Japanese nuclear power village’s philosophy – “economy comes first” (Naka as cited in Hano, 2012) – has in/directly created the conditions in which women from Fukushima have either
chosen not to have babies or are aborting them at soaring rates for fear of what they might give birth to (see Ash, 2012); no doubt, Atwoodian “unbabies.” Economism is not only a problem of “[p]resentism—the incapacity to discern the distinctiveness of the present, its historically sedimented and socially unstable nature, its foreshadowing of things to come” (Pinar, 2012, p. 58), it also threatens the longevity of the future. While evidence can tell us some things, it might not be able to tell us more important things. It does not seem possible to create an evidence-gathering test-scoring mechanism which scores how Sam or Susan will respond to events which require them to act with ethical responsibility in a situation which demands just that. In an inadvertent way, Popkewitz’s (2008) study has provided me with a space to think about school reform, which hinges on performance-based assessment, as global risk. Global risks are risks that threaten our existence. They open up a space for “new beginning” which Beck (2009, p. 49) calls the “cosmopolitan moment” (p. 48).

Through the process of writing this dissertation, I have come to understand that a cosmopolitan education is not only an ethical response to actually existing cosmopolitanism but also a worldly way of thinking, which can be artistically actualized as a style of scholarly writing that draws upon a multiplicity of diverse and sometimes surprising, even counter-intuitive source material. As a cosmopolitan individual himself, Pinar (2009) teaches us, by example, about cosmopolitanism through his self-fashioned style of writing about worldly, visionary, and sometimes controversial (Pasolini) artists-public intellectuals. Such self-fashioning, however, is done in “complicated conversation” with others that constitute the world. Such complicated conversation, moreover, as done in the work of curriculum theorizing “seek(s) the truth [italics added] of the present, not its manipulation for profiteering” (Pinar, 2012, p. 214). It is Arendt’s self-fashioned cosmopolitan style of writing, however, that I interpret in the second research question:

*In what ways does Hannah Arendt draw upon Kant’s writings on judgment and sensus communis in forming her narrative “storytelling” style of political theorizing? How might this style or interpretive method be a cosmopolitan enterprise? Underneath this question lies an interest in understanding influence, specifically how Kant has influenced Arendt. Why does influence matter? Influence has to do with the ways in which the past, in this case a thinker of the past, “affects the mind or action of” – as defined by the Oxford English Dictionary – what*
happens in the present. We cannot understand the present if we do not know what led to this moment in time. While amnesia or animal forgetfulness can certainly be liberating (see Nietzsche, 2010), it can also be dangerous as Bradbury (as cited in Johnston, 2007) appreciates in his novel about experiencing a world full of “useless information” and “factoids.” It is not only the “opiate” that is television or “Nazi-style burning of books” (Pinar, 2012, p. 63) that erases the past; the past is annihilated in more discreet ways “through standardized testing,” or that which has become the central method to enact school reform. Though in less explicit fashion, standardized testing operates much like totalitarianism; its in/direct aims are to dissolve human plurality, or that which makes us different: our unique past experiences. Moreover, we can only judge that which we remember. “Judgment is our faculty for dealing with the past” (Arendt, 1978: 1, p. 216).

Arendt’s storytelling style – which engages a “plurality of perspectives” as a way to arrive at “situated impartiality” (Disch, 1993) – provides the means for judgments to be made. What I noted in reading the few articles that have been written on Arendt’s style is that more attention has been paid to the ways that Walter Benjamin has influenced this aspect of Arendt’s work (see Benhabib, 1990; Herzog, 2000) than has Immanuel Kant. I point to how Kant’s (1914) *Critique of Judgement* has been greatly significant in this respect, too. It is in his writings on practical judgment where we come to understand the meaning of “enlarged thought” (p. 171). Such enlargement is connected to the faculty of imagination. In cultivating this creative faculty, we learn to take on others’ perspectives thereby moving toward a worldly sensibility or cosmopolitan-mindedness. In writing about Arendt’s style, I found myself performing her style by being fair-minded and inclusive toward the ways that her style, or what has been called by others her “method” (e.g., Vollrath, 1977; Benhabib, 1990; Herzog, 2000), has been both criticized and commended. In following Arendt’s lead, I also aimed to be impartial toward her own scholarship. As such, I found myself critiquing, more than I realized I would, Arendt’s tone in *Eichmann*. To love the world, as Arendt teaches, does not mean to receive it uncritically.

While she is a great teacher whose own influence on my work is no doubt apparent, I have aimed to converse with her, not simply take on her perspectives. This conversation turns in a different direction when responding to the third research question centered on exploring an ethic of compassion. Compassion is not a sentiment that Arendt held in high regard as illustrated in her
writings on the subject; that said, her writings on love provide entry points into discussing such an ethic. I asked:

*Why might the cultivation of the faculty of judgment and a compassionate heart be vital to working toward a transnational, planetary ethic of responsibility?* In responding to this question, I aimed to place myself, by force of the imagination, in the position of the victims, the othered others of Fukushima. In calling out to you, the people of Fukushima and those who will listen to my narrative about what has happened to you, I drew from the resources of my heart and with the help of those few scholars who have also written on the subject of love from a place of love. While the work being done in the political strand of cosmopolitanism is most attuned to human rights and global justice concerns, which includes those of environmental justice (see Hansen, 2008, p. 292), this work, I noted, draws from Arendt’s explicitly political writings and is focused upon in/formal practices of hospitality; while these hoped for practices yet-to-come are ones that exemplify care for the world, the texts themselves do not speak directly to how love or compassion form part of the “cosmopolitan orientation” (p. 295). This, I suggest, is due largely to the fact that writing about love is supposed to be the work of the poets. Not uncomfortable in writing about love himself, Huebner (as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008) explains that the idea of love carries with it an impression of “softness and romance” (p. 77) which does not fare well in the pragmatic, reasonable and rigorous work of educational scholarship; nor has it fared well in the theorizing of political cosmopolitanism despite the fact that Arendt’s dissertation is devoted to the subject of love, a subject she returns to in her last, unfinished book. Yet in reading and writing about Fukushima, I realized that the coupling of ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion, a both/and rather than either/or ethic of transnational, planetary responsibility, that “appeals to the hearts and minds of others” (Kurasawa, 2007, p. 44), offers a space to think, feel, and act on this never-ending event with one’s full humanity.

Kant asks: “What is a human being?” I considered the meaning of being human in relation to those writers who have likewise reflected on this question. For Biesta (2006) the question “What is a human being?” ought to remain “a radically open question…that can only be answered by engaging in education rather than as a question that needs to be answered before we can engage in education” (p. 4-5). For Arendt (1994), there are limits to what it means to be human. The *musselman* – the central image of what happens to human beings under total control...
– is nothing but “a bundle of reliable reactions” (p. 240) and who goes to her/his death already dead. Can this be a human being? Through the process of engaging others on Kant’s question, I posit that we move toward a greater sense of humanity by cultivating and acting with ethical responsibility. A world at risk is characterized by gross amounts of “organized irresponsibility” (Beck, 2009, p. 28) as exemplified in the build up to and after effects of the Fukushima nuclear meltdown. Being responsible, collectively and individually, however, is not something that can be gauged in advance. When it comes to risk and threats, “[m]easuring procedures” and “calculating the hazards prove to be inapplicable.” If a cosmopolitan education centralizes the coupling of ethical judgment with an ethic of compassion, what might this both/and ethic look like in practice? This question brings me to a particular case, Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment, which provides an opportunity to turn from theorizing to performing a cosmopolitan education.

In what ways does reading literature from a plurality of perspectives and with situated impartiality cultivate cosmopolitanism? Certain phrases used in this last research question – “plurality of perspectives” and “situated impartiality” – come from Lisa Disch’s (1993) interpretation of Arendt’s storytelling style of writing. In chapter 3, I develop the argument that Arendt’s style of writing provides a means to make judgments upon political phenomena that demand judgment-making. I also contend that her style is cosmopolitan (not ideological, instrumental, or biased) in that it aims to be fair-minded; she starts out with the facts of events in the hopes of seeking out and speaking from a place of truthfulness. The more perspectives one has knowledge of and seeks to understand when reflecting upon facts that can and ought to be judged, the more likely a spectator of the facts is to show impartiality in making those judgments. In this way, judging, truth-seeking, and truth-telling work together.

While Arendt’s style of political theorizing, her moving between and among different perspectives, might be performed in various situations that solicit ethical judgment, I was drawn on an intuitive level to writing about CP as part of my dissertation work before conceptualizing what that work might look like. I knew that I wanted to write about love and compassion and that somehow Dostoevsky could help me on this journey. Additionally, Dostoevsky’s strong sense of Russian patriotism, his xenophobia, and “demonization of the Jews” (see Frank, 2010, p. 745) as documented perhaps most explicitly in A Writer’s Diary (Dostoevsky, 2009) provided me with a
different way of engaging the subject of cosmopolitanism than has been done in educational scholarship thus far. In other words, as a text unto itself, CP is loaded with content ripe for thinking about anti/cosmopolitanism as an object. Moreover, I thought about this object with the help of Arendt’s style of writing which I have called cosmopolitan. In this way, multiple activities and multiple perspectives were directed toward CP as ends and means.

The ends were, in part, to investigate a historically situated intolerance toward “rootless cosmopolitans.” What I discovered along the way was that scholarship (written in English) on Dostoevsky, CP, and Luzhin, specifically, was not only apologetic to the author’s hateful ideology but that much of it was un/consciously in agreement with it. While it is one thing for Dostoevsky, a man living in the land and time period of pogroms, to spout “the most insulting language” (Frank, 2010, p. 745) about Jews, it is another for scholarship on Dostoevsky, some of which has been published in the last few years, to ignore or pretend away this ugly truth, which as we can see in CP, infects his fiction writing, too. For Arendt (2006a), universities, like the judiciary, are meant to be “refuges of truth” (p. 256) from partisan politics. Their integrity, and the scholars who inhabit them, rests on this fact: “The historical sciences and the humanities…are supposed to find out, to stand guard over, and interpret factual truth and human documents” (p. 256-257). We have seen in more than one instance what happens in societies where university education and the research that takes place in them are no longer truthful but ideological. While an extreme case, as Reich Minister of Education, Heidegger established the Führerprinzip – or “Follow the Führer.”

In this study, CP was also read in allegorical terms, as a means to think about the ways in which a novel from the past helps us to think about and navigate an unknown future. Drawing upon Pinar’s (2012) study of allegory and thinking allegorically in the work of curriculum theorizing – and “curriculum theory is, in effect, a form of autobiographically informed truth-telling [italics added] that articulates the educational experience of teachers and students as lived” (p. 35) – I explored the ways in which Raskolnikov’s dream of a worldwide plague can be read as a preamble to world risk society. Beck (2009) speaks about world risks in largely normative terms, focusing upon the breakdown of structural dynamics such as “risk assessment, insurance principle…preventative aftercare” (p. 91); in thinking about world risks through the perspective of Raskolnikov’s dream, I offer a different, perhaps more metaphysical way to think
about the meaning of world risk. Risks (turned catastrophes) come about with the breakdown of the faculty of judgment. While Beck speaks of literal modern day potential pandemic-plagues such as SARS and avian flu (p. 165), I speak in more figurative terms about pandemics which do not have symptoms that can be ascertained empirically. This is what makes the breakdown of the faculty of judgment so uncertain; it is impossible to detect that such a breakdown is happening. There are no experts to verify its erosion – and even if there were – who would listen?

6.2 Content and Form, Curriculum and Pedagogy

Research in cosmopolitanism in and outside educational scholarship has been largely conceptual in orientation. In writing about texts written on cosmopolitanism and others related to its subject, I have written something close to conceptual analysis, too. At the same time, the work of conceptual analysis often makes an argument and can be quite systematic and disciplined in its approach; its aim is to breakdown a philosophical or conceptual idea such as freedom, responsibility, or justice. Kant’s mode of writing, it has been argued, falls squarely into modern conceptions of analysis (Beaney, 2009). While my dissertation is conceptual in that it is a text-based study, I do not exactly develop an argument nor is my writing style as cleanly crafted or methodical as that often written by, for example, philosophers of education.55

If I am not quite presenting an argument, what am I doing? This dissertation aims to respond, at times allegorically, to a host of ethical issues related to manmade global risks (turned catastrophe) such as totalitarianism, nuclear devastation, and school reform. In speaking upon these risks and drawing thematic connections between them, I also turned to a multiplicity of sources in and beyond educational scholarship – some theoretical, some fictional, some mass media – to help shed light on what it means to be human in an in/human(e) world. In speaking upon the use of “religious metaphors in the language of education,” Huebner (as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008) once said:

The use of metaphor is a way of shedding new light on an already existing phenomenon, by looking at and speaking about that phenomenon from a totally different perspective. In this way we obtain a transfer of meaning, and thus an opening up of awareness. (p. 358)
While Huebner emphasizes the ways that metaphorical language can help humanity to think differently about that which already exists, my concerns here deal not only with what we know for certain exists but that which we are not certain exists in the present and what might exist in a future full of present day world risks that are but ticking time bombs under the right-wrong, circumstances. Events that have occurred which at one time were un/imaginable – e.g., genocide, nuclear devastation, global terrorism and, most recently, drone warfare and surveillance – have become and are becoming everyday occurrences.

In writing about the novelty of totalitarianism and the Nazi death camps soon after the camps were unveiled to the world at large, Hannah Arendt faced a problem centered on how to write about this incomprehensible subject so that its realities could become comprehensible in its incomprehensibility. This required not only speaking the truth about unbelievable facts but telling them in such a way that their facticity would become real. No easy task. In but a few scattered places, Arendt (1953) spoke upon her “rather unusual approach” (p. 77) to writing Origins. She once described her writing as “my old-fashioned story-telling” (Arendt, 1960, p. 11), a fashion or style which did not fit into the methodological traditions of political and historical writings of her time. That which she called old-fashioned was and still is, quite to the contrary, novel for the work of a political philosopher. It is literary. But she called herself a political theorist. What is the difference? A political philosopher can be said to think in metaphysical or general ways about the material world; a political theorist can be said to base ones theories on particular material realities. For example, as a philosopher, Immanuel Kant wrote conceptually about moving between particulars to arrive at general standpoints in the Critique of Judgement. In a world where most people become “uncomfortable…when confronted with moral issues,” Arendt (2003), “not the least uncomfortable” (p. 22) herself, nevertheless, did not fear making judgments upon particular worldly events and the people who made up that world. Her biographical sketches of two parvenus – one, a buffoonish politician – Benjamin Disraeli – the other, a thoughtless though not stupid bureaucrat – Adolph Eichmann – are noteworthy examples. She also had a talent to take on others’ perspectives – e.g., the Anti-Dreyfusards, the Boer Settlers, the Schutzstaffel – while simultaneously judging those perspectives. Her ability to imagine the thoughts or thoughtlessness of particular kinds of people
opens up a space for her readers to “understand” how lies (e.g., about the “enemy”) could be taken as truths, how the unimaginable (e.g., the Holocaust) had, in fact, already occurred.

The content she chose to write about centered on ethical problems which arose out of material circumstances, and the form she fashioned to confront ethical issues was an ethic in itself. In speaking upon Arendt’s “performative pedagogy,” Schutz (2001) has said: “one of the most important aspects of Arendt’s work resides not in its explicit content, but instead in its form. As important as what her writings ask us to think, is who they encourage us to be” (p. 127). While Ulrich Beck has encouraged me to be concerned about environmental risks, particularly nuclear power stations and the local-to-global accidents that they can spawn and the long lasting problem of nuclear waste that they accrue, Arendt (2003) has encouraged me to contemplate a plurality of perspectives on a plurality of subjects which I link together under the umbrella of global risks. These risks summon a transnational ethics of responsibility. Such contemplation has taken the form of a performance; this performance might be described as a series of spontaneous movements in that I often did not know in advance what sources I would draw from at any one moment while moving in a direction I was not fully certain of, either. For Arendt, spontaneity and freedom go hand in hand. At the same time, the issues I address are held together by and move toward the meaning of a cosmopolitan education. If a cosmopolitan education summons ethical judgment and an ethic of compassion, it is also a practice involving content and form, curriculum and pedagogy. The amateur social theorist in me looks to actually existing cosmopolitanism in articulating a cosmopolitan education; the politically-minded Arendtian storyteller in me writes about cosmopolitanism with a style that might be called cosmopolitan, too; the student and teacher of literature in me influences what novels, poems, and plays I have been compelled to include, as each help provide differing perspectives on the literal meaning of world risks and metaphorical meaning of world citizenship.

Arendt has also encouraged me, by example, to not be afraid to pass judgment on the handling of and (lack of) responses to Fukushima. In the Fukushima section of the study, I also come down on, judging rather harshly, certain scientific practices. Yet in other places, I have tried to remain impartial in my criticisms of Dostoevsky’s hostility to the West and what the West symbolizes in the eyes of an occidentalist. If an “imported scientism and utilitarianism constitute a dangerously deluded ideology” (Buruma and Margalit, 2004, p. 98) as Dostoevsky’s
underground man is convinced, does this make Dostoevsky’s Christian doctrine of salvation any less dangerous? Yet, Dostoevsky’s passion, his “ethics of the heart” (Cherkasova, 2009, p. 2) and Arendt’s “emotionally determined method” (Voegelin, 1953, p. 70) in Origins have inspired my own belief that ethical obligations derive from the mysterious workings of the heart as much as from the practical judgments made by the mind in concert with others.

In the year 2001, I began reading The Origins of Totalitarianism for the first time. I was struck (and still am) not only by the breadth and depth of its content but the style of the writing that conveys the content. The two are inseparable in creating meaning. It is not only the content and curriculum of Arendt’s words but also her form and performative pedagogy that encourages me to write about a host of significant ethical issues, including what it means to be a human being.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research

In this dissertation, I have spoken in some depth upon totalitarianism, a form of government which destroys plurality or that which makes us human. I have also alluded to the fears that political theorists have raised regarding the link between totalitarianism and the adoption of a world government. These are not unwarranted concerns. Totalitarianism, as Arendt explains, aims to make a gigantic One out of the many. This does not mean, however, that a “proposal for re-arranging life” (Skolimowski, 2003, p. 143) in which a cosmocratic, “non-exploitive form of government will naturally follow” will be inherently predisposed to totalitarianism. As Arendt (1998) teaches, the faculty of action, which starts something new, “interrupts the inexorable automatic course of daily life” (p. 246) and whose outcomes can never be predicted. In this way, to act anew and to be free are one and the same. Moreover, in attempting to avoid totalitarianism – an avoidance which is steeped in a desire to control the future – we could very well lead straight into it. The allegory of Oedipus Rex has taught us that much.56

Because human beings and other earthly inhabitants are being faced with new issues that threaten our existence – forecasted most markedly in the un/predictable consequences of climate change – I call on scholars across disciplines to take seriously and move toward a vision of “cosmocracy” like that enunciated by Henryk Skolimowski (2003). Skolimowski’s description of
Eco-cracy – a form of democracy that is international and inter-speciel in orientation – might help lay such groundwork:

Eco-cracy means recognising the power of nature and of life itself, it means observing the limits of nature, cohabiting with nature, not against it, creating ecologically sustainable systems, reverence for the planet and not its continuous plundering. (p. 153)

Such reverence for the planet has also been voiced in the cosmopolitan writings of curriculum theory. Pinar (2009) contends that spirituality enunciated as reverence for not only human life summons self and world radical reconstruction. “Such spirituality can inspire political action” (p. 5). And unlike Dostoevsky’s spirituality, Skolimowski (2003) and Pinar’s (2009) are not linked to religious dogmas or anthropocentric paradigms. Indeed, Skolimowski’s (2003) vision, in which “the world is a sanctuary,” is (perhaps?) the only alternative to the immanent destruction of earthly intelligent life and/or the planet as we know it.

Along this cosmocratic line, suggestions for future research might also include expanding upon what it means to show compassion and work toward justice as ecological citizens. Andrew Dobson’s (2003) feminist influenced “post-cosmopolitanism” draws a distinction between what it means to be human: to show compassion for humanity and the planet, and what it means to be a citizen: to expand notions of and act with justice toward others. While it is problematic to essentialize what it is that women do or what traits they uniquely possess, the “feminization of citizenship,” says Dobson, might entail “the establishing of ‘caring, compassion, and responsibility for the vulnerable’ as citizenship virtues” (p. 63). That said, I hold concerns regarding the possibility of such citizenship reconstruction if the human condition resembles Raskolnikov’s dream which resembles the biblical story of the Tower of Babel; a human condition filled with “broken language, broken understanding, broken dreams of towers and cities” (Huebner as cited in Pinar and Hillis, 2008, p. 313). Are we, as Bradbury forewarns in Fahrenheit 451, heading toward apocalypse?

Even if the apocalypse is upon us, with every ending there is a new beginning: “this beginning is the promise, the only ‘message’ which the end can ever produce.” ~ Hannah Arendt
Endnotes

1 In his discussion on the problem of defining moral philosophy, Rachels (1986) defines morality as “the effort to guide one’s conduct by reason” (p. 11), a definition which clearly emphasizes the importance that rational thinking plays in making good judgments. At the same time, Rachels draws from Socrates words: “How we ought to live” (p. 1) in his articulation of moral philosophy. The pronoun “we” here would seem to meld Hansen’s (2011) delineation between the “me” of ethics and the “you” of morality, further muddying the morality vs. ethics waters. For philosopher Emmanuel Levinas (see Beals, 2007), ethics is built on conceptions of love, and loving the Other precedes rational thought. Here we begin to see various interpretations and articulations of these philosophical terms. Moreover, Levinas’ ethics resonates with the significance that a compassionate heart plays (along with judgment) in practicing a cosmopolitan education.

2 Moreover, my concerns are highly attuned to those of “political cosmopolitanism,” which emphasizes the building of in/formal modes of hospitality to those in need. Theories of political cosmopolitanism also owe a great deal to the writings of Kant and Arendt, thinkers I owe much to in building the ideas found in this dissertation.

3 One aspect of Dostoevsky’s fiction in common with Atwood, Huxley, and Bradbury’s, however, is his prophetic vision of totalitarianism; a vision to be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

4 Additionally, I attended The Fukushima Nuclear Disaster – One Year Later conference held at Simon Fraser University, March 10-12, 2012. At the conference, I spoke with a variety of presenters and participants on reliable sources of information on Fukushima and have drawn from many of the recommended resources in this study.
Popkewitz’s (2008) claim that cosmopolitans live a glamorous lifestyle certainly runs counter to the life lived of the first self-proclaimed kosmopolite, Diogenes the Cynic. According to the Athenians, Diogenes (as cited in Hansen, 2011) lived like a dog. He was “a beggar, a wanderer…without a city (polis), without a home, deprived of land” (p. 37). Like the Athenians, Pollock et al. (2000) maintain that cosmopolitans today are “refugees, peoples of the diaspora, and migrants and exiles” (p. 582).

Given that Japanese business and economic ethics are “often deeply influenced by other conventions and pressures” (Sen, 1993, p. 47) such as “rule based behavior patterns” (p. 50), “Confucian ethics” (Dore as cited in Sen, 1993, p. 50) and a “traditional concern with ‘honor’ reflective of the samurai code” (Ikegami as cited in Sen, 1993, p. 50), Todd’s (2009) critique that “respect [for] cultural differences” becomes dangerously problematic for a world at risk. Of course, we run yet another kind of risk in pointing fingers at certain cultures more than others which is not the purpose for inquiring into ways that the cosmopolitan moment has come upon everyone. We cannot forget that the United States exercised its muscle in World War II by dropping two atom bombs on Japan. When Eisenhower subsequently promoted “Atoms for Peace,” how much choice did Japan really have to not buy nuclear power from America for purposes of electricity? According to American historian and the Director of Nuclear Studies at American University, Peter Kuznick (2011) maintains that “[i]t is in the strange relationship between these two oddly matched allies that the roots and meaning of the Fukushima crisis lay buried.” Moreover, there are other cosmopolitan “symbolic codes” (Beck, 2009, p. 69) such as Chernobyl, 9/11, and the globally influential Eurozone financial crisis each of which can be studied from cultural, economic, and political perspectives, as well. While it seems insane that Japan, one of the most earthquake prone zone areas on the planet, would agree to build nuclear power plants on its land, the United States and China have done so on or near earthquake zones, too (see Casselman and Spegele, 2011). Nor has the Fukushima meltdown stopped the United States or other countries from building more nuclear power plants. The point is not to blame or scapegoat one cause for one effect in world risk society; though, I would add, we should also not be afraid to make judgments for the explicit reason that there exists in society “a deep-seated fear
of passing judgment, of naming names, and of fixing blame” (Arendt, 2003, p. 21). To pass judgment in this way is considered “vulgar, lacks sophistication” (p. 20), particularly when those persons who pass judgment are from the “outside.” Instead, says Arendt, we place blame on the mysterious working of isms that operate “behind the backs of men and bestows upon everything they do some kind of deeper meaning” (p. 20) – as if these isms have a consciousness unto themselves. On the other hand, Beck (2009) points out that when it comes to ecological crises, the “established rules for allocating responsibility – causality and blame – are breaking down” (p. 91). Arendt (1973) understood the antipolitical phenomenon of totalitarianism in much the same way that Beck does world risk society; its elements “crystallize on the basis of the nihilistic principle that ‘everything is permitted’” (p. 440). Such “crystallization” of totalitarianism or of the Fukushima nuclear disaster does not mean, however, that we should dismiss how the past, even ancient past, is working in the present. Indeed, the chairman of the Fukushima nuclear accident investigation commission, Kiyoshi Kurokawa (as cited in Shimazu, 2012), says as much: “[Fukushima’s] fundamental causes are to be found in the ingrained conventions of Japanese culture: our reflexive obedience; our reluctance to question authority; our devotion to ‘sticking with the programme’; and our ‘insularity’.” Yet as Shimazu (2012) points out, such conventions “are not at all unique to Japan, but are universal qualities in all societies.” Universal and particular, in this endnote, we have arrived at an answer to the question and without imposing a universal explanation: What is a cosmopolitan education?

7 For an in-depth analysis on how the future is found in the past, and how thinking allegorically helps us to see the future, see Pinar (2012).

8 Those who write the standardized tests should not be excluded in a conversation about judgment either, considering that standardization obliterates plurality. Human plurality can only flourish under conditions of freedom, and to be free and to be human are one and the same (Arendt, 1998). In other words, standardized testing, “a form of ideological control” (Pinar, 2012, p. 223), aims to destroy what makes humans human, i.e., our “unique distinctness” (Arendt, 1998, p. 176). In other words, standardized tests are morally problematic.
See Hixson (2012b) for a discussion concerning what and when those in power knew that Fukushima was a prediction waiting to happen. Fackler (2012) exposes the lack of organization and disagreement on how Japanese leaders dealt with Fukushima. While officials downplayed the risk of the meltdown to the public, they secretly considered evacuating Tokyo. According to Yoichi Funabashi, founder of the Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation and former editor-in-chief of *Asahi Shimbun*, Japan was lucky that more nuclear reactors closer to Tokyo didn’t meltdown: “We barely avoided the worst case scenario, though the public didn’t know it at the time.” Such organized irresponsibility on the event of Fukushima goes beyond the confines of Japan. In Canada, authorities have denied that there are health risks from Fukushima even though it has been reported that cesium – a radionuclide with a half-life of 30 years and which increases the risks of cancer if consumed – has been found in 65% of Japanese fisheries which export to Canada (Roslin, 2012). The president of the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility, Gordon Edwards (as cited in Roslin, 2012) also claims that “it is completely untrue to say this level of radiation is safe or harmless.” Moreover, in the United States, “[n]o one has taken responsibility for studying [Fukushima] in a single agency” (Buesseler as cited in Roslin, 2012).

As a case in point, I once heard a story about an adolescent deaf girl in Mexico who was never taught how to communicate. During the day when her father went off to work, the mother prostituted her to men in the neighborhood. The father was not aware of what was happening to his daughter but thought that she was strangely ill-behaved and did not understand why she tried to run away from home on several occasions, once bringing her younger sister with her. With the help of a missionary organization that works with the deaf, his daughter learned how to speak sign language and was then able to tell her father the stories of what had been happening to her.

We do not know definitively if this is the only reason for growing the rice. Common sense says, we must be careful not to trust this explanation given for growing rice in radioactive soil as this is the same city that says if farmers do not till the soil, it will be treated as “abandoned farmland” (*Tokyo Shimbun*, 2012).
12 It is displaced persons like these that Pollock et al. (2000) call cosmopolitan (see p. 582). And the first self-professed kosmopolite, Diogenes the Cynic, lived without a state and was treated by the Athenians as scum of the earth, too (see Hansen, 2011, p. 37).

13 Renowned scholar of Arendt’s work on love, Joanna Vecchirelli Scott (2002) points out that there exists a tension at play “between worldly engagement and critical distance” (p. 20) in Arendt’s dissertation Love and Saint Augustine. While Scott does not articulate this tension as a stylistic issue, she recognizes that this tension was “controversial” when it was written and still is today. We will see some of the reasons for these controversies momentarily.

14 Systemic examples include but are not limited to: corporate corruption, the building of atomic power, environmental degradation, and medical research fraud (see Deer, 2011), each of which resonates with Beck’s (2009) critique of “organized irresponsibility” that characterizes world risk society. The subject of “organized irresponsibility” and cosmopolitanism as global risk will be addressed in more depth in the following chapter.

15 Arendt is not suggesting that thinking instrumentally would make the whole enterprise completely sound and logical but rather aims to point out the different ways that totalitarianism, as opposed to other kinds of authoritarian rule, is novel and incomprehensible.

16 For example, how is one able to comprehend the fact that six million Jews were murdered by the Nazis? Here is a novel idea: in order to make some sort of sense out of this vast number, a group of 8th grade students in Tennessee created an after school, voluntary project in which they collected six million paper clips. The clips were used to create a monument for the victims (see Schroeder and Schroeder-Hildebrand, 2004). Similar to what happened with Anne Frank’s diary, the project was capitalized on and turned into a heartwarming, sentimental documentary film called Paper Clips.
See also Nava (2007) who interprets cosmopolitanism as a subjective, visceral attraction to difference.

In the spirit of Shakespearean asides, during production of Gibson’s film, both the assistant director, Jan Michelini, and the actor playing Jesus of Nazareth, Jim Caviezel, were struck by lightning while filming in Italy. Michelini was struck twice and in different shooting locations. Though the producer of the film, Steve McEveety, noticed smoke coming out Caviezel’s ears, it should be noted that neither man were seriously hurt (“Jesus actor,” 2003).

Beck (2009) forefronts the key role that natality via the writings of Hannah Arendt plays in expressing the “cosmopolitan moment” (p. 48) that is global risks. This moment, says Beck, opens up “new possibilities of action” (p. 49), new beginnings from out of the ashes that are a “(mis)fortune.” Later in this chapter, I will turn to the Fukushima nuclear disaster as a case to consider (mis)fortunate new beginnings.

Beck (2009) defines a cosmopolitan event as a global risk turned “inclusive for-us” (p. 70) catastrophe. He turns to 9/11 and the 2004 Asian tsunami as illustrations of such events in that they have “both national and international” implications rather than one or the other. In this way, Fukushima fits Beck’s working definition of a cosmopolitan event and in ways that are unprecedented.

The notion of a world government will be discussed near the end of this chapter. The aversion to a world government is narrated in Huxley’s Brave New World, too, where the story’s central setting, the “World State,” operates under a utilitarian-totalitarian regime.

Noting historical precedence, Derrida (2001) does reference cities of refuge which “bridge several…moments” (p. 17) in the West which fall outside the spirit of Kantian cosmopolitanism,
namely the medieval tradition of providing sanctuary for those “banished from another city” (p. 18) and the role that Pauline Christianity played in politicizing conditions of hospitality.

23 In two different places, I draw extensively from Nava (2007) in articulating the relationship between love, spontaneity, and hospitable actions toward different others (see Spector 2011a and 2011b).

24 It seems oxymoronic to suggest that spontaneity can be cultivated; nonetheless, there have been great artists, writers, and filmmakers such as Marc Chagall, Jack Kerouac, and Federico Fellini, respectively, who have created artworks committed to such cultivation. Chagall’s spontaneous brushstrokes and scenes in such paintings as “Springtime on the Meadow, from Daphnis and Chloe,” “Above the Town,” and “Promenade,” Kerouac’s spontaneous road-travel adventure in *On the Road*, and Fellini’s dance and dream scenes in *8 ½* attest to the ways in which spontaneity can be practiced and subsequently cultivated in the world. At the same time, one knows not what spontaneity will do. It is the work of thinkers committed to human rights and global justice that ought to recognize and appreciate that human beings have a heart and this heart can act with spontaneous good will if there exists a free space to do so.

25 Here is a bold strategy for legal defense: During a court proceeding concerning a radioactive golf course, TEPCO claimed that because it no longer “owned” the radioactive substances, the golf course and whoever else owns radioactive land since the Fukushima nuclear disaster is responsible for the cleanup. This strategy was successful in that TEPCO has been freed of cleanup responsibility (Iwata, 2011).

26 Stalin referred to anti-patriotic Jewish intellectuals (who must be purged) as “rootless cosmopolitans” (see Azadovskii and Egorov, 2002, p. 67).

27 Reputed ecopedagogue, Richard Kahn (2008b) has likewise written a compelling article in the domain of pedagogy on the “[t]echnoscientific marvels” (p. 4) conducted at the Nevada Test
Site. He juxtaposes the so-called “objective” and “universal” (p. 2) findings done at the test site by atomic weapons experts with the medicinal research and practices of indigenous populations located in the same region whose aims are “community healing” (p. 1). Kahn’s (2008a) ecopedagogy has its roots in Freirian critical pedagogy, an orientation that goes beyond the scope of my own in this dissertation. Nevertheless, his enunciation of ecopedagogy premised upon a universal ecological ethic (p. 8) is highly compelling given the factual truth of ecological and environmental devastations infecting our planet.

Bar-Tal (1997) notes that in prewar Japan, “[p]atriotic values were actively imparted in Japanese schools” (p. 262-263) with nearly religious fervor. Today, the “pressure to conform to the ‘patriotic’ line” (p. 263) appears dangerously alive and well in at least one school in Fukushima, Japan.

While the United States government has denied using DU in their weapons during the war, there have been reports to suggest otherwise (see Wagner and Thurn, 2004). If this toxic metal was used, this would be a novel way of getting rid of a country’s radioactive waste. Of course, it is never really gotten rid of given that the half-life of uranium-238 is 4.48 billion years and for uranium-235 it is 700 million years. That said, the World Health Organization’s (2003) most up-to-date fact sheet on DU indicates that there are no reproductive or development effects on human beings exposed to this metal through inhaling dust particles or otherwise. Baverstock (2006), however, points out that there have been no long term studies done on uranium toxicity. Moreover, his research indicates that “uranium is potentially genotoxic and therefore probably a carcinogen” (p. 5). The debates surrounding the risks associated with using and being exposed to DU act as an example for what Beck (2009) calls the unpredictability and uncertainty of a world at risk.

The Onkalo nuclear waste repository offers us a novel way of appreciating the priority Nietzsche places on “animal forgetfulness” (Lemm, 2009, p. 11) over human memory. Interestingly, Roger Berkowitz (2010) provides an Arendtian critique of Lemm’s (2009)
Nietzsche’s Animal Philosophy, a book which aims to remember an area of Nietzsche’s writings that were largely forgotten in the 20th century. Berkowitz claims that Nietzsche’s “anti-human philosophy” is filled with “false promise,” that “abandoning humanity to its animality…risks pursuing a false path to liberation.” Let us look at two different examples which call Berkowitz’s critique of Nietzsche’s animality into question. If we were to place writer-director Michael Madsen of Into Eternity (Lense-Møller, 2010) in the place of Nietzsche’s man in his essay “On the Use and Abuse of History for Life,” how would this essay read in a particular rather than general sense? The man says to the beast: “‘Why do you not talk to me about your happiness and only gaze at me?’ The beast wants to answer, too, and say: ‘That comes about because I always immediately forget what I wanted to say.’ But by then the beast has already forgotten this reply and remains silent, so that the man keeps on wondering about it. But he also wonders about himself, that he is not able to learn to forget and that he always hangs onto the past” (Nietzsche, 2010, p. 1). How to forget some things, like the Onkalo nuclear waste repository – the first of its kind but hopefully not the last given that there are over 250,000 tons of nuclear waste needing to be hidden somewhere because it can never disappear even though its danger is invisible – but remember others in order for humanity to remain human? The second example which underscores the value of animality comes from the first self-proclaimed kosmopolite, Diogenes of Sinope. Diogenes lived without a city or polis; he was a “beggar” and “wanderer” (Hansen, 2011, p. 37) whom the people of Athens called a “kynikos” which comes from the root “kyon, dog.” Indeed, Diogenes the Cynic was a great admirer of the way animals lived: in a state of “naturalness and lack of guile” (p. 37) in contrast to the way he saw human beings living with “hypocrisies and pretentiousness” such as doing what is right without necessarily wanting what is right. A great admirer of Diogenes, Nietzsche (2010) said: “For the happiness of the beast, like that of the complete cynic, is the living proof of the rightness of cynicism” (p. 2). It is not beasts who have created instruments with the power to obliterate life as we know it. This fact brings us back to the central question of this chapter: What is a human being?

31 That said, radiation contamination has more severe consequences for the health of children than adults (UNSCEAR, 2012, July 16). Moreover, the Eighth Report of Fukushima Prefecture
Health Management Survey has observed that the most vulnerable of children are girls (Fukushima Voice, 2012, Sept. 17). Why some children exposed to similar levels of radiation contamination develop abnormal thyroid growths or cancers is, nevertheless, a guessing game.  


33 In the 21st century, the notion of killers attached to the Obama administration’s “targeted killing” program has become even more nebulous. As a case in point, the actors who man unmanned drone aircrafts via video technology “refer to their victims as ‘bug splats’” (Carter, 2012).

34 It is one thing for Fukushima farmers to un/willfully sell cesium contaminated beef – at 6.5 times the government’s legal limit – to retail stores and subsequently unknowing customers (Mahr, 2011), it is another thing to create an event that invites people to eat cesium contaminated beef from Iwate, Japan – where the livestock is free-grazing and whose meat has a “richer taste” (Anada as cited in EX-SFK, 2012, April 25). In the flyer advertising the event, Mr. Anada, the farmer selling the meat is quoted as saying: “Resist the globalism that severs the local community!” As it has been reported, 30 people including parents who brought their children to the event sat around a table and ate the contaminated beef together. Such is an example of extreme patriotism where the desire to belong lacks common sense reasoning.

35 Speaking toward different types of classroom literature, Jollimore and Barrios (2006) differentiate between what they see as a sentimental education and a cosmopolitan education, arguing that a sentimental education is “inadequate to prepare students for…[a] cosmopolitan world” (p. 363); two kinds of education that Todd (2009) conflates.

36 Arendt’s political theorizing abounds with paradoxes and with the elucidation of such paradoxes. While Arendt’s former student Jerome Kohn (as cited in Kohn and Young-Bruehl, 2001) states that Arendt’s “peculiar pleasure of particularity” (p. 232) has made the greatest of
impacts on him, I would argue that Arendt’s peculiar pleasure of paradox is even more compelling to the cosmopolitan spirit.

37 What automatons can do, apparently, is build atomic weapons. In the documentary film The Day after Trinity (Else, 1980), scientists working with physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer on the creation of the first nuclear bomb, or “the gadget” as they called it, reflect back on those days leading up to its 1945 detonation-test: “Our life was directed to do one thing. It was though we were programmed to do that and we, as automatons, were doing it” (Wilson as cited in Else, 1980) even though fascism was defeated and there was no so-called justifiable reason to keep at it. The scientists, Wilson adds, did question if what they were doing was “morally wrong.” Freeman Dyson (as cited in Else, 1980) then describes what he saw as the reason the bomb was dropped on Hiroshima: “I would say that it was almost inevitable that it would have happened simply because all the bureaucratic operators existed by that time to do it… it was nobody’s fault that the bomb was dropped. It was just that nobody had the courage or the foresight to say no…there was almost no way of stopping what was going on.” What is interesting to note is the similarity between the ways that Arendt describes the Nazi movement and the language used by the Manhattan Project scientists whose first “gadget” was meant to defeat that same movement’s rise to power. Studying Hitler and Stalin’s speeches, Arendt (1973) points out the inevitable, prophetic quality to totalitarian intentions. These intentions were perceived as “historical process[es] in which man only does or suffers what, according to immutable laws, is bound to happen anyway” (p. 349). In other words, there was nothing that the Nazis could do to stop the genocide of the Jews and nothing that the Manhattan Project scientists could do to stop the building and detonation of the atom bomb. Thus, no one was guilty of any crimes because those crimes would have happened anyway. Different than the Nazis who did not show remorse for their crimes (Jankelevitch as cited in Derrida, 2001), when the Manhattan Project scientists reflect back on Hiroshima, it appears rather clear that each man – particularly Robert Wilson who smiles nervously and ashamedly during the ongoing interviews – does a fine job illustrating “how uncomfortable most of us are when confronted with moral issues” (Arendt, 2003, p. 22). The same moral dis/comfort can be seen in the nuclear scientist-interviewees’ gestures, pauses,
and, at times, strangely blank facial in/expressions in the documentary film, *Into Eternity*. Of course, seeing moral dis/comfort on someone’s person cannot be verified with empirical facts but only surmised with human intuition.

38 Nussbaum (1997) contends that the “narrative imagination is an essential preparation for moral interaction” (p. 90). This moral interaction includes developing the capacity to form judgments (p. 11) and show compassion for those who suffer (p. 91). For suffering is a human or existential problem that arises out of particular situations (see Appiah as cited in Nussbaum, 1997, p. 53). To be a world citizen is to recognize that vulnerability is a universal human condition as Nussbaum (1997) notes: “Compassion…promotes an accurate awareness of our common vulnerability” (p. 91). While this might be true, reading about compassion and judgment becomes more immediate when put in context with global catastrophes that “forbid apathy” (Beck, 2009, p. 69) like the triple disaster of the Tohoko earthquake and tsunami and Fukushima nuclear meltdown.

39 In his review of *The Origins of Totalitarianism*, Voegelin (1953) argues it is this same “spiritual disintegration” (p. 68) that allowed for the rise of totalitarianism in the 20th century: “The spiritual disease of agnosticism is the peculiar problem of the modern masses, and the man-made paradises and manmade hells are its symptoms” (p. 73). What does totalitarianism have to do with *Crime and Punishment*? Morson (1999) contends that the only thinker of the 19th century to imagine totalitarianism was Dostoevsky, an insight to be developed later in this chapter. If this is the case, which I believe it is, Pinar’s (2012) argument that studying the past in order to understand the present and to have insight into the future—as Arendt likewise summons us to do in the preface to *Origins*—is that much more urgent for a “world at risk” (Beck, 2009).

40 Much scholarship has been written on the relationship between economic theory and utilitarianism; indeed, the story of the Japanese “nuclear power village” starts out with a utilitarian cost-benefit analysis which states: “economy comes first” (Naka as cited in Hano, 2012). The nuclear disaster at Fukushima is but another example of what happens in the worst case scenario, a scenario that Durrenmatt knows must be thought through to its bitter end. In this
respect, Dostoevsky, Durrenmatt, and Beck (2009) see eye-to-eye. Each of these writers has the ability to imagine the reality of worst possible turns. This ability to imagine, however, is particularly ironic given the fact that unimaginative corporations like TEPCO are the ones which have the power to destroy a nation and perhaps a planet by acting irresponsibly with nuclear energy. Nor should we forget the irony found in General Electric’s (GE) motto: Imagination at Work. (As a reminder, GE built the faultily designed “Mark I” reactor at Fukushima Daiichi.)

41 We are reminded that not only Dostoevsky but Arendt is critical of science’s ahistoricity. As Arendt (1978: 1) puts it, the scientist’s unrelenting desire for new discoveries, “each one giving rise to a new theory,” so “that those caught in the movement were subject to the illusion of a never-ending process—the process of progress” (p. 55). While Raskolnikov is no scientist, he certainly is one of those caught up in a modern machinery-movement whose Ubermensch-like extraordinary people theory takes the place of God, much like the scientist. The difference between these two great thinkers is evident. Dostoevsky is altogether critical of the Enlightenment caricaturized in Luzhin; Arendt believes that science’s thirst for the acquisition of new knowledge is dangerous without the help of philosophy’s need for thinking for its own sake. Arendt’s appreciation for interdisciplinarity and moderation in working toward a habitable world – an appreciation that Dostoevsky clearly lacks – has been discussed in previous chapters.

42 For an in-depth discussion of the Christian myth that Jews were the servants of the devil, hiding horns under their hats, see Tratchenberg and Saperstein (2002, p. 44-52).

43 Still, conspiracy theories exist that “American Jews staged the 9/11 terrorist attacks for their own financial gain” and to propel war against the Muslim world (ADL, 2009) in the name of American-Israeli-Zionist world domination. This conspiracy theory bears hallmarks with that promulgated by Holocaust deniers who maintain that that the Jews invented the Holocaust for the purpose of establishing the state of Israel (Butz, 1992).

Needless to say, it would be a reductionist mistake to equate Cosmopolitan Studies with Jewish Studies, as an occidentalist might well do. Cosmopolitanism, moreover, originates in the East as much as it does the West (see Hansen, 2011).

While the Khmer Rouge murdered intellectuals and educated people for fear they would challenge the regime, the mass implementation of standardized testing as education is a seemingly benign way of controlling – i.e., dominating – the masses. Indeed, current United States school reforms as centered on “test-after-test numbs minds” and “installs submissiveness” (Pinar, 2012, p. 65) in ways that echo the “totalitarian temptation” (p. 63) of Weimar Germany, says Pinar. The education in Huxley’s (1932) fictitious totalitarian World State is similarly built on memorization of meaningless information rather than on developing one’s ability to think, judge, and show compassion for others. While it is test-after-test for students in American public schools, it is pill-after-pill for the citizens of Huxley’s World State: “that second dose of soma had raised a quite impenetrable wall between the actual universe and their minds” (p. 77).

“Are religions also ideologies?” asks Freeden (2003, p. 101). In fact, religion “can adopt some of the characteristics of totalitarian ideologies” when non-believers are either forced to convert or are “dispatched.” In literature, Shylock serves as an example of the former while Luzhin might be said to serve as an example of the latter – dispatched from the life of CP. With Freeden’s words in mind, we might consider not only that Dostoevsky fathomed totalitarianism – as Morson (1999) contends – but also propagated elements of it.

For example, Advanced Placement (AP) English Literature and Composition tests students on their knowledge of and ability to locate and write about literary elements and rhetorical devices (see College Board, AP, 2008). Likewise, the English Common Core Curriculum Maps “written
by teachers, for teachers” reinforce understanding literature from a formalist perspective (see *The Common Core Curriculum Mapping Project*, 2013).

49 On the subject of *Animal Farm*, Orwell (as cited in Foot, 2003) is quoted as saying: “I intended it primarily as a satire on the Russian revolution”; in an interview with Golding’s daughter, Judy Golding (as cited in *The Guardian*, n.d.), she says that her father told her that *Lord of the Flies* “arose from his experiences in the second World War.”

50 While we might read the description of the plague in its own right as a plea for solidarity, it would be a bit too generous to suggest that Dostoevsky is advocating a “universal unity of all humankind” (Cherkasova, 2009, p. 97) as Dostoevsky scholar Evegenia Cherkasova claims in citing part, though not all, of a letter Dostoevsky wrote to his wife concerning a speech the author gave on Pushkin at the Society of Lovers of Russian Literature. Cherkasova praises Dostoevsky’s “dream of the universal communion of hearts” (p. 99) but fails to include a caveat also included in the speech: “the general unification of all people of all tribes of the great Aryan race” (Dostoevsky as cited in Frank, 2010, p. 830). Once again, “friendship over the truth” (Morson, 1983, p. 314) prevails.

51 What does totalitarianism have to do with world risks? In a culture of fear, “security…displac[es] freedom” (Beck, 2009, p. 8) and with it “a seemingly rational ‘totalitarianism of defence against threats’” (p. 9) is put in place. In post-9/11 America, we see such seemingly rational defense strategies as tighter airport security, the Patriot Act, and most recently, the probability of drones circling over and spying on (not only) enemies of the United States.

52 In an unprecedented move, the United States Justice Department is not only seeking to hold the British oil company BP responsible for the gigantic oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico but also aims “to hold individuals accountable,” too (Krause and Schwartz, 2012).
As a case in point, how will future generations make decisions about managing all the nuclear waste that is accumulating? While scientists working at the Onkalo Nuclear Power Plant seem to have their waste management system under control for now, Finland has but two active nuclear plants, with a third underway. India has nine. France has 22. The United States has 65. At the Hanford Nuclear Site in the state of Washington, moreover, it was recently reported that “six underground tanks holding toxic and radioactive wastes are leaking at the country's most contaminated nuclear site” (Dininny, 2013), Hanford, that were supposed to last another 20 years. A former plutonium processing complex which now has been turned into a radioactive storage site, plutonium’s spent fuel is hazardous to human health for hundreds to thousands of years.

John Keane (2002) offers a different interpretation of “the actually existing system of cosmocracy” (p. 69).

See Hand’s (2007) conceptual analysis of intelligence and its implications for education as written in the analytic tradition, Vokey’s (2009) illustration of the dialect argument for work in educational inquiry, and Bonnett’s (2009) phenomenological investigation into education and selfhood. Each of these writers adheres to one philosophical method in writing their respective works. As such, these works can be used as models in helping one craft particular modes of conceptual inquiry.

The “unintentional irony” (Beck, 2009, p. 47) of world risks functions in somewhat similar ways. What were once considered miracle drugs, e.g., Prozac, “miracle agent[s],” e.g., coolant CFC, and energy miracles, e.g., nuclear power, have had “unpredictable side effects” of devastating consequences. In other words, certain scientific-technological innovations which have aimed to solve problems have unintentionally created different ones.
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